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“I fear the character of my knowledge is from
year to year becoming more distinct and
scientific” Aug. 19th. 1851
Suppose you attend to the hints, to the
suggestions, which the moon makes for one
month, …. -will they not be very different from
anything in literature or religion or philosophy
Sept. 7 , 1851
To-day first I smelled the earth.
May 11, 1852

Fairhaven Bay from Fairhaven Hill in Moonlight.
Art and photo work by Mark Koslow
Moonlight on Fair Haven Pond seen from the Cliffs .
A sheeny lake in the midst of a boundless forest, the
windy surf sounding freshly and wildly in the single
pine behind you ; the silence of hushed wolves in the
wilderness, and, as you fancy, moose looking off from
the shore of the lake. The stars of poetry and history
and unexplored nature looking down on the scene. This
is my world now, with a dull whitish mark curving northward
through the forest marking the outlet to the lake.
Fair Haven by moonlight lies there like a lake in the
Maine wilderness in the midst of a primitive forest
untrodden by man . This light and this hour take the

civilization all out of the landscape.
June 13, 1852
From the cliffs you
looked off into vast depths of illumined air.

Henry often wrote outside during his walks, carrying a small notebook and his pencil,
which he made himself. He is writing here on the cliffs of Fairhaven Hill. This is based
on photos I took myself there in 2003. There were wild Blueberry bushes there and Star
Moss, as well as Pitch Pine and White Pines in the distance. An old woman showed me
this spot. I felt standing there that he was standing there too. There were too many
people at Walden Pond to feel him this way, but on Fair Haven Hill, he was still there, as
it were. All the exclusive rich people’s houses built near there were excluded, gone, and
disappeared and it was again the 1850’s, and Henry was studying the Moonlight again.
The Sudbury River is below the cliffs of Fair Haven Hill, and on some maps is called the
Concord River, though both the Sudbury and Assabet are tributaries of the Concord.
Fair Haven Bay or Pond is part of the Sudbury River almost directly south of Fair Haven
Hill. The above painting made on a computer is a cousin to the one far below which
shows Henry rowing on the Sudbury northwest of Fair Haven Hill, so not very far from
this spot, which is up the hill from there.
I see Fair Haven Pond from the
Cliffs, as it were through a slight mist. It is the wildest
scenery imaginable,

(note: in the PDF I am using the search function is called up by ctrl-F, that is control F. This will give you
a search area and type in your word like for instance, “Irish” , and if you press the down arrow you see
the next of the 23 references, or “frog’ there are over 150 references. Being able to search a document
like this is important. Henry talks about all sorts of things, so I hope to put in an index eventually)
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Introduction
Of all the 19th century writers, Henry David Thoreau is the most relevant today. His
work was far seeing into the future, and advocated for the notion of nature as a citizen,
to be ecologically taken account of, the conquest and destruction of nature stopped. He
started writing a book exploring the largely unknown facts of night, twilight and
moonlight, after Civil Disobedience and Walden, and continued to do so up till 1856. It
is a largely unknown effort, and one that goes to the heart of his main concerns. I will be
commenting on his concerns. The Moonlight book is a largely unorganized part of
Thoreau’s work that is still fragmented, even ignored. The original order that Henry put
together was lost, ironically, due to his publishers. But it still exists, even if no one will
ever be able to put it back together again as he conceived it. But he did leave an
elaborate series of indexes for it. So it can be roughly put back together. The long
winded beauty, as well as the depth and haunting exactness of the effort can still be
intuited, by those who are willing to spend the time to feel it. The purpose of this book
is to begin to explain, at least partially, what he was doing.
Brad Dean writes that:
In "Moonlight" Thoreau explored the realm that the English poet John Milton in
his epic Paradise Lost referred to as "Chaos and Old Night." The lecture describes
the salutary effects on the saunterer of nocturnal excursions into familiar
territory that had become de-familiarized by the perspective-altering light of the
moon on the landscape, a light that compels the saunterer to experience what
Emerson in “Nature” called "an original relation to the universe."

I disagree with Brad Dean that the Moonlight book is about Milton’s notion of “Chaos
and Old Night”. Brad is talking here about the lecture, not the Moonlight book.1 Nor do
1

The lecture happened on Oct. 8 1854. Howarth discusses how Thoreau doctored and scrambled the
Journal transcripts to make this lecture, apparently hating every minute of it. Howarth comments on

I think Thoreau is redoing Emerson in most of his moonlight explorations. In fact, he
grows increasingly weary of Emersonian transcendentalism. There is much more to it
than Brad’s supposition of a link between Milton, Emerson and Thoreau, though there is
that in what remains of the lecture.
I specify when I have added something of Henry’s that is out of the order of Henry
indexes. William Howarth claims in his book on Henry’s writings that he wrote some
further versions of journal entries, later, which he calls “transcripts”.2 I am only using
one of these here, partly because those that I have looked at are not relevant, Also, it is
too hard to locate these transcripts, due to costs or “ownership”. Moreover, the ones I
have seen are not very different that the Journal entries. 3 Someone can make the effort
to find and see them all. I only could find one that matters.
Moreover the original Journal has a freshness and direct honesty that is fine with me.
Henry himself often says that it is the original perceptions of an observer that often
matter the most. His journal entries on Moonlight go way beyond the mythic and
rehashed claims of the lecture. I follow here the organization of Henry’s index of journal
entries closely, not the lecture. His lecture on the moon does not interest me much, and
partly because Henry himself thought it was failure. I am NOT doing Henry’s lecture on
the Moon here. I underline that. I suspect that something like this lecture was put
together by Channing and Sophia Thoreau in 1863, using Henry’s texts. The piece called
“Night and Moonlight”, is credited by William Howarth as having been written by Ellery
“the degree to which Thoreau sacrificed his original
structural plans for the sake of a lecture deadline. Perhaps that sacrifice
explains his sardonic reference later in the text: 'Ah yes even here in
Plymouth horizon Apollo is at work for King Admetus-whose other
name is Getting-a-Living. This is what makes mythology true & interesting
to us' (LMHDT, G15.16). But he could deny neither Plymouth
nor 'Getting-a-Living' in reality;”
2

Some of these can be found in Howarth The Literary Manuscripts of Henry David Thoreau, in the
section on Moonlight.
Many libraries now have single or more pages of Henry’s work, sold to them by a very corrupt market
place. They require elaborate forms to be filled out and money to be given them. I am doing this book for
nothing and require of a library that they give me the document for free, as Henry would wish. He never
wanted private ownership of his work. Only one library so far has let me use his work.
3

Channing and Sophia sounds very true to me, and logical, though some of it comes out
of the Journal. While evidently being based on some of Henry’s things, Henry’s
Moonlight texts (transcripts) were not sold and dispersed as they are now.
The essay put together by his sister Sophia and Ellery Channing strikes me as not really
by Henry, even if it quotes the Journal and evokes, very loosely, the lecture of 1854.
Howarth agrees that the lecture was similar to what was put together by Sophia or
Channing, when he writes in his essay “Successor to Walden, Thoreau’s Moonlight—an
Intended Course of Lectures”(pg, 110), but that the Sophia/Channing essay is merely a
“ collation of 'Night and Moonlight' indicates that
it is mostly abbreviated-and often unrevised-portions of the old
'Moonlight' lecture, clipped from the original source and pasted together
with scant regard for continuity or coherence.”
That lecture is lost, though some remnant of it was pieced back together by his sister.
The main reason I discount it is that Henry did. He says of the response to his
Moonlight lecture, and an early version of Life Without Principle of 1854 that

Dec. 6 1854.
After lecturing twice this winter I feel that I am in danger of cheapening myself by
trying to become a successful lecturer, i. e., to interest my audiences. I am
disappointed to find that most that I am and value myself for is lost, or worse
than lost, on my audience. I fail to get even the attention of the mass. I should
suit them better if I suited myself less. I feel that the public demand an average
man, - average thoughts and manners, - not originality, nor even absolute
excellence. You cannot interest them except as you are like them and sympathize
with them. I would rather that my audience come to me than that I should go to
them, and so they be sifted; i. e., I would rather write books than lectures. That is
fine, this course. To read to a promiscuous audience who are at your mercy the
fine thoughts you solaced yourself with far away is as violent as to fatten geese by
cramming, and in this case they do not get fatter.

This is very honest. “ After lecturing twice this winter [on “Moonlight” and “What shall it
Profit”] I am disappointed to find that most that I am and value myself for is lost, or
worse than lost, on my audience.” In other words the audience cannot grasp what he is
saying about moonlight, or what he is saying about the alienating effects of making
money, and he feels that his lectures are a failure. He lectured in Providence, R.I., on
Dec. 6, 1854 when he wrote the above, “What Shall it Profit” the title later changed to
“Life Without Principle”, certainly one of his best essays. It goes deep into questioning
the American obsession with making money. It is an essay that follows on his moonlight
studies and is closely related to it. He says clearly, I would rather write books than
lectures. Emerson had pushed him into it, and he never felt at home in the genre. He
hates lecturing and writes later, in 1857
I congratulate myself on having been permitted to stay at home thus. I am so
much richer for it. I do not see what I should have got of much value, but money,
by going about, but I do see what I should have lost. It seems to me that I have a
longer and more liberal lease of life thus.
“I would rather write books than lectures”. This is an important sentence. I am not
doing his lecture because it is not very interesting to try, partly because it has already
been done by Sophia Thoreau and Ellery Channing’. His comments in the Moonlight
book, in the journal and following his indexes, suggest a very trenchant view of
capitalism that is highly negative, and it is understandable most Americans would not
like it. This hardly means it is a failure. It merely means that the Moonlight book is
outside the purview of most Americans, convinced, as many are, of the value of money
and the obsessive pursuit of it. The creation of the “ownership society”, as the junior
George Bush, called it, is a society that benefits the ultra-rich and makes everyone a
debtor. It would be a mistake, therefore, to see the failure of the Moonlight lecture as
the failure of Henry’s efforts on Moonlight. What we have here is perhaps the best book
on Moonlight ever written, buried in his writing fo the last 150 years.

What is left of his journal entries and the indexes of these, is considerable. It shows him
sandwiching the whole book between an African American playing the clarinet in the
moonlight, dreaming of buying back his freedom, and Anthony Burns, a free slave who
ran away from the south only to be returned to slavery because of the corrupt Fugitive
slave law, passed by Congress. In a time where there is a racist in the white house, this is
an anti-racist book.
It shows him trying to capture in words, what many in the 1800’s tried to capture in
paint. He goes farther than the artists of those days in capturing moonlight,4 and tries
to capture many facts and feelings about moonlight that no one else tried to do then or
now. He talks about the Irish killed in shipwrecks, is cataloguing the plants and animals
he sees; the state of the moon at a given time; the seasons of the moon; the birds such as
Nighthawks he sees or hears; the view of the moon from different places, hills, lakes,
mountains and rivers; the effect of the moon on music and the human voice—his voice
and that of others; the thoughts that the moonlight produces in him; the twilight,
Aurora Borealis and stars, the wind and rain or lack of it. He is also trying to define the
nature of perception, his own and others. He is arguing with himself about science and
religion, their merits or lack of it. In the conclusion he talks about rocks and the
possibility that if only people would understand their relation to stones they might
regenerate the wildness that keeps the earth healthy. These any many other things are in
this book.
He was himself aware of the problems entailed by this effort. People know little about
moonlight, or wildness, few have studied it this closely. Talking about reality confuses
people who live in subjective or market formed bubbles. Humans do not see or smell
well enough to make much of it. Indeed, with the invention of electric lights there are
ever fewer who have experienced moonlight, much less spent whole nights in it. Living
in cities they can hardly see the night sky at all. But Henry is an unusual man, and I will

4

Writing is not as good a means of expression of moonlight as painting is, I mean here only that of
writings on Moonlight, Henry’s have to be the best and most expressive of them. He goes further than
anyone in his verbal expression, which is not to say that many of the painted works here are not equal to
him. They are.

try to show how much he makes of moonlight, and how he relates it to his primary
concerns, both social and scientific.
I change the order that Henry wrote down from the Journal, but only slightly. I follow
the chronological order that Henry made in the Indexes, but I take out most duplicates,
which occur often in the notes Henry made in the indexes. There are many. Some of this
duplication is part of the Index itself, which does not always indicate the length of a
given passage, so there are duplicates here. What I mean exactly is that sometimes he
includes only part of a daily entry in the Journal, but uses the same entry and date for
another entry, sometimes recommending a different section of it, or being ambiguous
about what he wants or arguably recommending the whole thing. While this is
interesting, it makes for difficult reading. He did this to facilitate his own work on the
Moonlight book. But I took out many of them as being too repetitious for a book that
seeks to approximate a finished book. References are in most cases included, so they can
be looked up if the reader wishes. Also, I usually, not always, put some of the later
entries, which are, often, earlier dates in the Journal, where they belong chronologically.
I realize that this is probably not the order of the Moonlight book, but rather the order
of the Journal, which Henry put together himself. I doubt the finished thing would have
been exactly chronological. Partially perhaps. Howarth says that Henry tried to make a
year of Moonlight in the transcripts by stitching together of various Journal entries
written over 5 years, up till 1854. It is unclear how he knows this. Actually in my version
the Moonlight book goes up till 1856, not 1854, as Howarth says. The conclusion to the
Moonlight book was not written till 1856. It is below at the end of the section called
Moonlight Journal Entries, 1850-1856 . Howarth’s claim that Henry’s original intent to
organize the material in the Journal so that it follows the moon through the four seasons
of the year is a questionable claim now. On face value this appears to be a repeat of what
Henry did in Walden, where he shortened two years into one.

He actually worked on the Moonlight book for 5-17 years.5 So, I am not going to deal
with the transcripts much, or try to do what Howarth suggests.6 Henry might have done
this, but little of it seems to be done and the result is too ahistorical to be pleasing or
even imitable for the majority of Journal entries. I will add one of the later transcripts,
one about moonlight and playing the flute, to the documents at the end of this book.
The reader, I hope, will notice that as I come to the end the order of the documents
changes, and this is because the more specific and subject driven entries and
combinations of entries are at the end of the indexes.
But my own view is that it is best to leave the life-like disorder of the Journal order
intact. It is far more interesting to follow his changes through this period in the Journal.
The Journal has rarely been written about to any depth. In itself it tells quite a complex
story of his doubts about the Moonlight book. It tells about his researches into
muskrats, night, flowers and moonlight birds. There is the mystery of his fascination
with the fight between to Moon and the clouds. There are backwards excursions into
Emersonian Transcendental ideas, and Carlyle’s Hero worship. I cycle through six
years of Journal entries, rather than combine them into one year. I follow Henry’s own
notes in the order which proceeds roughly in chronological and life-like succession from
1850 till 1856. I write a commentary on many of the entries to bring out latent
meanings, questions and confusions, and to try to show how profound his Journal
writing on Moonlight really is, with most, if not all, of the ins and outs, ups and downs,
failures and ecstasies, included. I try to show Henry as he was, warts and genius. I find
the variety, meandering and chronological fluency of the existing Journal to be
exceedingly interesting. It suggests, even in its faults, what Henry was trying to do in the
5

What Howarth says Henry wanted to do, could be done, but I am not Henry and cannot imagine what
changes he would have made to make this work cohere as a book like Walden. It is better to follow what
he actually did, given the beauty and creative fervor of his Journaling, rather than try to reconstruct what
he may have done. Someone else could try, perhaps searching out and including various transcripts
Howarth says Henry made.
Howarth gives examples of the later transcripts from Moonlight entries made from the Journal,
and they are very slight changes. These are in his essay “Successor to Walden, Thoreau’s
Moonlight—an Intended Course of Lectures” He lists other examples of the transcripts in his
Literary Manuscripts of HDT (1974). (pgs 332-354) Some of these also appear in the book the
Moon, by Allen (1927). For instance, pgs. 30-33 of same, also pgs., 39 and 43.
6

Moonlight book, but does not negate the growth over 6 years that Henry went through
in working periodically, following the moon in different phases, sometimes even writing
when the moon is not there at all, or New. He overcomes Emersonian
Transcendentalism, largely, and became a very specific writer on the flora and fauna of
the Concord area. A Darwinian. Tracing his slow development is important, as is
showing how he struggled with it, even though it seemed a failure at various points..
There is a serious problem with the idea Howarth suggests, which is to make six years
into one. It would lose the development that Henry went through writing all these
entries over these six years. Many of his characteristic concerns of the 1850s have their
origin in the years of his Moonlight study. One can see in the moonlight book how the
ideas of Civil Disobedience became his fight against slavery. What I mean to
demonstrate here is the development of his thought over these six years; through his
moonlight wanderings and researches; through his more and more scientific and natural
history researches; his attempts to write painterly prose about the moon, flowers and
landscapes develops. His interest in plants and flowers, and his idea of the Kalendar
develops while he is writing about the moon. His environmentalist ethic, begun in the
Maine book in the section of Kataadn, flowers in the Moonlight book and concludes it.
That would all be lost if Howarth’s ideas were followed. It is too late to make a book of
the Moonlight texts that tries to do what Henry would have done. It is impossible to
reconstruct that, or even know what it might have been. What we can do is to put
together what is left of the whole, as completely as we can, and work with what actually
exists. This turns out to be an extremely evocative series of texts.
The Moonlight book shows him leaving the Emersonian orbit and entering into real
science and exploration, as well as making him more Darwinian in his approach, which
really amounts to entering into real science and exploration, since it is clear that Henry
sees his moonlight explorations as analogous to Darwin’s Voyage of the Beagle. One
could say, as I do, that this is really a 17 year development. He begins talking about
moonlight as early as 1839 and keeps at it until 1856, with some observations continuing
till 1860, not long before he stops writing. I wrongly thought the Moonlight book ended
in 1854, but was delighted to see that that is not true. It goes on to 1856 and even further

in snippets. There is a very telling entry on nighthawks from 1858. The conclusion to the
book is written in 1856, and is a kind of primary statement of his ecological and social
position, which is both radical and based on natural fact. I include this at the end, below.
Henry usually used the Journal as a source book for many of his writings, and certainly
the order of what was left at his death was different than what I have here. I am not
going to change it, since exactly what he was doing with this material is now unknown,
though I can guess at it. I will include the few suggestions about what the finished thing
might have looked like at the end. In short, I am not going to change his text or ordering
of indexes other than to remove duplicates and reorder the entries in a chronology.
There is no way that one could intuit or know what he might have done or how he
organized the material in the book that Allen lost the order of and scattered.
Many of the Moonlight papers are in private hands. Such papers should not be owned by
anyone, since Allen stole the document and Henry’s Moonlight and other papers should
not have been sold or distributed with copies of the Journal, or sold by Russell for his
own profit. Houghton Mifflin distributed 3-400 pages of original manuscript pages, a
few from the moonlight text, as part of a sales gimmick. That was incredibly lacking in
foresight or understanding of Thoreau.. Since our system allows these people to claim
‘ownership’ over stolen or inherited pages and to veto publication of anything they do
not approve of, I don’t want to use them anyway. Brad Dean told me this. I have no
desire to use such pages. I am protesting the private ownership of his work. Henry, I am
sure, would approve such a protest.
In other words, rather than deal with the corruption of our system, I prefer to use
mostly the Journal as my sources, since it is a public document. No one can stop what I
am doing here, which is for Henry alone and not for the private owners, Some Thoreau
scholars might be disappointed at such an approach, but frankly, I am not doing this for
them either, but for people who are interested in moonlight, ecology, nature’s rights, as
well as those who care about nature being ruined so a few already too rich men can get
richer.. I mean to highlight resistance to nature being ruined by the greed of the

corporate market. This is not only a current fact, but it was already a looming fact for
Henry.
These are very fertile and even pregnant writings on the night, and I include a great deal
of art from the time to illuminate this. It ends up being something of a history of 19th
century ideas on twilight and the night. I happen to think that these writings, combined
with these paintings, is the best single thing ever done on moonlight. This is not a vain
or egotistic comment, but rather a comment on the quality of work that Henry and these
painters did. They were all pioneers in the idea of nature mattering to us all, nonhumans too, not pioneers of the merely human “commons”.
Nor do I wish to participate in the immoral , private use of Henry’s stolen or sold papers.
I have seen individual pages written by Henry get up to 10,000 dollars in the auction
markets. That shows the corruption of our market driven system and Henry would
abhor this. All his papers should be retired from markets and given free to public
repositories. They should put them online for free, and include with them a
transliteration, as many of Henry’s writings are unreadable by most people.
I had some help from various people at the beginning. Brad Dean intended to get to
this, but he never did. I wrote him in 1999 and asked what he knew about the Moonlight
book. We corresponded quite a bit. He sent me the documents he gathered, mostly from
the NYPL, in 1999. His perfectionistic precision in regard to Henry’s work was
admirable but it opened him to the authoritarian threats of the owners of these private,
sold or stolen papers, who had to be pleased with what he did. I am not interested in
pleasing anyone but the Henry I intuit on these pages. Henry Thoreau was never one to
seek the pleasure of the ownership class, on the contrary. Brad gave me various advice,
but intended to do it himself, but it appears he could not do it, perhaps because it was
just too hard to edit all this and there is some corruption involved in the whole affair.
‘Who wants to touch that’, is the standard response to the sort of corruption we have
here. He complained it would take him thousands of hours. I think he would have done
a “bang up job” as he put it. But what I have done here is more like Henry himself,
perhaps more Thoreauvian. Henry was a reasonable man living in a time that wasn’t,

much like our time.
Brad ended up believing in the spiritual Thoreau, which I think is a relic of Emerson’s
domineering relation with Henry. So I do not agree with Brad on that. I think Emerson
was outshone by Henry, who was the really brilliant one, and I feel that what spiritual
sense Henry had waned with time. I also feel Brad was supporting too much the private
owners, who should have no say over what happens to Henry’s work, as Brad himself
said. Owning a Thoreau manuscript, like owning a Leonardo, seems ridiculous to me. I
suspect Brad was hindered by the perfection of his drive and the fear he had of the
owners of the scattered Thoreau documents. He died in 2006, and is much missed. He
would have done a better job, or at least a different job than I. though I too, have spent
more than a thousand hours on this.
I only started work on this in 2017, though my interest in this goes back to the 1990’s.
Beth Witherell sent me some help about how Henry organized his journals. I wrote
Laura Walls too. Neither had time to work on this. I suspect they too, were afraid of the
whole mess. I talked with William Howarth by email, and he helped slightly but made it
clear he is also is much too busy to get involved. So I decided, after some hesitation, to
do it all myself, for Henry, spending a lot of precious time, in thanks to him. I put
together an earlier version of this that has none of me in it and follows Henry’s
organization in the Journal. I have added an extensive commentary, partly because
there is a great deal to be learned about Henry from this book. It is hard to read the
Journal without help. I supply as much help as I can. Partly, it shows hidden relations
with his existing work, and partly it shows an important relation between Henry and the
painters fo the 19th century that has not been explored. I consider Henry’s Moonlight
book to be an adjunct to the great work of painters of the 1800’s to show our world as it
is, including work on the moon. Literary purists might dislike that I cross these
academic lines, but frankly, that does not matter. Life is not organized to suit academics.
My interpretations of these texts might be wrong, but they are among the first
interpretations of these texts, so the reader is welcome to do much better than I, if
possible.

But since the Moonlight book is now largely disordered, I felt free to try to not invent
what it might have been, but to comment freely on the suggestions of the text itself and
what it may mean. It is clear this was a long term effort of his, and involves a great deal
of thought on his part. It is a complex book, as he said, there is nothing like it in world
philosophy or literature, as he also says. It crosses the boundaries and I have made it
richer and more complex by adding to it the 19th century history of painting moonlight.
This is not to say that I am putting words into Henry’s mouth, I am not. But he is writing
150 years ago and I can see farther than he could. It is clear in the Journal that he
thinks of the Moonlight book as a major effort between 1850-56. But I am editing what
he did in his Journal and doing so to try to bring out more of what I think he meant. The
official comments on the Moonlight book are mostly wrong, trivial and demeaning. He
was a painter in words, and studied painting, from Gilpin to Ruskin, as well as Frederick
Church. I am using art from the 19th century therefore, to show how Henry was in
accord with many artists about the nature of Moonlight. 40 Paintings, as well as 6
portraits of Henry by myself, are scattered through this document and I think they
illuminate aspects of his perceptions, his being I mean, quite well. They all add to the
poetry he was after in his Moonlight book and serve to show the importance of literature
and painting to 19th century science.

My comments on various Journal entries appear in red, Henry’s work is in black. So I
did a literal transcription of Journal entries that Henry supplied in the indexes.7 The
mistakes here are mine, but my hope is that this is at least a beginning and now people
can take what Henry said about moonlight seriously.. His studies of birds,8 water and
7

The originals are mostly in the New York Public Library, Berg collection. To their credit they put
Henry’s writing on their collection online. Whereas many libraries have not done this and charge money
to see his documents, which is outrageous. Generally, I have refused to use material that libraries are
trying to use as if they are not public documents, with a few exceptions.
8
Henry studies of birds are sometimes mistaken as to ID. But his descriptions of living birds is very
lively and accurate and worth studying further. He says in 1860 that the bird he calls the Night Warbler, is
actually the White Throated Sparrow.

trees should also be done by someone, someday. Thoreau’s study of flowers has been
done. Ray Angelo has done a great deal of work on the plants Henry mentions. The
study of Richard Primack and Abraham Rushing of Boston University shows that 27 %
of the plants Henry studied are gone now, and 36% are on the way out. Buttercups,
asters, orchids, among others, were there in Henry’s day, and are all but gone now.
Some are gone from the Concord area. The cause is human caused global warming, and
over development, and land abuse. Concord is now merely a part of the ‘strip malling’ of
America, the reduction of it to a human centered landscape, with the wild area where
Henry loved to go now merely controlled reservations, allowed to exist only for human
recreation and because he loved them. Global warming is a fact. And now that 77
percent of the earth, including the oceans, is now under threat of human industry, it is
clear that the remaining 23 percent of wild areas, need immediate protection.
“We’re on a threshold where whole systems could collapse and the
consequences of that would be catastrophic,” said James R. Allan, one of the
study’s authors.”9

Henry’s work is essential in proving human caused, global warming in the Boston area,
and by implication, everywhere.10
9

This and the quote that begin this essay are record in the NYT, Oct. 31, 2018, by Livia Albeck-Ripka,
based on a study published in Nature, in Oct. 2018. The “study, led by researchers from the University
of Queensland in Australia and the Wildlife Conservation Society in New York, paints the first global
picture of the threat to the world’s remaining wildernesses
10
More on this can be found on or through this site
https://academic.oup.com/bioscience/article/62/2/170/280145
Ray Angelo and Richard Primack originally assisted one another. But Angelo started to dispute Primack’s
thesis that the evidence indicates global warming.
Angelo’s claims are discussed here:
http://phytoneuron.net/2014Phytoneuron/84PhytoN-ConcordMissingSpecies.pdf

Primack defend himself here:
http://www.phytoneuron.net/2014Phytoneuron/60PhytoN-ConcordPrimackReply.pdf
I do not know which is correct, though it strikes me that what Primack says about the ecology of the
Concord area is certainly true of the area where I live in Ohio. Global warming is an undeniable fact,

This book on Moonlight is a precursor to his botanizing of the later years as thus part of
the Calendar he planned in later life. His later efforts to produce a hand-made calendar
of the yearly happenings to the plants and birds, animals and events in and around
Concord, Massachusetts are amazing. I wish I could include them, but they are largely
unpublished and mostly inaccessible, though there are a few online and some have been
studied and written about.

Not only flowers and the land around Concord but the Moonlight book itself has a
shameful history. William Howarth tells some of this history in his 1972 essay
“Successor to Walden, Thoreau’s Moonlight manuscript” as well as in his Literary
Manuscripts of Henry David Thoreau. The questionable character in this story is
F.H.Allen, one of the editors of the 1906 Thoreau Journal. There are others of course.
All of it coming down to various unscrupulous men , trying to make money off Henry’s
writings. The history of the Thoreau manuscripts is a dismal tale that brings into
question the whole of the collecting and publishing world. Henry himself knew the sad
greed of the publishing world, so it is unfortunate that so much damage was done to his
own work.
Howarth writes:
After Sophia [Thoreau's sister’s] death in 1876, her collection of Thoreau's
manuscripts passed to Blake, who in 1898 willed them to his friend, E. H.
Russell. Russell sold the publication rights for the Journal to the
Houghton, Mifflin Company in 1903, and one of their editors, F. H. Allen,
discovered in the thirty-nine notebook volumes a large group of
the'Moonlight' transcripts and lecture sheets.9~ The publishers should
have returned these papers to Russell, but Allen apparently decided
though he may have made some minor mistakes of the specific quantity or place where specific plants
grow, as Angelo claims..

instead to file them away for future reference. In early 1906 Houghton,
Mifflin also purchased a large group of loose manuscript leaves from
Russell for use in their deluxe Manuscript Edition of The Writings of
Henty D. Thoreau. The company distributed about three or four hundred
leaves in this fashion, including several pieces of 'moonlight' transcripts
and lecture sheets. Most of the papers remained in their files for two
decades, however, until Allen decided to publish them in a limited edition
entitled The Moon.11 This volume contained about fifty of Thoreau's
manuscript leaves, printed 'just as he left them (with hardly a change
except in punctuation) .. . in a format in some degree worthy of their
character.
Allen apparently could not distinguish between the transcripts and lecture
sheets, nor did he attempt to arrange them in their original order. The
resulting text is accurate but formless, and hardly consistent with
Thoreau's final intentions. Allen later neglected to discuss this volume in
his interesting pamphlet, Thoreau's Editors, perhaps because he had
obtained the papers and edited them in a questionable fashion. His
company presumably sold the 'moonlight' manuscripts sometime before
World War 11, for since then public repositories have steadily acquired
those fragments.
Today, most of Thoreau's original project survives, a reminder of the
difficulties he faced in the years following his last major publication,
Walden. Misnamed, misedited, and misread, his 'moonlight' papers
deserve to be restored and re-evaluated as Moonlight, both for their place
in his career and in the larger context of Anglo-American literature.

F.H. Allen was basically a thief, who took the Moonlight book and disheveled it,
dispersed some of it, and ultimately undermined its coherence. The fact that he
11

I have seen this book as it still exists. It is basically just random selections from the Journals.
According to Howarth there are a few transcripts by Henry in it. I need to check this.

apparently stole the book suggests that those who now claim intellectual property of
Henry’s papers are often mistaken and should give back the stolen or sold papers to the
library authorities. No one should make any money from his work. All of Henry’s
papers should be gathered and published. It would be nice to see this done honestly, and
for Henry. But unfortunately, in America, money is king, and subverts a democratic
caring for others, so I do not expect to see libraries flock to this call for their being
honest. The legal process applied to Henry’s papers, which are manifestly opposed to the
ideology of such a legal process, is itself a ridiculous construct. The process by which
many of Henry’s freely written anti-institutional papers end up being sold to Wakeman
who sells them to Morgan is absurd. Most Americans, in Henry’s time too, sit and watch
silently as democracy is subverted and their world is sold to big business for a song.
Congress is corrupt and taken over by corporate lobbyists, who should be illegal. I am
protesting that, as Henry did also.
Besides writing this book, which seeks to reconstruct a semblance of the Moonlight
book, and make it free, there is little I can do, in good conscience, to change this history
of the Moonlight book. Allen’s greed made sure we would never know exactly what
Henry had in mind. Of course, Allen was just a symptom of something even worse in
U.S. history: the ownership of art and culture by the rich, the bogus nature of some
intellectual property rights, and the resulting shunning and exploitation and its artists
and poets. Art is not propaganda, or “fake news” for the ultra-rich, and to the degree
that it is this, it is not art, but class propaganda. It is certainly not Henry David Thoreau.
The buying up of the Thoreau manuscripts by rich men commences after E.H Russell
sells the rights of the Journal to Houghton Mifflin, a publishing company. Russell
should be held at fault for doing this. Later J.P Morgan would buy the Journals
themselves, which no one should own, except perhaps a university library that merely
‘holds’ it for scholarly use, or the US Government.12 Morgan was a financier and railroad
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The Morgan Library has done some scans of the Journal Manuscript which are, in some cases,
unreadable, quite apart from Henry’s poor writing skills, which itself is problematic. They were just
badly done by the Morgan. library. The Journals should not be in private hands. Henry seems to never
have seen himself as a private “owner” of nature and rather despised the concept, rightly. He prided

tycoon, owner of the U.S. Steel corporation and anti-unionist creator of our current
unjust corporate system. If anyone should not own Henry’s Journal it is Morgan, he is
exactly what Henry was writing against. Henry would surely dislike the current ‘private’
ownership of his Journal and other writings very much. Morgan never did anything that
would qualify him to have possession or rights to these books. The Berg brothers, Henry
and Albert, would buy various scattered documents, or receive them from donors. At
least the Berg documents are now publicly available. Other sales would follow and the
private owners all but destroyed the Moonlight book, which Thoreau had ordered and
arranged prior to his death in 1862. It was probably not a complete book then, and it is
shameful that the order Henry established was lost, however provisional it was. It was
made nearly impossible to put back together. Here the unraveling and destruction of the
Moonlight book begins.13 I am not trying to restore what Henry did, which I think
unrecapturable. I am trying to show what Henry thought of Moonlight, slowly and
patiently.
himself on owning as little as possible and in a questionnaire admitted he owned a boat, which he made
himself. None of Henry’s things should be owned. Journal pieces, letters, artifacts, everything should be
in the public domain, owned by public libraries or the government as part of a public collection. The same
is true of places that Henry lived such as houses he lived in or places he frequented, such as Fair Haven
Hill, or the Yellow House in Concord. Henry did not like the Market economy much, and his work should
not be a part of that. The main problem in America is greed, and this has infected even Henry’s work.
This book is offered for free, in thanks to Henry, and all the work on here is offered free too, for love of
Henry to those who love him back.
. The sad and dismal sale of Thoreau’s Journal to Morgan is told with the usual acquisitive, lust driven
and bookish greed by Kevin Mcdonnell. I quote only a minor part of this essay, to give a flavor of its
salivating for the pages of these books by dealers and rich men. Book collecting is here pictured as a sort
of mental disease, involving money, as Henry would have seen it too. Collecting the fame of other men or
women is a way of acquiring fame by proxy or a fetish. The bigger the pocketbook the more destructive
and repulsive is the man who has this fetish.
In 1906 or so” one of the greatest collections of American literature ever formed went on the block.
Stephen H. Wakeman, who retired from his family produce business after twenty years, had collected
books with intelligence and an ample purse, and his Thoreau collection consisted of just under onehundred lots…. In 1909, he had been persuaded to sell the 39 volumes of Thoreau's journals he then
owned to J. Pierpont Morgan.” George Hellman, a book speculator, bought the 39 volumes of the Journal
form E. H. Russell for Wakeman. Wakeman sold them with other manuscripts and books to Morgan for
165,000 dollars, a huge sum at that time. I don’t know how much Russell made from this betrayal of
Henry’s trust in him. Henry’s Indian notebooks were evidently also part of this grotesque sale. Most of
Henry life was thus sold to Morgan for a sum he largely stole from his workers, who were underpaid by
him. This is a kind of wage slavery put to work against Henry himself and which he was strongly opposed
to.
13

https://www.abaa.org/member-articles/collecting-henry-david-thoreau

Henry rightly hated the greed of publishing companies.
He writes of publishing companies a really damning indictment:

April 2, 1852
It appears to me that, to one standing on the heights
of philosophy, mankind and the works of man will
have sunk out of sight altogether; that man is altogether
too much insisted on. The poet says the proper
study of mankind is man. I say, study to forget all
that ; take wider views of the universe . That is the
egotism of the race. What is this our childish, gossiping,
social literature, mainly in the hands of the publishers?
When another poet says the world is too much
with us, he means, of course, that man is too much
with us. In the promulgated views of man, in institutions,
in the common sense, there is narrowness and
delusion . It is our weakness that so exaggerates the
virtues of philanthropy and charity and makes it the
highest human attribute. The world will sooner or
later tire of philanthropy and all religions based on it
mainly. They cannot long sustain my spirit . In order
to avoid delusions, I would fain let man go by and
behold a universe in which man is but as 'a grain of
sand’. I am sure that those of my thoughts which
consist, or are contemporaneous, with social personal
connections, however humane, are not the wisest and
widest, most universal . What is the village, city, State,
nation, aye the civilized world, that it should concern
a man so much? the thought of them affects me in

my wisest hours as I pass a woodchuck's hole. It
is a comfortable place to nestle, no doubt, and we have
friends, some sympathizing ones, it may be, and a
hearth, there; but I have only to get up at midnight,
aye to soar or wander a little in my thought by day,
to find them all slumbering. Look at our literature.
What a poor, puny, social thing, seeking sympathy!
The author troubles himself about his readers, would fain have one before he dies. He stands too near
his printer ; he corrects the proofs . Not satisfied with
defiling one another in this world, we would all go to
heaven together . To be a good man, that is, a good
neighbor in the widest sense, is but little more than to
be a good citizen. Mankind is a gigantic institution ;
it is a community to which most men belong. It is a
test I would apply to my companion, -can he forget
man ? can he see this world slumbering ?
I do not value any view of the universe into which
man and the institutions of man enter very largely and
absorb much of the attention . Man is but the place
where I stand, and the prospect hence is infinite. It
is not a chamber of mirrors which reflect me. When
I reflect, I find that there is other than me . Man is
a past phenomenon to philosophy. The universe is
larger than enough for man's abode. Some rarely go
outdoors, most are always at home at night, very few
indeed have stayed out all night once in their lives,
fewer still have gone behind the world of humanity,
seen its institutions like toadstools by the wayside.
“To stay up all night”, to look at Toadstools and Woodchucks in the moonlight, --“but
I have only to get up at midnight”—Henry writes. So moonlight became for Henry a

resistance to the delusion of human supremacy, enshrined in its institutions, not just
resistance to the petty minded, profiteering of publishers like F.H. Allen, or the
collecting disease of Wakeman and Morgan. The history of Henry’s own mistreatment
by publishers is recorded in various biographies. Henry jokes about owning his book A
Week on the Concord and Merrimaks Rivers and writes on Oct. 28, 1853 that "I have
now a library of nearly 900 volumes over 700 of which I wrote myself--".
The Thoreau who would advocate for nature as a citizen, the Thoreau who would help
slaves escape the injustice of the Fugitive Slave Law and head to freedom in Canada, is
already here, in the Moonlight book. The Henry who Gandhi and Martin Luther King
loved, and who , with utter contradiction, also helped John Brown, is already here. He is
implicitly criticizing religion here too. He takes the point of view of Woodchucks and
Mushrooms, and hardly anyone has seen how profound this is, this embrace of a truly
universal point of view that respects all beings as equal to humans, and will fight for the
rights of nature as well as slaves. This is really what the Moonlight book is about. Henry
is as profound as Darwin in this respect, and the poet, Koyabashi Issa. Very similar to
Henry’s journal entries on the moon, Issa wrote these, among many others:

Full moon:
my ramshackle hut
is what it is.

harvest moon–
Sumida River thick
with mosquitoes

harvest moon–
going out
going back in

Issa

Is the moon fighting with the clouds, going out and going in, as Henry says, or is it Issa
or Henry himself who goes outside of his cabin the woods to view the silver disc floating
alive in the sky?
While it is true that Henry would sometimes slip back into the subjective sublimism that
characterizes Emerson, I don’t think it was his main motivation. He seems to have
involved divinity out of bad habit more than actual findings. Religions involve a process
of magnification of motives. Henry uses this himself in trying to say he is researching
‘divinity in nature’ instead of the much more humble fact that he was studying birds and
plants, trees and moonlight. No one can study divinity in nature for the simple reason
that it is an abstraction that adheres to no known facts at all. What does one study?
There is nothing there. Science and objective observation was his main motivation,
again, like Issa. He is describing the facts or nature, and by merely reporting on the
facts, his Journal becomes poetry and moonlight.
It is true that he will shift this view later on, just as he tries to look at moonlight as
against sunlight for a time. Richardson tries to maintain in his Life of the Mind that
Thoreau’s Moon book fails and he was really a devotee of the sun, an Apollonian. This is
not at all the Henry I know. Richardson is mistaken. Henry is a lover of nature, and
when he writes of Moonlight it is with a whole heart, and often he thinks the Moonlight
is superior to the sun. When he writes of the sun, it is with his whole heart too. His point
of view changes with different subjects and to say he preferred one over the other in any
total sense is mistaken. He loved the sun, he loved the moon. They are the two primary
objects in our sky, closely related by the sunlight that reflects off the moon and illumines
the night. The important thing is to love what is not human. Man is no longer the center
of his concern, the universe is, and Moonlight on the Mushrooms.
Henry’s study of the Moonlight is the earliest of his scientific efforts, the last being the

Dispersion of Seeds, and the Wild Fruit books. It is clear that he was working on a
Kalendar of all the events of the year, plants, birds, trees, clouds, water, everything. The
short maestrowork, “Autumnal Tints” was probably part of this too. It is probably the
best thing every written on autumn colors and leaves, an amazingly luminous essay.
Emerson’s childish generalizations—he writes in “Nature” that “nature always wears the
colors of the spirit”—as seen as meaningless and are left far behind, The 1850’s show
Henry becoming more and more Darwinian, more and more scientific, less and less an
Emersonian Transcendentalist. This is already evident in the Moonlight book.

Henry and Autumnal Tints

Henry upholds the value of human subjectivity even as he questions it. He even tries
to look at the world with his head upside down, looking between his legs, to see the

world more completely by varying his body’s position. This is a real scientist, trying to
see the world as complexly as experiment and experience will allow. The preservation of
animals and biomes requires the ability to take the perspective of the animal or biome as
much as possible. The Orcas now disappearing from Puget sound show up the greed of
fisherman, who fished out all the Chinook Salmon the Orcas prefer to eat, and it shows
up the oil man’s greed too, as well as the sad ignorance of those who buy his products-the pollution and huge oil tankers that ruin the waters the Orca swims in. Why should
the Orca go extinct and be unable to have babies just so the fisherman can continue
their murderous trade and the oilman gets his billions of dollars at the Orca’s expense?
It is the same ironic perversity that allows Morgan to ‘own’ the 39 volumes of the
Journal or the Indian Notebooks. These are atrocities that go to the heart of what Henry
is saying in the Moonlight book. These atrocities are what the “Moonlight book” and
“Life Without Principle” shines on, if read correctly.
The 1850’s are a time when Henry shows himself to be a philosopher who deeply
explores the meaning of perception and seeing. A human centered view point cannot
empathize with another species with “sympathy and intelligence”. Henry wants to see
everything with sympathy and intelligence. You will see in these pages how he goes
through a development and is far less human centered at the end than when he started
out.
Henry’s sometimes anti-human and pro-nature point of view has been called
misanthropic, but I don’t think that is true. Actually this is the view of a pro-human
speciesist who knows nothing about nature. Henry does have a very Swiftean or
Hogarthian view of human beings in general. But this is true of anyone who looks hard
at what humans do to destroy the lives of other beings, human or non-human. One
cannot but see the fundamentalist ideology of markets that reduces the seas and forests
to empty deserts as anything but perverse.
But there is something Henry is not ambiguous about. Henry does not like American
business. He finds it not a little hypocritical that a people should hate and call those idle
who love trees, but hold as superior those who grow rich cutting them down. He thinks
business is the enemy of nature, and he is right. He is objective about that, as was Mark

Twain a little later. He sees it, rightly, as opposed to nature like the black veil of the
preacher in Hawthorne’s “The Minister’s Black Veil”. He writes:
I thought to walk this forenoon instead of this after
noon, for I have not been in the fields and woods much
of late except when surveying, but the least affair of
that kind is as if you had [a] black veil drawn over your
face which shut out nature, as that eccentric and melancholy
minister whom I have heard of. It may be the
fairest day in all the year and you shall not know it.
One little chore to do, one little commission to fulfill, one
message to carry, would spoil heaven itself . Talk about a
lover being engaged! He is the only man in all the world
who is free. And all you get is your dollars….
There is no glory so bright but the veil of business
can hide it effectually . With most men life is postponed
to some trivial business, and so therefore is heaven.
Men think foolishly they may abuse and misspend life
as they please and when they get to heaven turn over a
new leaf. ( my emphasis-)
June 29th, 1852
“In my experience, nothing is so opposed to poetry, not crime,--as business.

Henry is called an ‘amateur”. Calling him an “amateur” is an insult. One could say he is
an amateur in the sense of the etymological Latin root of the word in “lover”, yes, he
loves nature. He is an amateur in the sense that Van Gogh, Leonardo, Marianne North
or Darwin were ‘amateur’, but this is hardly a criticism. Van Gogh condemns the gallery

owners as “dealers in men”.14 This is a condemnation of the notion of art as a profession.
Often the use of the term ‘amateur’ in art is meant to demean. Henry is an amateur in
the sense of a “citizen scientist” who does all the work of counting birds or insects.
Like Van Gogh he largely placed himself outside the capitalist system. He is not an
amateur but a “citizen scientist”, traveling around the world of Concord studying plants
trees, moonlight and waters, trees and landscapes. His work is about biology and
biogeographical beauty. Amateur in its demeaning sense is a slander of Henry Thoreau
and made by those who want to make money out of “professions”.
For Henry, the problem is business, the “gentlemen” of business, the very people of the
village that call him a “loafer”, “idle, “misanthropic” and amateur or no good. Henry is
opposed to their greed and love of money. He writes below that “The man of business
does not by his business earn a residence in nature, but is denaturalized rather.” Henry
is a preservationist not a resourcist. He has a different drummer he listens to, not a
military drummer at all, but the Ruffed Grouse, drumming on a log, and he imagines a
natural economy, opposite to what most Americans live under, in their economic bubble
of winner take all, and selfish, narcissistic and lying greed made into a military-like
religion of Big Business. His purpose in being anti-money and emphasizing a natural
economy rather than a human centered one is to protest the human centered economy
of Adam Smith and Big Business. He tries to make as little as he can live on, as he
defines this in Walden, in hopes of subverting the market economy. He says that all he
gets for his pains in “dollars” only, and that is very little indeed. He is one of the earliest
and best protesters against American Market fundamentalism .

How trivial and uninteresting and wearisome and
14

One thing that Vincent has going for him is the seamless interface between his art and his letters. The
Van Gogh museum on Amsterdam has organized the letters and paintings into an amazing 6 vol, work on
Van Gogh. I think it is by far the best primary resource on him, and perhaps one of the great books of the
last century. I hope Kew Gardens will eventually correlate the writings and paintings of Marianne North
in a similar way and make their website as easy to explore her recollections and paintings together as the
Van Gogh website makes his paintings and letters one seamless whole. I am trying to give some
semblance of what that might be like here—combining Henry’s moonlight writings with images of
moonlight from the 1800’s..

unsatisfactory are all employments for which men
will pay you money! The ways by which you may get
money all lead downward. To have done anything by
which you earned money merely is to have been truly
idle. If the laborer gets no more than the wages his
employer pays him, he is cheated, he cheats himself .
Those services which the world will most readily pay
for, it is most disagreeable to render. You are paid for
being something less than a man. The state will pay
a genius only for some service which it is offensive to
him to render. Even the poet-laureate would rather
not have to celebrate the accidents of royalty .
Aug, 7, 1853.
He would rather value what has nothing to do with money, which turns out to be nearly
everything that matters. He writes in “Life without Principle”, advancing his idea in the
journal, that “I think that there is nothing, not even crime, more opposed to poetry, to
philosophy, ay, to life itself, than this incessant business.”. He adds the phrase “to life
itself” to what he wrote in the Journal. Business is often opposed to “life itself”, when
there is a conflict between money and existence, existence can be negated. He calls
business the “the negation of life.”. “Getting and spending we lay waste our treasure” is
a misquote I have often heard.15
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The poem is by William Wordswroth, 1806
The world is too much with us; late and soon,
Getting and spending, we lay waste our powers:
Little we see in Nature that is ours;
We have given our hearts away, a sordid boon!
The Sea that bares her bosom to the moon;
The winds that will be howling at all hours,
And are up-gathered now like sleeping flowers;
For this, for everything, we are out of tune;
It moves us not.--Great God! I'd rather be
A Pagan suckled in a creed outworn;
So might I, standing on this pleasant lea,
Have glimpses that would make me less forlorn;

10

Henry’s treasure is in moonlight on water, sun on leaves, frogs, turtles basking on a log,
not in money. He is writing “Life without Principle” at the same time he is working on
the Moonlight book. He made money making pencils for artists and was very good at it.
I have not come across any criticism by him of that, but he hates surveying, even though
he is good at it, and writes against it in various places, just as he writes against lecturing.
He tries and succeeds in being a good map maker, and turning his cartography skills
into a maker of living maps of nature. He was very good at engineering and inventing
new processes of making pencils. But, he observes that surveying is destructive to
nature, to forests, animals, birds and trees, the imposition of a human centered
construct on nature. He dislikes the unnatural construction of the idea of “property” He
wrote, again in Walden,
By avarice and selfishness, and a groveling habit, from which none of us is free, of
regarding the soil as property, or the means of acquiring property chiefly, the
landscape is deformed, husbandry is degraded with us, and the farmer leads the
meanest of lives. He knows Nature but as a robber…
Indeed, as we now know, the making of money and the dividing of land in property has
destroyed whole sections of the ocean and the land, exterminates species and lays waste
to the earth. The “resourcism” so much lauded by conservation biologists is precisely
our problem.16 Everything is not human and yet everything ends up being “owned” by
humans. The biomass of cows is far greater than that of humans, 380 million tons of
humans against 520 million tons of cattle, according to one study.17 There are only 34
million tons of wild animals, 83 % of them having been wiped out by humans. In
contrast plants make up about 80% of all life on earth. Cows are so excessive because so
many humans eat cows. This is a real horror, and one that Henry was one of the first to
see. He largely stopped eating meat. Any decent, educated and thinking person does

Have sight of Proteus rising from the sea;
Or hear old Triton blow his wreathed horn.
16

1806.

See Livingston, John. The Fallacy of Wildlife Conservation. There is an excellent chapter and many references on
this subject by Livingston.
17
Other studies suggest much smaller tonnage for cows or humans, birds or wild animals. I have doubts about
how objective such measurements are.

this now. Only those who live in the economic, resource obsessed, bubble of the
“market” still support the meat market we have made of nature.

His answer to the question of money is discussed in the Economy section of Walden
where he writes that making less money makes one richer. Real wealth is not in coin but
in loving what you do. He reiterates this on June 15 1852, when he writes:
The motive of the laborer should be not to get his
living, to get a good job, but to perform well a certain
work. A town must pay its engineers so well that they
shall not feel that they are working for low ends, as for
a livelihood merely, but for scientific ends . Do not hire
a man who does your work for money, but him who
does it for love, and pay him well.
This means giving much less—or taxing to the maximum--- the parasitical CEO’s who
“own” companies, and paying much more to the people that actually do the work. The
corporate model of business is utterly arbitrary and corrupt. His solution is to stop over
paying “executives” or even calling them that, as well as to stop the ownership of nature,
which really is merely license to steal from it, and externalize it, without any cost to
human beings, particularly costs to those who profit from the denigration and abuse of
it.
Henry’s real work was his writing and thinking, wandering in nature, trying to
understand water, plants, the moon and life itself. Actually, far from being a “loafer” and
“idle” he works all the time, his whole life. Two million words in his journal alone. A few
million words in his Indian Journal. And it is businessmen who will destroy his
Moonlight Book and the source of his “heaven” which is not the minister’s “heaven” at
all, but nature itself. The good people of Concord would accuse Henry of idleness. He
complains about that. Rightly.
He notes in Walden that the people of the town accuse him of being idle at Walden
Pond, but he himself notes that “but if the birds and flowers had tried me by their

standard, I should not have been found wanting.” This is a profound statement, and in
Thoreau’s mind, he means very specific birds and plants that he studied closely. He
would gladly submit to their judgement of him, not human judgment, which is badly
interested and skewed. At the time few thought, but Henry, that any beings but humans
could have judgement. Henry’s willingness to see birds and plants as agents in their own
cause is unique at the time, and predicts the concern with nature’s rights, which would
be advocated later, much more recently. His is a view that is a far cry from the
Hamiltonian18 and human centered excess of the big banks, which have only the
immoral and earth destroying profit of the rich in view.
Henry’s assessment of businessmen is not a prejudice, but quite accurate. He preferred
flowers and plants, moon and sun. Business people are the slave owners, the ‘money
experts’, those who kill nature for profit, the destroyers, those who do not know how to
live, but turn everything into a human resource to be exploited. Such people are the
winners in today’s’ society, as they were too at Henry’s time. Henry is strongly aware of
this, more than anyone else at the time, and he sees the successful as the losers, as
indeed, they often are. They make us all lose health and life on earth and all we get for
our pains is “dollars” and dead biomes. Henry favors workers, slaves and eccentrics,
people who buck the system and make their own lives. He likes skunks, mushrooms and
hawks better than human greed.
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Alexander Hamilton was the opposite of Thoreau, and is a good contrast to him. Hamilton

owned slaves, and traded in slaves, though he opposed slavery on occasion, but was only
sometimes an abolitionist, and his support of abolition was hypocritical. He only opposed
slavery as long as slavery was not in conflict with property rights, which he valued more. As soon
as slavery and property right conflicted he supported slavery. So did Washington, who was
Hamilton’s patron, as it were, who made huge profits stealing land from Native Americans in
Ohio to make himself rich. Hamilton supported the Alien and Sedition Acts that sought to
silence freedom of speech so that only the Federalists or the rich could talk. He was monarchist
who described democracy as a “poison” and a “disease”. The recent musical about him is full of
lies. He helped create the National Bank to serve the rich. He was also a philanderer and liar. He
would have liked Trump, who, like him, is an habitual liar and who also serves the rich.

The Moonlight text grows up along side these concerns. He is trying to erect a universal
scientific disinterest at the same time as he embraces personal vision. It is personal
inquiry, a ‘citizen science’ he lauds, not a corporate ideology of fake “personhood” and
corporate capitalism, making money for the ultra-rich at the expense of marginalized
nature and the poor. This contradictory procedure sends himself outside the town into
the dark, into the twilight world of the Moon, looking for the bare “facts of life”. That is
because he cannot find the facts of life in the village, they are all too far gone. He is not
looking for Dracula, serial killers, Halloween antics, nor the Moon as gothic anti-hero.
Instead, Henry wishes to see the world as it is, to record the actuality of moonlight, not
to record what does not exist. He has no intention of adding to the specter haunted
gallery of Disney land escapism, Dracula phantasms or Poesque hatred of ravens and
other birds, which, in fact, are beings of great intelligence and amazing capacities.
While he is fascinated with the fictional creativity that is provoked by the moon, as the
following documents show, this is a literary concern, not a gothic one. He sees himself as
an explorer of a new world, not at all a dark world, but a world where he will find the
factual truth about the light of the world. I doubt there is anyone else writing at this
time, except maybe Darwin, in various ways, who is at all similar, or who would
understand him. His main complaint about Emerson, is that of all people, he did not
understand him. Henry was right too. Emerson did not realize what Henry was doing or
how profound it was and is. The fact that Henry’s work is now proof of global warming
in the eastern states, shows how important his work is still. His concern with moonlight
as a form of wildness, is also part of this. The curmudgeon of Concord is still with us,
turning the cultural mind against itself, undermining the very people that would destroy
the earth for money.

Aug. 8, 1852 [Philosopher as spectator]
I only know myself as a human entity, the scene, so
to speak:, of thoughts and affections, and am sensible
of a certain doubleness by which I can stand as remote
from myself as from another. However intense my

experience, I am conscious of the presence and criticism
of a part of me which, as it were, is not a part of me,
but spectator, sharing no experience, but taking note
of it, and that is no more I than it is you. When the
play-it may be the tragedy of life-is over, the spectator
goes his way. It was a kind of fiction, a work of
the imagination only, so far as he was concerned. A
man may be affected by a theatrical exhibition ; on the
other hand, he may not be affected by an actual event
which appears to concern him never so much.
Reference: Aug. 8 4-1[1]/2 1852 [Philosopher as spectator]
He is in pursuit of a stoical indifference, a seeming sort of Zen or Hindu disinterest,
without the attendant hatred of existence found in these religions, rather like a novelist,
trying to fathom the purpose of his life but seeming not to be a part of it. But fiction does
not interest him, reality does. In this he is Shakespearean. His flirtation with a Vedantic
way of thinking is superficial and short lived, once again following Emerson. Hinduism
is way too otherworldly, caste obsessed, and anti-natural for Henry to make much use of
it. Yes, he falls for aspects of it, but also rebels against it.
He is closely involved in a contradiction. One the one side, he imagines his heroic
Emersonian effort to be and
“To watch for, describe, all the divine features which
I detect in Nature. My profession is to be always on the alert to find God in
nature, to know his lurking-places, to attend all the oratorios, the operas, in
nature.” (sept 7, 1851)
But, actually, the Journal is not a description of “the divine features”, if one reads it
carefully. He talks of nature almost exclusively in terms of its factual existence. In fact
what interests him, on the other side, is the clutch of matter, which he had contact with
at Kataadn, what he calls “the Surface of things” which religion has slandered. He has no

evidence at all for “divinity” in nature, but millions of words of evidence for the
existence of the natural world. He is an observer, not a mystic. Yes, he notes the mystery
of things: “we are surrounded by the fertile mystery”. That is quite true, but what is
interesting in Thoreau is the eventual admission that that mystery is in the observation
of facts, flowers, moonlight, or whip-poor-wills, not in abstract divinities, which are just
so many dead and sterile gods, myths without real content, Emersonian conceits. The
real mystery is the existence of all life on earth. The destruction of 60 percent of all
insects is a serious atrocity the guilt for which lies squarely with big business and
religion. This shows concretely how anti-nature and speciesist business really is. Henry
was not yet aware of this, but his mind tended to work for insects and other life forms,
not against them. Certainly he would be horrified to hear of this. After all he studied the
crickets, water striders, water beetles, Locusts, fireflies (beetles)and other insects
widely, as is shown in this book on Moonlight, for instance. He had great respect for all
kinds of insects. Had he lived longer there probably would have been more on this.
Shakespeare is also a great observer, though of human beings, not so much, nature.
Henry’s admission that his habit of being attentive is obsessive suggests a strange
procedure, but actually, he is right, since it eventually leads him to learn about the town
he lives in and the nature around it. He says that “nature is my bride” and, at the same
time, he is the disinterested scientist. This leads him further and further from the
fictional dreams of Emerson, the Divinity Scholar, and more and more into science and
the disinterested search for the truth about nature. The tension against transcendental
thought comes from the natural world, which, the more he studies it in its specificity,
the more he abandons the fictions of spirituality. Birds, plants trees, leaves and the sky,
including the moon and sun, teach him not only to love science, but about how to love
and live life. While it is true that he never quite gives up this pose as a
Transcendentalist, the string that ties it to him get thinner and thinner. In his last few
years, it is hardly there at all. The religion of Emerson sought to see life and nature only
as a symbol, Henry eschews all that and sees life and nature on its own terms. Evolved
beings create themselves, and disperse their seeds.
The Journal is the record of the life that he lived, and what he loved. The fact is he loved

plants and rivers, and trees and night sounds. The story of the Journal is the story of
what he thinks about experience, day after day.

Early in his life, in 1841, merely 24 years old, he defined his Journal rather romantically
like this:
Feb 8, 1841
My Journal is that of me which would else spill over
and run to waste, gleanings from the field which in
action I reap. I must not live for it, but in it for the gods.
They are my correspondent, to whom daily I send off
this sheet postpaid. I am clerk in their counting-room,
and at evening transfer the account from day-book to
ledger . It is as a leaf which hangs over my head in the
path. I bend the twig and write my prayers on it ; then
letting it go, the bough springs up and shows the scrawl
to heaven. As if it were not kept shut in my desk, but
were as public a leaf as any in nature. It is papyrus
by the riverside ; it is vellum in the pastures ; it is parchment
on the hills. I find it everywhere as free as the
leaves which troop along the lanes in autumn. The
crow, the goose, the eagle carry my quill, and the wind
blows the leaves as far as I go. Or, if my imagination
does not soar, but gropes in slime and mud, then I write
with a reed.
It is always a chance , scrawl, and commemorates
some accident, - as great as earthquake or eclipse.
Like the sere leaves in yonder vase, these have been
gathered far and wide. Upland and lowland, forest and
field have been ransacked.

The rather Greek, religious and Emersonian imagery of this early journal entry is
notable, as this is what leaves him eventually. He slowly gives up the mythical fictions
that early inspired him. If one replaces the word ‘gods’ with the word ‘nature’, this entry
makes a lot more sense. He tries to define his writing as “parchment on the hills” or
“vellum of the pastures”, which is a variation on the signature idea of nature contained
in Boehme and other mystical writers, read by Emerson. It is clear that he is saying that
his Journal is about nature, is nature, and he is giving nature back to itself. This is more
informative than his saying he is finding the divinity in nature, and seeking to give his
work back to the divinity, which tells us almost nothing, as he provides no examples of
how ‘divinity’ is found in nature. There are no examples because it is a fiction.
I have often thought that Thoreau is a great example of one who loses his human
centered religion as he keeps his feeling of scientific mystery about nature. Indeed, on
Dec 13th, 1851, we find Henry lamenting the days lost surveying and working, “living
coarsely, even as respects my diet”, and he wants to return to writing wondering and
thinking.
“it seems an age since I took walks and wrote in my journal, and when shall I
revisit the glimpses of the moon?”

Yes, he thinks of his recording of the moonlight world as a major and central effort of his
life. Why? When does it begin and why is it so important to him?
It begins, as I show above, even before he formally declares it. It begins early, in the
1830’s, in his twenties, and in earnest about 1850, in his thirties. It supposedly ends in
1854, at age 37, but it doesn’t really end until 1856, when he is 39. It becomes
sublimated into all his efforts to record weather, flowers, trees, leaves, everything alive
and continues as all this until his death at 44 in 1862.
Only the lecture, which was not really him anyway, ends. We know why it ends. He is
embarrassed by the poor reception that his lecture on Moonlight receives. The

moonlight book is something different, as the Journal suggests, that he had spent four
or six years studying the moon and simply stopped it, moving on the other things,
applying all he learned from it. Or maybe he stopped because he was sick in May of 1855
was still somewhat sick in 56, and does not think to conclude it until August 1856. He
had been stewing about it all that time, as is obvious from the sophisticated argument he
makes in Aug, 56 about the Rocks.
Nothing stops him from organizing the Moonlight material further and tying it up with a
ribbon in its own organized package before his death and leaving it to posterity. He does
not know what dismal history will visit his beloved book that he lovingly tied up with a
ribbon. The Moonlight book is not privately owned, this Moonlight book is for free and
for all of us, a gift of moonlight given to all of us, from Henry.
Henry defines his own method or inquiry and composition as follows, and I have
followed that here, more or less. The love of his life is not just written about in a cabin
on Walden Pond, but is written about during his many midnight excursions. Indeed,
after his midnight excursions it is written about till he dies. The love of his life, of
course, is nature and his experience of nature.

Jan. 22, 1852 To set down such choice experiences that my own
writings may inspire me and at last I may make wholes
of parts. Certainly it is a distinct profession to rescue
from oblivion and to fix the sentiments and thoughts
which visit all men more or less generally, that the
contemplation of the unfinished picture may suggest its
harmonious completion. Associate reverently and as
much as you can with your loftiest thoughts . Each
thought that is welcomed and recorded is a nest egg, by
the side of which more will be laid. Thoughts accidentally
thrown together become a frame in which more
may be developed and exhibited . Perhaps this is the

main value of a habit of writing, of keeping a journal,
- that so we remember our best hours and stimulate
ourselves . My thoughts are my company. They have
a certain individuality and separate existence, aye, personality.
Having by chance recorded a few disconnected
thoughts and then brought them into juxtaposition,
they suggest a whole new field in which it
was possible to labor and to
think.
One mother-o'-pearl tint is common to the winter sky
half an hour before sundown.

It is clear from the journal that Henry was doing something very profound with
his Moonlight book. Moonlight becomes the mother-of-pearl tint or the light on
the bankside n Autumn 19, and is the meaning of life he sought in Walden or
spoke of in the Dispersion of Seeds.
Issac Levitan approached something like what Thoreau is talking about in this
little work. It shows the beauty of the ordinary and the actual: the brightening
sky, the holes in the shingles letting the warm twilight through, the reflection of
the warm light on the window pane of the closest wooden shack. The “warm and
serene and golden” yellow and red light on the horizon, like a bankside in
Autumn.

This refers to the end of his great “Walking” essay “till one day
the sun shall shine more brightly than ever he has done, shall perchance shine into our minds and hearts,
and light up our whole lives with a great awakening light, as warm and serene and golden as on a
bankside in autumn.
19

1899 Isaac Levitan, Huts at Sunset
As we will see throughout this text, Henry is often concerned with the poor. In his case
that means, usually, three kinds of people, The Irish poor, who were commonly laborers
in those days, the Native Americans, who were then is grave trouble and sequestered on
“Reservations”, their culture and life ways shredded, and lastly, African Americans who
were still enslaved. Henry was concerned with them all his life, as was his mother and
sister Helen. The realm of the moonlight and nature is close to these groups of people,
and Henry feels at home in all these places in reality and in the mind.
Levitan was concerned with the poor in Russia, as Van Gogh was in the French
Borinage and in the Brabant area of the Netherlands. This painting by Levitan, as well as
the paintings of Jules Breton below, express this concern with poverty while also
exploring natural phenomena, drawing an analogy between the beauty and preservation

of nature and a concern with economic fairness and justice. Blakelock, who we will look
at later, did a small series of works about Irish shanty houses in New York City. Like
Henry he also was very interested in Native Americans, and in Moonlight. These are not
accidents or merely coincidence. These are real concerns born of the suffering of real
people and born of the destruction of nature and the cultures of others. The realm of
moonlight was then the realm of the forgotten the area outside of the destructive
ideology of using nature and the poor to make riches out of, and pay little to whatever or
whomever supplied the means of wealth gathering.

In Sept, 1851 he defines his own method somewhat differently, --this goes on for some
pages-- I excerpt a few sections of it here:
Sept 4, 1851
It is wise to write on many subjects, to try many
themes, that so you may find the right and inspiring
one. Be greedy of occasions to express your thought.
Improve the opportunity to draw analogies . There are
innumerable avenues to a perception of the truth. Improve
the suggestion of each object however humble,
however slight and transient the provocation. What
else is there to be improved? Who knows what opportunities
he may neglect? It is not in vain that the mind
turns aside this way or that : follow its leading ; apply
it whither it inclines to go. Probe the universe in a
myriad points . Be avaricious of these impulses. You
must try a thousand themes before you find the right
one, as nature makes a thousand acorns to get one oak.
It is a wise man and experienced who has taken many
views ; to whom stones and plants and animals and a
myriad objects have each suggested something, contributed
something .'

This is what he is doing with the moon, and when he writes about Darwin in the midst of
writing about the moon, he is seeking to understand his own best thoughts on nature.
He writes above that “thoughts accidentally thrown together become a frame in which
more may be developed and exhibited .” Yes, Darwin and the moon. Beings and things
“accidentally thrown together” in which more may be developed than the sum of their
parts, is the definition of ecology. This is partly what the Moon text is. It is a discourse
on facts, the fact of moonlight, the fact of natural development-- the fact of the need of
fairness implied by species development. Darwin, Da Vinci and Thoreau all explored the
multiplicity of many ways of seeing to find the truth of the matter of earth and the
environments we live in.

Having by chance recorded a few disconnected
thoughts and then brought them into juxtaposition,
they suggest a whole new field in which it
was possible to labor and to
think.
Setting down things that do not necessarily belong together, such as his walks under the
moon and Darwin’s book on his Voyage of the Beagle to South America, show him where
he is and what he sees. He is Darwin walking around Concord trying to understand the
late light, the facts of life at night, when all others are sleeping, and he can confront life
as it is. This is the logical conclusion to the daylight of Walden. A few days later, Sept 6,
1851 he sees a fox lope into the woods. He wants to go there too, and the next day, he
writes about a moonlit walk, and it is clear that he is in his element now.

Sept 6, 1851
By moonlight at Potter's Field toward Bear Garden

Hill, 8 P . M.
The whip-poor-wills sing.
Cultivate reverence . It is as if you were so much more
respectable yourself. By the quality of a man's writing,
by the elevation of its tone, you may measure his self respect.
How shall a man continue his culture after
manhood?
Moonlight on Fair Haven Pond seen from the Cliffs .
A sheeny lake in the midst of a boundless forest, the
windy surf sounding freshly and wildly in the single
pine behind you ; the silence of hushed wolves in the
wilderness, and, as you fancy, moose looking off from
the shore of the lake. The stars of poetry and history
and unexplored nature looking down on the scene. This
is my world now, with a dull whitish mark curving northward
through the forest marking the outlet to the lake.
Fair Haven by moonlight lies there like a lake in the
Maine wilderness in the midst of a primitive forest
untrodden by man . This light and this hour take the
civilization all out of the landscape. Even in villages
dogs bay the moon ; in forests like this we listen to hear
wolves howl to Cynthia.
Even at this hour in the evening the crickets chirp,
the small birds peep, the wind roars in the wood, as if
it were just before dawn . The moonlight seems to lingering
as if it were giving way to the light of coming day.
The landscape seen from the slightest elevation by
moonlight is seen remotely, and flattened, as it were,
into mere light and shade, open field and forest, like the
surface of the earth seen from the top of a mountain.
How much excited we are, how much recruited, by a
great many particular fragrances! A field of ripening

corn, now at night, that has been topped, with the stalks
stacked up to dry,, - an inexpressibly dry, rich, sweet,
ripening scent.' I feel as if I were an ear of ripening
corn myself. Is not the whole air then a compound of
such odor; undistinguishable ? Drying corn-stalks in a
field ; what an herb-garden!
This is Henry at Fairhaven pond or up on Fairhaven hill, as I show in the picture of him
in the Moonlight at the top of this page. Here is a detail of it:

This is based on photos of the actual place and Fair Haven pond in the distance. He is
the grasses, the corn itself. He is not different than nature, and indeed, the meaning of
nature is his own awareness of it. He had already gotten prepared for writing something
new, and incredible. He begins to see writing about the night world like he would see
material life itself at Kataadn:

“What is it to be admitted to a museum, to see a myriad of particular things,
compared with being shown some star's surface, some hard matter in its home! I
stand in awe of my body, this matter to which I am bound has become so strange
to me. I fear not spirits, ghosts, of which I am one,--that my body might,--but I
fear bodies, I tremble to meet them. What is this Titan that has possession of me?
Talk of mysteries! Think of our life in nature,--daily to be shown matter, to come
in contact with it,--rocks, trees, wind on our cheeks! the solid earth! the actual
world! the common sense! Contact! Contact! Who are we? where are we”

Museums are amazing too. It all depends on what is in them and how one looks at the
objects. But here Henry becomes the poet on the surface of the whole planet, on the
mountain top of existence. He is the rocks, as he will say in his conclusion to the
Moonlight book. This is beautiful writing. He had begun to accept science, the actual,
the denigrated surface of things, existence itself, and the “strangeness of materiality”. It
becomes less strange, and more lovable, factual and real as he writes about it, lives in it,
goes to be in it in his walks.
Some writers claim this is an example of Thoreau as a sublimist romantic. But I doubt
that. That is the part of him that fails. The “contact” talk of Kataadn is the natural
outcome of a man’s many years of observations, in fact. It is not the dismal and
depressed alienation of the existentialism of Sartre, who distorts an ordinary tree into
something ugly like Christian ideas of sin. He is not at all Sartre. But it is the facts of life
he is trying to get his mind around; he wants honest perceptions, real seeing into the
freshness of life: actual things and beings. It is the facts of nature, and of his own body

in it. Not the operatic, quasi-spiritual and solipsistic dramas of Rilke, but the facts of the
scientific observation of matter he is trying to see. He had begun to accept science, the
actual, the denigrated “surface of things”, existence itself, as the “strangeness of
materiality”, as Laura Walls put it. Good phrase: the “strangeness of materiality”. Is
existence ‘strange’, yes at times, other times is it not full of marvels and wonders? Could
one say existence is wonderous strange? Maybe. It is the awareness of actuality that
amazes him, and he is right about that, we are all part of this world, and having more
money than others is not necessarily a good thing, indeed, this seems to be the very
tendency to greed that is destroying the world Henry and I and many others, have
known..
To connect this famous passage to some sort of sublimist romanticism, misses the
point. The point is that Henry is overcoming 19th century romantic thought by this
embrace of the actual. His experience at Kataadn is not unusual in the rest of his work.
He is conscious of having overcome transcendentalism and religion, even if he is
sometimes reticent to admit it. He had disparaged his friend Ellery Channing as a poet
of “sublime slipshod” verse. The 1846 talk about materiality on the mountain is an early
example of Henry as a scientist, not a romantic. The Moonlight book is really about this
transition from the romantic to the scientific. In this passage he admits it:
Aug. 23, 1852.
Yet it is salutary to deal with the
surface of things. What, are these rivers and hills, these
hieroglyphics which my eyes behold ? There is something invigorating in this air, which I am peculiarly
sensible is a real wind, blowing from over the surface
of a planet. I look out at my eyes, I come to my window,
and I feel and breathe the fresh air . It is a fact
equally glorious with the most inward experience. Why
have we ever slandered the outward ? The perception
of surfaces will always have the effect of miracle to a
sane sense.

“Why have we ever slandered the outward” he writes, condemning the inward
Platonism of Emerson as well as many of his own writings. This is not to say that he has
entirely left the transcendentalist world, he hasn’t. But he has begun to. He is not
Sartre, with his alien and hated view of a nauseating reality, nor is he Rilke with his
quasi-religious view or reality verging into Christian mystical transport. Indeed, Henry
is leaving the influence of Emerson, whose stiff, repressive Platonism he has started to
dislike, and to accept the influence of Darwin instead. Darwin is level headed, accurate
and inquiring, only assuming the truth after often repeated observation, careful to a
fault. It is hard to give up the public designation of himself as a “transcendentalist”. But
this is his natural growth and direction. He has also started to leave the orbit of Louis
Agassiz, who had collected specimens for, but whose ‘intelligent design” and racist and
creationist ‘science’ Henry had begun to loathe. His dislike of Agassiz must have
originated partly because of the latter’s racist insistence of Africans being a separate
species than Europeans, an absurd view. Agassiz and Emerson have spirituality in
common, and this must have alerted Henry to some of the short comings of Emerson.
It is true that some religious/spiritual views cling to Thoreau despite his increasing
attachment to Darwin and science. It is hard to see why he should continue his search
for the spiritual, when his own studies show it to be a fiction. The killing off of Galway
Irish people on the beaches of Cape Cod should have shown him the absurdity of a god
who made the Irish suffer so badly in the English caused potato famine, only to be killed
on the rocks of Massachusetts, trying to reach the new world. The Irish were badly
abused already. What kind of ‘merciful’ god would harm them more? He saw the same
dark “deity” cause slavery and the killing off of many of the Native tribes. Later, against
the grain of fashion, he will have some Irish, grey, corduroy pants made. He will wear
them all the time, as if he were an Irish worker.
The one complaint that people have made about Thoreau that sometimes sticks, is that
he is often not scientific enough and is too romantic. Here this is shown to be partially
true. He is too spiritual, and this mars his otherwise interesting scientific views. But it is
a slurr to say so, as his insights always return to the factual. He reverts back to his

former beliefs, particularly under stress, but who doesn’t.? His journal on Moonlight
shows him to be prone to mistakes, reversions, back peddling, and contradictions, even
as he moves forward. But despite this his movement towards botany, science and direct
observation is constant. This is especially true after 1850 or so. Henry is a seeker, and he
changes over time, to his credit. One grows to love him, warts and all.
To his credit he rejects Agassiz’s racism. This is what Thoreau learned in the moonlight.
(sept 7, 1851) after writing the above he is stewing about what he will do next, after
Walden. So his effort was to describe and participate in the “art of life”. He not only
defines the world he saw uniquely in the moonlight, it connects his Moonlight text to
his political the philosophical positions, his anti-slavery and anti-big business interests.
So it not only belongs here but is an important statement in the midst of this book,
defining aspects of its main themes. In this long passage he begins to define his writing
as poetry, painting and music, as the “art of life”:

Sept. 7. 1851
We sometimes experience a mere fullness of
life, which does not find any channels to flow into. We
are stimulated, but to no obvious purpose. I feel myself
uncommonly prepared for some literary work, but I can
select no work. I am prepared not so much for contemplation,
as for forceful expression . I am braced
both physically and intellectually . It is not so much the
music as the marching to the music that I feel. I feel
that the juices of the fruits which I have eaten, the
melons and apples, have ascended to my brain and are
stimulating it. They give me a heady force. Now I can
write nervously …..
Our ecstatic states, which appear to yield so little
fruit, have this value at least : though in the seasons

when our genius reigns we may be powerless for expression,
yet, in calmer seasons, when our talent is
active, the memory of those rarer moods comes to color
our picture and is the permanent paint-pot, as it were,
into which we dip our brush. Thus no life or experience
goes unreported at last; but if it be not solid gold
it is gold-leaf, which gilds the furniture of the mind.
It is an experience of infinite beauty on which we unfailingly
draw, which enables us to exaggerate ever
truly. Our moments of inspiration are not lost though
we have no particular poem to show for them; for those
experiences have left an indelible impression, and we
are ever and anon reminded of them . Their truth subsides,
and in cooler moments we can use them as paint
to gild and adorn our prose. When I despair to sing
them, I will remember that they will furnish me with
paint with which to adorn and preserve the works of
talent one day. They are like a pot of pure ether. They
lend the writer when the moment comes a certain superfluity
of wealth, making his expression to overrun and
float itself . It is the difference between our river, now
parched and dried up, exposing its unsightly and weedy
bottom, and the same when, in the spring, it covers all
the meads with a chain of placid lakes, reflecting the
forests and the skies.
We are receiving our portion of the infinite . The
art of life! Was there ever anything memorable written
upon it? By what disciplines to secure the most life,
with what care to watch our thoughts. To observe what
transpires, not in the street, but in the mind and heart
of me! I do not remember any page which will tell me

how to spend this afternoon . I do not so much wish to
know how to economize time as how to spend it, by
what means to grow rich, that the day may not have
been in vain.

Here he is becoming a realist painter in words. Notice all the analogies with the painter’s
art. His experience is the paint he works in. His study of Gilpin, and later, Ruskin, would
influence him profoundly, as Richardson points out. The 1800’s are the time when
moonlight was studied not just by writers like Thoreau, though it must be said he is the
exceptional writer on this subject, but many painters too. I have decided to do justice to
them in this work and you will find many paintings by many artists in this essay that
share Henry’s devotion to this subject. These works are a virtual commentary on the
words of Thoreau on Moonlight. Henry has become a landscapist in words. The
Moonlight book of Thoreau has affinities with Chopin’s Nocturnes and Beethoven’s
Moonlight Sonata too. The interest in Moonlight in the last half of the 1800’s is
considerable and Henry also has affinities with all the painters who painted moonlight
during this period, from Bierstadt, Church, Shishkin, Clausen, Levitan, Grimshaw,
Turner and many others.
What is the 1800’s if not the time of the killing off of other peoples, the stripping off of
forests, the killing of animals and natives, a time of slavery and the pretence of imperial
powers, and what is the moonlight, but the wild, the time of
appeasement and peace, the sleep of warlords and killers, the time when slaves escape
their masters and Natives dance their ghost dances, praying their killers will stop, and
the animals and forest will come back. Moonlight is the time when one can be a
foreigner in one’s own land and be safe. Of course, Henry loves it, how could he not?
Despite all attempts to make him seem like “us”, Henry is a foreigner to most of us, and
he knew this well. This is why he identified with African and Native Americans, with
nature, and moonlight. Even though no Moose had been in the Concord area for

decades, Henry imagines one on the shore of Fair Haven pond. The millionaires and
billionaires have it all wrong. The world is not a place for infinite money making, but a
place of infinite seeing and smelling. hearing and tasting, a place of infinite
appreciation, loving the actual, watching the unfolding of reality.
He is far from the world of business now, far from the America of the capitalists. He
is a prose stylist, not inflating reality into the sublime as Whitman or Rilke tend to do.
He thought that "the ways by which you may get money all lead downward". He writes
in the Journal, that "trade curses everything it handles",.20 He wants to grow rich by
being poor in money but wealthy in love of nature. In terms that his neighbors think
highly of money and its symbols, Henry does not. They only care about money, he cares
about life itself,--- as a bird does, or as trees do. He is the unpaid servant of the natural
world around the town. He is not part of the town itself, and Emerson reproaches him
for this, but Henry is a far seeing man, aware of the genocidal motives of those who are
praised by society. He wanders in the moonlight, seeking to know the answer to the
questions of life.
In the midst of these reflections, really because of who he was, finally, the idea of
writing about the moon in a real way, occurs to him. He does not want to write like Poe
and other impresarios of dark and ghostly superstitions. He has doubts about the
imagination. Though at times he extols the imagination, and was a reader of Coleridge,
who associates the imagination with a kind of romantic religion. For Coleridge the
Imagination, in the Biographica Literaria is the agent of “the Infinite I Am”. But to
Henry’s credit, he never really leaves reality, even his imaginings are reality based, and
this is obvious in the Moonlight book, where he is interested in the facts of moonlight
and not the fictions that grew out of it. The imagination is a very limited faculty, even if
sometimes useful. In this Journal entry he is saying that “I feel myself
uncommonly prepared for some literary work, but I can
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select no work.” Yet a few pages later we see him saying that he can write about the
actual night, and he says, following the above:
Sept. 7. 1851
What if one moon has come and gone with its world
of poetry, its weird teachings, its oracular suggestions ?
So divine a creature, freighted with hints for me, and I
not use her! One moon gone by unnoticed ! ! Suppose
you attend to the hints, to the suggestions, which the
moon makes for one month, - commonly in vain, will they not be very different from anything in literature
or religion or philosophy .
The scenery, when it is truly seen, reacts on the life
of the seer. How to live. How to get the most life.

Yes, here, in Sept. 1851, he begins the Moonlight book in earnest, trying yet again to ask
the question he had asked in Walden—how to live life. This would be in the initial
chapter of the book, I am sure. The attending to the Moon for one month becomes
spread over 5 years. What he is contemplating is a form of expression that is “different
than anything in philosophy or literature”.
He sees the moon and sun and other celestial objects as part of his existence, not merely
separate entities, but part of life. He is seeking not wealth in terms of money but wealth
in terms of perceptions of fact. He will spend his life writing down the facts he learns
about being a human in nature. He leaves the orbit of the town to study the moon and
this will teach him to value science and observation and much more. His stay at Walden
was just a precursor of his late, post-Walden work.
Of course it would be false to say that his interest in the moon and the night was
suddenly born in 1851. He was already saying in 1839, 12 years earlier that:

No human life is in night, -the woods, the boat,
the shore, -yet is it lifelike. The warm pulse of a
young life beats steadily underneath all. This slight
wind is where one artery approaches the surface and is
skin deep.
While I write here, I hear the foxes trotting about me
over the dead leaves, and now gently over the grass, as
if not to disturb the dew which is falling. Why should
we not cultivate neighborly relations with the foxes ?
As if to improve upon our seeming advances, comes
one to greet us nose-wise under our tent-curtain . Nor
do we rudely repulse him. Is man powder and the fox
flint and steel? Has not the time come when men and
foxes shall lie down together?
Hist! there, the musquash [muskrat] by the boat is taking
toll of potatoes and melons. Is not this the age of a
community of goods? His presumption kindles in me
a brotherly feeling. Nevertheless. I get up to reconnoitre,
and tread stealthily along the shore to make
acquaintance with him. But on the riverside I can see
only the stars reflected in the water, and now, by some
ripple ruffling the disk of a star, I discover him.
In the silence of the night the sound of a distant alarm
bell is borne to these woods . Even now men have fires
and extinguish them, and, with distant horizon blazings
and barking of dogs, enact the manifold drama of life.
We begin to have an interest in sun, moon, and stars.
What time riseth Orion? Which side the pole gropeth
the bear? East, West, North, and South,-where are
they? What clock shall tell the hours for us ? - Billerica,
midnight.

He evokes moonlight in the lovely early passage below too, from 1841, he is only 24
years old.
May -27, 1841. `Thursday. I sit in my boat on Walden, playing
the flute this evening, and see the perch, which I
seem to have charmed, hovering around me, and the
moon travelling over the bottom, which is strewn with
the wrecks of the forest, and feel that nothing but the
wildest imagination can conceive of the manner of life
we are living. Nature is a wizard. The Concord nights
are stranger than the Arabian nights .
We not only want elbow-room, but eye-room in this
gray air which shrouds all the fields. Sometimes my eyes
see over the county road by daylight to the tops of yonder
birches on the hill, as at others by moonlight.
Heaven lies above, because the air is deep.
In all my life hitherto I have left nothing behind.
There is a similar passage a year later.
April 18, 1842
I sailed on the North River last night with
my flute, and my music was a tinkling stream which
meandered with the river, and fell from note to note
as a brook from rock to rock. I did not hear the strains
after they had issued from the flute, but before they
were breathed into it, for the original strain precedes
the sound by as much as the echo follows after, and the
rest is the perquisite of the rocks and trees and beasts .'
Unpremeditated music is the true gauge which measures
the current of our thoughts, the very undertow

of our life's stream.

This is poetry born of the actual and the concrete. He is evoking Edward Hicks early
American notion of the Native Americans in Harmony with the animals and the
Europeans. Of course. Hick’s vision of the lion lying down with the lamb and the
pilgrim living in harmony with the natives is a fiction. Henry was actually rubbing noses
with Foxes and getting close to Muskrats.

Edward Hicks the Peaceable Kingdom
He is no longer a hunter, alienated from the animals and trying to kill them. He was a
hunter but now is not. He has grown up. He is one of them and rubs noses with animals.
He follows the muskrat along the shore, in sympathy and trying to learn what it knows.
He follows the Fox into the woods.

He speaks of Bellerica of course, He is probably just referring to the geography of the
area around Concord here. But the area called Bellerica will feature large in Henry’s
personal history. Bellerica is a town and a dam near Concord that ruined many crops
and wild areas, and Henry had recommended that the dam be removed with a crowbar,
like Ed Abbey who later thought up the “Monkey Wrench Gang” because he read Henry.
“Who hears the fishes when they cry” Henry had written, after he gave up fishing.
Fishermen have denied, falsely, that fish feel anything. “Who knows what may avail a
crow bar against the Bellerica Dam?” he had asked in a Week on the Concord and
Merrimac River. 21He wrote later on February 17, 1860, that he heard in court that the
river was "dammed at both ends and cursed in the middle.". 22He is an early
environmentalist. The actual world mattes more than gaining financial wealth.
No wonder businessmen hate environmentalists, hate their reasoned regulations.
Business is all about profit for them and loss for everyone else, including nature. Nature
is merely the “externality” that they can exploit endlessly, or so they imagine.
Businessmen could care less if plants or animals go extinct, if people die from drinking
bad water in Flint, Michigan, even if the earth is destroyed by their greed due to global
warming. Henry was somewhat aware of the losses of Puma, Moose, bear and other
animals in the northeast. But much more is being lost now. J.B Mcinnion describes
with was once here
“In the North Atlantic, a school of cod stalls a tall ship in mid-ocean; off Sydney,
Australia, a ship’s captain sails from noon until sunset through pods of sperm
whales as far as the eye can see. ... Pacific pioneers complain to the authorities
that splashing salmon threaten to swamp their canoes.” There were reports of
lions in the south of France, walruses at the mouth of the Thames, flocks of birds
that took three days to fly overhead, as many as 100 blue whales in the Southern
Ocean for every one that’s there now. “These are not sights from some ancient
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age of fire and ice,” MacKinnon writes. “We are talking about things seen by
human eyes, recalled in human memory.23
Business has no conscience, and is not a “person” in fact, but a machine whose object is
to make as much money as possible for owners and shareholders. The Spotted Owl is
endangered, but a few trees are left, the oceans are dying, but who cares about the
Spotted Owl, all that matters is profits for the logging haters of Trees and Owls,
exploiters of the seas. All they care about is making another few million or billion
dollars. Those who vote for them, vote against themselves, and help kill off an earth we
could all live peaceably on if only those who vote for these rich madmen could be a little
smarter, a little more educated, a little less willing to see government taken over by
thieves and an anti-democracy mafia.
Businessmen are the hunters of the markets, making a killing as they grow rich. Henry is
closer to the foxes, muskrats and mushrooms. How Henry must be sanitized to be
taught in schools! He is a radical against the current system, like Tom Paine, who was
also put at a distance and efforts made to sanitize him for corporate capitalism. Many
Thoreau scholars seek to sanitize Henry, minimize just how radical he is, as do other
scholars who tone down MLK, Paine or Gandhi. What does that do other than allow the
racists and class elitists to prosper? Why not tell the truth about all this? We made the
corporate culture that is destroying us, killing off whole species, we can undo that too.

He would spend between 6- 17 years doing moonlight and the night, depending on how
one counts it, as well as others things, birds, plants, trees, sunshine, music, forests,
frogs, and himself, trying to understand the complex ‘surface of things’ in a myriad of
23
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experiences. He slowly sheds the subjectivism of Emerson like a snake skin.
He was reading Darwin deeply a few months earlier. He has gone beyond the “science”
of Louis Agassiz and others which he despises, and now he is ready for his “year of
observation” as he calls it, which turns into a decade. Variously called the Moonlight
Manuscript, the moonlight Papers, or, as I prefer, the Moonlight book, he would spend
six years working on moonlight and more years doing flowers, water, as well as birds,
plants, trees, frogs, and himself, trying to understand the complex ‘surface of things’ in a
myriad of experiences. It is clear from what he says that Moonlight is of interest to him
because it lies outside what is normally understood as reality, just like the Slaves, Plants,
Animals and Native Americans, that so interested him.
So with all this in mind, we move on to the text of the Moonlight book itself.

Moonlight Journal Entries, 1850-1856
What follows is what Thoreau wrote in what is left of the Moonlight book,
following his indexes: My explanations and comments are in red.

There was a glorious lurid sunset to-night, accompanied
with many sombre clouds, and when I looked
into the west with my head turned, the grass had the
same fresh green, and the distant herbage and foliage
in the horizon the same bark blue, and the clouds and
sky the same bright colors beautifully mingled and dissolving
into one another, that I have seen in pictures of
tropical landscapes and skies. Pale saffron skies with
faint fishes of rosy clouds dissolving in them. A bloodstained
sky. I regretted that I had an impatient companion.
What shall we make of the fact that you have
only to stand on your head a moment to be enchanted
with the beauty of the landscape ?

Sunset like tropical landscapes in August--no 3-131-132
or J3 TMS 3 131-32, also Dover 1850 51
sept. 1850
As I was stalking over the surface of this planet in the
dark to-night, I started a plover resting on the ground
and heard him go off with whistling wings.
My friends wonder that I love to walk alone in solitary
fields and woods by night. Sometimes in my loneliest
and wildest midnight walk I hear the sound of the
whistle and the rattle of the cars, where perchance some
of those very friends are being whirled by night over, as
they think, a well-known, safe, and public road. I see
that men do not make or choose their own paths, whether
they are railroads or trackless through the wilds, but
what the powers permit each one enjoys. My solitary
course has the same sanction that the Fitchburg Railroad
has. If they have a charter from Massachusetts and what is of much more importance -from Heaven, to
travel the course and in the fashion they do, I have a
charter, though it be from Heaven alone, to travel the
course I do, - to take the necessary lands and pay the
damages . It is by the grace of God in both cases.
J3 TMS 3 pg.155-56, Dover 1850-63
He is still in pursuit of the god idea, as he often is in these early days of his moonlight
researches. This will change. Notice he never defines just what he means by god, or the
grace of god, or Heaven. He is very specific about everything else, but these god
platitudes are as vague as can be. He is still under the influence of Emerson, the master
of the glittering, and not thought out, generality.

Oct. 1850
I was one evening passing a retired farmhouse which
had a smooth green plat before it, just after sundown,
when I saw a hen turkey which had gone to roost on the
front fence with her wings outspread over her young
now pretty well advanced, who were roosting on the
next rail a foot or two below her. It completed a picture
of rural repose and happiness such as 1 had not seen
for a long time. A particularly neat and quiet place,
where the very ground was swept around the woodpile.
The neighboring fence of roots, agreeable forms
for the traveller to study, like the bones of marine monsters
and the horns of mastodons or megatheriums.
You might say of a philosopher that he was in this
world as a spectator.

Like Da Vinci staring at random designs on a wall, inventing things in his imagination
that he sees the chaotic forms on the wall, Henry imagines prehistoric animals
appearing in the roots on a fence in the winter. He sees the “ bones of marine monsters
and the horns of mastodons or megatheriums”. Yes, this is indeed the Darwinian realm,
Henry has entered the domain of evolution. He sees Turkeys sleeping on a fence post,
sheltering the little ones under her wings, and the moon reflected from the frozen snow
crust. These are vivid images, again, like paintings, or Haiku. Here we have the
beginnings of a great artist, writing paintings with words.

Turkeys Roosting
J3 TMS4 pg 112. Dover 1850, pg 83

and on same page

Dec 8 . 1850
This evening for the first time the new moon is reflected from the frozen snow
crust.
Reference:
7.no 5 Moon []on [move] no [5]-5

Johan Christian Clausen Dahl, Norway, 1822
(Henry probably saw the moonlight just like this perhaps near Walden or Fair Haven
pond.)

July 16, 1850
Many men walk by day ; few walk by night. It is a
very different season. Instead of the sun, there are
the moon and stars; instead of the wood thrush, there
is the whip-poor-will ; instead of butterflies, fireflies,
winged sparks of fire! who would have believed it?
What kind of life and cool deliberation dwells in a spark

of fire in dewy abodes? Every man carries fire in his
eye, or in his blood, or in his brain. Instead of singing
birds, the croaking of frogs and the intenser dream
of crickets. The potatoes stand up straight, the corn
grows, the bushes loom, and, in a moonlight night, the
shadows of rocks and trees and bushes and hills are more
conspicuous than the objects themselves. The slightest
inequalities in the ground are revealed by the shadows ;
what the feet find comparatively smooth appears rough
and diversified to the eye . The smallest recesses in the
rocks are dim and cavernous; the ferns in the wood
appear to be of tropical size ; the pools seen through the
leaves become as full of light as the sky. " The light of
day takes refuge in their bosom," as the Purana says of
the ocean. The woods are heavy and dark. Nature
slumbers . The rocks retain the warmth of the sun which
they have absorbed all night.'
reference: J3 TMS 3 pg.114 or Dover 1850 41.

This is the beginning of the book, I think, the first objective consideration of what
Moonlight actually does to the land, what one sees.

May 16, 1851
Heard the whip-poor-will this evening. A splendid
full moon to-night. Walked from 6.30 to 10 P. M.
Lay on a rock near a meadow, which had absorbed

and retained much heat, so that I could warm my
back on it, it being a cold night. I found that the side
of the sand-hill was cold on the surface, but warm
two or three inches beneath. If there is a more
splendid moonlight than usual, only the belated
traveler observes it. When I am outside, on the
outskirts of the town, enjoying the still majesty of
the moon, I am wont to think that all men are aware
of this miracle, that they too are silently worshipping
this manifestation of divinity elsewhere. But when I
go into the house I am undeceived; they are
absorbed in checkers or chess or novel, though they
may have been advertised of the brightness through
the shutters. In the moonlight night what intervals are
created! The rising moon is related to the near
pine tree which rises above the forest, and we get a
juster notion of distance. The moon is only somewhat
further off and on one side. There may be only three
objects, – myself, a pine tree, and the moon, nearly
equidistant. Talk of demonstrating the rotation of the
earth on its axis, –see the moon rise, or the sun. The
moonlight reveals the beauty of trees. By day it is so
light and in this climate so cold commonly, that we
do not perceive their shade. We do not know when
we are beneath them.
References:
Moon full May 16--no [4]-124--[warm] [rock] & sand--Beauty
[unnoticed]--[1]
De[na.] motion of earth on axis--creates interval & distance

of moonlight

--reveals treesHt Vol. 5--124 Lee Farm full--May [1]6 '51

Again, Henry is defining life as existence: the space between “myself”, a pine tree and
the moon. He can see and feel the trees better under the moon than the sun.
He is growing more lyrical and loves the light at night, though he mourns that others do
not see it. He imagines that the moonlight is a “manifestation of divinity” but this of
course is silly. It is a relic of his studies with Emerson and of myth. What he really
means is that the moon is amazing. Most people are too busy to bother with it.
But when I
go into the house I am undeceived; they are
absorbed in checkers or chess or novel, though they
may have been advertised of the brightness through
the shutters.

His tendency in the earlier journal to see natural phenomena as a theophany in nature
is not very well examined. As he seeks more and more into the facts of life he realizes it
is the facts themselves that matter and facts are not a “manifestation of divinity”. The
natural word is its own creation, and no outside agent is needed to make it, nor is there
evidence of such. Nowadays, most people would rather use their cell phone, be
‘screened’ on the computer, or watch TV. It is a rare person who goes out now to look at
the facts of things, or the moonlight. Henry often appeals to such people, as in Henry,
they find someone who is not at all like them, and they realize they are missing
something. That is one reason, among many, that I wish more people read Henry.
He is the writer of the other side, the one who seeks to save those in trouble, those who
are targeted, those who resist the slavery designs of the ‘masters of the planet’.

June 1, 1852. Evening. -To the Lee place, the moon
about full.
The sounds I hear by the bridge : the midsummer
frog (I think it is not the load), the nighthawk, crickets,
the peetweet (it is early), the hum of dor-bugs, and the
whip-poor-will . The boys are coming home from fishing,
for the river is down at last. The moving clouds are
the drama of the moonlight nights, and never-failing
entertainment of nightly travellers . You can never foretell
the fate of the moon, -- whether she will prevail
over or be obscured by the clouds half an hour hence.
The traveller's sympathy with the moon makes the
drama of the shifting clouds interesting . The fate of
the moon will disappoint all expectations . Her own
light creates the shadows in the coming (advancing,,,)
clouds, and exaggerates her destiny .' I do not perceive
much warmth in the rocks.

Henry will discuss this game he likes of the Moon and clouds fighting many times. I am
still trying to figure out why…
Reference:
4-- Moon [ ]triumphing over a black cloud-Dover, June 1, 1852 pg 78

June 7, 1851
It is a certain faeryland where we live. You may walk
out in any direction over the earth's surface, lifting your
horizon, and everywhere your path, climbing the convexity
of the globe, leads you between heaven and earth,
not away from the light of the sun and stars and the
habitations of each. I wonder that I ever get five miles
on my way, the walk is so crowded with events and
phenomena . How many questions there are which I
have not put to the inhabitants!

Reference 7-- Where & when to walkWe all climb or descend on the “convexity of the globe”, if you read Henry carefully there
are many happy expressions like this, he is aware of this too. He had said earlier that:
I feel myself
uncommonly prepared for some literary work, but I can
select no work. I am prepared not so much for contemplation,
as for forceful expression . I am braced
both physically and intellectually .

June 11 . 1851
Wednesday. Last night a beautiful summer
night, not too warm, moon not quite full, after two

or three rainy days. Walked to Fair Haven by railroad,
returning by Potter's pasture and Sudbury road. I
feared at first that there would be too much white light,
like the pale remains of daylight, and not a yellow,
gloomy, dreamier light ; that it would be like a candlelight
by day ; but when I got away from the town and
deeper into the night, it was better . I hear whippoorwills,
and see a few fireflies in the meadow.
I saw by the shadows cast by the inequalities of the
clayey sand-bank in the Deep Cut that it was necessary
to see objects by moonlight as well as sunlight, to get a
complete notion of them. This bank had looked much
more flat by day, when the light was stronger, but now
the heavy shadows revealed its prominences. The prominences
are light, made more remarkable by the dark
shadows which they cast.
When I rose out of the Deep Cut into the old pigeon place
field, I rose into a warmer stratum of air, it being
lighter. It told of the day, of sunny noontide hours, an air in which work had been done, which men had
breathed . It still remembered the sunny banks, - of
the laborer wiping his brow, of the bee humming amid
flowers, the hum of insects. Here is a puff of warmer
air which has taken its station on the hills ; which has
come up from the sultry plains of noon.'
I hear the nighthawks uttering their squeaking notes
high in the air now at nine o'clock , and occasionally
- what I do not remember to have heard so late their booming note . It sounds more as if under a cope
than by day. The sound is not so fugacious, going off
to be lost amid the spheres, but is echoed hollowly to
earth, making the low roof of heaven vibrate . Such a

sound is more confused and dissipated by day.
The whip-poor-will suggests how wide asunder [are]
the woods and the town. Its note is very rarely heard
by those who live on the street, and then it is thought
to be of ill omen. Only the dwellers on the outskirts of
the village hear it occasionally. It sometimes
comes into their yards. But go into the woods in a warm night
at this season, and it is the prevailing sound. I hear now
five or six at once. It is no more of ill omen therefore
here than the night and the moonlight are. It is a bird
not only of the woods, but of the night side of the
woods.
New beings have usurped the air we breathe, rounding
Nature, filling her crevices with sound. To sleep
where you may hear the whip-poor-will in your dreams!
I hear from this upland, from which I see Wachusett
by day, a wagon crossing one of the bridges . I have no
doubt that in some places to-night I should be sure
to hear every carriage which crossed a bridge over the
river within the limits of Concord, for in such an hour
and atmosphere the sense of hearing is wonderfully
assisted and asserts a new dignity, and [we] become the
Hearalls of the story. The late traveller cannot drive
his horse across the distant bridge, but this still and
resonant atmosphere tells the tale to my ear . Circumstances
are very favorable to the transmission of such a
sound. In the first place, planks so placed and struck
like a bell swung near the earth emit a very resonant
and penetrating sound ; add that the bell is, in this
instance, hung over water, and that the night air, not
only on account of its stillness, but perhaps on account
of its density, is more favorable to the transmission of

sound . If the whole town were a raised planked floor,
what a fire there would be!
I hear some whip-poor-wills on hills, others in thick
wooded vales, which ring hollow and cavernous, like an
apartment or cellar, with their note. As when I hear
the working of some artisan from within an apartment.
I now descend round the corner of the grain-field,
through the pitch pine wood into a lower field, more
inclosed by woods, and find myself in a colder, damp
and misty atmosphere, with much dew on the grass.
I seem to be nearer to the origin of things . There is
something creative and primal in the cool mist. This
dewy mist does not fail to suggest music to me, unaccountably;
fertility, the origin of things . An atmosphere
which has forgotten the sun, where the ancient principle
of moisture prevails . It is laden with the condensed
fragrance of plants and, as it were, distilled in dews.
This passage evokes the Clausen painting below, which is an English landscape,
very different form the more treed and hilly expanses around Concord.
Massachusetts. But has a similar mistiness hovering in the air, an “unaccountable
fertility”, as Henry says, calling forth the “origin of things”.

George Clausen, 1895. Solitude August Moonrise
The woodland paths are never seen to such advantage
as in a moonlight night, so embowered, still opening
before you almost against expectation as you walk ; you
are so completely in the woods, and yet your feet meet
no obstacles . It is as if it were not a path, but an open,
winding passage through the bushes, which your feet
find.
Now I go by the spring, and when I have risen to the
same level as before, find myself in the warm stratum
again.
The woods are about as destitute of inhabitants at
night as the streets . In both there will be some nightwalkers.
There are but few wild creatures to seek their
prey. The greater part of its inhabitants have retired
to rest.
Ah, that life that I have known! How hard it is to

remember what is most memorable! We remember
how we itched, not how our hearts beat. I can sometimes
recall to mind the quality, the immortality, of my
youthful life, but in memory is the only relation to it.
The very cows have now left their pastures and are
driven home to their yards . I meet no creature in the
fields . I hear the night-warbler [White Throated Sparrow}
breaking out as in his dreams, made so from the first
for some mysterious reason.
Our spiritual side takes a more distinct form, like our
shadow which we see accompanying us.
I do not know but I feel less vigor at night ; my legs
will not carry me so far ; as if the night were less favorable
to muscular exertion, - weakened us, somewhat
as darkness turns plants pale. But perhaps my experience
is to be referred to being already exhausted by the
day, and I have never tried the experiment fairly . Yet
sometimes after a hard day's work I have found myself
unexpectedly vigorous. It was so hot summer before
last that the Irish laborers on the railroad worked by
night instead of day for a while, several of them having
been killed by the heat and cold water. I do not
know but they did as much work as ever by day. Yet
methinks Nature would not smile on such labors .
Only the Hunter's and Harvest moons are famous,
but I think that each full moon deserves to be and has
its own character well marked. One might be called
the Midsummer-Night Moon.
The wind and water are still awake. At night you
are sure to hear what wind there is stirring. The wind
blows, the river flows, without resting. There lies Fair

Haven Lake, undistinguishable from fallen sky. The
pines seem forever foreign, at least to the civilized man,
— not only their aspect but their scent,
and their turpentine.
So still and moderate is the night! No scream is
heard, whether of fear or joy . No great comedy nor
tragedy is being enacted . The chirping of crickets is
the most universal, if not the loudest, sound. There
is no French Revolution in Nature, no excess . She is
warmer or colder by a degree or two.
By night no flowers, at least no variety of colors. The
pinks are no longer pink ; they only shine faintly, reflecting
more light. Instead of flowers underfoot, stars
overhead.
My shadow has the distinctness of a second person,
a certain black companion bordering on the imp, and
I ask, "Who is this?" which I see dodging behind me
as I am about to sit down on a rock.
No one, to my knowledge, has observed the minute
differences in the seasons . Hardly two nights are alike.
The rocks do not feel warm to-night, for the air is
warmest ; nor does the sand particularly. A book of
the seasons, each page of which should be written in
its own season and out-of-doors, or in its own locality
wherever it may be. [The Kalendar!]
When you get into the road, though far from the
town, and feel the sand under your feet, it is as if you
had reached your own gravel walk. You no longer
expect a fellow-traveller. You catch yourself

walking merely. The road leads your steps and thoughts
alike to the town. You see only the path,
thoughts wander from the objects which are
to your senses . You are no longer in place. It is like
conformity, -walking in the ways of men.
Reference:
HT reference 5.180

Dover: Cliffs by Cut June 11-'51

Reference: 3-- [d]iff strata of air--(& in June 12
shadows and Deep Cut or
4-- Whippoorwill
Wagons on brige[s]

An amazing passage, and very long for the Journal. I have divided the remaining
section, which is long quote from Darwin, into another section. In the first part, he hears
the whippoorwill and decides it is not a bird of ill omen, any more that the moon is.
It is no more of ill omen therefore
here than the night and the moonlight are.
He has become separate from the superstitions of the townsfolk. That in itself is an
amazing fact, that he has overcome superstition and writes , not always, but often,
accordingly. He is aware that the moonlight is even teaching him to hear differently,
“in such an hour and atmosphere the sense of hearing is wonderfully assisted
and asserts a new dignity”

Electric lights have largely obliterated most people’s knowledge of the moon. Native
Americans had much more well known names for each moon. The fact that they named
them much more personally and actively that we do, shows their closeness to what they
named. It is not part of the ‘noble savage” ideology to say that they were closer to the
land, it is just a fact. In fact, Native Americans did a small amount of changing of the
land in North America, occasionally starting fires to raise crops or clear fields or make
better hunting areas. But it is a mistake to try to justify current rape of the land by EuroAmericans by trying to make the Native Americans look like us. Henry does not do that,
to his credit. They preserved the North American continent larger intact for 15-30,000
years, the exact number being in dispute.
He notices that seeing the’ deep cut’ by both moonlight and sunlight is more complete
than either. He also notices that all nights are different, so he conceives his whole
calendar project on which he will spend the next decade.
“No one, to my knowledge, has observed the minute differences in the seasons .”
His later charts of flowers blooming or the behavior of trees shown in different times of
the year are the result of this insight. Notice also in this passage, he evokes the sounds
that one hears in the moonlight, the whippoorwill, crickets, and a horse walking over a
wooden bridge. He talks a lot about the dichotomy between the town and nature, clearly
identifying not with the town, but with nature. For Henry nature is the enveloping
reality, the town and the economy is a kind of human fraud, wherein many live in a
bubble of illusions.
Henry here compares the moon and the sun and in some ways the sunlit world is found
wanting. The moonlit night is like ‘the origin of things’, he thinks. Finally getting rid of
lazy terms like “spiritual” he suggest the moon and dew are the musical and primal
‘origin of things’. Interesting idea, not without some truth in it, perhaps. He is aware of
the vast difference between his wanderings in the moonlight and the people in town.
He is alone, but not lonely: the universe is opening up to him. He is not writing clichés

here,’moon June love tune’, but actual facts about the moon, its visual texture, what it
does to the pink colored of flowers at night, the increase in the sounds of birds.

Leon Bonvin, 1864, Walters art museum, Baltimore

The artist who is most like Thoreau is a landscape painter in France, Leon Bonvin. He
died very young, so there is not a lot to see of his work, but he did some great works in a
small format of plants and nature. Indeed, it is too bad the two men did not know of
each other as the interchange would have been a very good one. One of the best
moonlight scenes of the 19th century is Bonvin’s picture of a town seen from outside it.
It evokes Henry’s Moonlight book. Queen Annes Lace, grasses and small trees grow in
the field outside of the town, luminous in the moonlight. The windows glow, and one
could easily imagine Henry and Leon Bonvin walking together under the moon, looking
at the town as a place they care little about, both were much more at home in the wild.
Like Thoreau, Bonvin’s work is full of images of the town or workers seen through a
sweep of flowers or plants growing in the wild.

Henry became enamored of the natural word outside the town. As he studies the facts
of nature, the influence of Emerson and Agassiz begins to fall away. Identification of
details and facts take over. An open mind begins to develop. He is now at the origin of
evolution. As he wrote about it, he goes to travel around Concord and beyond, Cape Cod,
Maine, Minnesota. He begins to be open to the ideas of Darwin., who is writing his
natural history at this time, and he studies the moonlight world, a world outside of all
his thoughts and conventions. He is really an explorer now, like Darwin.
So I am going to do something slightly unorthodox here. The following passages are not
part of the Moon text, though I contend that they are. On this date, June 11,1851,
(see entry above), he is also reading Darwin. The moonlight walks and his reading mix
together, like a mist. He himself says one should compare adjacent passages like this, so
I do that here. Continuing his thought on this date, June 11th, Henry compares what he
is doing in the Moonlight to Darwin’s Voyage of the Beagle around South America. He
seems to feel himself exploring an unknown world, as Darwin did in South America. He
is well outside the outskirts of the town, indeed, he is part of the universe now. The
night and moonlight are a new world, outside the affairs of men and women. Like
Darwin he is exploring the origin of things. Existence, moonlight in the mist, Darwin in
South America studying aboriginal landscapes: it is all one thing to Henry. I have read

Darwin’s book too, and his gloss on it is pretty good. The below follows the one above in
the Journal, they are continuous……
Part 2
June 11,1851
In Charles Darwin's " Voyage of a Naturalist round
the World," commenced in 1831 : He gave to Ehrenberg some of an impalpably fine
dust which filled the air at sea near the Cape de Verd
Islands, and he found it to consist in great part of
"infusoria with siliceous shields, and of the siliceous
tissue of plants ;" found in this sixty-seven different
organic forms. The infusoria with two exceptions inhabitants
of fresh water. Vessels have even run on
shore owing to the obscurity . Is seen a thousand miles
from Africa . Darwin found particles of stone above a
thousandth of an inch square.
Speaking of St. Paul's Rocks, Lat. 58' N ., Long. 29°
15' W., "Not a single plant, not even a lichen, grows
on this islet ; yet it is inhabited by several insects and
spiders . The following list completes, 1 believe, the
terrestrial fauna : a fly (Olfersia) living on the booby,
and a tick which must have come here as a parasite on
the birds ; a small brown moth, belonging to a genus
that feeds on feathers ; a beetle (Quedius), and a woodlouse
from beneath the dung ; and lastly numerous
spiders, which I suppose prey on these small attendants
and scavengers of the waterfowl. The often-repeated
description of the stately palm and other noble tropical
and your presented plants, then birds, and lastly man, taking possession
of the coral islets as soon as formed, in the Pacific, is
probably not quite correct ; I fear it destroys the poetry

of this story, that feather and dirt-feeding and parasitic
insects and spiders should be the first inhabitants
of newly-formed oceanic land."
At Bahia or San Salvador, Brazil, took shelter under
a tree "so thick that it would never have been penetrated
by common English rain," but not so there.
Of a partridge near the mouth of the Plata, " A man
on horseback, by riding round and round in a circle,
or rather in a spire, so as to approach closer each time,
may knock on the head as many as he pleases ." Refers
to Hearne's Journey, page 383, for "In Arctic North
America the Indians catch the Varying Hare by walking
spirally round and round it, when on its form : the
middle of the day is reckoned the best time, when the
sun is high, and the shadow of the hunter not very long."
In the same place, "General Rosas is also a perfect
horseman - an accomplishment of no small consequence
in a country where an assembled army elected
its general by the following trial : A troop of unbroken
horses being driven into a corral, were let out through
a gateway, above which was a cross-bar : it was agreed
whoever should drop from the bar on one of these wild
animals, as it rushed out, and should be able, without
saddle or bridle, not only to ride it, but also to bring
it back to the door of the corral, should be their general .
The person who succeeded was accordingly elected, and
doubtless made a general fit for such an army. This
extraordinary feat has also been performed by Rosas."
Speaks of the Gaucho sharpening his knife on the
back of the armadillo before he kills him.
Alcide d'Orbigny, from 1825 to 1833 in South America,
now (1846) publishing the results on a scale which

places him second to Humboldt among South American
travellers.

Frederick Edwin Church
Twilight in the Tropics: 1874
This work evokes Darwin in the Tropics as well as Henry and his interst in plants and
moonlight.

Hail in Buenos Ayres as large as small apples; killed
thirteen deer, beside ostriches, which last also it blinded,
etc., etc. Dr. Malcomson told him of hail in India, in
1831, which "much injured the cattle ." Stones flat, one
ten inches in circumference, passed through windows,
making round holes.
A difference in the country about Montevideo and
somewhere else attributed to the manuring and grazing
of the cattle . Refers to Atwater as saying that the same
thing is observed in the prairies of North America,
"where coarse grass, between five and six feet high,
when grazed by cattle, changes into common pasture
land." (Vide Atwater's words in Silliman's North
American Journal, vol. i, p. 117.)
I would like to read Azara's Voyage.
Speaks ' of the fennel and the cardoon (Cynara
cardunc2dus), introduced from Europe, now very common
in those parts of South America. The latter occurs
now on both sides the Cordilleras across the continent .
In Banda Oriental alone "very many (probably several
hundred); miles are covered by one mass of these
prickly plants, and are impenetrable by man or beast .
Over the undulating plains, where these great beds
occur, nothing else can now live. . . . I doubt whether
any case is on record of an invasion on so grand a scale
of one plant over the aborigines."
Horses first landed at the La Plata in 1535. Now
these, with cattle and sheep, have altered the whole
aspect of the country,-vegetation, etc. " The wild pig
in some parts probably replaces the peccari ; packs of
wild dogs may be heard howling on the wooded banks

of the less frequented streams ; and the common cat,
altered into a large and fierce animal, inhabits rocky
hills."
At sea, eye being six feet above level, horizon is
two and four fifths miles distant. " In like manner, the
more level the plain, the more nearly does the horizon
approach within these narrow limits ; and this, in
my opinion, entirely destroys that grandeur which one
would have imagined that a vast level plain would have
possessed ."
Darwin found a tooth of a native horse contemporary
with the mastodon, on the Pampas of Buenos Ayres,
though he says there is good evidence against any horse
living in America at the time of Columbus. He speaks
of their remains being common in North America.
Owen has found Darwin's tooth similar to one Lyell
brought from the United States, but unlike any other,
fossil or living, and named this American horse Equus
curvidens, from a slight but peculiar curvature in it.
The great table-land of southern Mexico makes the
division between North and South America with reference
to the migration of animals.
Henry is here fascinated by Darwin’s early description of what will one day be
called biogeography. This will influence Henry’s later work in a protoevolutionary way of thinking in the Dispersion of Seeds and other late work.
Quotes Captain Owen's "Surveying Voyage" for saying
that, at the town of Benguela on the west coast of
entered in a body to possess themselves of the wells.
After a desperate conflict and the loss of one man, the
inhabitants - three thousand - drove them off. During

a great drought in India, says Dr. Malcomson, " a
hare drank out of a vessel held by the adjutant of the
regiment."
The guanacos (wild llama) and other animals of
this genus have the habit of dropping their dung from
day to day in the same heap. The Peruvian Indians
use it for fuel, and are thus aided in collecting it.
Rowing up a stream which takes its rise in a mountain,
you meet at last with pebbles which have been
washed down from it, when many miles distant. I love
to think of this kind of introduction to it.
The only quadruped native to the Falkland Islands
is a large wolf-like fox . As far as he is aware, "there is
no other instance in any part of the world of so small
a mass of broken land, distant from a continent, possessing
so large as aboriginal quadruped
itself ."
In the Falkland Isles, where other fuel is,
frequently cook their beef with the bones
the meat has been scraped . Also they have "a green
little bush about the size of common heath, which has
the useful property of burning while fresh and green ."
Saw a cormorant play with its fishy prey as a cat
with a mouse, -- eight times let it go and dive after it
again .
Seminal propagation produces a more original individual
than that by buds, layers, and grafts .
Some inhabitants of Tierra del Fuego having got some
putrid whale's blubber in time of famine, "an old man
cut off thin slices and muttering over them, broiled them
for a minute, and distributed them to the famished

party, who during this time preserved a profound silence."
This was the only evidence of any religious
worship among them. It suggests that even the animals
may have something divine in them and akin to revelation,
- some inspirations allying them to man as to
God.
I don’t think this is what Darwin means. Henry is probably mistaken here.
"Nor is it easy to teach them our superiority except
by striking a fatal blow. Like wild beasts, they do not
appear to compare numbers ; for each individual, if
attacked, instead of retiring, will endeavor to dash your
brains out with a stone, as certainly as a tiger under
similar circumstances would tear you."
"We were well clothed, and though sitting close to
the fire, were far from too warm ; yet these naked savages,
though further off, were observed, to our great
surprise, to be streaming with perspiration at undergoing
such a roasting." '
Ehrenberg examined some of the white paint with
which the Fuegians daub themselves, and found it to be
composed of infusoria, including fourteen polygastrica,
and four phytolitharia, inhabitants of fresh water, all
old and known forms! !
Again of the Fuegians : "Simple circumstances such as the beauty of scarlet cloth or blue beads, the
absence of women, our care in washing ourselves excited their admiration far more than any grand
complicated object, such as our ship. Bougainville
has well remarked concerning these people, that they
treat the `chef-d'oeuvres de 1'iudustric humaine,

comme ils traitent les loix de la nature es ses phenomenes.,
He was informed of a tribe of foot Indians
going into horse Indians apparently in Patagonia .
" With the exception of a few berries, chiefly of a
dwarf arbutus, the natives [i. e. of Tierra del Fuego] 1
eat no vegetable food besides this fungus" (Cyttaria
Darwini-i) . The "only country . . . where a cryptogamic
plant affords a staple article of food."
No reptiles in Tierra del Fuego nor in Falkland
Islands .
Describes a species of kelp there, - Macrocystis
pyrifera. " I know few things more surprising than to
see this plant growing and flourishing amidst those
great breakers of the Western Ocean, which no
rock, let it be ever so hard, can long resist . .
few [stems] taken together are sufficiently strong to
support the weight of the large loose stones to which,
in the inland channels, they grow attached; and yet
some of these stones were so heavy that, when drawn
to the surface, they could scarcely be lifted into a boat
by one person." Captain Cook thought that some of
it grew to the length of three hundred and sixty feet.
"The heels of this sea-weed, even when not of great
breadth," as D ., "make excellent natural floating
breakwaters . , It is quite curious to see, in an exposed
harbor, how soon the waves from the open sea, as
they travel through the straggling stems, sink in height,
and pass into smooth water."
Number of living creatures of all orders whose existence
seems to depend on the kelp ; a volume might
be written on them. If a forest were destroyed anywhere,

so many species would not perish as if this weed
were, and with the fish would go many birds and larger
marine animals, and hence the Fuegian himself perchance.
Tree ferns in Van Diemen's Land (lat. 45°) six feet
in circumference.
Missionaries encountered icebergs in Patagonia in
latitude corresponding to the Lake of Geneva, in a season
corresponding to June in Europe. In Europe, the
most southern glacier which comes down to the sea is
on coast of Norway, latitude 67°, - 20° , or 1230 [geographical
miles] nearer the pole.
Erratic boulders not observed in the intertropical
parts of the world ; due to icebergs or glaciers.
Under soil perpetually frozen in North America in
56° at three feet ; in Siberia in 62° at twelve to fifteen
feet.
In an excursion from Valparaiso to the base of the
Andes : "We unsaddled our horses near the spring,
and prepared to pass the night. The evening was fine,
and the atmosphere so clear that the masts of the vessels
at anchor in the bay of Valparaiso, although no
less than twenty-six geographical miles distant, could
be distinguished clearly as little' black streaks ." Anson
had been surprised at the distance at which his vessels
were discovered from the coast without knowing the
reason, - the great height of the land and the transparency
of the air.
Floating islands from four to six feet thick in Lake
Tagua-tagua in central Chile ; blown about .

J3 TMS 5 pg 181 -197 June 11, 1851 (part 2)
This is a long, important entry in the Journal and the Moonlight book. First it shows
Henry as an explorer of the night as a scientific project and he directly juxtaposes the
Moonlight inquiry into the night to Darwin’s Voyage of the Beagle, which he reviews
very ably and with great interest in its scientific detail of plants and animals and their
biogeographical limits. It is one of the great books of the 19th century,--an early example
of evolutionary thinking, like Henry’s Journal, and one that shows Darwin advancing
the basic concepts of the theory of Natural Selection for the first time. Henry did not
know that Darwin was a abolitionist too, at this point probably, like himself. Though by
the time Henry reads Origin of the Species in 1859, he does know this. Indeed, he is one
of the first Americans to read it. Laura Walls discusses this in her excellent bio of Henry
(pgs. 458-60)Darwin and Henry are an interesting match and here Henry shows just
how similar they are. It took Henry far longer than Darwin to become skeptical a
spiritual explanations of all kinds. 24 Henry does not yet understand Darwin on this.
Emerson had involved him deeply in such explanations. But Darwin outweighs Emerson
in the end and wins over Henry.
I include the whole thing, because this is what Henry is doing in the Moonlight book.
He came to it himself, but he is very like Darwin in his search for natural facts. It is, of
course, helpful to have read Darwin’s Voyage of the Beagle, to understand the Moonlight
book. I am not sure one can really understand what Henry is going through in this book
unless one reads it. Henry is exploring the Night as a new dimension in science just as
Darwin was exploring South American and the Galapagos. He trips up on the spiritual
stuff, but this is a detail in his work which really matters very little, and he will largely
overcome it. If one substitutes the word nature for the word “spiritual” in Thoreau, he
writes very much like Darwin. He has not thought it through entirely in the Moonlight
book and he further quotes from Darwin’s Voyage of the Beagle, reaching to complete
something, he does not know what yet . He knows some of the Emersonian Platonism he
has believed is questionable, but he does not really understand what is happening to
him. I imagine they are relics of what Howarth implies--- that the Moonlight lecture of
24

Darwin writes about his own disenchantment with religion in his Autobiography

1854 was a failure in Henry’s mind, insofar only as he was a disciple of Emerson’s. He
knows only that there is something in nature he has not understood yet, and suspects
that Darwin does understand this. He is right, but he will have various rollbacks before
he is free to follow what he knows in his reason and nature.

One can see why the lecture failed, He was trying to take what he learned from the moon
to make money out if it. What he learned from Moonlight was beyond all his listeners.
They had no idea what he was talking about. He tried to make it more palatable to them.
But that was a mistake. His Moonlight book is far better than his listeners. The lecture
also fails probably because he included a lot of things that do not belong there. I would
like to see the Moonlight book restored as well as possible for Henry as a journal writer,
not as lecture.
I will be discussing the Moonlight book as a subject of his Journal and not trying to
reproduce his lecture. The lecture was a failure, because he did not follow his own
insights, which are very concrete and part of his daily life, not a grandiose essay or a
study in mythology, as his sister would later put together in “Night and Moonlight”.
Perhaps because of influence from his family, perhaps because of Emerson, or the
ignorance of his audience, or maybe he is just leagues ahead of his times, so the
Moonlight lecture fails. There are further inquiries into moonlight which follow, they too
belong in the Moonlight book. They do not fail, as the Lecture does, but open up into all
Henry’s late work, from Civil Disobedience to his death.
June 10th Fair Haven 180--fear [ ] White--[cut] seems
more [rugged]
dif. strata of air 181-3:4 [& (11-190)]--night hawk--boom-whippoorwill 180--1-3--wagon on bridge
woodland path--woods deserted 184--spiritual past more
distinct like shadow 185

Less vigor at night 185--Each moon its character--185-6--

No yell [ could not find mk]

June 12, 1851.
There would be this advantage in travelling in your
own country, even in your own neighborhood, that you
would be so thoroughly prepared to understand what
you saw you would make fewer travellers' mistakes.
Is not he hospitable who entertains thoughts ?
References: 8-- In road [& end of June 12

June 14, 1851
The moon is accumulating yellow light and triumphing
over the clouds, but still the west is suffused here
and there with a slight red tinge, marking the path o£
the day. Though inexperienced ones might call it
night, it is not yet . Dark, heavy clouds lie along the
western horizon, exhibiting the forms of animals and
men, while the moon is behind a cloud. Why do we
detect these forms so readily ? - whales or giants reclining,
busts of heroes, Michael-Angelic. There is the

212

gallery of statuary, the picture gallery of man, - not a
board upon an Italian's head, but these dark figures
along the horizon, - the board some Titan carries on
his head. What firm and heavy outlines for such soft
and light material!

Reference: 2-- Michael Angelic Clouds
reference: 9-- Note of bull frogs--(& river &c June 18--& June 20
[blot] In columns--(&c July 7)

July 11, 1851.
Now we are getting into moonlight. We see it reflected
from particular stumps in the depths of the
darkest woods, and from the stems of trees, as if it
selected what to shine on,' - a silvery light. It is a light,
of course, which we have had all day, but which we
have not appreciated, and proves how remarkable a
lesser light can be when a greater has departed. How
simply and naturally the moon presides! 'T is true she
was eclipsed by the sun, but now she acquires an almost
equal respect and worship by reflecting and representing
him, with some new quality, perchance, added to his
light, showing how original the disciple may be who still
in midday is seen, though pale and cloud-like, beside
his master. Such is a worthy disciple. In his master's
presence he still is seen and preserves a distinct existence

; and in his absence he reflects and represents
him, not without adding some new quality to his light,
not servile and never rival . As the master withdraws
himself, the disciple, who was a pale cloud before,
begins to emit a silvery light, acquiring at last a tinge
of golden as the darkness deepens, but not enough to
scorch the seeds which have been planted or to dry up
the fertilizing dews which are falling .

JMW Turner a study at Millbank 1797.

June 13. 1851 Walked to Walden last night (moon not
quite full) by railroad and upland wood-path, returning
by Wayland road. Last full moon the elms had not
leaved out, - cast no heavy shadows, - and their outlines
were less striking and rich in the streets at night.
I noticed night before night before last from Fair
Haven how valuable was some water by moonlight,
like the river and Fair Haven Pond, though far away,
reflecting the light with a faint glimmering sheen, as in
the spring of the year. The water shines with an inward
light like a heaven on earth. The silent depth and serenity
and majesty of water! Strange that men should
distinguish gold and diamonds, when these precious
elements are so common . I saw a distant river by
moonlight, making no noise, yet flowing, as by day,
still to the sea, like melted silver reflecting the moonlight. Far away it lay encircling the earth . How far away
it may look in the night, and even from a low hill how
miles away down in the valley! As far off as paradise
and the delectable country! There is a certain glory
attends on water by night. By it the heavens are related
to the earth, undistinguishable from a sky beneath
you. And I forgot to say that after I reached the road
by Potter's bars, - or further, by Potter's Brook, - I
saw the moon suddenly reflected full from a pool. A

puddle from which you may see the moon reflected,
and the earth dissolved under your feet. The magical
moon with attendant stars suddenly looking up with
mild lustre from a window in the dark earth.
I observed also the same night a halo about my
shadow in the moonlight, which I referred to the accidentally
lighter color of the surrounding surface ; I
transferred my shadow to the darkest patches of grass,
and saw the halo there equally . It serves to make the
outlines of the shadow more distinct.
But now for last night. A few fireflies in the meadow.
Do they shine, though invisibly, by day? Is their candle
lighted by day ? It is not nightfall till the whip-poor-wills
begin to sing.
As I entered the Deep Cut, I was affected by beholding
the first faint reflection of genuine and unmixed
moonlight on the eastern sand-bank while the horizon,
yet red with day, was tingeing the western side. What
an interval between those two lights! The light of the
moon, - in what age of the world does that fall upon
the earth? The moonlight was as the earliest and dewy
morning light, and the daylight tinge reminded me
much more of the night. There were the old and new
dynasties opposed, contrasted, and an interval between,
which time could not span . Then is night, when the daylight
yields to the nightlight. It suggested an interval,
a distance not recognized in history . Nations have
flourished in that light.
When I had climbed the sand-bank on the left, I felt
the warmer current or stratum of air on my cheek,
like a blast from a furnace .
The white stems of the pines, which reflected the

weak light, standing thick and close together while their
lower branches were gone, reminded me that the pines
are only larger grasses which rise to a chaffy head, and
we the insects that crawl between them. They are
particularly grass-like.
How long do the gales retain the heat of the sun ? I
find them retreated high up the sides of hills, especially
on open fields or cleared places . Does, perchance, any
of this pregnant air survive the dews of night ? Can
any of it be found remembering the sun of yesterday
even in the morning hours. Does, perchance, some puff,
some blast, survive the night on elevated clearings
surrounded by the forest?
The bullfrog belongs to summer. The different
frogs mark the seasons pretty well,- the peeping hyla,
the dreaming frog,' and the bullfrog . I believe that all
may be heard at last occasionally together.
I heard partridges[grouse] drumming to-night as late as 9
o'clock . What singularly space penetrating and filling
sound! Why am I never nearer to its source?
We do not commonly live our life out and full ; we
do not fill all our pores with our blood ; we do not
inspire and expire fully and entirely enough, so that
the wave, the comber, of each inspiration shall break
upon our extremist shores, rolling till it meets the sand
which bounds us, and the sound of the surf come back to
us.

Full of the Moon, Frederick Waugh
Waugh was trying to feel the full depth of the moonlight on the sea, as Henry is talking
about trying to do here. Live life to the fullest, both Henry is saying and Waugh is
painting. Many think him the best painter of the sea ever. I do not differ on that. Henry
is the best writer on Moonlight.

Might not a bellows assist us to breathe ? That our
breathing should create a wind in a calm day! We live
but a fraction of our life. Why do we not' let on the
flood, raise the gates, and set all our wheels in motion,
He that hath ears to hear, let him hear. Employ your
senses .

The newspapers tell us of news not to be named
even with that in its own kind which an observing man
can pick up in a solitary walk, as if it gained some
importance and dignity by its publicness. Do we need
to be advertised each day that such is still the routine
of life? '
The tree-toad's, too, is a summer sound.
I hear, just as the night sets in, faint notes from
time to time from some sparrow ( ?) falling asleep, - a
vesper hymn, - and later, in the woods, the chuckling,
rattling sound of some unseen bird on the near trees.
The nighthawk booms wide awake.
By moonlight we see not distinctly even the surface of
the earth, but our daylight experience supplies us with
confidence.
As I approached the pond down Hubbard's Path,
after coming out of the woods into a warmer air, I saw
the shimmering of the moon on its surface, and, in the
near, now flooded cove, the water-bugs, darting, circling
about, made streaks or curves of light. The moon's
inverted pyramid of shimmering light commenced
about twenty rods off, like so much micaceous sand. But
I was startled to see midway in the dark water a bright
flamelike, more than phosphorescent light crowning
the crests of the wavelets, which at first I mistook for
fireflies, and thought even of cucullos .
[ larger click beetles found in Latin America—also glow in the dark like fireflies]'
It had the appearance of a pure, smokeless flame a half-dozen
inches long, issuing from the water and bending flickeringly
along its surface . I thought of St. Elmo's lights
and the like. But, coming near to the shore of the pond
itself, these flames increased, and I saw that even this

was so many broken reflections of the moon's disk,
though one would have said they were of an intenser
light than the moon herself ; from contrast with the
surrounding water they were. Standing up close to the
shore and nearer the rippled surface, I saw the reflections
of the moon sliding down the watery concave like
so many lustrous burnished coins poured from a bag
with inexhaustible lavishness, and the lambent flames
on the surface were much multiplied, seeming to slide
along a few inches with each wave before they were
extinguished ; and I saw how farther and farther off they
gradually merged in the general sheen, which, in fact,
was made up of a myriad little mirrors reflecting the
disk of the moon with equal brightness to an eye rightly
placed. The pyramid or sheaf of light which we see
springing from near where we stand only, in fact, is the
outline of that portion of the shimmering surface which
an eye takes in. To myriad eyes suitably placed, the
whole surface of the pond would be seen to shimmer,
or rather it would be seen, as the waves turned up their
mirrors, to be covered with those bright flame-like reflections
of the moon's disk, like a myriad candles everywhere
issuing from the waves ; i. e. if there were as many
eyes as angles presented by the waves, the whole surface
would appear as bright as the moon ; and these reflections
are dispersed in all directions into the atmosphere,
flooding it with light. No wonder that water reveals
itself so far by night ; even further in many states of
the atmosphere than by day. I thought at first it [was]
some unusual phosphorescence . In some positions these
flames were star-like points, brighter than the brightest
stars. Suddenly a flame would show itself in a near and

dark space, precisely like some inflammable gas on the
surface, -as if an inflammable gas made its way up
from the bottom .
I heard my old musical, simple-noted owl. The sound
of the dreaming frogs' prevails over the others . Occasionally
a bullfrog near me made an obscene noise, a
sound like an eructation, near me. I think they must be
imbodied eructations . They suggest flatulency.
The pond is higher than ever, so as to hinder fishermen,
and I could hardly get to the true shore here on
account of the bushes. I pushed out in a boat a little
and heard the chopping of the waves under its bow.
And on the bottom I saw the moving reflections of
the shining waves, faint streaks of light revealing the
shadows of the waves or the opaqueness of the water.
As I climbed the hill again toward my old bean-field, I
listened to the ancient, familiar, immortal, dear cricket
sound under all others, hearing at first some distinct
chirps ; but when these ceased I was aware of the general
earth-song, which my hearing had not heard, amid
which these were only taller flowers in a bed, and I
wondered if behind or beneath this there was not some
other chant yet more universal . Why do we not hear
when this begins in the spring ? and when it ceases in the
fall ? Or is it too gradual ?
After I have got into the road I have no thought to
record all the way home, -the walk is comparatively
barren. The leafy elm sprays seem to droop more by
night ( ? ?).
References: HT Vol, 5--197
shadows and Deep Cut or

Walden June 13 51

Part of this was used in “Life without Principle” to criticize the flatulence of a
government that serves the rich and supports the slave trade, and talks more with its
digestive airs than with its brain. He is studying moonlight to be free of such nonsense
as we now hear from Congress or Parliament, that is probably why he includes this. The
flatulence of political liars is considerable in Congress. This is still 1851, but like Allen
Ginsburg in his late poem comparing skeletons to Congressmen, he is about finished
with the corruption that visits our “representatives” who rarely represent us.
Henry is watching the light on the waves, like Leonardo, he sees the pyramidal shape of
light in the water, coming at his eye. He listens to the sounds of the night, trying to
extract the meaning of life from these facts of nature. He is amazed by the existence of
reflectivity of water: “. The water shines with an inward light” He writes in this full and
amazing passage. We are full into the Moonlight text now. He is writing things never
written before and even now we must read them several times till they start to sink in.
He wants to feel the whole of nature in his body, not merely his mind. Water and
moonlight, and somehow Henry is speaking of his own mind too, caught in the dazzle of
the wet and the creamy light, clear and lucid as the moonlight itself.
Henry is like Darwin, wandering around the woods of Concord, as Darwin wandered
around South America and the Galapagos. Darwin was 8 years older than Thoreau and
was 41, when Henry was only 33 when he began studying moonlight in earnest. Henry is
really doing a sort of bio-physics. Gone is all effort and atmospheric use of mythology,
and instead he is writing directly about the facts of water and light and their elaborate
interaction. There is little human centeredness in his exact description, and though
there is no math in it either, one thinks of Einsteinian study of the physics of light.
Henry wrote to H.G.O. Blake on Dec 19, 1854 that :
The day is never so dark,
nor the night even, but that the laws at least of light still prevail, and so
may make it light in our minds if they are open to the truth.

The facts of nature are looked at so squarely in his Journal as to be boldly insightful.
His descriptions of water and light are exact perceptions well put and aptly phrased.
When he says for instance that
“ No wonder that water reveals itself so far by night ; even further in many states
of the atmosphere than by day.”
This is true, It is hard to see into water during the day, as the sky is so bright and creates
so much reflection. During a full moon, water is more friendly to the human eye. His
mind goes swimming in the depths. He is alive in the moonlight. As Einstein was alive
while thinking about gravity, Henry is alive thinking of moonlight on water.
June 14. 1851
Saturday . Full moon last night. Set out on
a walk to Conantum at 7 P. Ni . A serene evening, the
sun going down behind clouds, a few white or slightly
shaded piles of clouds floating in the eastern sky, but a
broad, clear, mellow cope left for the moon to rise into .
An evening for poets to describe. Met a man driving
home his cow from pasture and stopping to chat with
his neighbor ; then a boy, who had set down his pail
in the road to stone a bird most perseveringly, whom I
heard afterward behind me telling his pail to be quiet
in a tone of assumed anger, because it squeaked under
his arm . As I proceed along the back road I hear the
lark still singing in the meadow, and the bobolink, and
the gold robin on the elms, and the swallows twittering
about the barns. A small bird chasing a crow high in
the air, who is going home at night. All nature is in an
expectant attitude. Before Goodwin's house, at the
opening of the Sudbury road, the swallows are diving
at a tortoise-shell cat, who curvets and frisks rather

awkwardly, as if she did not know whether to be scared
or not . And now, having proceeded a little way down
this road, the sun having buried himself in the low cloud
in the west and hung out his crimson curtains, I hear,
while sitting by the wall, the sound of the stake-driver
at a distance, -like that made by a man pumping
in a neighboring farmyard, watering his cattle, or like
chopping wood before his door on a frosty morning,'
and I can imagine like driving a stake in a meadow.
The pumper. I immediately went in search of the bird,
but, after going a third of a mile, it did not sound much
nearer, and the two parts of the sound did not appear
to proceed from the same place. What is the peculiarity
of these sounds which penetrate so far on the keynote
of nature ? At last I got near to the brook in the meadow
behind Hubbard's wood, but I could not tell if [it] were
further or nearer than that. When I got within half
a dozen rods of the brook, it ceased, and I heard it no
more. I suppose that I scared it. As before I was
further off than I thought, so now I was nearer than I
thought. It is not easy to understand how so small a
creature can make so loud a sound by merely sucking
in or throwing out water with pump-like lungs.' As
yet no moon, but downy piles of cloud scattered here
and there in the expectant sky .
Saw a blue flag blossom in the meadow while waiting
for the stake-driver.
It was a sound as of gulping water.
Where my path crosses the brook in the meadow
there is a singularly sweet scent in the heavy air bathing
the brakes, where the brakes grow, -- the fragrance of
the earth, as if the dew were a distillation of the fragrant

essences of nature. When I reach the road, the farmer
going home from town invites me to ride in his highset
wagon, not thinking why I walk, nor can I shortly
explain . He remarks on the coolness of the weather.
The angelica is budded, a handsome luxuriant plant.
And now my senses are captivated again by a sweet
fragrance as I enter the embowered willow causeway,
and I know not if it be from a particular plant or all
together, - sweet-scented vernal grass or sweet-briar .
Now the sun is fairly gone, I hear the dreaming frog,'
and the whip-poor-will from some darker wood, - it
is not far from eight, - and the cuckoo. The song
sparrows sing quite briskly among the willows, as if it
were spring again, and the blackbird's harsher note
resounds over the meadows, and the veery's comes up
from the wood . Fishes are dimpling the surface of the
river, seizing the insects which alight . A solitary fisherman
in his boat inhabits the scene. As I rose the hill
beyond the bridge, I found myself in a cool, fragrant,
dewy, up-country, mountain morning air, a new region .
When I had issued from the willows on to the bridge,
it was like coming out of night into twilight, the river
reflected so much light. The moon was now seen rising
over Fair Haven and at the same time reflected in the
river, pale and white like a silvery cloud, barred with
a cloud, not promising how it will shine anon. Now I
meet an acquaintance coming from a remote field in his
hay-rigging, with a jag of wood ; who reins up to show
me how large a woodchuck he has killed, which he
found eating his clover. But now he must drive on, for
behind comes a boy taking up the whole road with a
huge roller drawn by a horse, which goes lumbering

and bouncing along, getting out of the way of night,
-while the sun has gone the other way,-and making
such a noise as if it had the contents of a tinker's shop
in its bowels, and rolls the whole road smooth like a
newly sown grain-field .
In Conant's orchard I hear the faint cricket-like song
of a sparrow saying its vespers, as if it were a link
between the cricket and the bird. The robin sings
now, though the moon shines silverly, and the veery
jingles its trill. I hear the fresh and refreshing sound
of falling water, as I have heard it in New Hampshire.
It is a sound we do not commonly hear. I see
that the whiteweed is in blossom, which, as I had
not walked by day for some time, I had not seen
before.
How moderate, deliberate, is Nature! How gradually
the shades of night gather and deepen, giving man
ample leisure to bid farewell to-day, conclude his day's
affairs, and prepare for slumber! The twilight seems
out of proportion to the length of the day . Perchance it
saves our eyes. Now for some hours the farmers have
been getting home.
Since the alarm about mad dogs a couple of years
ago there are comparatively few left to bark at the
traveller and bay the moon. All nature is abandoned
to me .
You feel yourself - your body, your legs, -more at
night, for there is less beside to be distinctly known, and
hence perhaps you think yourself more tired than you
are . I see indistinctly oxen asleep in the fields, silent in
majestic slumber, like the sphinx, -statuesque, Egyptian,

reclining. What solid rest! How their heads are
supported! A sparrow or a cricket makes more noise.
From Conant's summit I hear as many as fifteen whip-poorwills -or whip-or-I-wills -- at once, the succeeding
cluck sounding strangely foreign, like a hewer at
work elsewhere .
The moon is accumulating yellow light and triumphing
over the clouds, but still the west is suffused here
and there with a slight red tinge, marking the path o£
the day. Though inexperienced ones might call it
night, it is not yet . Dark, heavy clouds lie along the
western horizon, exhibiting the forms of animals and
men, while the moon is behind a cloud. Why do we
detect these forms so readily ? - whales or giants reclining,
busts of heroes, Michael-Angelic. There is the
gallery of statuary, the picture gallery of man, - not a
board upon an Italian's head, but these dark figures
along the horizon, - the board some Titan carries on
his head. What firm and heavy outlines for such soft
and light material!
How sweet and encouraging it is to hear the sound of
some artificial music from the midst of woods or from
the top of a hill at night, borne on the breeze from some
distant farmhouse,-the human voice or a flute!
That is a civilization one can endure, worth having. I
could go about the world listening for the strains of
music. Men use this gift but sparingly, methinks .
What should we think of a bird which had the gift of
song but used it only once in a dozen years, like the
tree which blossoms only once in a century?
Now the dorbug comes humming by, the first I have

heard this year. In three months it will be the Harvest
Moon. I cannot easily believe it. Why not call this the
Traveller's Moon? It would be as true to call the last
(the May) the Planter's Moon as it is to call September's
the Harvest Moon, for the farmers use one about as
little as the other. Perhaps this is the Whip-poor-will's
Moon. The bullfrog now, which I have not heard
before, this evening. It is nearly nine. They are much
less common and their note more intermittent than that
of the dreamers. I scared up a bird on a low bush,
perchance on its nest. It is rare that you start them at
night from such places .
Peabody says that the nighthawk retires to rest about
the time the whip-poor-will begins its song. The whippoorwill begins now at 7.30. I hear the nighthawk
after 9 o'clock. He says it flies low in the evening, but
it also flies high, as it must needs do to make the
booming sound.
I hear the lowing of cows occasionally, and the barking
of dogs. The pond by moonlight, which may make
the object in a walk, suggests little to be said. Where
there was only one firefly in a dozen rods, I hastily
ran to one which had crawled up to the top of a grasshead
and exhibited its light, and instantly another
sailed in to it, showing its light also ; but my presence
made them extinguish their lights . The latter retreated,
and the former crawled slowly down the stem. It
appeared to me that the first was a female who thus
revealed her place to the male, who was also making
known his neighborhood as he hovered about, both
showing their lights that they might come together. It
was like a mistress who had climbed to the turrets of

her castle and exhibited there a blazing taper for a signal,
while her lover had displayed his light on the plain.
If perchance she might have any lovers abroad.
Not much before 10 o'clock does the moonlight night
begin. When man is asleep and day fairly forgotten,
then is the beauty of moonlight seen over lonely pastures
where cattle are silently feeding .' Then let me walk in
a diversified country, of hill and dale, with heavy woods
one side, and copses and scattered trees and bushes
enough to give me shadows. Returning, a mist is on
the river. The river is taken into the womb of Nature
again .
Henry writes that in the moonlight “you feel yourself - your body, your legs, -more at
night, for there is less beside to be distinctly known”. He is trying to search into the
night, to feel the light, feel the air, sense the birds, smell the air and hear into the
atmosphere. Indeed, the more he feels into the moonlight, the more he is himself
revealed, this seems to be one of the keys of the late journal, to read a man at his
extremity, to see what he sees, to meld consciousness with the earth itself. Moonlight
made him a scientist, even against his own wishes. He tries to infer the world’s existence
from hearing and seeing in the half dark world of moonlight, he is right, no one has done
this before, and scarce anyone since.
He hears 15 Whipporwills, he says. I have heard that many and it is a pulsing rhythm in
the night, a chorus or many voices, rolling like a wave of sound through the woods—not
at all individual birds. It is an amazing thing, and Henry mentions them so often in his
writings on the moon, it is clear they are very important to him as part of the night. They
are the night-singers, and their multi-songs roll through the forest like a wheel of sound,
pulsing and turning. Whip-poor-will is otomotopaeic. It sounds like that.
It is clear Henry is trying to amass details about birds, frogs, stars, fireflies, walking in
the Moonlight woods and a hundred other details, all to show a kind of portrait of the

Moonlit night outside of the town of Concord. It looks like he was going to make a
chapter on Whip-poor-wills and Nighthawks in the Moonlight book, judging by the
index, as we will see later. He made scientific discoveries about them that he needs to
be given credit for.
He discovered that they are quiet and do not hunt late at night. This is quite true, when
the moon is not out. But again, I will talk of this later….

Now is the clover month, but haying is not yet begun.
Evening . -Went to Nawshawtuct by North Branch.
Overtaken by a slight shower. The same increased
fragrance from the ground---sweet-fern, etc .-as in the
night, and for the like reason probably. The houstonias
still blossom freshly, as I believe they continue to do
all summer. The fever-root in blossom ; pictured in
Bigelow's "Medical Botany. Triosteum perfoliatum,
near the top of Hill, under the wall, looks somewhat
like a milkweed . The Viburnum dentatum, very regularly
toothed, just ready to blossom ; sometimes called
arrow-wood.
Nature seems not to have designed that man should
be much abroad by night, and in the moon proportioned
the light fitly. By the faintness and rareness of the light
compared with that of the sun, she expresses her intention
with regard to him.
“Now is the clover month”, what a great line. Henry here shifts to again talk about
Darwin, who I think is the fountain behind this moonlight exploration of Henry’s.
Darwin is his hero. He writes as if Darwin were almost asking for his comments
personally on the meaning of life in his locale. Darwin has electrified his mind, he is on

fire with the consciousness of the moon. All this was written during the time he is
reading Darwin’s Voyage. Of course this does not mean he gets it right. For instance he
says:
Nature seems not to have designed that man should
be much abroad by night, and in the moon proportioned
the light fitly.
There is no evidence at all that the moon somehow made its light by “design” to be fit to
man. This is really a creationist argument, not a Darwinian one, even though it is said in
Darwin’s language of “fitness”. But he has not yet entirely internalized Darwin’s point of
view. Now we must shift to listen to him talk of Darwin’s book again, a world away in
South America…..
June 15. 1851
Sunday. Darwin still : Finds runaway sailors on the Chonos Archipelago,
who he thought "had kept a very good reckoning of
time," having lost only four days in fifteen months.
Near same place, on the islands of the archipelago,
he found wild potato, the tallest four feet high, tubers
generally small but one two inches in diameter ; " resembled
in every respect, and had the same smell as
English potatoes ; but when boiled they shrunk much,
and were watery and insipid, without any bitter taste."
Speaking of the surf on the coast of Chiloe, " I was
assured that, after a heavy gale, the roar can be heard
at night even at Castro, a distance of no less than
twenty-one sea-miles, across a hilly and wooded country.
Subsidence and elevation of the west coast of South
America and of the Cordilleras . "Daily it is forced
home on the mind of the geologist, that nothing, not
even the wind that blows, is so unstable as the level of

the crust of this earth."
Would like to see Sir }Francis Head's travels in South
America, -Pampas perhaps.' Also Chambers' "Sea
Levels ." Also travels of Spix and Von Martins.
It is said that hydrophobia was first known in South
America in 1803 .
At the Galapagos, the tortoises going to any place
travel night and day and so get there sooner than would
be expected, - about eight miles in two or three days.
He rode on their backs .
The productions of the Galapagos Archipelago,
from five to six hundred miles from America, are still
of the American type. "It was most striking to be
surrounded by new birds, new reptiles, new shells, new
insects, new plants, and yet, by innumerable trifling details
of structure, and even by the tones of voice and
plumage of the birds, to have the temperate plains of
Patagonia, or the hot, dry deserts of Northern Chile,
vividly brought before my eyes." What is most singular,
not only are the plants, etc., to a great extent peculiar
to these islands, but each for the most part has its own
kinds, though they are within sight of each other.
Birds so tame that they can be killed with a stick. I
would suggest that, from having dealt so long with the
inoffensive and slow moulded tortoise, they have not
yet acquired an instinctive fear of man, who is a newcomer.
Methinks tortoises, lizards, etc., for wild creatures
are remarkable for the nearness to which man
approaches them and handles them, as logs, - coldblooded, lumpish forms of life, - only taking care not
to step into their mouths. An alligator has been known
to have come out of the mud like a mud volcano where

was now the floor of a native's hut.
"The common dock is . . . widely disseminated,
[in New Zealand] ' and will, I fear, forever remain a
proof of the rascality of an Englishman, who sold the
seeds for those of the tobacco plant."
The New-Hollanders a little higher in the scale of
civilization than the Fuegians.
Puzzled by a "well rounded fragment of greenstone,
rather larger than a man's head," which a captain had
found on a small coral circle or atoll near Keeling
Island, "where every other particle of matter is calcareous,"
about six hundred miles from Sumatra . D .
agrees with Kotzebue (vide Kotzebue) who states that
(Darwin's words) " the inhabitants of the Radack
Archipelago, a group of lagoon-islands in the midst of
the Pacific, obtained stones for sharpening their instruments
by searching the roots of trees which are cast
upon the beach," and "laws have been established that
such stones belong to the chief, and a punishment is
inflicted on any one who attempts to steal them." Let
geologists look out . "Some natives carried by Kotzebue
to Kamtschatka collected stones to take back to their
country."
Found no bottom at 7200 feet, and 2200 yards from
shore of Keeling Island, a coral isle.
His theory of the formation of coral isles. by the subsidence
of the land appears probable . He concludes
that "the great continents are, for the most part, rising
areas ; and . . . the central parts of the great oceans
are sinking areas."
Not a private person on the island of Ascension ;

the inhabitants are paid and victualled by the British
government. Springs, cisterns, etc ., are managed by the
same. "Indeed, the whole island may be compared to a
huge ship kept in first-rate order."
Vide " Circumnavigation of Globe up to Cook ."
Vide "Voyages Round the `'World since Cook."
The author of the article on Orchids in the Eclectic
says that " a single plant produced three different
flowers of genera previously supposed to be quite distinct."
Saw the first wild rose to-day on the west side of the
railroad causeway .
(here he shifts into talking about Concord, connecting his observation to
Darwin
The whiteweed has suddenly appeared,
and the clover gives whole fields a rich and
florid appearance, -- the rich red and the sweet-scented
white. The fields are blushing with the red species as
the western sky at evening . The blue-eyed grass, well
named, looks up to heaven. And the yarrow, with its
persistent dry stalks and heads, is now ready to blossom
again. The dry stems and heads of last year's tansy
stand high above the new green leaves .
I sit in the shade of the pines to hear a wood thrush
at noon . The ground smells of dry leaves ; the heat is
oppressive. The bird begins on a low strain, i. e. it
first delivers a, strain on a lower key, then a moment
after another a little higher, then another still varied
from the others . -- no two successive strains alike, but
either ascending or descending. He confines himself
to his few notes, in which he is unrivalled, as if his

kind had learned this and no more anciently .
I perceive, as formerly, a white froth dripping from
the pitch pines, just at the base of the new shoots . It
has no taste. The pollywogs in the pond are now full-tailed.
The hickory leaves are blackened by a recent
frost, which reminds me that this is near their northern
limit.
It is remarkable the rapidity with which the grass
grows. The 25th of May I walked to the hills in Wayland,
and when I returned across lots do not remember
that I had much occasion to think of the grass, or to
go round any fields to avoid treading on it ; but just a
week afterward, at Worcester, it was high and waving
in the fields, and I was to some extent confined to the
road; and the same was the case here. Apparently in
one month you get from fields which you can cross
without hesitation, to haying time. It has grown you
hardly know when, be the weather what it may, sunshine
or storm . I start up a solitary woodcock in the
shade, in some copse ; goes off with a startled, rattling,
hurried note.
After walking by night several times I now walk by
day, but I am not aware of any crowning advantage
in it. I see small objects better, but it does not enlighten
me any. The day is more trivial .
What a careful gardener Nature is!

He goes in and out of Darwin’s book and then returns to his Concord observations,
showing how much he is being influenced by him. He is concerned with finding
explanations for the growth of plants.There are only a few authors that make it into his

Journal. One can feel the influence of Darwin, though it is not at all abject imitation. We
have here a rare example of Thoreau’s two minds, or two concerns, becoming one.
Henry will become a Darwinian, but not yet, perhaps, as the following entry shows a
reversion to his old self.

July 7, 1851
I have been to-night with Anthony Wright to look
through Perez Blood's telescope a second time. A
dozen of Blood's neighbors were swept along in the
stream of our curiosity. One who lived half a mile this
side said that Blood had been down that way within
a day or two with his terrestrial, or day, glass, looking
into the eastern horizon [at] the hills of Billerica, Burlington,
and Woburn. I was amused to see what sort
of respect this man with a telescope had obtained from
his neighbors, something akin to that which savages
award to civilized men, though in this case the interval
between the parties was very slight . Mr. Blood, with
his skull-cap on, his short figure, his north European
figure, made me think of Tycho Brahe . He did not
invite us into his house this cool evening, - men nor
women, - nor did he ever before to my knowledge. I
am still contented to see the stars with my naked eye.
Mr. Wright asked him what his instrument cost . He
answered, "Well, that is something I don't like to tell."
(Stuttering or hesitating in his speech a little as usual.)
"It is a very proper question, however." "Yes," said
I, "and you think that you have given a very proper
answer."
Returning, my companion, Wright, the sexton, told

me how dusty he found it digging a grave that afternoon,
---for one who had been a pupil of mine. For
two feet, he said, notwithstanding the rain, he found
the soil as dry as ashes.
With a certain wariness, but not without a slight
shudder at the danger oftentimes, I perceive how near
I had come to admitting into my mind the details of
some trivial affair, as a case at court ; and I am astonished
to observe how willing men are to lumber their minds with
such rubbish, - to permit idle rumors,
tales, incidents, even of an insignificant kind, to
intrude upon what should be the sacred ground of the
thoughts. Shall the temple of our thought be a public
arena where the most trivial affairs of the market and
the gossip of the tea-table is discussed, -a dusty, noisy,
trivial place ? Or shall it be a quarter of heaven itself, a
place consecrated to the service of the gods, a hypethral
[open to the sky, no roof] temple ? I find it so difficult
to dispose of the few facts which to me are significant,
that I hesitate to burden my mind
with the most insignificant, which only a divine
mind could illustrate . Such is, for the most part, the news,
-in newspapers and conversation . It is important to
preserve the mind's chastity in this respect. Think of
admitting the details of a single case of the criminal
court into the mind, to stalk profanely through its very
sanctum sanctorum for an hour, aye, for many hours!
to make a very bar-room of your mind's inmost apartment,
as if for a moment the dust of the street had occupied
you, aye, the very street itself, with all its travel,
passed through your very mind of minds, your thoughts'
shrine, with all its filth and bustle! Would it not be

an intellectual suicide? By all manner of boards and
traps, threatening the extreme penalty of the divine
law, excluding trespassers from these grounds, it behooves
us to preserve the purity and sanctity of the
mind.' It is so hard to forget what it is worse than
useless to remember. If I am to be a channel or thoroughfare,
I prefer that it be of the mountain springs,
and not the town sewers, - the Parnassian streams .
There is inspiration, the divine gossip which comes
to the ear of the attentive mind from the courts of
heaven ; there is the profane and stale revelation of the
bar-room and the police court. The same ear is fitted
to receive both communications . Only the character
of the individual determines to 'which source chiefly
it shall be open and to which closed . I believe that
the mind can be profaned by the habit of attending to
trivial things, so that all our thoughts shall be 'tinged
with triviality. They shall be dusty as stones in the
street . Our very minds shall be paved and macadamized,
as it were, their foundation broken into fragments
for the wheels of travel to roll over. If we have thus
desecrated ourselves, the remedy will be, by circumspection
and wariness, by our aspiration and devotion,
to consecrate ourselves, ,to make a fane, (roman temple) of the mind.
I think that we should treat our minds as innocent
and ingenuous children whose guardians we are, -be
careful what objects and what subjects we thrust on
their attention . Even the facts of science may dust the
mind by their dryness, unless they are in a sense effaced
each morning, or rather rendered fertile by the dews
of fresh and living truth . Every thought that passes
through the mind helps to wear and tear it, and to

deepen the ruts, which, as in the streets of Pompeii,
evidence how much it has been used . How many things
there are concerning which we might well deliberate
whether we had better know them! ' Routine, conventionality,
manners, etc., etc., - how insensibly an undue
attention to these dissipates and impoverishes the
mind, robs it of its simplicity and strength, emasculates
it!
Knowledge does not come to us by details but by
Lieferungs [delivery] from the gods. What else is it to wash and
purify ourselves ? Conventionalities are as bad as impurities.
Only thought which is expressed by the mind
in repose -as it were, lying on its back and contemplating
the heavens - is adequately and fully expressed.
What are sidelong, transient, passing half
views ? The writer expressing his thought must be
as well seated as the astronomer contemplating the
heavens ; he must not occupy a constrained position .
The facts, the experience, we are well poised upon!
which secures our whole attention!
The senses of children are unprofaned . Their whole
body is one sense ; they take a physical pleasure in
riding on a rail, they love to teeter . So does the unviolated,
the unsophisticated mind derive an inexpressible
pleasure from the simplest exercise of thoughts.
I can express adequately only the thought which I
love to express . All the faculties in repose but the one
you are using, the whole energy concentrated in that.
Be ever so little distracted, your thoughts so little confused,
your engagements so few, your attention so free,
your existence so mundane, that in all places and in all
hours you can hear the sound of crickets in those seasons

when they are to be heard. It is a mark of serenity and
health of mind when a person hears this sound much.
Not sure why he puts this reference in the Moonlight book, it is, in some ways, a
throwback to earlier Thoreau. But it is perhaps the confusion that visits him often in
this period. He is confused: on the one hand he is being very Emersonian and wants
only thoughts that are not “profane”, by which he means that only ‘sacred” thoughts are
allowed: thoughts that are the opposite of “transient”. On the other hand he is extolling
the virtue of actualities, the transient perceptions of children, physical pleasure,
immediacy, transiency, to be exact.. He is changing. The process of change always
involves some confusion. One can see that.
He implies crickets are spiritual and others things are “profane”. I hope he eventually
sees that opposing categories like spiritual/profane are specious. The subject of the
Telescope will come up again, as we will see, and not to the advantage of the old
Thoreau.
reference:
To bloods--& thro village--more than l/2 July 7th 51

July 12, 51
8 p. M. — Now at least the moon is full,
and I walk alone, which is best by night, if not by day
always. Your companion must sympathize with the present mood.
The conversation must be located where the
walkers are, and vary exactly with the scene and events
and the contour of the ground. Farewell to those who
will talk of nature unnaturally, whose presence is an
interruption. I know but one with whom I can walk. [Channing probably]
I might as well be sitting in a bar-room with them as
walk and talk with most. We are never side by side in

our thoughts, and we cannot hear each other's silence.
Indeed, we cannot be silent. We are forever breaking
silence, that is all, and mending nothing. How can they
keep together who are going different ways ! [ He is probably
speaking mostly of Emerson here]
I start a sparrow from her three eggs in the grass,
where she had settled for the night. The earliest corn
is beginning to show its tassels now, and I scent it as
I walk, — its peculiar dry scent.1 (This afternoon I
gathered ripe blackberries, and felt as if the autumn
had commenced.) Now perchance many sounds and
sights only remind me that they once said something to
me, and are so by association interesting. I go forth to
be reminded of a previous state of existence, if per
chance any memento of it is to be met with hereabouts.
I have no doubt that Nature preserves her integrity.
Nature is in as rude health as when Homer sang. We
may at last by our sympathies be well. I see a skunk
on Bear Garden Hill stealing noiselessly away from me,
while the moon shines over the pitch pines, which send
long shadows down the hill. Now, looking back, I see
it shining on the south side of farmhouses and barns
with a weird light, for I pass here half an hour later
than last night. I smell the huckleberry bushes. I hear
a human voice, — some laborer singing after his day's
toil, — which I do not often hear. Loud it must be, for
it is far away. Methinks I should know it for a white
man's voice. Some strains have the melody of an
instrument. Now I hear the sound of a bugle in the
"Corner," reminding me of poetic wars; a few flourishes
and the bugler has gone to rest. At the foot of the
Cliff hill I hear the sound of the clock striking nine, as

distinctly as within a quarter of a mile usually, though
there is no wind. The moonlight is more perfect than
last night; hardly a cloud in the sky, — only a few
fleecy ones. There is more serenity and more light. I
hear that sort of throttled or chuckling note as of a bird
flying high, now from this side, then from that. Methinks
when I turn my head I see Wachusett from the
side of the hill. I smell the butter-and-eggs as I walk.
I am startled by the rapid transit of some wild animal
across my path, a rabbit or a fox, — or you hardly
know if it be not a bird. Looking down from the cliffs,
the leaves of the tree-tops shine more than ever by day.
Here and there a lightning-bug shows his greenish light
over the tops of the trees.
As I return through the orchard, a foolish robin
bursts away from his perch unnaturally, with the habits
of man. The air is remarkably still and unobjectionable
on the hilltop, and the whole world below is covered
as with a gossamer blanket of moonlight. It is
just about as yellow as a blanket. It is a great dimly
burnished shield with darker blotches on its surface.
You have lost some light, it is true, but you have got
this simple and magnificent stillness, brooding like
genius.
References:
Full moon July 12[-]full moon 14--[H]ard to get suit. Companion
for this walk--14 [S]cent corn--bird on egge--skunk--15
on Bare Garden----smell bushes--Laborer singing [16] (5) 211 (11)
124 (130)--171 & bugle
Sound of clock 16--cuckoo--[w]ild creature [r]uns

[S]hining leaves & tree tops & lighning bugs from Cliffs[.] 16 robin
[ sts] away 16 Moonlight like a blanket 17 Lost light
but gained stillness. 17

Part of the above entry is used in the last section of this book, one of the Moonlight
transcripts which I call “Dry Pastures Flooded with Moonlight”

July 16, 1851 . Wednesday. Methinks my present experience
is nothing ; my past experience is all in all . I think
that no experience which I have to-day comes up to,
or is comparable with, the experiences of my boyhood .
And not only this is true, but as far back as I can remember
I have unconsciously referred to the experiences
of a previous state of existence . "For life is a
forgetting;," etc. Formerly, me thought, nature developed
as I developed, and grew up with me.
was ecstasy . In youth, before I lost any of my senses,
I can remember that I was all alive, and inhabited
my body with inexpressible satisfaction ; both its weariness and its refreshment were sweet to me. This earth
was the most glorious musical instrument, and I was
audience to its strains. To have such sweet impressions
made on us, such ecstasies begotten of the breezes!
I can remember how I was astonished. I said to myself,
- I said to others, -" There comes into my mind
such an indescribable, infinite, all-absorbing, divine,
heavenly pleasure, a sense of elevation and expansion,
and [I] have had nought to do with it. I perceive that
I am dealt with by superior powers.' This is a pleasure,

a joy, an existence which I have not procured myself.
I speak as a witness on the stand, and tell what I have
perceived ." The morning and the evening were sweet
to me, and I led a life aloof from society of men . I wondered
if a mortal had ever known what I knew. I looked
in books for some recognition of a kindred experience,
but, strange to say, I found none. [ see Dylan Thomas’s
“Fern Hill”, a great poem of childhood which talks like Henry is talking here]25
Indeed, I was slow
to discover that other men had had this experience, for
it had been possible to read books and to associate with
men on other grounds. The maker of me was improving
me. When I detected this interference I was profoundly
moved . For years I marched as to a music in comparison
with which the military music of the streets is noise
and discord . I was daily intoxicated, and yet no man
could call me intemperate . With all your science can
you tell how it is, and whence it is, that light comes into
the soul ?

25

This poem begins:
Now as I was young and easy under the apple boughs
About the lilting house and happy as the grass was green,
The night above the dingle starry,
Time let me hail and climb
Golden in the heydays of his eyes,
And honored among wagons I was prince of the apple towns
And once below a time I lordly had the trees and leaves
Trail with daisies and barley
Down the rivers of the windfall light.
And as I was green and carefree, famous among the barns
About the happy yard and singing as the farm was home,
In the sun that is young once only,
Time let me play and be
Golden in the mercy of his means….

This passage is a good example of Henry as a Transcendentalist. In many respects this is
Emerson and Henry’s Christian upbringing speaking, on the one hand. On the other he
is describing the normal pleasure in existence that all mammals, and perhaps all beings
feel. Darwin talks about this in his Autobiography, where he states that “all sentient
beings have been formed to enjoy, as a general rule, happiness.” He continues
“Hence it has come to pass that most or all sentient beings have developed in
such a manner, through natural selection, that pleasurable sensations serve as
their habitual guides. We see this in the pleasure from exertion, even occasionally
from pleasure in great exertion of the body or the mind,-- in the pleasure of our
daily meals, and especially in the pleasure derived from sociability, and from
loving our families. The sum of such pleasures as these, which are habitual and
frequently recurrent, give, as I can hardly doubt, to most sentient beings and
excess of happiness over misery”26
All the stuff Henry writes about souls and Makers is pure fiction. Henry is imposing this
on his very real wonder at the marvel of existence. It was not a “maker” or a god, that
made him happy as a child, but rather his parents and his grandparents, and nature
itself. His sense of existence shines through this passage profoundly, minus all the
spiritual mysticism, which is entirely unnecessary. One could say the same of Thomas’s
“Fern Hill”. Henry is implicitly talking about his moonlight and sunlight experiences
too, They are part of existence. He is saying that no one has experienced what he has
experienced, which is not true, it is just that no one before Henry wrote about moonlight
as a reality and actual event, as he did. He is right about this. He was not seeing in a
symbolist way, though in this passage he falls for various symbolical explanations—or
rather he comes up with such spiritual explanations out of long habit.
I tend to think this habit was derived from Emerson, which is largely true, but it is also
the times he loved in, and his family. Darwin had to fight with the same spiritual
delusions. They exist around us now, too, but at least now it is quite possible to do
without them.
26

Darwin, Fncis, The Life and Letters of Charles Darwin, Including and Autobiographical Chapter, pg. 280

Aug. 5. 7 .30 PM, 1851 .
-Moon half full. I sit beside Hubbard's
Grove. A few level red bars above the horizon ;
a dark, irregular bank beneath them, with a streak of
red day below, on the horizon's edge. This will describe
many a sunset . It is 8 o'clock . The farmer has driven
in his cows, and is cutting an armful of green corn fodder
for them. Another is still patching the roof of his
barn, making his hammer heard afar in the twilight, as
if he took a satisfaction in his elevated work, - sitting
astride the ridge, - which he wished to prolong . The
robin utters a sort of cackling note, as if he had learned
the ways of man. The air is still. I hear the voices of
loud-talking boys in the early twilight, it must be a mile
off. The swallows go over with a watery twittering.
When the moon is on the increase and half full, it is
already in mid-heavens at sunset, so that there is no
marked twilight intervening. I hear the whip-poor-will
at a distance, but they are few of late.
It is almost dark. I hear the voices of berry-pickers
coming homeward from Bear Garden. Why do they
go home, as it were defeated by the approaching night.
Did it never occur to them to stay overnight ? The wind
now rising from over Bear Garden Hill falls gently on
my ear and delivers its message, the same that I have
so often heard passing over bare and stony mountaintops,
so uncontaminated and untamed is the wind.
The air that has swept over Caucasus and the sands of
Arabia comes to breathe on New England fields . The

dogs bark ; they are not as much stiller as man . They
are on the alert, suspecting the approach of foes. The
darkness perchance affects them, makes them mad
and wild. The mosquitoes hum about me. I distinguish
the modest moonlight on my paper.
As the twilight deepens and the moonlight is more
and more bright, I begin to distinguish myself, who I
am and where; as my walls contract, I become more
collected and composed, and sensible of my own existence,
as when a lamp is brought into a dark apartment
and I see who the company are . With the coolness and
the mild silvery light, I recover some sanity, my thoughts
are more distinct, moderated, and tempered. Reflection
is more possible while the day goes by. The intense
light of the sun unfits me for meditation, makes me
wander in my thought ; my life is too diffuse and dissipated;
routine succeeds and prevails over us ; the trivial
has greater power then, and most at noonday, the most
trivial hour of the twenty-four. I am sobered by the
moonlight . I bethink myself. It is like a cup of cold
water to a thirsty man . The moonlight is more favorable
to thought than sunlight.
Notice here his actual experience contradicts utterly the moralistic, preachers
creationist tale he told himself earlier that man is not made for the moonlight,
indeed, the moonlight makes him sensible of his own existence, which is the
solution to his spiritual problem.
The sun lights this world from without, shines in at a
window, but the moon is like a lamp within an apartment.
It shines for us. The stars themselves make a

more visible, and hence a nearer and more domestic,
roof at night. Nature broods us, and has not left our
germs of thought to be hatched by the sun. We feel
her heat and see her body darkening over us. Our
thoughts are not dissipated, but come back to us like
an echo.
The different kinds of moonlight are infinite. This is
not a light for contrasts of light and shade, but a faint
diffused light in which there is light enough to travel,
and that is all.
A road (the Corner road) that passes over the height
of land between earth and heaven, separating those
streams which flow earthward from those which flow
heavenward.
Ah, what a poor, dry compilation is the "Annual of
Scientific Discovery!" I trust that observations are made
during the year which are not chronicled there, - that
some mortal may have caught a glimpse of Nature in
some corner of the earth during the year 1851 . One sentence
of perennial poetry would make me forget, would
atone for, volumes of mere science . The astronomer is as
blind to the significant phenomena, or the significance
of phenomena, as the wood-sawyer who wears glasses to
defend his eyes from sawdust. The question is not what
you look at, but what you see.
I hear now from Bear Garden Hill - I rarely walk
by moonlight without hearing - the sound of a flute, or
a horn, or a human voice. It is a performer I never see
by day ; should not recognize him if pointed out ; but
you may hear his performance in every horizon . He
plays but one strain and goes to bed early, but I know
by the character of that single strain that he is deeply

dissatisfied with the manner in which he spends his
day. He is a slave who is purchasing his freedom. He
is Apollo watching the flocks of Admetus on every hill,
and this strain he plays every evening to remind him of
his heavenly descent . It is all that saves him, - his one
redeeming trait. It is a reminiscence ; he loves to remember
his youth. He is sprung of a noble family. He is
highly related, I have no doubt ; was tenderly nurtured
in his infancy, poor hind as he is . That noble strain he
utters, instead of any jewel on his finger, or precious
locket fastened to his breast, or purple garments that
came with him . The elements recognize him, and echo
his strain . All the dogs know him their master, though
lords and ladies, rich men and learned, know him not .
He is the son of a rich man, of a famous man who served
his country well. He has heard his sire's stories . I
thought of the time when he would discover his parentage,
obtain his inheritance and sing a strain suited to
the morning hour. He cherishes hopes. I never see the
man by day who plays that clarinet.
This is Henry imaging the clarinet player is an escaped slave who was a prince in
his own country. It is Henry’s peculiar nature than makes him imagine what
hardly any Americans of that time could imagine and that is the slaves are human
beings, princes shall we say, that can be as complex and intricate as any human
being. Henry’s imagining is quite correct in its way.
The distant lamps in the farmhouse look like fires .
The trees and clouds are seen at a distance reflected in
the river as by day. I see Fair Haven Pond from the
Cliffs, as it were through a slight mist. It is the wildest
scenery imaginable, - a Lake of the Woods. I just

remembered the wildness of St. Anne's. That's the
Ultima Thule of wildness to me.

Thule was a mythical island in the Northern sea, thought to be inhabited by many tribes.
It is often used as a metaphor for the unattainable land. Henry is here using the idea,
which he probably got form his friend, Thomas Cholmondeley. He is using this idea to
create a fiction that the man playing his instrument, a clarinet here--- in the moonlight
is a slave seeking to “purchase his freedom”. The clouds are here seen fighting with the
moon again, reflecting what, the man’s inner turmoil? Or is it Henry’s own inner
turmoil?
What an entertainment for the traveler, this incessant
motion apparently of the moon traversing the clouds!
Whether you sit or stand, it is always preparing new
developments for you. It is event enough for simple
minds. You all alone, the moon all alone, overcoming
with incessant victory whole squadrons of clouds above
the forests and the lakes and rivers and the mountains .
You cannot always calculate which one the moon will
undertake next .'
I see a solitary firefly over the woods .
The moon wading through clouds ; though she is
eclipsed by this one, I see her shining on a more distant
but lower one. The entrance into Hubbard's Wood
above the spring, coming from the hill, is like the entrance
to a cave; but when you are within, there are
some streaks of light on the edge of the path.
All these leaves so still, none whispering, no birds in

motion.

on Aug 5th 1851, Henry begins to understand himself,--- his existence-- and why he is
studying the moonlight. Notice the whole paragraph in which this passage occurs.

“As the twilight deepens and the moonlight is more
and more bright, I begin to distinguish myself, who I
am and where; as my walls contract, I become more
collected and composed, and sensible of my own existence
as when a lamp is brought into a dark apartment
and I see who the company are .”
He is defining a major theme in all his writing, here connecting it to moonlight. He
again thinks of the man with the flute or clarinet, singing a song of freedom from slavery
into the Moonlight. Henry will write of this more often, and in this passage makes the
man an African American, which he suggests in “Dry Pastures Flooded with Moonlight”,
below. This ends up being a major theme in the Moonlight book.
Again an attack on 1851 astronomy. In the previous entry he attacked Mr. Blood’s
telescope. Yet he will want to buy one himself and is sorry he can’t. He does finally buy
one on March 13th, 1854. “Bought a telescope today for eight dollars”, he writes then. He
is giving into science and proving himself mistaken. This is a developmental theme in
the Moonlight book, this first denial and then acceptance of science and reason.
He is changing, getting better, and more accurate, more scientific. He describes using
the telescope or spy glass on April 12, 1855, where he sees some men killing a muskrat
far away. This is a typical development in the Moonlight book, more obvious here,
perhaps than elsewhere. But Henry is changing slowly through the 1850s and becoming
more and more Darwinian, or scientific, in his outlook.
Does he feel his views are much more profound than most people? They probably are.
At least here he is not attacking the ordinary selectively, as he sometimes does. “The

question is not what you look at, but what you see.” A famous sentence, much like Blake
who said that one should ‘see through the eye and not with it’, with a similar meaning of
questioning science. In both cases the criticism of the vegetable or physical aspect of the
eye is really just put another step back toward the brain, which is also a physical object,
so the criticism does not hold up.
Science is hardly undone by Henry’s or Blake’s critique. Blake would hold onto his
delusions. Henry gives them up, largely. Much has been learned since they wrote,
though at the time I might have thought as they did. They had no idea about cell mitosis
or DNA and doctors were still bleeding people, and had no idea about germs: so many
people were killed by the unsanitary treatments of saw-happy doctors. So the science of
Henry’s time was indeed, rather pathetic, both in terms of medicine, biology and
astronomy. Of course by current standards the understanding of science in the 1800’s
was dismal, but far better than it had been in the Renaissance. But, unlike Blake, Henry
is wise enough to see this without throwing out science all together. Indeed, as the
telescope story shows, Henry comes to see his own delusions in action, not merely in
thought. He gives up his superstitious doubts and buys a telescope. Not only that but he
uses to telescope to expand his own range of research.

Henry in the Woods
by Mark Koslow

Aug. 8. 1851
7.30 P. m. -To Conantum .
The moon has not yet quite filled her horns . I perceive
why we so often remark a dark cloud in the west
at and after sunset . It is because it is almost directly

between us and the sun, and hence we see the dark
side, and moreover it is much darker than it otherwise
would be, because of the little light reflected from the
earth at that hour. The same cloud at midday and
overhead might not attract attention . There is a pure
amber sky beneath the present bank, thus framed off
from the rest of the heavens, which, with the outlines of
small dead elms seen against it,- I hardly know if far
or near, - make picture enough. Men will travel far
to see less interesting sights than this. Turning away
from the sun, we get this enchanting view, as when a man
looks at the landscape with inverted head. Under
shadow of the dark cloud which I have described, the
cricket begins his strain, his ubiquitous strain . Is there
a fall cricket distinct from the species we hear in spring
and summer ~ I smell the corn-field over the brook a
dozen rods off, and it reminds me of the green-corn
feasts of the Indians . The evening train comes rolling
in, but none of the passengers jumping out in such
haste attend to the beautiful, fresh picture which Nature
has unrolled in the west and surmounted with that dark
frame. The circular platter of the carrot's blossom is
now perfect .
Might not this be called the Invalid's Moon, on account
of the warmth of the nights? The principal employment
of the farmers now seems to be getting their
meadow-hay and cradling some oats, etc.
The light from the western sky is stronger still than
that of the moon, and when I hold up my hand, the
west side is lighted while the side toward the moon is
comparatively dark. But now that I have put this dark
wood (Hubbard's) between me and the west, I see the

moonlight plainly on my paper; I am even startled by
it. One star, too, - is it Venus ? - I see in the west.
Starlight! that would be a good way to mark the hour,
if we were precise . Hubbard's Brook. How much the
beauty of the moon is enhanced by being seen shining
between two trees, or even by the neighborhood of
clouds! I hear the clock striking eight faintly. I smell
the late shorn meadows.
One will lose no music by not attending the oratorios
and operas. The really inspiring melodies are cheap
and universal, and are as audible to the poor man's son
as to the rich man's. Listening to the harmonies of the
universe is not allied to dissipation . My neighbors have
gone to the vestry to hear " Ned Kendal," the bugler,
to-night, but I am come forth to the hills to hear my
bugler in the horizon . I can forego the seeming advantages
of cities without misgiving. No heavenly strain is
lost to the ear that is fitted to hear it, for want of money
or opportunity . I am convinced that for instrumental
music all Vienna cannot serve me more than the Italian
boy who seeks my door with his organ.
And now I strike the road at the causeway. It is
hard, and I hear the sound of my steps, a sound which
should never be heard, for it draws down my thoughts .
It is more like the treadmill exercise . The fireflies are
not so numerous as they have been. There is no dew
as yet . The planks and railing of Hubbard's Bridge are
removed . I walk over on the string-pieces, resting in the
middle until the moon comes out of a cloud, that I
may see my path, for between the next piers the string pieces
also are removed and there is only a rather narrow
plank, let down three or four feet. I essay to cross

it, but it springs a little and I mistrust myself, whether
I shall not plunge into the river. Some demonic genius
seems to be warning me. Attempt not the passage ; you
will surely be drowned. It is very real that I am thus
affected. Yet I am fully aware of the absurdity of
minding such suggestions . I put out my foot, but I am
checked, as if that power had laid a hand on my breast
and chilled me back. Nevertheless, I cross, stooping
at first, and gain the other side. (I make the most of it
on account of the admonition, but it was nothing to remark
on. I returned the same way two hours later and
made nothing of it.) It is easy to see how, by yielding
to such feelings as this, men would reestablish all the
superstitions of antiquity . It is best that reason should
govern us, and not these blind intimations, in which we
exalt our fears into a genius.
On Conantum I sit awhile in the shade of the woods
and look out on the moonlit fields. White rocks are more
remarkable than by day.
The air is warmer than the rocks now . It is perfectly
warm and I am tempted to stay out all night and observe
each phenomenon of the night until day dawns. But
if I should do so, I should not wonder if the town were
scythes hanging raised to hunt me up.
I could lie out here on this pinnacle
rock all night without cold. To lie here on your
back with nothing between your eye and the stars, nothing but space, - they your nearest neighbors on
that side, be they strange or be they tame, be they other
worlds or merely ornaments to this, who could ever go
to sleep under these circumstances ? Sitting on the doorstep

of Conant house at 9 o'clock, I hear a pear drop.
How few of all the apples that fall do we hear fall! I
hear a horse sneeze ( ?) from time to time in his pasture .
He sees me and knows me to be a man, though I do not
see him. I hear the nine o'clock bell ringing in Bedford.
An unexpectedly musical sound that of a bell in the
horizon always is. Pleasantly sounds the voice of one
village to another . It is sweet as it is rare. Since I sat
here a bright star has gone behind the stem of a tree,
proving that my machine is moving, - proving it better
for me than a rotating pendulum. I hear a solitary
whip-poor-will, and a bullfrog on the river, - fewer
sounds than in spring . The gray cliffs across the river
are plain to be seen.
And now the star appears on the other side of the
tree, and I must go. Still no dew up here. I see three
on an apple tree. There is the wild
apple tree where hangs the forgotten scythe,' -the
rock where the shoe was left. The woods and the separate
trees cast longer shadows than by day, for the moon
goes lower in her course at this season . Some dew at
last in the meadow . As I recross the string-pieces of the
bridge, I see the water-bugs swimming briskly in the
moonlight . I scent the Roman wormwood in the potato fields.
The reference below to “remember this moon” is telling. Pg. 64 of the original
manuscript leads to this passage on moonlight. What is Henry telling us?
He is saying to look at things in unexpected ways, to turn:
“away from the sun, we get this enchanting view, as when a man

looks at the landscape with inverted head.” And
“ he holds his hand up to the disappearing skylight of day,
and the light from the western sky is stronger still than
that of the moon, and when I hold up my hand, the
west side is lighted while the side toward the moon is
comparatively dark. But now that I have put this dark
wood (Hubbard's) between me and the west, I see the
moonlight plainly on my paper; I am even startled by
it. One star, too, - is it Venus ? - I see in the west.
Starlight!.. The circular platter of the carrot's blossom is
now perfect .

He is saying that the crème colored Queen’s Anne’s lace is perfect. ( it is in the carrot
family) What is he saying? He is saying to look at things from a different perspective, to
see freshly. He is saying not to listen to your fears, he had just crossed a bridge on the
small board left on it, and he does not listen to his fears, but listens to the facts of things.
If men would follow their fears, they end up with religion:
It is easy to see how, by yielding
to such feelings as this, men would reestablish all the
superstitions of antiquity . It is best that reason should
govern us, and not these blind intimations, in which we
exalt our fears into a genius.
He is learning all how to question his own fears and superstitions from the moonlight,
staying up all night. Like the moon fighting with the clouds connected to the image of a
slave working to get free of slavery, this awareness of the truth of science and seeing
accurate is one of the major themes of the Moonlight book.

References:

Lie in Conantum all night
[Wormwood great]

Bear Garden & Bakers & RR
Conantum
[T Walden] by RR back
by poorhouse [road]
[remember] this moon 64

To Cliffs by Cut
back by base & road

Aug. 12. 1851 Tuesday. 1.30 P. M. -Full moon . Arose
and went to the river and bathed, stepping very carefully
not to disturb the household, and still carefully in the
street not to disturb the neighbors. I did not walk
naturally and freely till I had got over the wall. Then
to Hubbard's Bridge at 2 a.m. There was a whip-poor-will
in the road just beyond Goodwin's, which flew up

and lighted on the fence and kept alighting on the fence
within a rod of me and circling round me with a slight
squeak as if inquisitive about me. I do not remember
what I observed or thought in coming hither.
The traveller's whole employment is to calculate
what cloud will obscure the moon and what she will
triumph over. In the after-midnight hours the traveller's
sole companion is the moon. All his thoughts are centered
in her. She is waging continual war with the clouds
in his behalf . What cloud will enter the lists with her
next, this employs his thoughts ; and when she enters
on a clear field of great extent in the heavens, and shines
unobstructedly, he is glad. And when she has fought
her way through all the squadrons of her foes, and rides
majestic in a clear sky, he cheerfully and confidently
pursues his way, and rejoices in his heart. But if he sees
that she has many new clouds to contend with, he pursues
his way moodily, as one disappointed and aggrieved ;
he resents it as an injury to himself . It is his employment
to watch the moon, the companion and guide of
his journey, wading through clouds, and calculate what
one is destined to shut out her cheering light. He traces
her course, now almost completely obscured, through
the ranks of her foes, and calculates where she will
issue from them.' He is disappointed and saddened
when he sees that she has many clouds to contend with.
Sitting on the sleepers of Hubbard's Bridge, which
is being repaired, now, 3 o'clock a.m., I hear a cock
crow . How admirably adapted to the dawn is that
sound! as if made by the first rays of light rending the
darkness, the creaking of the sun's axle heard already

over the eastern hills.
Though man's life is trivial and handselled, Nature is
holy and heroic . With what infinite faith and promise
and moderation begins each new day! It is only a little
after 3 o'clock, and already there is evidence of morning
in the sky.

Dawn Of Night, Unknown artist

He rejoices when the moon comes forth from the
squadrons of the clouds unscathed and there are no
more any obstructions in her path, and the cricket also
seems to express joy in his song. It does not concern
men who are asleep in their beds, but it is very important
to the traveller, whether the moon shines bright

and unobstructed or is obscured by clouds. It is not
easy to realize the serene joy of all the earth when the
moon commences to shine unobstructedly, unless you
have often been a traveller by night.'
The .traveller also resents it if the wind rises and
rustles the leaves or ripples the water and increases the'
coolness at such an hour.
A solitary horse in his pasture was scared by the sudden
sight of me, an apparition to him, standing still in
the moonlight, and moved about, inspecting with alarm,
but I spoke and he heard the sound of my voice ; he was
at once reassured and expressed his pleasure by wagging
his stump of a tail, though still half a dozen rods
off. How wholesome the taste of huckleberries, when
now by moonlight I feel for them amid the bushes!
And now the first signs of morning attract the traveller's
attention, and he cannot help rejoicing, and the
moon begins gradually to fade from his recollection.
The wind rises and rustles the copses . The sand is cool
on the surface but warm two or three inches beneath,
and the rocks are quite warm to the hand, so that he
sits on them or leans against them for warmth, though
indeed it is not cold elsewhere.' As I walk along the
side of Fair Haven Hill, I see a ripple on the river, and
now the moon has gone behind a large and black mass
of clouds, and I realize that I may not see her again in her
glory this night, that perchance ere she rises from this
obscurity, the sun will have risen, and she will appear
but as a cloud herself, and sink unnoticed into the west
(being a little after full (a day ?)). As yet no sounds
of awakening men ; only the more frequent crowing of
cocks, still standing on their perches in the barns. The

milkmen are the earliest risers,-though I see no lanterns
carried to their barns in the distance,---preparing
to carry the milk of cows in their tin cans for men's
breakfasts, even for those who dwell in distant cities.
In the twilight now, by the light of the stars alone, the
moon being concealed, they are pressing the bounteous
streams from full udders into their milk-pails, and the
sound of the streaming milk is all that breaks the sacred
stillness of the dawn ; distributing their milk to such as
have no cows. I perceive no mosquitoes now. Are they
vespertinal, like the singing of the whip-poor-will? I
see the light of the obscured moon reflected from the
river brightly . With what mild emphasis Nature marks
the spot! - so bright and serene a sheen that does not
more contrast with the night.

Elif Pedersen Summer Night, 1886
Could be one of the smaller ponds Henry visits, with the little raft of detritus
floating in the foreground water, and the moon, and above it the algae bloom in
middle distance and the birch trees on the left. The birch trees suggest Finland or
Russia, or some other northern country.

4 a. m. -It adds a charm, a dignity, a glory, to the
earth to see the light of the moon reflected from her
streams . There are but us three, the moon, the earth

which wears this jewel (the moon's reflection) in her
crown, and mvself. Now there has come round the
Cliff on which I sit), which faces the west, all unobserved
and mingled with the dusky sky of night, a lighter
and more ethereal living blue, whispering of the sun
still far, far away, behind the horizon . From the summit
of our atmosphere, perchance, like may already be
seen by soaring spirits that inhabit those thin upper
regions, and they communicate the glorious intelligence
to us lower ones. The real divine, the heavenly, blue,
the Jove-containing air, it is, I see through this dusky
lower stratum. The sun gilding the summits of the air.
The broad artery of light flows over all the sky. Yet
not without sadness and compassion I reflect that I shall
not see the moon again in her glory. (Not far from
four, still in the night, I heard a nighthawk squeak and
boom, high in the air, as I sat on the Cliff. What is said
about this being less of a night bird than the whippoorwill
is perhaps to be questioned. For neither do I
remember to have heard the whip-poor-will sing at
12 o'clock, though I met one sitting and flying between
two and three this morning. I believe that both may
be heard at midnight, though very rarely.) Now at very
earliest dawn the nighthawk booms and the whip-poorwill
sings. Returning down the hill by the path to where
the woods [are] cut off, I see the signs of the day, the
morning red. There is the lurid morning star, soon to
be blotted out by a cloud.
There is an early redness in the east which I was not
prepared for, changing to amber or saffron, with clouds
beneath in the horizon and also above this clear streak .
The birds utter a few languid and yawning notes, as

if they had not left their perches, so sensible to light to
wake so soon, - a faint peeping sound from I know
not what kind, a slight, innocent, half-awake sound,
like the sounds which a quiet housewife makes in the
earliest dawn. Nature preserves her innocence like a
beautiful child. I hear a wood thrush even now, long
before sunrise, as in the heat of the day. And the pewee
and the catbird and the vireo, red-eyed ? I do not hear
-or do not mind, perchance-the crickets now. Now
whip-poor-wills commence to sing in earnest, considerably
after the wood thrush. The wood thrush, that
beautiful singer, inviting the day once more to enter
his pine woods . (So you may hear the wood thrush
and whip-poor-will at the same time .) Now go by two
whip-poor-wills, in haste seeking some coverts from the
eye of day. And the bats are flying about on the edge
of the wood, improving the last moments of their day in
catching insects. The moon appears at length, not yet
as a cloud, but with a frozen light, ominous of her fate.
The early cars sound like a wind in the woods. The
chewinks make a business now of waking each other
up with their low ‘yorick’ in the neighboring low copse.
The sun would have shown before but for the cloud .
Now, on his rising, not the clear sky, but the cheeks of
the clouds high and wide, are tinged with red, which,
like the sky before, turns gradually to saffron and then
to the white light of day.
The nettle-leaved vervain urticifolia) by
roadside at Emerson's . What we have called hemp answers
best to Urtica dioica, large stinging nettle? Now
the great sunflower's golden disk is seen….

Yes, I begin to see what he is saying, to look not just with our eyes but with all of us,
every sense and the mind too… This is a good contrast to the Jan.21, 1853 self-doubts
about the moonlight project. Here he is full of joy at the moon in the clouds and he says
“there are but us three” the earth, moon and “me”. He speaks in the same strange third
person point of view he used to describe the slave playing the clarinet and trying to
purchase his own freedom. His is a definition of his new system of belief. He is
embracing the facts and parameters of his existence. He describes how with his hands
“I feel for the [Huckleberries] amidst the bushes” . His description of the milkmen
getting up and the sound of their spraying milk from the udders of cows into a bucket is
precious and evokes that whole of the 1800’s:
The milkmen are the earliest risers,-though I see no lanterns
carried to their barns in the distance,---preparing
to carry the milk of cows in their tin cans for men's
breakfasts, even for those who dwell in distant cities.
In the twilight now, by the light of the stars alone, the
moon being concealed, they are pressing the bounteous
streams from full udders into their milk-pails, and the
sound of the streaming milk is all that breaks the sacred
stillness of the dawn.
His evocation of the solitary horse and its reaction to him has a great deal of life in it too.
The Moonlight book is full of images like these.
The above two entries show one a year earlier and in a different journal. The first has
Henry hesitant to stay out all night and the second he is out all night, sneaking out, as he
explains on Aug 12, at the beginning. Again it shows him changing, like the Moon. He is
34 years old now. It is a testament to the times that he has to worry about what people
think of him even at that age. One can make many such small observations of his
behavior in these pages. Of course, how can he study the moon if he cannot go out in it?
The moon makes and adult out of him. His finishing of Walden is the end of his youth.
Moonlight is the beginning of Henry the adult.

Notice the moon is again fighting with the clouds again, this is becoming a major theme
in the Moonlight book. Why?
References:
Aug 12 l l/2 Am [ ] full moon 124 bathe--Whippoorwill
(6) 112-[ wind also 126-126]
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Cock crow at 3 Am 125 Infinite promise of early morning 125
Horse scared--126 Taste huckleberries lst signs of morning 127
[S]and & rocks [ ]--wind--Moon [lost over] for all behind clouds 127-129
Sounds cocks--milkmen--127 No mosquitoes-- [R]eflection
of moonshine from river 128 3 of us Blue comes round the Cliffs 128
Night hawk at 4 Am[.] is it less [nocturnal] than Whippoorwill v No 7--[
Going [down] E side--See morning [ ] 129--foreglow 129 Languid
notes of birds--no crickets (?) Whippoorwills [ ] 130 brazen
moon Sound of cars Colors of E. horizon 130
River side no moon July 12 52

Sept. 5 . 1851

As we grow old we live more coarsely, we relax a
little in our disciplines, and, to some extent, cease to
obey our finest instincts . We are more careless about
our diet and our chastity. But we should be fastidious
to the extreme of sanity .' All wisdom is the reward of
a discipline, conscious or unconscious .
So, this seems a rare comment on his sexuality. But he implies more than he
actually says. Is he including self-satisfaction as part of what he means by being
careless about his chastity. I have no idea, possibly.
By moonlight at Potter's Field toward Bear Garden
Hill, 8 P . M. The whip-poor-wills sing.
Cultivate reverence . It is as if you were so much more
respectable yourself. By the quality of a man's writing,
by the elevation of its tone, you may measure his self-respect.
How shall a man continue his culture after
manhood?
Moonlight on Fair Haven Pond seen from the Cliffs .
A sheeny lake in the midst of a boundless forest, the
windy surf sounding freshly and wildly in the single
pine behind you ; the silence of hushed wolves in the
wilderness, and, as you fancy, moose looking off from
the shore of the lake. The stars of poetry and history
and unexplored nature looking down on the scene. This
is my world now, with a dull whitish mark curving northward
through the forest marking the outlet to the lake.
Fair Haven by moonlight lies there like a lake in the
Maine wilderness in the midst of a primitive forest
untrodden by man . This light and this hour take the
civilization all out of the landscape. Even in village’s

dogs bay the moon ; in forests like this we listen to hear
wolves howl to Cynthia.
Even at this hour in the evening the crickets chirp,
the small birds peep, the wind roars in the wood, as if
it were just before dawn . The moonlight seems to linger
as if it were giving way to the light of coming day.
The landscape seen from the slightest elevation by
moonlight is seen remotely, and flattened, as it were,
into mere light and shade, open field and forest, like the
surface of the earth seen from the top of a mountain.
How much excited we are, how much recruited, by a
great many particular fragrances! A field of ripening
corn, now at night, that has been topped, with the stalks
stacked up to dry,, - an inexpressibly dry, rich, sweet,
ripening scent.' I feel as if I were an ear of ripening
corn myself. Is not the whole air then a compound of
such odor; undistinguishable ? Drying corn-stalks in a
field ; what an herb-garden! 2
Smell is also increased by the Moonlight, Henry is showing here.
and he goes beyond that too and imagines “This light and this hour take the
civilization all out of the landscape.” He wants us to see nature as it is, not as we project
on it our human centered myopia, our religion, or notions of acquisition and greed. He
wants to show us the world of nature that we find by our nose in the moonlight. Without
any of the mental falsities and accretions we carry in our mistaken perceptions. He
wants us to perceive nature itself. I don’t think many had suggested we do that before.
Da Vinci suggested something like that and maybe a few others,
The stars of poetry and history and unexplored nature looking down on the scene. This
is my world now… He says. He is writing in the third person again, as he did earlier.

Reference: Sep 5th Bear Garden--& Cliffs-- 68 F.H.P. from Cliffs
like a [

]Sounds of birds [ ] before dawn 59 Like landscape from mt. 69

scent of ripening [corn] 69

Sept. 7, 1851, this is an important entry.
This was written shortly after he read Darwin and it is clear from it that he was
profoundly influenced by reading Darwin. He writes:
“ Suppose you attend to the hints, to the suggestions, which the
moon makes for one month, - commonly in vain, will they not be very different from anything in literature
or religion or philosophy .
and then there is that marvelous passage where he looks to be comparing himself to
Darwin’s Voyage of the Beagle
The discoveries which we make abroad are special
and particular ; those which we make at home are
general and significant . The further off, the nearer the
surface . The nearer home, the deeper. Go in search
of the springs of life, and you will get exercise enough.

This passage I am sure, is also about Darwin, comparing Darwin to himself, written a
few months after his discussion of the Voyage of the Beagle, in June, 1851. This passage
also is surrounded by a discussion of Moonlight. Henry is exploring nearer to home and
going deeper. He is looking for what he said was his goal in Walden, “the springs of life”.

The following long passage continues the above:

Sept. 7, 1851 continued:
To Conantum via fields, Hubbard's Grove, and
grain-field, to Tupelo Cliff and Conantum and returning
over peak same way. 6 pm
.
I hear no larks sing at evening as in the spring, nor
robins ; only a few distressed notes from the robin. In
Hubbard's grain-field beyond the brook, now the sun
is down. The air is very still. There is a fine sound
of crickets, not loud. The woods and single trees are
heavier masses in the landscape than in the spring .
Night has more allies. The heavy shadows of woods
and trees are remarkable now . The meadows are green
with their second crop. I hear only a tree-toad or song
sparrow singing as in spring, at long intervals. The
Roman wormwood is beginning to yellow-green my
shoes, -intermingled with the blue-curls over the sand
in this grain-field . Perchance some poet likened this
yellow dust to the ambrosia of the gods. The birds
are remarkably silent . At the bridge perceive the bats
are out . And the yet silvery moon, not quite full, is
reflected in the water. The water is perfectly still, and
there is a red tinge from the evening sky in it.
The sky is singularly marked this evening . There
are bars or rays of nebulous light springing from the
western horizon where the sun has disappeared, and
alternating with beautiful blue rays, more blue by far
than any other portion of the sky . These continue to

diverge till they have reached the middle, and then
converge to the eastern horizon, making a symmetrical
figure like the divisions of a muskmelon, not very bright,
yet distinct, though growing less and less bright toward
the cast. It was a quite remarkable phenomenon encompassing
the heavens, as if you were to behold the
divisions of a muskmelon thus alternately colored from
within it. A proper vision, a colored mist. The most
beautiful thing in nature is the sun reflected from a
tearful cloud. These white and blue ribs embraced the
earth. The two outer blues much the brightest and
matching one another.
You hear the hum of mosquitoes.
Going up the road . The sound of the crickets is now
much more universal and loud. Now in the fields I see
the white streak of the neottia in the twilight. The
whip-poor-wills sing far off. I smell burnt land somewhere.
At Tupelo Cliff I hear the sound of singers on
the river, young men and women,- which is unusual
here, - returning from their row. Man's voice, thus
uttered, fits well the spaces . It fills nature. And, after
all, the singing of men is something far grander than
anv natural sound. It is wonderful that men do not
often sing in the fields, by day and night. I bathe
at the north side of the Cliff, while the moon shines round
the end of the rock . The opposite Cliff is reflected in
the water. Then sit on the south side of the Cliff in the
woods . One or two fireflies . Could it be a glow-worm ?
I thought I saw one or two in the air. That is all in this
walk. I hear a whip-poor-will uttering a cluck of suspicion

in my rear. He is suspicious and inquisitive.
The river stretches off southward from me. I see the
sheeny portions of its western shore interruptedly for
a quarter of a mile, where the moonlight is reflected
from the pads, a strong, gleaming light while the water
is lost in the obscurity . I hear the sound from time to
time of a leaping fish, or a frog, or a muskrat, or turtle .
It is even warmer, methinks, than it was in August,
and it is perfectly clear, -the air. I know not how it
is that this universal crickets' creak should sound thus
regularly intermittent, as if for the most part they fell
in with one another and creaked in time, making a certain
pulsing sound, a sort of breathing or panting of all
nature. You sit twenty feet above the still river ; see the
sheeny pads, and the moon, and some bare tree-tops in
the distant horizon . Those bare tree-tops add greatly
to the wildness .
Lower down I see the moon in the water as bright as
in the heavens; only the water-bugs disturb its disk ;
and now I catch a faint glassy glare from the whole
river surface, which before was simply dark. This is
set in a frame of double darkness on the east, i. e. the
reflected shore of woods and hills and the reality, the
shadow and the substance, bipartite, answering to
each.
I see the northern lights over my shoulder, to remind
me of the Esquimauk [Eskimos] and that they are still my contemporaries
on this globe, that they too are taking
their walks on another part of the planet, in pursuit
of seals, perchance.

Aurora Borealis (1865) by Frederic Edwin Church
Henry Talks about the Northern Lights, the Aurora Borealis, and this is Church’s
sketch or painting of it at a similar time. It looks more like ice than water around
the ship, and it is done form a very high angle, as high as the mountain top
opposite. Did Church do this from life or from memory?
' The stars are dimly reflected in
the water. The path of water-bugs in the moon's rays
is like ripples of light. It is only when you stand fronting
the sun or moon that you see their light reflected
in the water. I hear no frogs these nights, - bullfrogs
or others, - as in the spring . It is not the season of

sound.
At Conantum end, just under the wall.
From this
point and at this height I do not perceive any bright or
yellowish light on Fair Haven, but an oily and glasslike
smoothness on its southwestern bay, through a very
slight mistiness . Two or three pines appear to stand in
the moonlit air on this side of the pond, while the enlightened
portion of the water is bounded by the heavy
reflection of the wood on the east. It was so soft and
velvety a light as contained a thousand placid days
sweetly put to rest in the bosom of the water. So looked
the North Twin Lake in the Maine woods. It reminds
me of placid lakes in the mid-noon of Indian summer
days, but yet more placid and civilized, suggesting a
higher cultivation, as the wild ever does, which aeons
of summer days have gone to make. Like a summer
day seen far away. All the effects of sunlight, with a
softer tone ; and all this stillness of the water and the
air superadded, and the witchery of the hour. What
gods are they that require so fair a vase of gleaming
water to their prospect in the midst of the wild woods
by night . Else why this beauty allotted to night, a
gem to sparkle in the zone of night? They are strange
gods now out ; methinks their names are not in any
mythology . I can faintly trace its zigzag border of
sheeny pads even here. If such is then to be seen in remotest
wildernesses, does it not suggest its own nymphs
and wood gods to enjoy it? As when, at middle of the
placid noon in Indian-summer days, all the surface of
a lake is as one cobweb gleaming in the sun, which

heaves gently to the passing zephyr. There was the
lake, its glassy surface just distinguishable, its sheeny
shore of pads, with a few pines bathed in light on its
hither shore, just as in the middle of a November day,
except that this was the charter light of the moon, the
cooler temperature of the night, and there were the
deep shades of night that fenced it round and imbosomed.
It tells of a far-away, long-passed civilization,
of an antiquity superior to time, unappreciable
by time.
A lovely passage. It seems likely this is what he means that the Teaching of the
Moon is different than the sun. It is beautifully written and suggestive of so
much. The gods and nymphs are unnecessary of course. It is not “what gods are
they that require so fair a vase of gleaming water to their prospect in the midst of
the wild woods by night?” but rather should be and is “so fair a lake is like a vase
of gleaming water in the midst of the wild woods by night, and this is a prospect
of all the actual earth that I now see and love for life itself” He is on the edge of
discovering the subjective fact of imaginative myth making, a kind of wakeful
dreaming, but he does not yet see how he lives on the border of reality and
fantasy, or delusion.

Is there such virtue in raking cranberries that those
men's industry whom I now see on the meadow shall
reprove my idleness ?
Can I not go over those same
meadows after them, and rake still more valuable fruits ?
Can I not rake with my mind? Can I not rake a
thought, perchance, which shall be worth a bushel of
cranberries ?
A certain refinement and civilization in nature which

increases with the wildness . The civilization that consists
with wildness, the light that is in night. A smile
as in a dream on the face of the sleeping lake. There
is light enough to show what we see, what night has to
exhibit. Any more would obscure these objects . I am
not advertised of any deficiency of light. The actual
is fair as a vision or a dream. If ever we have attained
to anv nobleness, even in our imagination and intentions,
that will surely ennoble the features of nature
for us, that will clothe them with beauty. Of course no
jeweller ever dealt with a gem so fair and suggestive
as this actual lake, the scene, it may be, of so much
noble and poetic life, and not merely [to] adorn some
monarch's crown.
It is remarkably still at this hour and season. No
sound of bird or beast for the most part. This has none
of the reputed noxious qualities of night.
On the peak. The faint sounds of birds, dreaming
aloud in the night, the fresh, cool air, and sound of the
wind rushing over the rocks remind me of the tops of
mountains .

This is great writing. He is fully in the mode of the beauty of the moonlight here, like
Ivan Shishkin in his love of a lone pine in the late light. Forget about “Monarchs”, he is
saying. He is much more in the realm of the actual now, a jeweler of realty, not a maker
of king’s vain dreams, but an ordinary man who sees things as they really are, in the fact
of their loveliness and their rare twilight beauty. He has ‘contact’ with existence itself.
He notes that a lake under moonlight
”reminds me of placid lakes in the mid-noon of Indian summer

days, but yet more placid and civilized, suggesting a
higher cultivation, as the wild ever does, which aeons
of summer days have gone to make.
He comes close to defining what wildness is here. Wildness is a “higher cultivation” for
him. This is subtle and goes to his definition of the word, this notion of the wild as a
character of the ancient, of the always growing, the place of freedom in intimacy and
constancy in a changing world. He defines this as “the civilization that consists with
wildness, the light that is in night.” The civilization that consists with wildness, is the
idea of nature’s economy, not the economy of men, that depends upon exploiting
workers, or abuse of nature, seeing all nature as nothing more than resources to be
exploited for the privileged human benefit of the already rich. Nature in its wildness is
not just free, but makes a kind of civilization, He spends years trying to define what this
might mean. What is it in nature that makes in harsh but fairer and more reasonable
than anything humans have made? Moonlight is this wildness and this decency,
paradoxically. Shishkin would agree, I think. as he shows in this great painting: below….

The Wild North
Ivan Shishkin.
study of a lone pine on a mountain top evokes the discussions of Henry on the
moonlight so vividly I have to put it here. Henry writes:
“A certain refinement and civilization in nature which
increases with the wildness . The civilization that consists
with wildness, the light that is in night. A smile

as in a dream on the face of the sleeping lake. There
is light enough to show what we see, what night has to
exhibit. Any more would obscure these objects .”

That is, all the earth is but the outside
of the planet bordering on the hard-eyed sky. Equally
withdrawn and near to heaven is this pasture as the
summit of the White Mountains . All the earth's surface
like a mountain-top, for I see its relation to heaven
as simply, and am not imposed upon by a difference of
a few feet in elevation . In this faint, hoary light, all
fields are like a mossy rock and remote from the cultivated
plains of day. All is equally savage, equally
solitary and cool-aired, and the slight difference in
elevation is felt to be unimportant. It is all one with
Caucasus, the slightest hill pasture .
The basswood had a singularly solid look and
sharply defined, as by a web or film, as if its leaves
covered it like scales .
Scared up a whip-poor-will on the ground on the hill.
Will not my townsmen consider me a benefactor if
I conquer some realms from the night, if I can show
them that there is some beauty awake while they are
asleep, if I add to the domains of poetry, if I report to
the gazettes anything transpiring in our midst worthy
of man's attention? I will say nothing now to the disparagement
of Day, for he is not here to defend himself.
The northern lights now, as I descend from the
Conantum house, have become a crescent of light
crowned with short, shooting flames, - or the shadows
of flames, for sometimes they are dark as well as white.

There is scarcely any dew even in the low lands.
Now the fire in the north increases wonderfully,
not shooting up so much as creeping along, like a fire
on the mountains of the north seen afar in the night.
The Hyperborean gods are burning brush, and it
spread, and all the hoes in heaven couldn't stop it.
It spread from west to cast over the crescent hill. Like
a vast fiery worm it lay across the northern sky, broken
into many pieces ; and each piece, with rainbow colors
skirting it, strove to advance itself toward the east,
worm-like, on its own annular muscles. It has spread
into their choicest wood-lots. Now it shoots up like a
single solitary watch-fire or burning bush, or where it
ran up a pine tree like powder, and still it continues
to gleam here and there like a fat stump in the burning,
and is reflected in the water. And now I see the gods
by great exertions have got it under, and the stars have
come out without fear, in peace.
Though no birds sing, the crickets vibrate their
shrill and stridulous cymbals, especially on the alders
of the causeway, those minstrels especially engaged
for Night's quire.'
It takes some time to wear off the trivial impression
which the day has made, and thus the first hours of
night are sometimes lost.

Henry speaks in this entry of his intentions regarding his moonlight book, and says of it
that:
“Will not my townsmen consider me a benefactor if
I conquer some realms from the night, if I can show
them that there is some beauty awake while they are
asleep, if I add to the domains of poetry,' if I report to
the gazettes anything transpiring in our midst worthy
of man's attention?”
One would think his town’s men would be grateful. But of course in America, money is
god and that is what matters here. Instead this moonlight book has been ignored for 150
years. Henry knew how self-centered and speciesist most people are. Moonlight, nature
itself, is invisible to most, since it makes so little money, none at all really, when not
logged, mined, killed, abused or gunned down, drag netted or shocked to death. Few
people see what he sees. Henry’s efforts, at least, as regards the moon, and are still
largely unreported. He turned his life into a witness for human and nature’s rights.
What one sees on these pages is his effort to talk about actual things, secret things, as he
has achieved a consciousness in the night that his contemporaries could not see at all.
Nor can most of our contemporizes see it, and maybe this is why the Moonlight book has
been unstudied all these years. It is not such an esoteric or difficult thing, after all, it is
really just about looking at things as they are. Wanting to see this, that seems to be the
problem. Many people do not want to see how things are. The bubbling computer world
takes over nature, and neglected nature is being destroyed, swallowed up in the ignorant
selfishness of people.
He often wrote notes on the spot in his little notebooks, and this gives his writings the
quality of real observations about real things that are right before him. This is what gives
his writing the quality of realism and direct experience. So when he writes about the
moon, it does have the light and the dark in it of the actual moonlight he is seeing, the
sounds, the scents, the reality of it. He did this because he wished to devote his work to

life and show what matters in life. This is the ‘marrow’ of life. His work is “plein air”
done from, by and about reality. Yes, it has mistakes in it, bad days, misapprehensions,
his own incomprehension. But it is not imaginary fictions, for the most part. Yes, he
occasionally falls for an irresistible mythological figure of one kind or another. But his
realism is irresistible. This is what is lovable in him and will last so long as he has
readers. I think he knew this.
Sept 7, 1851, like June 11, 1851 are two of his most creative entries in the Journal. Both
of these have beautifully written passages that are so pregnant that the author seems full
of life, almost, but not quite, to the point of insanity. They are full of a creative fertility,
and remind me of the best writing of Walt Whitman’s “Song of Myself”, or James Joyce’s
Ulysses. Shakespeare is like this in King Lear, or Hamlet and maybe somewhat in
Romeo and Juliet. He is over the top of himself, as in the following passage:

Can I not rake with my mind? Can I not rake a
thought, perchance, which shall be worth a bushel of
cranberries ?
A certain refinement and civilization in nature which
increases with the wildness . The civilization that consists
with wildness, the light that is in night. A smile
as in a dream on the face of the sleeping lake. There
is light enough to show what we see, what night has to
exhibit. Any more would obscure these objects . I am
not advertised of any deficiency of light.' The actual
He notes that:
“A certain refinement and civilization in nature which
increases with the wildness . The civilization that consists

with wildness, the light that is in night” is fair as a vision or a dream. If ever we
have attained to anv nobleness, even in our imagination and intentions,
that will surely ennoble the features of nature
for its, that will clothe them with beauty. Of course no
jeweler ever dealt with a gem so fair and suggestive
as this actual lake, the scene, it may be, of so much
noble and poetic life, and not merely [to] adorn some
monarch's crown.”

This is different, let’s pause again over this for a few minutes. Henry tries to claim that
moonlight is civilization and wildness together. What does he mean?
Elsewhere he criticizes civilization for its anti-natural tendencies but here he is imaging
a repair of this breach. I suspect what he means is that the moonlight has trained him to
really look at nature and thus to see the need to preserve it, and in that desire to
preserve it is the “wildness that consists with civilization”. Such a political view of
moonlight is unprecedented and means that without monarchy, or some form of
dictatorial elitism, those humans who can see what nature means and what wildness is,
will seek peace and preservation of nature. This is true, as it is true the democracy is best
because it includes everyone, as he suggests and the end of “Civil Disobedience”. The
danger for nature as for human society is greed and the need of power, these must be
kept in check. The fact that this has not been done is the main reason for the failure of
the American republic and the ongoing decimation of the natural world.

Would Henry think that America is a failure now, -- yes, I think he would, perilously so,
for the most part. The current president even wants rich oil billionaires to be able to
extinguish endangered species, rather than lose a little money. When the rich billionaire
must make money and the Sage Grouse goes extinct so this miserly guy can be even
richer, the hope that remains for human beings on earth is very small. Remember
Henry walks to the beat of a different drummer, and that drummer appears to be the

Ruffed Grouse, who drums for his mate on a log. Who walks not to the military drum of
the rich politicians and businessmen, killing off young men to stoke their vanity, but to
the drum of the Ruffed Grouse, which most people have never seen?
Henry wants a civilization that does not exterminate wildness, as the current
‘civilization’ is trying to do. 77 percent of the world Henry loved is now gone. His
thinking is very profound here, and involves us in the present world. Shall we continue
to make rich men and destroy the planet, or reign in the rich, regulate their earth
destroying practices and nurture wildness, which is “the preservation of the world”. Few
have asked this question, but it is the essential question of the Moonlight book and must
be answered soon if the earth is to survive. The Moonlight book is partly a celebration of
all the things Henry learned about the night, but it is also an accusation that is meant to
stir activity in the present world. We are the destroyers, how do we stop those among us
who are killing off what matters in nature and the world? No doubt, in his beautiful
writing, he is asking these very hard questions.
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Sept 9, 1851. PM.
The moon not quite full. To Conantum
via, road.
There is a low vapor in the meadows beyond the
depot, dense and white, though scarcely higher than
a man's head, concealing the stems of the trees. I see
that the oaks, which are so dark and distinctly outlined,
are illumined by the moon on the opposite side. This
as I go up the back road. A few thin, ineffectual clouds
in the sky. I come out thus into the moonlit night,
where men are not, as if into a scenery anciently deserted
by men. The life of men is like a dream. It is
three thousand years since night has had possession.
Go forth and hear the crickets chirp at midnight. Hear
if their dynasty is not an ancient one and well founded.
I feel the antiquity of the night. She surely repossesses
herself of her realms, as if her dynasty were uninterrupted,
or she had underlain the day. No sounds but
the steady creaking of crickets and the occasional crowing
of cocks .
I go by the farmer's houses and barns, standing there
in the dim light under the trees, as if they lay at an
immense distance or under a veil . The farmer and his
oxen now all asleep . Not even a watch-dog awake.

The human slumbers . There is less of man in the
world.
The fog in the lowlands on the Corner road is never
still. It now advances and envelops me as I stand to
write these words, then clears away, with ever noiseless
step. It covers the meadows like a web. I hear the
clock strike three.
Now at the clayey bank. The light of Orion's belt
seems to show traces of the blue day through which it
came to us. The sky at least is lighter on that side than
in the west, even about the moon . Even by night the sky
is blue and not black, for we see through the veil of
night into the distant atmosphere of day . I see to the
plains of the sun, where the sunbeams are reveling.
The cricket's song, on the alders of the causeway,
not quite so loud at this hour as at evening . The moon
is getting low. I hear a wagon cross one of the bridges
leading into the town. I see the moonlight at this hour
on a different side of objects . I smell the ripe apples
many rods off beyond the bridge. A sultry night ; a thin
coat is enough.
On the first top of Conantum. I hear the farmer
harnessing his horse and starting for the distant market,
but no man harnesses himself, and starts for worthier
enterprises . One cock-crow tells the whole story of the
farmer's life. The moon is now sinking into clouds in
the horizon . I see the glow-worms deep in the grass by
the little brookside in midst of Conantum. The moon
shines dun and red. A solitary whip-poor-will sings.
The clock strikes four. A few dogs bark. A few more
wagons start for market, their faint rattling heard in
the distance. I hear my owl without a name ; the murmur

of the slow-approaching freight-train, as far off,
perchance, as Waltham ; and one early bird.
The round, red moon disappearing in the west. I
detect a whiteness in the east. Some dark, massive
clouds have come over from the west within the hour,
as if attracted by the approaching sun, and have arranged
themselves raywise about the eastern portal,
as if to bar his coming. They have moved suddenly
and almost unobservedly quite across the sky (which
before was clear) from west to east. No trumpet was
heard which marshalled and advanced these dark
masses of the west's forces thus rapidly against the
coming day. Column after column the mighty west sent
forth across the sky while men slept, but all in vain.
The eastern horizon is now grown dun-colored,
showing where the advanced guard of the night are
already skirmishing with the vanguard of the sun,
a lurid light tingeing the atmosphere there, while a
dark-columned cloud hangs imminent over the broad
portal, untouched by the glare. Some bird flies over,(cukoo?)
making a noise like the barking of a puppy.' It is yet so
dark that I have dropped my pencil and cannot find it.
The sound of the cars is like that of a rushing wind.
They come on slowly . I thought at first a morning wind
was rising . And now (perchance at half-past four) I
hear the sound of some far-off factory-bell arousing
the operatives to their early labors . It sounds very
sweet here. It is very likely some factory which I have
never seen, in some valley which I have never visited;
yet now I hear this, which is its only matin bell, sweet
and inspiring as if it summoned holy men and maids
to worship and not factory girls and men to resume

their trivial toil, as if it were the summons of some
religious or even poetic community. My first impression
is that it is the matin bell of some holy community
who in a distant valley dwell, a band of spiritual knights,
-thus sounding far and wide, sweet and sonorous, in
harmony with their own morning thoughts. What else
could I suppose fitting this earth and hour? Some man
of high resolve, devoted soul, has touched the rope ;
and by its peals how many men and maids are waked
from peaceful slumbers to fragrant morning thoughts!
Why should I fear to tell that it is Knight's factorybell
at Assabet ? A few melodious peals and all is still
again.
The whip-poor-wills now begin to sing in earnest
about half an hour before sunrise, as if making haste
to improve the short time that is left them. As far as
my observation goes, they sing for several hours in the
early part of the night, are silent commonly at midnight,
-though you may meet [them] then sitting on a rock
or flitting silently about,-then sing again just before
sunrise . It grows more and more red in the east - a
fine-grained red under the overhanging cloud - and
lighter too, and the threatening clouds are falling off to
southward of the sun's passage, shrunken and defeated,
leaving his path comparatively clear. The increased
light shows more distinctly the river and the fog .
5 o'clock.-The light now reveals a thin film of vapor
like a gossamer veil cast over the lower hills beneath
the Cliffs and stretching to the river, thicker in the
ravines, thinnest on the even slopes . The distant
meadows towards the north beyond Conant's Grove,
full of fog, appear like a vast lake out of which rise

Annursnack and Yonkawtasset like rounded islands .
Nawshawtuct is a low and wooded isle, scarcely seen
above the waves. The heavens are now clear again. The
vapor, which was confined to the river and meadows,
now rises and creeps up the sides of the hills. I saw it in
transparent columns advancing clown the valley of the
river, ghost-like, from Fair Haven, and investing some
wooded or rocky promontory, before free.
So ghosts are said to advance .
Annursnack is exactly like some round, steep, distant
hill on the opposite shore of a large lake (and Tabor
on the other side), with here and there some low Brush
Island in [the] middle of the waves (the tops of some oaks
or elms) .
Oh, what sail I could take, if I had the right
kind of bark, over to Annursnack! for there she lies four
miles from land as sailors say . And all the farms and
houses of' Concord are at bottom of that sea . So I forget
them, as my thought sails triumphantly over them.
As I looked down where the village of Concord lay
buried in fog,
I thought of nothing but the surface of
a lake, a summer sea over which to sail ; no more than a
voyager on the Dead Sea who had not read the Testament
would think of Sodom and Gomorrah, once cities
of the plain. I only wished to get off to one of the low
isles I saw in midst of the [sea] (it may have been the
top of Holbrook's elm), and spend the whole summer
day there.
Meanwhile the redness in the east had diminished
and was less deep. (The fog over some meadows looked

green.) 1 went down to Tupelo Cliff to bathe. A great
bittern, which I had scared, flew heavily across the
stream. The redness had risen at length above the dark
cloud, the sun approaching. And next the redness became
a sort of yellowish or fawn-colored light, and the
sun now set fire to the edges of the broken cloud which
had hung over.
This is a moonlight fantasy, almost Pre-Raphaelite in its imaginary medievalism. But it
is mixed with indelible facts. Part fact, part imaginary and may be a dream, He paints a
romantic picture, somewhat like a William Holman Hunt or Ford Maddox Brown
picture. He is using the fog, mist and moonlight as well as the rising of the sun to
imagine a world that is not there, or rather is there, but is mostly his imagining based on
what he sees. He is partly writing fiction, partly trying to express the imaginative fantasy
that the night under the moon evokes in him, a Utopian fantasy perhaps. Not of tiling
working girls in a factory run by rude men, but a gathering of poets. Is he going
backwards into the past or forwards to an imaginary future. Or is he just caught up in
the moment and the wildness of the night has overtaken him, as it did Van Gogh,
painting the night as a riot of ecstatic feelings. Or is he using the real facts of things and
setting them in a romantic context to satisfy us with sentences of fact like this one:

. Even by night the sky
is blue and not black, for we see through the veil of
night into the distant atmosphere of day . I see to the
plains of the sun, where the sunbeams are reveling.
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Vincent Van Gogh. Starry Night, 1889.

Probably based loosely on Millet’s treatment of this subject. Probably done as an
imaginative vision out his window at St. Remy. He did many paintings of the mountains,
and some of the Cypresses too. All that was added was the little church and houses. Like
the Thoreau fantasy above it is satisfying.

Sept. 13. 1851
Railroad causeway, before sunrise .
Here is a morning after a warm, clear, moonlight
night almost entirely without dew or fog . It has been
a little breezy through the night, it is true ; but why
so great a difference between this and other mornings
of late? I can walk in any direction in the fields without
wetting my feet.
I see the same rays in the dun, buff, or fawn-colored
sky now, just twenty minutes before sunrise, though
they do not extend quite so far as at sundown the other
night. Why these ravs ? What is it divides the light of
the sun ? Is it thus divided by distant inequalities in
the surface of the earth, behind which the other parts
are concealed, and since the morning atmosphere is
clearer they do not reach so far? Some small island
clouds are the first to look red .
The cross-leaved polygala emits its fragrance as if
at will. You are quite sure you smelled it and are
ravished with its sweet fragrance, but now it has no
smell. You must not hold it too near, but hold it on all
sides and at all distances, and there will perchance be
wafted to you sooner or later a very sweet and penetrating
fragrance . What it is like you cannot surely tell,

for you do not enjoy it long enough nor in volume
enough to compare it . It is very likely that you will not
discover any fragrance while you are rudely smelling
at it ; you can only remember that you once perceived
it. Both this and the caducous polygala are now somewhat
faded.
Now the sun is risen. The sky is almost perfectly
clear this morning ; not a cloud in the horizon . The
morning is not pensive like the evening, but joyous and
youthful, and its blush is soon gone. It is unfallen
day. The Bedford sunrise bell rings sweetly and musically
at this hour, when there is no bustle in the village
to drown it. Bedford deserves a vote of thanks from
Concord for it. It is a great good at these still and
sacred hours, when towns can hear each other. It would
be nought at noon.

Again he revels in the night alone. Again the sunrise, and again the love of the
wild that might help the sadly impoverished inhabitants of the day. The worlds he
hears and sees scarcely exist for most of us. Yet they are very real.

Sept 20, 1851
As I go through the fields, endeavoring to
recover my tone and sanity and to perceive things
truly and simply again, after having been perambulating

the bounds of the town all week, and dealing with
the most commonplace and worldly-minded men,
and emphatically trivial things, I feel as I had committed
suicide in a sense. I am again forcibly struck with the
truth of the fable of Apollo serving King Admetus,
its universal applicability. A fatal coarseness is the
result of mixing in the trivial affairs of men. Though
I have been associating even with the select men of this
and the surrounding towns, I feel inexpressibly begrimed.
My Pegasus has lost his wings; he has turned a reptile and
gone on his belly. Such things are compatible only with a
cheap and superficial life.
The poet must keep himself unstained and aloof. Let him
perambulate the bounds of Imagination’s provinces, the
realm of faery, and not the insignificant boundaries of
towns. The excursions of the imagination are so boundless,
the limits of the town so petty.
Notice that he says here:
“after having been perambulating
the bounds of the town all week, and dealing with
the most commonplace and worldly-minded men,
and emphatically trivial things, I feel as I had committed
suicide in a sense.”
He had to do a surveying job and clearly hated doing it.
He concludes:
“The poet must keep himself unstained and aloof. Let him
perambulate the bounds of Imagination’s provinces, the

realm of faery, and not the insignificant boundaries of
towns. The excursions of the imagination are so boundless,
the limits of the town so petty.”
Obviously, since he includes this in his Moonlight book, he is bridging the area in
between the Moonlight book and “Life Without Principle”, which is his next lecture, in
which he is strongly protesting the ubiquity of “ business”, that is, money making, in
America. Moonlight is a way he has of keeping himself more in tune with the reality of
place and time, not the reality of money. Moonlight is partly about “imagination”,
though it is clear from his treatment of it, that it is very real, not just to him, but in itself.

sept. 21, 1851
Moonlight is peculiarly favorable to reflection. It is a
cold and dewy light in which the vapors of the day are
condensed, and though the air is obscured by darkness,
it is more clear. Lunacy must be a cold excitement, not
such insanity as a torrid sun on the brain would produce.
In Rees's Cyclopedia it is said, "The light of
the moon, condensed by the best mirrors, produces no
sensible heat upon the thermometer."
I see some cows on the new Wheeler's Meadow, which
a man is trying to drive to certain green parts of the
meadow next to the river to feed, the hill being dried
up, but they seem disinclined and not to like the coarse
grass there, though it is green . And now one cow is
steering for the edge of the hill, where is some greenness.

I suppose that herds are attracted by a distant
greenness, though it may be a mile or more off . I
doubt if a man can drive his cows to that part of their
pasture where is the best feed for them, so soon as they
will find it for themselves . The man tries in vain to
drive them to the best part of the meadow. As soon as
he is gone, they seek their own parts.
The light of the moon, sufficient though it is for the
pensive walker, and not disproportionate to the inner
light we have, is very inferior in quantity and intensity
to that of the sun.' The Cyclopedia says that Dr. Hooke
has calculated that "it would require 104,368 full moons
to give a light and heat equal to that of the sun at noon,"
and Dr. Smith says, "The light of the full moon is
but equal to a 90,900th part of the common light of the
day, when the sun is hidden by a cloud ."
But the moon is not to be judged alone by the
quantity of light she sends us, but also by her influence
on the earth. No thinker can afford to overlook the
influence of the moon any more than the astronomer
can. "The moon gravitates towards the earth, and the
earth reciprocally towards the moon." This statement
of the astronomer would be bald and meaningless, if
it were not in fact a symbolical expression of the value
of all lunar influence on man. Even the astronomer
admits that "the notion of the moon's influence on terrestrial
things was confirmed by her manifest effect
upon the ocean," but is not the poet who walks by night
conscious of a tide in his thought which is to be referred
to lunar influence, in which the ocean within him overflows its shores and bathes the dry land?' Has he not

his spring-tides and his neap-tides, the former sometimes
combining with the winds of heaven to produce
those memorable high tides of the calendar which leave
their marks for ages, when all Broad Street is submerged,
and incalculable damage is done to the ordinary
shipping of the mind.
Burritt in his " Geography of the Heavens " says,
" The quantity of light which we derive from the Moon
when full, is at least three hundred thousand times less
than that of the Sun." This is M. Bouguer's inference
as stated by Laplace. Professor Leslie makes it one
hundred and fifty thousand times less, older astronomers
less still.
Rees says : "It is remarkable, that the moon during
the week in which she is full in harvest, rises sooner after
sun-setting than she does in any other full moon week
in the year. By doing so she affords an immediate supply
of light after sunset, which is very beneficial to the
farmers for reaping and gathering in the fruits of the
earth ; and therefore they distinguish this full moon
from all the others in the year, by calling it the harvest
moon." Howitt places the Harvest Moon in August.

Moonlight cold & favorable to reflection 126
Moonlight [inferior] in quality & intensity to that of the sun 127
But consider her influence on the earth 127

(cows at sunset Sep lst no 3-154?)

He is trying to grasp the influence of celestial bodies on the earth and the inhabitants of
it. He is quoting people, nevertheless, that have a very human centered notion of the
Moon. Does he know this? Did Henry know that the sun also influences the tides?
Depending on where the sun and moon are, relative to each other and the earth,
influences how high or low the tides are. When the gravitational pull of the moon and
sun line up on one side of the earth the tides are highest, and the highest tides happen
where the moon is closest to the earth, and combines with the sun. These are the so
called spring tides.27 Though the spring tides include those tides where the moon is on
the opposing side of the earth.

27

Henry as a geography or biogeographer has been little studied. It is clear however that he moved away
from Emerson’s subjective idealism into a more Darwinian stand. John Hessler is one of the few to study
Henry’s maps writes on Henry concern with cartography and his reading of writers like Willam Wood,
who wrote an early account (1633) of the Eastern Landscape of North America.
Thoreau lamented the degradation in everything from wild meadow grasses to the size of the trees
and even the taste of the strawberries. He compiled a long list of changes, mourning the loss of
eagles, turkeys, bear, moose, deer, wolfs, beavers and martens. Just over a year later, when
thinking back on Wood’s descriptions, he would write that he could not help but feel a true sense
of loss with the realization that he ”lived in a tamed and, as it were, emasculated
country.” Hessler writes:
By approaching Thoreau as a geographer in his early writing of Walden, his later travel
narratives of Cape Cod and the Maine Woods, his unpublished notes on topography and
exploration, and his later empirical and field studies of plant distribution, I hope to show
that he was engaged in asking and trying answer what today would be considered deep
geographical questions. In fact, his geographical turn helps to explain his continuing
relevance today. The whole of his work, especially his lesser known writings, from his
notes on early exploration and copies of maps, to his lists of plants and flowering times,
all the way to his biological tracts like the Dispersion of Seeds and the "Succession of
Forest Trees,"reflect a profound concern, even an obsession, with trying to explain the
historical geography of his native Concord and the broader environment of early New
England. In our rapidly changing and environmentally challenged world, it remains an
obsession from which we can all take lasting lessons.
https://www.thoreausociety.org/news-article/kant-wilderness-thoreaus-geographical-turn-johnhessler

Du Jin, The Poet Lin Bu Wandering in the Moonlight, late 15th century. CMA
Henry is trying to imagine the role of the poet in nature. Henry writes at the end of “A
Walk to Wachusett”.
“why from the mountain-top the deepest valleys have a tinge of blue; that there is

elevation in every hour, as no part of the earth is so low that the heavens may not
be seen from, and we have only to stand on the summit of our hour to command
an uninterrupted horizon.”
He is in pursuit of using the celestial mechanics of the Planets as a metaphor for
thinking.
“but is not the poet who walks by night
conscious of a tide in his thought which is to be referred
to lunar influence, in which the ocean within him overflows its shores and bathes the dry land?'
Has he not his spring-tides and his neap-tides, the former sometimes
combining with the winds of heaven to produce
those memorable high tides of the calendar which leave
their marks for ages, when all Broad Street is submerged,
and incalculable damage is done to the ordinary
shipping of the mind.
Burritt in his " Geography of the Heavens " says,
" The quantity of light which we derive from the Moon
when full, is at least three hundred thousand times less
than that of the Sun." This is M. Bouguer's inference
as stated by Laplace. Professor Leslie makes it one
hundred and fifty thousand times less, older astronomers
less still.
Rees says : "It is remarkable, that the moon during
the week in which she is full in harvest, rises sooner after
sun-setting than she does in any other full moon week
in the year. By doing so she affords an immediate supply
of light after sunset, which is very beneficial to the
farmers for reaping and gathering in the fruits of the
earth ; and therefore they distinguish this full moon
from all the others in the year, by calling it the harvest
moon." Howitt places the Harvest Moon in August.

Here Henry resorts to the science then available about the moon, and that confirms his
notion of the “lunar” influence on humankind. To be more exact about the tides, the
fraction of the sunlight that comes off the moon does not itself move the tides, rather it
is the gravity of the moon and its influence on the earth, which is greatest when
combined with the gravity of the sun. The sun is combined with the moon during the full
and new moons, with the sun and moon on different sides of the earth during the full
moon. The two bodies which most influence earth are diametrically opposite during the
times. This also produces high and low tides though not as high as when the sun and
moon work together on one side of the earth, which involves the new moon. The so
called “Proxigean Spring Tide”, occurs when the moon and sun are on the same side of
the earth and the moon is particularly close to the earth. This causes very high tides.
There are smaller tidies when the sun and moon are at right angles to each other and the
earth. It is these combinations of gravity in the celestial bodies which moves the waves
and with it our minds and hearts.
Here he is very much back to facts and not about divinity at all. I find it interesting how
he vacillates in his position here. Is the “poet” a person who loves science, or one who
gets lost in myths? Unfortunately, this poet is both. That is where Henry goes wrong, as
a poet, not as a scientist.
What does he mean by the lunar influence on the poet? As he gets older and closer to
death, the mythical poet decreases in him and the scientific poet increases. He implies
that his own moonlight studies will have a tremendous effect, like the highest of the
tides, and maybe even sink the ordinary ‘ships of the mind’. That seems like a good
thing, overcoming the old habits, writing about things that have not been written of
before. This does appear to be what he is doing here.
Is this what he means when he writes of “dry pastures flooded with moonlight”. Such
pastures might not any longer by dry.
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Francoise Millet

Millet’s portrait of the rising or setting moon evokes the life of a Shepard and with it the
simple life of humankind, caring for animals, in this case, sheep. What Henry was so
good at, was seeing such a scene, in itself, as well as the science of it, and the human and
animal facts of it, as well as the observer of it, and speaking of this all as one thing, The
Pastoral setting evokes Virgil and his Eclogues.

Oct 1, 1851
Candlelight.--To Conantum .
The moon not quite half full. The twilight is much
shorter now than a month ago, probably as the atmosphere
is clearer and there is less to reflect the light.
The air is cool, and the ground also feels cold under
my feet, as if the grass were wet with dew, which is
not yet the case. I go through Wheeler's corn-field in
the twilight, where the stalks are bleached almost white,
and his tops are still stacked along the edge of the field.
The moon is not far up above the southwestern horizon .
Looking west at this hour, the earth is an unvaried,
undistinguishable black in contrast with the twilight
sky. It is as if you were walking in night up to your
chin. There is no wind stirring . An oak tree in Hubbard's
pasture stands absolutely motionless and dark
against the sky . The crickets sound farther off or fainter
at this season, as if they had gone deeper into the sod
to avoid the cold. There are no crickets heard on the
alders on the causeway. The moon looks colder in the
water, though the water-bugs are still active . There is
a great change between this and my last moonlight walk.
I experience a comfortable warmth when I approach
the south side of a dry wood, which keeps off the cooler
air and also retains some of the warmth of day. The
voices of travelers in the road are heard afar over the
fields, even to Conantum house. The stars are brighter
than before . The moon is too far west to be seen reflected
in the river at Tupelo Cliff, but the stars are
reflected . The river is a dark mirror with bright points
feebly fluctuating . I smell the bruised horsemint, which

I cannot see, while I sit on the brown rocks by the shore.
I see the glow-worm under the damp cliff. No whippoorwills
are heard to-night, and scarcely a note of any
other bird. At 8 o'clock the fogs have begun, which,
with the low half-moon shining on them, look like cobwebs
or thin, white veils spread over the earth. They are
the dreams or visions of the meadow .
The second growth of the white pine is probably
softer and more beautiful than the primitive forest ever
afforded . The primitive forest is more grand with its
bare mossy stems and ragged branches, but exhibits
no such masses of green needles trembling in the
light.
The elms are generally of a dirty or brownish yellow
now.
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His attention to detail is amazing. For instance, in the above passage he notes
that the White Pine,
“The second growth of the white pine is probably
softer and more beautiful than the primitive forest ever
afforded . The primitive forest is more grand with its

bare mossy stems and ragged branches, but exhibits
no such masses of green needles trembling in the
light.
White Pine is a lot rarer than it was during Henry’s time. So I have never seen
whole forests of it, only scattered second growth, from one to 50 trees. His
assessment is correct, second growth is lovely. But nearly all old growth white
pine has been destroyed, so I have not seen any.

Oct. 5, 1851 8 P. M. -To Cliffs .
Moon three-quarters full. The nights now are very
still, for there is hardly any noise of birds or of insects.
The whip-poor-will is .not heard, nor the mosquito ; only
the occasional lisping of some sparrow . The moon
gives not a creamy but white, cold light, through which
you can see far distinctly. About villages you hear
the bark of dogs instead of the howl of wolves. When
I descend into the valley by Wheeler's grain-field, I
find it quite cold. The sand slopes in the deep Cut
gleam coldly as if covered with rime . As I go through
the Spring Woods I perceive a sweet, dry scent from
the underwoods like that of the fragrant life-everlasting .
I suppose it is that. To appreciate the moonlight you
must stand in the shade and see where a few rods
or a few feet distant it falls in between the trees. It
is a "milder day," made for some inhabitants whom
you do not see . The fairies are a quiet, gentle folk,
invented plainly to inhabit the moonlight . I frequently
see a light on the ground within thick and dark woods
where all around is in shadow, and haste forward,
expecting to find some decayed and phosphorescent

stump, but find it to be some clear moonlight that falls
in between some crevice in the leaves . As moonlight is
to sunlight, so are the fairies to men.
Standing on the Cliffs, no sound comes up from the
woods. The earth has gradually turned more northward
; the birds have fled south after the sun, and this
impresses me, as well by day as by night, as a deserted
country . There is a down-like mist over the river and
pond, and there are no bright reflections of the moon or
sheeniness from the pond in consequence, all the light
being absorbed by the low fog .
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oct. 6, 1851 7:30 pm. --To Fair Haven Pond by boat, the moon
four-fifths full, not a cloud in the sky ; paddling all the
way.

The water perfectly still, and the air almost, the
former gleaming like oil in the moonlight, with the
moon's disk reflected in it.
When we started, saw some fishermen kindling their
fire for spearing by the riverside. It was a lurid, reddish
blaze, contrasting with the white light of the moon, with
dense volumes of black smoke from the burning pitch
pine roots rolling upward in the form of an inverted
pyramid . The blaze reflected in the water, almost as
distinct as the substance. It looked like tarring a ship
on the shore of the Styx or Cocytus. For it is still and
dark, notwithstanding the moon, and no sound but the
crackling of the fire. The fishermen can be seen only
near at hand, though their fire is visible far away ; and
then they appear as dusky, fuliginous figures, half enveloped
in smoke, seen only by their enlightened sides.
Like devils they look, clad in old coats to defend themselves
from the fogs, one standing up forward holding
the spear ready to dart, while the smoke and flames are
blown in his face, the other paddling the boat slowly
and silently along close to the shore with almost imperceptible
motion .
The river appears indefinitely wide ; there is a mist
rising from the water, which increases the indefiniteness.
A high bank or moonlit hill rises at a distance
over the meadow on the bank, with its sandy gullies and
clamshells exposed where the Indians feasted . The
shore line, though close, is removed by the eye to the side
of the hill. It is at high-water mark. It is continued till
it meets the hill. Now the fisherman's fire, left behind,
acquires some thick rays in the distance and becomes a
star. As surely as sunlight falling through an irregular

chink makes a round figure on the opposite wall, so the
blaze at a distance appears a star. Such is the effect of
the atmosphere. The bright sheen of the moon is constantly
travelling with us, and is seen at the same angle
in front on the surface of the pads ; and the reflection of
its disk in the rippled water by our boat-side appears like
bright gold pieces falling on the river's counter . This
coin is incessantly poured forth ;is from some unseen
horn of plenty at our side.
(I hear a lark singing this morn (October 7th), and
yesterday saw them in the meadows. Both larks and
blackbirds are heard again now occasionally, seemingly
after a short absence, as if come to
bid farewell .)
I do not know but the weirdness of the gleaming oily
surface is enhanced by the thin fog . A few water-bugs
are seen glancing in our course.
I shout like a farmer to his oxen, - a short barking
shout, - and instantly the woods on the eastern shore
take it up, and the western hills a little up the stream ;
and so it appears to rebound from one side the river
valley to the other, till at length I hear a farmer call to
his team far up as Fair Haven Bay, whither we are
bound.
We pass through reaches where there is no fog,
perhaps where a little air is stirring. Our clothes are
almost wet through with the mist, as if we sat in water.
Some portions of the river are much warmer than others .
In one instance it was warmer in the midst of the fog
than in a clear reach.
In the middle of the pond we tried the cello again.
First the hill to the right took it up ; then further up the

stream on the left ; and then after a long pause, when
we had almost given it up, -- and the longer expected,
the more in one sense unexpected and surprising it was,
-we heard a farmer shout to his team in a distant
valley, far up on the opposite side of the stream, much
louder than the previous echo ; and even after this we
heard one shout faintly in some neighboring town . The
third echo seemed more loud and distinct than the
second. But why, I asked, do the echoes always travel
up the stream ? I turned about and shouted again, and
then I found that they all appeared equally to travel
down the stream, or perchance I heard only those that
did so.
As we rowed to Fair Haven's eastern shore, a moonlit
hill covered with shrub oaks, we could form no opinion
of our progress toward it, -not seeing the waterline
where it met the hill, -until we saw the weeds
and sandy shore and the tall bulrushes rising above
the shallow water [like] the masts of large vessels in a
haven. The moon was so high that the angle of excidence
[sic] did not permit of our seeing her reflection
in the pond.
As we paddled down the
the moon, we saw the reflection of every wood and hill
on both sides distinctly. These answering reflections
-shadow to substance-impress the voyager with a
sense of harmony and symmetry, as when you fold a blotted
paper and produce a regular figure, --a dualism
which nature loves . What you commonly see is but half.
Where the shore is very low the actual and reflected trees
appear to stand foot to foot, and it is but a line that
separates them, and the water and the sky almost flow

into one another, and the shore seems to float. As we
paddle up or down, we see the cabins of muskrats faintly
rising from amid the weeds, and the strong odor of muskies
borne to us from particular parts of the shore. Also
the odor of a skunk is wafted from over the meadows
or fields . The fog appears in some places gathered
into a little pyramid or squad by itself, on the surface
of the water. Home at ten .
Here again the main concern is the senses used to fathom the moonlight. This is one of
his primary discoveries, the fact that the moon calls forth more than just the use of the
eyes. He does not ever disparage the eyes, but he smells the Muskies and the odor of
skunk and he hears so many sounds in the night. This concern with trying to reproduce
or evoke the sensory facts of the body is a constant in his Journal and suggests an
existential phenomenology that is far ahead of his time. He tries to situate the human
body in the context of lived experience such as seeing, hearing, and feeling the world, or
in this case, the moon, as well as forests, ponds or waters that reflect its light. Painters
were trying to do that to varying degrees, some of them to the level that Thoreau was
trying to do in writing. Charles Burchfield for instance tries to evoke hearing in the
night or moonlight in various paintings. On Fair Haven he even compares the trial of the
moon into the shadows of trees to an ink blot on folded paper, a sort a nature scene
combined with Rorschach test. Henry is trying to fathom the meaning of existence or
life, and it seems that perceiving through all the senses is a large part of it, as is being
aware of other species and their rights.
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Oct. 8, 1851
This evening, I am obliged to sit with my door and
window open, in a thin coat, which I have not done for
three weeks at least .
A warm night like this at this season produces its
effect on the village. The boys are heard at play in the
street now, at 9 o'clock, in greater force and with more
noise than usual . My neighbor has got out his flute.
There is more fog than usual. The moon is full. The
tops of the woods in the horizon seen above the fog look
exactly like long, low black clouds, the fog being the
color of the skv . (Flute at evening no 3-15)

Henry probably noticed the sunrise as a note of contrast with the darkness of the
foregoing. I think of Frederick Church’s painting of Twilight in the Wilderness.
R=This is certainly one of the great paintings of American culture and history,
one that evokes the world before Europeans arrived without distorting the
ancient world too much with political nonsense about Manifest Destiny. Notice, if
you can, the female bald Eagle and nest on the foreground promontory, left
center. The male is in the tree far left and middle of the painting, above the
mountains and against the sky..
Oct. 10th 1851.
The elms in the village have lost many of their leaves,
and their shadows by moonlight are not so heavy as last
month.
Reference: NO 8 Elms [less] leafy Oct 10 '51 [V.] 18

Nov. 12, 1851
A still, cold night. The light of the rising moon in the
east. Moonrise is a faint sunrise . And what shall we
name the faint aurora that precedes the moonrise? The
ground is frozen and echoes to my tread. There are
absolutely no crickets to be heard now. They are heard,
then, till the ground freezes. To-day 1 heard for the first
time this season the crackling, vibrating sound which
resounds from thin ice when a stone is cast upon it. So
far have we got toward winter. It is doubtful if they who
have not pulled their turnips will have a chance to get
them. It is not of much use to drive the cows to pasture .
I can fancy that I hear the booming of ice in the ponds.
I hear no sound of any bird now at night, but sometimes
some creature stirring, - a rabbit, or skunk, or fox,betrayed now by the dry leaves which lie so thick and
light. The openness of the leafless woods is particularly
apparent now by moonlight ; they are nearly as bright as
the open field. It is worth the while always to go to the
waterside when there is but little light in the heavens and
see the heavens and the stars reflected . There is double
the light that there is elsewhere, and the reflection has
the force of a great silent companion. There is no fog
now o' nights . I thought to-night that I saw glow-worms
in the grass, on the side of the hill; was almost certain of
it, and tried to lay my hand on them, but found it was

the moonlight reflected from (apparently) the fine frost
crystals on the withered grass, and they were so fine
that they went and came like glow-worms. It had precisely
the effect of twinkling glow-worms. They gleamed
just long enough for glow-worms.
Very specific perceptions, even perceptions of mis-perceptions. Not only “selfregistering”, but scientific in his self-correcting. It is not glow worms, but moonlight
frost crystals on grass that he sees.
It not only brings into criticism the whole of human centered ideology but also questions
the purpose of publishers and authorities of all kinds. Henry does this while also stating
that :
“The universe is larger than enough for man's abode.
Some rarely go outdoors, most are always at home
at night, very few indeed have stayed out all night
once in their lives. Fewer still have gone behind the world of humanity,
seen its institutions like toadstools by the wayside.
This not only defines the world that Thoreau saw in the moonlight, it connects his
Moonlight book to his political the philosophical positions. Human institutions, which
are nearly always human centered, are pathetic compared to natural processes. So it not
only belongs here but is an important statement in the midst of this book, defining
aspects of its main themes.
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Dec. 21, 1851
Sunlight on pine-needles is the phenomenon of a
winter day.
Who ever saw a partridge soar over the fields? To
every creature its own nature. They are very wild ; but
are they scarce ? or can you exterminate them for that ?
As I stand by the edge of the swamp (Ministerial),
a heavy-winged hawk flies home to it at sundown, just
over my head, in silence. I cross some mink or muskrat's
devious path in the snow, with mincing feet and
trailing body.
To-night, as so many nights within the year, the clouds
arrange themselves in the cast at sunset in long converging
bars, according to the simple tactics of the sky. It
is the melon-rind jig. It would serve for a permanent
description of the sunset. Such is the morning and such
the evening, converging bars in-close the day at each end
as within a melon rind, and the morning and evening are
one day. Long after the sun has set, and downy clouds
have turned dark, and the shades of night have taken
possession of the east, some rosy clouds will be seen in
the upper sky over the portals of the darkening west.
How swiftly the earth appears to revolve at sunset,
which at midday appears to rest on its axle!
Thinking about the positions of things in the sky, ---clouds, the Moon or stars ---Henry
does this often, He tries to situate himself among what changes to set his own world in a
specific place and time.

He also shows his concern with animal rights, and says”
Who ever saw a partridge soar over the fields? To
every creature its own nature. They are very wild ; but
are they scarce ? or can you exterminate them for that ?”
He doesn’t mean the European Partridge or the American Northern Bobwhite, which is
a kind of Quail. He means the Ruffed Grouse. The Grouse is largely a forest bird, which
appears to do best in successional forests, whereas the Bobwhite likes old fields, fallow
areas and the like. The Bobwhite is rare now, due to habitat loss to humans. He is
writing rather satirically about exterminating animals or birds because there are “too
many”. Hunters like to decide there are too many of something just so they can shoot
more. The notion of too many Deer, or Snow Geese or Lemmings or Canada Geese in
nature is ridiculous, there are exactly as many as there need to be at a given time. The
only thing on earth that there are too many of now is humans. Humans cause all the
problems and blame it on too many of this or that. There were once “too many insects”
now their populations are crashing due to human herbicide and pesticide use. But still
people say there are too many of them.
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Leon Bonvin

no moon
See Place Rock

Dec. 23 1851
By half past three the sun is fairly out . I go to the
Cliffs . There is a narrow ridge of snow, a white line,
on the storm side of the stem of every exposed tree. I see
that there is to be a fine, clear sunset, and make myself
a seat in the snow on the Cliff to witness it. Already a
few clouds are glowing like a golden sierra just above the
horizon . From a low arch the clear sky has rapidly
spread eastward over the whole heavens, and the sun
shines serenely, and the air is still, and the spotless snow
covers the fields . The snow-storm is over, the clouds
have departed, the sun shines serenely, the air is still, a
pure and trackless white napkin covers the ground, and
a fair evening is coming to conclude all . Gradually the
sun sinks, the air grows more dusky, and I perceive that
if it were not for the light reflected from the snow it
would be quite dark. The woodchopper has started for
home. I can no longer distinguish the color of the red
oak leaves against the snow, but they appear black . The
partridges have come forth to bud on the apple trees.
Now the sun has quite disappeared, but the afterglow,
as l may call it, apparently the reflection from the cloud
beyond which the sun went down on the thick atmosphere
of the horizon, is unusually bright and lasting.
Long, broken clouds in the horizon, in the dun atmosphere,
- as if the fires of day were still smoking there,
-hang with red and golden edging like the saddlecloths
of the steeds of the sun . Now all the clouds grow
black, and I give up to-night ; but unexpectedly, half

an hour later when I look out, having got home, I find
that the evening star is shining brightly, and, beneath all,
the west horizon is glowing red, - that dun atmosphere
instead of clouds reflecting the sun, - and I detect, just
above the horizon, the narrowest imaginable white sickle
of the new moon.
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Jan. 1. 1852. Mr. Frost did not like Mrs. S-'s lecture
last night ; did not like what she said about the clergy .
Said it was too transcendental for him. This is the profane
swearing of such men.
I have observed that one mood is the natural critic
of another. When possessed with a strong feeling on
any subject foreign to the one I may be writing on, I
know very well what of good and what of bad I have
written on the latter. It looks to me now as it will ten
years hence. My life is then earnest and will tolerate
no makeshifts nor nonsense. What is tinsel or euphuism
or irrelevant is revealed to such a touchstone. In
the light of a strong feeling, all things take their places,
and truth of every kind is seen for such. Now let me

read my verses, and I will tell you if the god has had
a hand in them. I wish to survey my composition for a
moment from the least favorable point of view. I wish
to be translated to the future, and look at my work as it
were at a structure on the plain, to observe what portions
have crumbled under the influence of the elements.
Why did he include this? He is writing about writing, and correcting himself. Perhaps he
wanted to follow upon the perceptions and corrections of false perception he noticed in
the previous entry? The Moon book seems so self-referential, an existential meditation
of light and night and the existence of himself in nature. The truth is in his observational
skills, his writing as he stops during his walks. There is no god that has a hand in his
verses. That is why so much of his poetry fails and his prose often succeeds. Had he
written a sequel to Walden it would have been a very different book, a visually stunning
text full of flowers in the phosphorescence and aurora borealis among the colored
clouds. It also would have been an example of a self-correcting text, a text that admits its
own faults. Like moonlight, it was to exist in the half light, as secret and hushed as
twilight, yet as satisfying as only the moonlight can be, not too bright, but not too dark
either. It would have been a book a bit like this one, perhaps. He thinks hi perceptions
are all golden, but are they? Some are, some ore not, he thinks he can tell, but can he?

9 .30 P. M. -To Fair Haven.
Moon little more than half full.
Not a cloud in the sky. It is a remarkably warm night for the season,
the ground almost entirely bare. The stars are dazzlingly bright
The fault may be in my own barrenness, but methinks
there is a certain poverty about the winter night's sky .
The stars of higher magnitude are more bright and dazzling,
and therefore appear more near and numerable, while those that appear
indistinct and infinitely remote in the summer, imparting the impression

of unfathomability to the sky, are scarcely seen at
all . The front halls of heaven are so brilliantly lighted
that they quite eclipse the more remote. The sky has
fallen many degrees .

Starry Night Jean Francois Millet 1850-65. Yale art gallery
This is the painting that Vincent admired and tried to do his own version of. It is very
interesting to compare Vincent and Henry, but they are also so different. Between the
two of them, the story of the middle and late history of the 1800’s is told. Their works,
Journals or Letters are a social history of their periods. This Millet ties the two men
together.

The river has risen and flooded the meadows again.
The white pines, now seen against the moon, with their
single foliage, look thin.
These are some of the differences between this and
the autumn or summer nights : the stiffened globe under
my feet, the dazzle and seeming nearness of the
stars, the duller gleam from ice on rivers and ponds,
the white spots in the fields and streaks by the wall sides
where are the remains of drifts, yet unmelted.
Perhaps the only thing that spoke to me on this walk
was the bare, lichen-covered gray rock at the Cliff, in
the moonlight, naked and almost as in summer.
I have so much faith in the power of truth to communicate
itself, that I should not believe a friend if
he should tell me that lie had given credit to an unjust
rumor concerning me. Suspect! Ah! yes, you may
suspect a thousand things, but I well know that that
which you suspect most confidently of all, is just the
truth. Your other doubts but flavor this your main suspicion
; they are the condiments which, taken alone, do
simply bite the tongue……
…….The worst kind of chigo, or tick, to get under your
skin is yourself in an irritable mood.
I believe it was Chalmers who said, speaking of
Coleridge, that for his part he wanted ideas which he
could see all round and not such as he must lock it
away up in the heavens. Such a man, one would say,
would never look at the moon, because she never turns
her other side to us, but holds it steadily toward the

heavens beyond ; and the light which comes from ideas
which have their orbit as distant from the earth, and
which is no less cheering and enlightening to the benighted
traveller than that of the moon and stars, is naturally
reproached or nicknamed as moonshine by
such. Ideas that soar above the earth cannot be seen
all round, but ever have one side turned toward the
heavens. They are moonshine, are they? Very well,
then, do your night travelling when there is no moon
to light you ; but I will be thankful for the light that
reaches me from the star of least magnitude. I will be
thankful that I see so much as one side of a celestial
idea, one side of the rainbow and the sunset sky, the
face of God alone.'

It seems a lot of these recent entries are about self-registering or self-justifying ideas. He
contended with critics, and compares them to ticks that irritate him. He does not care
much what people think, he goes on writing about the moon and stars, sure that this is
real and what matters. He is right here, again. Yes, he is still associating the sunset or
stars with the god idea,--“the face of god alone”--- but notice how he must have a
concrete fact to compare to his god idea. The god idea has no substance itself. It is
merely a fiction. Neither stars or the rainbow are the “face of god”. The sunset, rainbow
or the stars--- they are real. Gods? Fictions with no evidence to back them up. Coleridge
is mistaken, the other side of the moon has been both photographed and mapped.
Henry is again seeming to argue for divine analogies, an ideology derived from
Emerson. Why does he have to keep coming back to this except when it is the very thing
that is at issue with his other belief in the evidence of Nature and the work of Darwin? Is
he ‘kicking against the pricks’. Yes, I suspect he is. Reality and science are impinging on
the belief system that Emerson taught him, and eventually one knows which one will

give. What we are seeing here is an argument with himself about what is real and what is
not. His walks teach him reality and nature, the stuff of science, but his upbringing and
Emerson teach him to question science and uphold a spiritual idea. In this conflict,
which is not new and is ongoing, he tries to make amalgams to the two very different
ways of seeing the world. Like Tom Uttech, he tries to live in the contradiction between
the real and the unreal. Fiction and reality strive and fight in them both. In Henry, the
objective and scientific increase as the 1850s go on. Hindu metaphysical ideas and
Emersonian theory of signatures and symbols and idealistic Platonism decrease.

l

The mentality of Tom Uttech, is much like the younger, more Emersonian and romantic
Thoreau. I think Henry largely overcame the “spiritual in art” as he became more and
more concerned with the actual and the real. But Uttech’s work celebrates the early
Thoreauvian view of nature as a “manifestation of divinity”. This is one of his small
works which appears to show a few deer in the moonlight, evoking northern Minnesota,
or Canada, in the Quetico Provincial Park or Boundary Waters area, as most of his works
do. It is beautiful what he does, but is it true?
I think Uttech is prone to delusional thinking of the very find Henry got over, eventually.
This does not prevent Uttech from seeing a certain beauty in nature, as did Henry.

Jan lst 9 l/2 pm
reference: little more than 1/2 full--165--Poverty of
winter sky
Pines thin against moon 165 Cliffs
[Moonshine] [--] [Time] want ideas they can see all round 1 [5] 7

Feb. 1, 1852
Is not the midnight like Central Africa to most? Are
we not tempted to explore it, to penetrate to the shores
of its Lake Chad, to discover the sources of its Nile,
perchance in the Mountains of the Moon? Who knows
what fertility, what beauty in the animal and vegetable

kingdom, are there to be found,' what primeval
simplicity and reflection of the truth among its dusky
inhabitants ? We illuminate only the first hours of the
night. The light behind the face of the clock on the
State-house in Philadelphia extinguished at 11 o'clock
P. M. with punctuality, to save oil . Those hours are
resigned to a few watchmen in the cities, watching for
the disgrace of humanity. Shall we never have watchmen
on the country's hills, of another sort, watching
for the glory of God ? Watch on city walls for a foe,
not on country hills for a friend!
In the Mountains of the Moon, in the Central Africa
of the night, - there is where all Niles hide their heads.
The expeditions up the Niles extend but to the Cataracts,
past the ruins of Thebes, or perchance to the
mouth of the White Nile ; but it is the Black Nile that
concerns us .' Of some of the great rivers, like the
the Nile or Orinoco, men still only conjecture the
sources .
Shall we put our heads out, the chamber window and
ask the watchmen, the city police, to tell us of the
night, ---- what its signs of gladness are ? Are these the
questions we shall put to the watchmen? Who, then,
shall we put them to? Or is there none who can answer
them ?
Notice the biblical cadence here, the preachers rhetoric.
He is not really wishing for a “watchmen
on the country's hills, of another sort, watching
for the glory of God ? Watch on city walls for a foe,

not on country hills for a friend!”, he is looking for answers to the habits or nature, the
growth of plants, the facts of moonlight’s influence on the world. He wants to know how
it came to pass that each species came to be what it is, how it created itself.
Each thing is attracted to each, and running to coalesce.
like drops of water. The fingers incline to be
webbed and run together . When I hold mine up to
the light and bring them near together, such are the
laws of light that, just before they touch, a web appears
to grow on them and unite them. So of objects seen
through imperfections in glass.
It depends upon how a man has spent his day, whether
he has any right to be in his bed. So spend some hours
that you may have a right to sleep in the sunshine.
J4 TMS 9 pgs. 108-09. Dover Feb. 1, 1852, 264-65
References
Again Henry sees himself like Darwin or an explorer in the moonlight. He works at
night, earning the right to sleep in his bed during the day. In the passage above this one
he claims that “ideas that soar above the earth cannot be seen
all round, but ever have one side turned toward the heavens.” Henry imagines he will be
content with the “face of god alone”. Does he ever show any signs of giving his life to an
abstract idea such as “the face of god”. Never, he is the most specific of writers. He is all
about detail. Sometimes I wonder is he hears himself --- what he is saying. It is
frustrating to see him struggling with the spiritual, when it is so obvious that he already
knows the answer is in his own existence, but he just does not see it entirely yet.

Feb. 2. 1852
Sir Francis Head says that in America "the
moon looks larger" than in Europe. Here, then,
moonshine is to be expected . Perhaps the sun
larger also. Such are the advantages of the New World.
The same writer says, "the heavens of America appear
infinitely higher," " the stars are brighter ." These,
too, are encouraging facts, symbolical of the height to
which the philosophy and poetry and religion of her
inhabitants may one day soar. At length, perchance,
the immaterial heaven will appear as much higher to
the American mind, and the intimations that star it
will appear as much brighter . For I believe that climate
does thus react on man, and that there is something
in the mountain air that feeds the spirit and inspires .
We shall be more ianaurinative ; we shall be clearer,
as our sky, bluer, fresher ; broader and more comprehensive
in our understanding, like our plains ; our intellect
on a grander scale, like our thunder and lightning,
our rivers and our lakes, and mountains and forests.
Are not these advantages ? Will not man grow to greater
perfection intellectually as well as physically under these
influences?
J4 TMS 9 pg. 113--. Dover Feb. 2, 1852,
Reference: Moon looks large in America 112
I wonder if he is poking fun at American sublimism here? This almost reads as a
parody of Whitman’s ‘manifest destiny’ nonsense, or Nietzsche’s Zarathustran
need to see bluer than blue, sunnier than the sun, which, in fact, is more or less
the same everywhere. One knows where this kind of thinking led the Germans

during the 1930s. Of course Henry did not know this. But he says at the
beginning of this entry that “Here, then, moonshine is to be expected .”
Moonshine was an illegally made alcoholic drink. It looks like Thoreau
is serious here, well, and if so, this is very good satire he is writing. The sun and
moon shine equally on equal places, and no place is intrinsically superior to
others for all species, even if a given place favors certain species over others, or
has minor differences in weather or how the lighting is. 28 Of course if this is not
satire, Henry is wrong, well, of course, he cannot write two million words and not
have some of them wrong. But I suspect this is satire.

Feb. 3. 1852
About 6 PM . walked to Cliffs via railroad .
Snow quite deep. The sun had set without a cloud
in the sky, - a rare occurrence, but I missed the clouds,
which make the glory of evening . The sky must have
a few clouds, as the mind a few moods ; nor is the
evening the less serene for them. There is only a tinge
of red along the horizon . The moon is nearly full tonight,
and the moment is passed when the light in the
east (i. e. of the moon) balances the light in the west.
With the Latins, apparently, there was afternoon, tempos
pomeridianum or post meridiem ; then perhaps sunset,
sole occidente, when sol inclinat vel decedit ; then perhaps
evening, when the evening star reigns, vespers
Vesperascit, the evening approaches. (By
the way, a studying, or working, by candle-light is a
28

I have often thought the light in California is different, clearer, brighter, stronger shadows, than the
light in eastern north America. I prefer the light in the west to the east, but it is still beautiful in the east,
do not get me wrong. The light is Sweden is different than the light in Brazil. These local differences do
not join up with a nationalist fervor, however, as indeed, the light of southern France is different in the
Mediterranean that in the colder north. Vincent notes this in his letters. The nature of a light in a given
places is effected by the climatic, geographic, or geologic facts of the area, not the political facts. But this
fact maybe what the satire here is playing with.

lueubratio a. lute - study all night is elueubratio also labor vespcrtinus. Scrotinus also means "in the
greek--"Ews +rEpas signifies "until the end," [ sorry I cannot translate Greek]
and is evidently given as
the derivation of the Greek and Latin vespera ,
evening," and more than that, for Pliny says, Praecocibus
brevior [vita]' guain serotiais, which cannot be
expressed so elegantly in English . After sundown
should have put twilight, crepusculum (crepera lox or
doubtful light) . Then comes decided night or nox,
multa nox. Staying up all night, pervigilium or pervigilatio.
The night far spent, nox adults. Midnight,
nox silens vel profunda, merid-ies noctis. A starlight
night, nox sideria. Night-shining, noctu lucens . I would
not be a mere tenebrio or locifugus, shunning the daylight
and delighting to skulk in darkness, but simply
I am a noctivagus. My walk may be pernox but not
perniciosus . They are Vigiliae Nocturnae . That little
bird that I hear and call the night-warbler may be
translated, Noctu suave careens. When the moon does
not shine all night, it is not a pernox luna.
Selenite "is a stone (as is said) in Arabia, wherein
is a white, which decreases and increases with the
moon" (Dictionary) . My summer journal was selenitic
in this sense.' It had this white spot in it.
Venus is now like a little moon in the west, and the
lights in the village twinkle like stars. It is perfectly
still and not very cold. The shadows of the trees on
the snow are more minutely distinct than at any other
season, not dark masses merely, but finely reticulated,
each limb and twig represented, as cannot be in summer,
both from the leaves and the inequality and darkness

of the ground. The heavens appear less thickly
starred and less habitable than in summer,
- rather a few bright stars, brought nearer by this
splendid twinkling in the cold sky,
than countless points in the warm
deeps. I hear my old acquaintance, the owl, from the
causeway.
The reflector of the cars, as I stand over the Deep
Cut, snakes a large and dazzling light in this air. The
cars do not make much noise, or else I am used to it ;
and now whizzes the boiling, sizzling kettle by me, in
which the passengers make me think of potatoes, which
a fork would show to be done by this time. The steam
is denser for the cold, and more white ; like the purest
downy clouds in the summer sky, its volumes roll up
between me and the moon, and far behind, when the
cars are a mile off, it still goes shading the fields with
its wreaths, -the breath of the panting traveller. I
now cross from the railroad to the road. This snow, the
last of which fell day before yesterday, is two feet deep,
pure and powdery . There is but little on the trees except
the pitch pines. From a myriad little crystal mirrors
the moon is reflected, which is the untarnished
sparkle of its surface . I hear a gentle rustling of the
oak leaves as I go through the woods, but this snow
has yet no troops of leaves on its surface . The snow
evidently by its smooth crust assists in the more equal
dispersion and distribution of the leaves which course
over it, blown by the [wind], and perchance for this
reason the oak leaves and some others hang on .
Now through the Spring Woods and up Fair Haven

Hill. Here, in the midst of a clearing, where the choppers
have been leaving the woods in pieces to-day, and
the tops of the pine trees are strewn about half buried
in snow, only the saw-logs being carried off, it is stiller
and milder than by day, and I think the chopper might
work here more comfortably in some respects now,
but he is at home in the village, getting rest or recreation.
Instead of the sound of his axe, I hear the Hooting
of an owl, nocturnus ululatus, whose haunts he is
laying waste. The ground is all pure white powdery
snow, which his sled, etc., has stirred up, except the
scattered twigs and pine plumes. I can see every track
distinctly where the teamster drove his oxen to the choppers'
piles and loaded his sled, and even the tracks of
his dog in the moonlight, and plainly to write this.
The moonlight now is very splendid in the untouched
pine woods above the Cliffs, alternate patches of shade
and light. The light has almost the brightness of sunlight,
the fulgor . The stems of the trees are more obvious
than by day, being simple black against the moonlight
and the snow. The sound of the breeze in the
pine-tops sounds far away, like the surf on a distant
shore, and for all sound beside there is only the rattling
or chafing of little dry twigs, - perchance a little snow
falling on them, or they are so brittle that they break
and fall with the motion of the trees.
My owl sounds hoo hoo hoo, hoo.
The landscape covered with snow, seen by moonlight
from these Cliffs, encased in snowy armor two

feet thick, gleaming in the moon and of spotless white.
Who can believe that this is the habitable globe? The
scenery is wholly arctic. Fair Haven Pond is a Baffin's
Bay. Man must have ascertained the limits of the winter before
he ventured to withstand it and not migrate
with the birds. No cultivated field, no house, no candle.
All is as dreary as the shores of the Frozen Ocean . I
can tell where there is wood and where open land for
many miles in the horizon by the darkness of the former
and whiteness of the latter . The trees, especially the
young oaks covered with leaves, stand out distinctly
in this bright light from contrast with the snow. It
looks as if the snow and ice of the arctic world, travelling
like a glacier, had crept clown southward and overwhelmed
and buried New England. And see if a man
can think his summer thoughts now. But the evening
star is preparing to set, and I will return . Floundering
through snow, sometimes up to my middle.
Is not the sky unusually blue to-night? dark blue?
Is it not always bluer when the ground is covered with
snow in the winter than in summer?
The forcible writer stands bodily behind his words
with his experience. He does not make books out of
books, but he has been there in person.

Yes, He is a forcible writer, a sparkling mind, who is writing down what he feels and sees
as he feels and sees it. It is an amazing passage, not only for its sparkling Greek and
Latin thoughts on etymology of Nox and Lucens, but his curious meditations on seeing
the Arctic in Concord and to record the owl as he hears it. Apparently continuing the
earlier satire, he pokes fun at the people in the train as it goes by and the passengers
“make me think of potatoes, which a fork would show to be done by this time.” That is

very funny, and yet, it is a passage full not just of good humor but is a vital, sparkling
and thoughtful entry, full of creative verve and thinking light, written in the dark, by
moonlight.
J4 TMS 9 pg. 113--. Dover Feb. 3, 1852,
references: Feb. 3d '52 nearly full 6 pm--snow 2 feet deep [need cloud in W].
119--shadow of trees [ ] now 120
Seasons of the night--[Latin] --119--[ ]--[/////]
[sol i ic 120]--Less inhabited heavens 120 Cars 121
owl 120-2 Reflection from snow 121 Traces of choppers
Bright spots in woods & sounds 122 The snow [cased ]
from Cliffs 123 Like shores of frozen ocean 123
Sky blue in winter night 12 [5]
Cliffs via RR 6 Pm nearly full Feb 3d 52

Feb 4, 1852
11 PM. - Coming home through the village by this
full moonlight, it seems one of the most glorious nights
I ever beheld. Though the pure snow is so deep around,
the air, by contrast perhaps with the recent days, is mild
and even balmy to my senses, and the snow is still sticky
to my feet and hands. And the sky is the most glorious
blue I ever beheld, even a light blue on some sides,
as if I actually saw into day, while small white, fleecy
clouds, at long intervals, are drifting from west-northwest
to south-southeast . If you would know the direction

of the wind, look not at the clouds, which are such
large bodies and confuse you, but consider in what direction
the moon appears to be wading through them. The
outlines of the elms were never more distinctly seen
than now. It seems a slighting of the gifts of God to go to sleep now;
as if we could
better afford to close our eyes to the daylight, of which we see
so much. Has not this blueness of the sky the same cause with the blueness
in the holes in the snow, and in some distant shadows
on the snow? - if, indeed, it is true that the sky is
bluer in winter when the ground is covered with snow.
Heard Professor Blasius lecture on the tornado this
evening . He said that nine vessels were wrecked daily
in the world on an average ; that Professor Dove of
Berlin was the best meteorologist in his opinion, but
had not studied the effects of wind in the fields so much
as some here.
These nights are warmer than the days ; but by morning
it is colder .
Head's theory of American cold, founded on the
unmelted snows of our forests, reminds me of the fish
and bucket of water dispute . Is it a fact that such vast
quantities of snow are slow to melt in our forests.
The audience are never tired of hearing how far the
wind carried some man, woman, or child, or family
Bible, but they are immediately tired if you undertake
to give them a scientific account of it.

Here is the opposite opinion, -- Henry is being very favorable to scientific explanations
here. He vacillates like a man trying to find his true bearing.

J4 TMS 9, pg 126. Dover Feb 4 1852, pg. 277-78
References: Glorious [ ]--full moon light night in Village street Feb
4th ll Pm. & elms & bluer sky 125-6-7--(123)
Village--ll Pm full moon ll Pm Feb 4[] '52

39.
Feb 24, 1852.
As we grow older, is it not ominous that we have more
to write about evening, less about morning? We must
associate more with the early hours.
J4 TMS 9. Pg 125. Dover Feb 24 1852
Reference: [ ] [more of evening] [ ] [grow old] 185
This seems to be a retraction of other comments he made about writing about moonlight
and being older. He now wants to be younger. We are seeing a lot of back and forth
changes in this section of the Journal.

Feb. 27, 1852
This has truly been a month of crusted snow. Now
the snow-patches, which partially melt one part of the
day or week, freeze at another, so that the walker
traverses them with tolerable ease.
Crossed the river on ice.

To-night a circle round the moon. The buds of the
aspen show a part of their down or silky catkins .

J4 TMS 9, pg. 129 Dover, Feb. 27, 1852 pg 323

March 7, 1852

At 9 o'clock p. m. to the woods by the full moon.
The ground is thinly covered with a crusted snow,
through which the dead grass and weeds appear, telling
the nearness of spring . Though the snow-crust.
The student of lichens has his objects of study
brought to his study on his fuel without any extra
expense.
It is rather mild to-night. I can walk without gloves .
As I look down the railroad, standing on the west brink
of the Deep Cut, I seem to see in the manner in which
the moon is reflected from the west slope covered with
snow, in the sort of misty light as if a fine vapor were
rising from it, a promise or sign of spring . This stillness
is more impressive than any sound, - the moon,
the stars, the trees, the snow, the sand when bare, -a monumental stillness, whose void must be supplied
by thought. It extracts thought from the beholder, as
the void under a cupping-glass raises a swelling . How
much a silent mankind might suggest! There is no
snow on the trees. The moon appears to have waned
a little, yet, with this snow on the ground, I can plainly

see the words I write. What a contrast there may be
between this moon and the next!
I do not know why such emphasis should be laid
on certain events that transpire, why my news should
be so trivial ; considering what one's dreams and expectations
are, why the developments should be so
paltry . The news I hear for the most part is not news
to my genius. It is the stalest repetition. These facts
appear to float in the atmosphere, insignificant as the
sporules of fungi, and impinge on mv thallus ; some
neglected surface of my mind affords a basis for
them, and hence a parasitic growth. We should wash
ourselves clean of such news. Methinks I should
hear with indifference if a trustworthy messenger were
to inform me that the sun drowned himself last
night.'
He is studying Lichens. An interesting symbiotic organism, which is worldwide and
which combines alga or cyanobacterium with a fungus. He means he brings in the
lichens on the logs that heat him inside his house. They are free. He likes that.

He is right, of course, human indifference toward natural events is a fact of life. They
never notice the dead animals they hit with their cars. They run over the dead raccoon,
skunk or deer, till it is a pancake. They don’t care. They have a right, they think, to go
60 or 70 miles an hour in a rubber wheeled metal box, fueled with the gas taken free
from ancient forests. The money from the refinement and sale of gas goes to billionaires
who have done little or nothing to earn what they make, none of the money goes to
replacing helping forests. The wealth of oil Billionaires is outrage against decency.
Ancient forest made the oil, not them.
When the flocks of 10’000 Mergansers appear in early November on Lake Erie few even
know they are there. There should be celebrations of them, a national holiday, when

they arrive. But people they are too busy and wrapped up in their games on TV or
computers, or talking on cell phones in their cars, which often blare loud music. Is any
of this news? Not to most, living lives of “quiet desperation” and totally unaware that
they could change it if they just would be more critical and change their leaders, who are
not leaders but exploiters. We have merely elected a con-man democracy, which is really
just a democracy of fictions and lies. Why are animals, rivers and forests not part of our
democracy, as Henry thought? They should be, as should trees and rivers, oceans and
lakes, the atmosphere itself.
J4 TMS 9, pg. 212. Dover March 7, 1852
References: Mar 7 '52 full moon [ snow & weeds] 212--White [tracks]-Track of [coasters] [7] 12 Sign of spring in the light 213 Stillness &c
[ ] thought 213
A version of this entry is in the NYPL, oddly. Why?

Highfield & Deep Cut full-9 Pm--Mar 7 52

March 18, 1852.
I am glad to hear that naked eyes are of any use,
for I cannot afford to buy a Munich telescope .
reference:
J4 TMS 9. Naked Eye valuable 5 no 9-234
This becomes one of the proofs of Henry’s abandonment of transcendentalism. Here he
is still doubting the uses of science, like Emerson does, but he does finally buy a
telescope on March 13th, 1854. He will argue against the use of the telescope on Jan. 21,
1853, below. This is the upcoming low point of the Moonlight book, the entry in the
Journal where he is most mistaken. But a little over a year later, he has given up his

absurd views and has bought a telescope. He observes, goes through some ideological
dissonance, and finally learns, and buys a telescope. The Moonlight books seems to be
partly about this kind of experiential learning. But we are not there yet.

March 28, 1852
Observed a singular circle round the moon to-night
between nine and ten, the moon being about half full,
or in its first quarter, and the sky pretty clear, - a very
bright and distinct circle about the moon,
and a second, larger circle, less distinct, extending to the east of thus,

cutting the former and having the moon on its circumference
or at least where its circumference would be.
The inner circle is very contracted and more distinct
on its eastern side, included within the larger, and it
appears to shed a luminous mist from all sides .'
J4 TMS 9 pg, 237 Dover March 28, 1852
? Circles about moon Snow [.] 28—237
Henry’s drawing looks exaggerated. I have seen photos of the moon which show the
moon off center somewhat, but not as much as Henry shows. He might have seen a
weird cloud event, with high cirrus clouds refracting the moonlight at an angle (22

degrees) and lower mist at the same time, both distorting the light of the moon, relative
to an observer. I don’t know what he saw exactly, just guessing.
March 31, 1852
What would the days, what would our life, be worth,
if some nights were not dark as pitch, - of darkness
tangible or that you can cut with a knife ? How else
could the light in the mind shine? How should we
be conscious of the light of reason? If it were not
for physical cold, how should we have discovered the
warmth of the affections ? I sometimes feel that I need
to sit in a far-away cave through a three weeks' storm,
cold and wet, to give a tone to my system. The spring
has its windy March to usher it in, with many- soaking
rains reaching into April. Methinks I would share
every creature's suffering for the sake of its experience
and joy . The song sparrow and the transient fox colored
sparrow, -have they brought me no message
this year? Do they go to lead heroic lives in Rupert's
Land ? They are so small, I think their destinies must
be large. Have I heard what this tiny passenger has
to say, while it flits thus from tree to tree? Is not
the coming of the fox-colored sparrow something more
earnest and significant than I have dreamed of ? Can
I forgive myself if I let it go to Rupert's Land before
I have appreciated it? God did not make this world
in jest ; no, nor in indifference. These migrating sparrows
all bear messages that concern my life. I do not
pluck the fruits in their season . I love the birds and
beasts because they are mythologically in earnest . I
see that the sparrow cheeps and flits and sings adequately
to the great design of the universe ; that man

does not communicate with it, understand its language,
because he is not at one with nature. I reproach myself
because I have regarded with indifference the
passage of the birds ; I have thought them no better
than I.
What philosopher can estimate the different values
of a waking thought and a dream ?
I hear late to-night the unspeakable rain, mingled
with rattling snow against the windows, preparing the
ground for spring .
I am not sure there is a relation between bird migration and human thoughts
about their own lives, any more than there is an astrological relation between a
human life and an imaginary constellations. Or for that matter, there is no
relation between a human destiny and the place of a planet in its orbit. One thing
is certain here, however, and that is that Ruperts land, which Henry mentions
above, was a fiction created by the British Government which gave a large part of
Native American Canada to a fictional company, the Hudson’s Bay Company, in
the 1600’s. Canada belonged to the Native Americans: it was not the Kings to
give. This early “corporation” ruled and exploited the Great Lakes up to the
Hudson Bay region unjustly for 200 years. How is Henry’s sparrow to return to
this unjustly imperial land that has been stolen even from the birds that have
lived there for hundreds of thousands of years?
As to dreams, few of them intrude on consciousness, and most can be entirely
discounted as an effect of the organization of the brain. Possibly, dreams are a
working out of daily concerns and problems. Darwin thought that religion is an
accidental effect of the organization of the brain, rather as dreams are. Waking
thought is done in relation to facts, tasks, conversations, studies, in addition to
problems posed by life. Dreams are largely a conflation of all of that. Freud
thought they were wish fulfillment, and that is true of some dreams not of others.

When he says “Methinks I would share every creature's suffering for the sake of
its experience and joy.” I totally understand what he says. But when he says “I
love the birds and beasts because they are mythologically in earnest . I
see that the sparrow cheeps and flits and sings adequately to the great design of
the universe.” His is completely unclear and I have no idea what he is talking
about. He is projecting his own beliefs on the animal. A Turkey is never
“mythologically in earnest” and Song Sparrows know nothing about the “great
design of the universe”. He has no idea and neither do I what the “great design of
the universe” might be. This passage raises more questions than it answers. But
it does so with Henry’s quick mind, and they are pregnant questions, even if
sometimes mistaken in their assumptions. I am not at all sure that someone
could tell in the 1850’s that their assumptions were mistaken. I probably have
many mistakes in my perceptions too, I just do not see them yet.
J4 TMS 10 pg 35 Dover, April 3 1852, pg 367-8

April 1. I852
Gilpin says well that the object of a light
mist is a "nearer distance."
Among winter plants, regarded as component parts
of the forest, he thinks the fern the most picturesque.
He says : "We are often at a loss to distinguish in
pictures, the rising from the setting sun; though their
characters are very different, both in the lights and
shadows . The ruddy lights indeed of the evening are
more easily distinguished : but it is not perhaps always
sufficiently observed, that the shadows of the evening
are much less opaque, than those of the morning."

Gilpin was an English artist who wrote books on seeing and painting. Henry was very
influenced by him, as he would be later by Ruskin. Of Gilpin he writes” Gilpin's is a book
in which first there is nothing to offend, and secondly something to attract and
please.”29
Reference: J4TMS 10. Pg. 11-12 Dover:April 1, 1852.

April 2, 1852
It appears to me that, to one standing on the heights
of philosophy, mankind and the works of man will
have sunk out of sight altogether; that man is altogether
too much insisted on. The poet says the proper
study of mankind is man. I say, study to forget all
that ; take wider views of the universe . That is the
egotism of the race. What is this our childish, gossiping,
social literature, mainly in the hands of the publishers?
When another poet [Wordsworth] says the world is too much
with us, he means, of course, that man is too much
with us. In the promulgated views of man, in institutions,
in the common sense, there is narrowness and
delusion . It is our weakness that so exaggerates the
virtues of philanthropy and charity and makes it the
highest human attribute. The world will sooner or
later tire of philanthropy and all religions based on it
mainly. They cannot long sustain my spirit . In order
29

See April 1, 1852, Journal.

to avoid delusions, I would fain let man go by and
behold a universe in which man is but as 'a grain of
sand’. I am sure that those of my thoughts which
consist, or are contemporaneous, with social personal
connections, however humane, are not the wisest and
widest, most universal . What is the village, city, State,
nation, aye the civilized world, that it should concern
a man so much? the thought of them affects me in
my wisest hours as I pass a woodchuck's hole. It
is a comfortable place to nestle, no doubt, and we have
friends, some sympathizing ones, it may be, and a
hearth, there; but I have only to get up at midnight,
aye to soar or wander a little in my thought by day,
to find them all slumbering. Look at our literature.
What a poor, puny, social thing, seeking sympathy!
The author troubles himself about his readers, would fain have one before he dies. He stands too near
his printer ; he corrects the proofs . Not satisfied with
defiling one another in this world, we would all go to
heaven together . To be a good man, that is, a good
neighbor in the widest sense, is but little more than to
be a good citizen. Mankind is a gigantic institution ;
it is a community to which most men belong. It is a
test I would apply to my companion, -can he forget
man ? can he see this world slumbering ?
I do not value any view of the universe into which
man and the institutions of man enter very largely and
absorb much of the attention . Man is but the place
where I stand, and the prospect hence is infinite. It
is not a chamber of mirrors which reflect me. When
I reflect, I find that there is other than me . Man is
a past phenomenon to philosophy. The universe is

larger than enough for man's abode. Some rarely go
outdoors, most are always at home at night, very few
indeed have stayed out all night once in their lives,
fewer still have gone behind the world of humanity,
seen its institutions like toadstools by the wayside.
No true and absolute account of things,-of the evening
and the morning and all the phenomena between
them, - but ever a petty reference to man, to society,
aye, often to Christianity . What are these things when
men are asleep . l come from the funeral of mankind to
attend to a natural phenomenon. The so much grander
significance of any fact - of sun and moon and stars
- when not referred to man and his needs but viewed
absolutely! Sounds that are wafted from over the confines
of time.

What he is doing here is beginning to see the world from outside the human point of
view, which is good. I don’t think he has entirely understood this yet. Here he defines,
somewhat vaguely, the “universal”. This really portentous entry suggests that Henry
himself has gone beyond humanity, and its institutions, largely through his study of the
night, stars and the moon. “l come from the funeral of mankind to
attend to a natural phenomenon”, he says. This almost reads like a science fiction
prophecy, or sorts. He is claiming to be the “last man” himself30, as it were, and to be
looking back at what we were and finding all that concerned us to be nothing, or “petty”.
When he states the reason for this supposed superiority, it comes down to his having
stayed up all night.
“Some rarely go outdoors, most are always at home at night, very few
indeed have stayed out all night once in their lives,
30

The Last Man is a novel by Mary Shelley, which takes the tale of a man who is the lone survivor of a ‘plague’ that
wipes everyone else out. There is also an interesting painting of this by John Martin.

fewer still have gone behind the world of humanity,
seen its institutions like toadstools by the wayside.”
This could be the trivial claims a madman, except it is true. Certainly it is a marginal
reason to abolish all of humanity merely because one walks in the Moonlight at night.
But he is bragging in a way, and over confident. But his claims happen to be true even if
they are excessive. Thoreau is attending to natural phenomena, he does see mushrooms
as more important than institutions, and he is right about that. He may be mistaken
about the gods and mythology, but he is right here. When one breaks down the
portentous sci-fi, or pseudo-prophetic style, actually he is just says that he has learned a
lot from moonlight, and seen the world that few have seen. He has gone beyond the
human institutions and religions, in fact. He will largely “transcend transcendentalism”,
but not yet, perhaps.

It says a lot about Henry’s own psychology to read this passage of April 2, 1852, and
compare it to Jan, 21, 1853. In the one he is over confident, and in the second,
excessively self-doubtful, to the point of wishing to undo all the work he has done.
A well balanced point of view would have Henry see himself in less extreme terms. This
would happen if he would just give up supernatural explanations. His claim to
‘universality’ only makes sense when he asserts the modest claims of his science, not the
grandiose claims of his religious self, nor the abject self-doubts that result from the
grandiose claims. Either extreme tends toward the absurd.
It is clear comparing the two entries that it is his rejection of institutions and embrace of
nature and science that makes him still relevant in our world. He is a maestro of plants,
a questioner of all human centered nonsense, and he is relevant because he is one of the
first and greatest of the anti-corporate biophiles, who cares about earth more than he

cares about the CEO’s and other self-centered, self-appointed ‘Masters of the Planet’, as
certain contemporary writers, like Ian Tattersall, call us, wrongly.31

April 3, 1852
Man's eye is so placed as to look straight forward
on a level best, or rather down than up. His eye demands
the sober colors of the earth for its daily diet.
He does not look up at a great angle but with an effort .
Many clouds go over without our noticing them, for
it would not profit us much to notice it, but few cattle
pass by in the street or the field without our knowing it.
The moon appears to be full to-night . About 8.30
P. m. I walked to the Clamshell Hill . It is very cold
and windy, and I miss my gloves, left at home. Colder
than the last moon. The sky is two-thirds covered
with great four or more sided downy clouds, drifting
from the north or northwest, with dark-blue partitions
between them. The moon, with a small brassy halo,
seems travelling ever through them toward the north .
The water is dull and dark, except close to the windward
shore, where there is a smooth strip a rod or
more in width protected from the wind, which reflects
a faint light. When the moon reaches a clear space,
the water is suddenly lit up quite across the meadows,
31

See Tattersall, Ian. Masters of the Planet. This was written before a real understanding was made

public about the mating of Neanderthal and humans was supplied by Svante Paabo. Tattersall relation
with Noam Chomsky makes him rather irrational about human origins, since the Chomskean theory is
rather confused on this subject.. For more on this see my essay on Chomsky’s ideas in Persistant
Fictions. The essay is called “Chomsky’s Cartesian Speciesism and the Failing of his Linguistics”

for half a mile in length and several rods in
width, while the woods beyond are thrown more into
the shade, or seen more in a mass and indistinctly,
than before . The ripples on the river, seen in the
moonlight, those between the sunken willow lines, have
this form : the arc of a circle, as if their
extremities were retarded by the friction of the banks.
I noticed this afternoon that the back below
Caesar’s, now partially flooded
higher than the neighboring meadow, so
that sometimes you can walk down on it a mile dryshod
with water on both sides of you. Like the banks
of the Mississippi . There always appears to be something
phosphorescent in moonlight reflected from water.
Venus is very bright now in the west, and Orion is there,
too, now. I came out mainly to see the light of the
Moon reflected from the meadowy flood . It is a pathway
of light, of sheeny ripples, extending across the
meadow toward the moon, consisting of a myriad little
bent: and broken moons. I hear one faint peep from a
bird on its roost. The clouds are travelling very fast
into the south . I would not have believed the heavens
could be cleared so soon . They consist of irregularly
were retarded margined, white whitish bars,
apparently converging, by the friction of
margined, wide whitish bars, apparently converging, rendezvousing,
toward one point far in the south horizon .
Like the columns of a host in the sky, each being conducted
by its own leader to one rendezvous in the southern
heavens. Such is the illusion, for we are deceived
when we look up at this concave sphere, as when we
look on a plane map representing the convex globe,

-not by Mercator's projection. 32But what a grand
incident of the night-though hardly a night passes
without many such-that, between the hours of nine
and ten, a battalion of downy clouds many miles in
length and several in width were observed sailing noiselessly
like a fleet from north to south over land and
water, town and cottage, at the height of half a dozen
miles above the earth! Over woods and over villages
they swept along, intercepting the light of the moon, and
yet perchance no man observed them. Now they are all
gone. The sky is left clear and cold and but thinly
peopled at this season . It is of a very light blue in all the
horizon, but darker in the zenith, darkest of all in the
crevice between two downy clouds. It is particularly
light in the western horizon . Who knows but light is
reflected from snow lying on the ground further inland?
The water, as I look at it in the north or northeast, is
a very dark blue, the moon being on my right ; afterwards,
crossing the railroad bridge, is a deep sea-green.
The evenings are now much shortened, suggesting that
ours is to be henceforth a daylight life.

J4 TMS 10 pg. 35-38. Dover April 3 1852
references:
Ap. 3d full 8 1/2 to Clam Shell 35 clouds--sheen on water 36 &
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Mercators Projection. This was the standard map I saw in classrooms when I was a kid. Antarctica and
Greenland was huge, , indeed, Greenland pictured as larger than Australia. when in fact Greenland is less
than a third the size of Australia. Henry is describing an illusion caused by perspective, whereby the
clouds seem to join up far away but actually do not..

Light reflected from inland snow. 37 Color of water--

May 3, 1852
Evening. --The moon is full. The air is filled with a
certain luminous, liquid, white light. You can see the
moonlight, as it were reflected from the atmosphere,
which some might mistake for a haze,- a glow of mellow
light, somewhat like the light I saw in the afternoon
sky some weeks ago ; as if the air were a very thin
but transparent liquid, not dry, as in winter, nor gross,
as in summer. It has depth, and not merely distance
(the sky) .
Going through the Depot Field, I hear the dream
frog at a distance. The little peeping frogs make a
background of sound in the horizon, which you do not
hear unless you attend . The former is a trembling
note, some higher, some lower, along the edge of the
earth, an all-pervading sound. Nearer, it is a blubbering
or rather bubbling sound. such as children,
who stand nearer to nature, can and do often make,--this
and many others, remembering the frog state. There
is no dew (I have observed none yet) . The dream
of the frog sounds best at a distance, -most dreamv.
The little peeper prefers a pool on the edge of a wood,
which mostly dries up at midsummer, whose shore is
covered with leaves and [where] twigs lie in the water, as
where choppers have worked. Theirs is a clear, sharp,
ear-piercing peep, not shrill, -sometimes a squeak

from one whose pipe is out of order, frequently a
quavering, curving ( ?) trill, as if of alarm ( ?) . The sound
of the dreamer frog does not fail, for one no sooner
ceases than another in a different part of the landscape
takes up the strain .
The sky is not so withdrawn, clear, tight, and cold as
last moon. It is quite comfortable, more than during
the day. No crickets are heard. The river in the west
looks blue, exactly like the sky reflecting it. Is not the
sky a lighter blue than in winter? The dogs bark. The
rocks have not been enough warmed by day to feel
decidedly warm at night.
At Hubbard's Bridge. The river still quite high.
The water is calm. I hear a stertorous sound from
some frog. This makes three frogs' notes that I hear.
There is the moon in the south, with one bright star
just beneath it, which, when the moon is in clouds, is
its representative. Looking from bridge to hill, above
is the moon, separated from attendant star by a bar of
white clouds, below which the star shines brightly in
a clearing ; beneath this, bars of white clouds to the
horizon . The hill and opposite woods ire dark with
fine effect .

The little peepers have much the greatest
apparatus for peeping of any frogs that I know. Frogs

are the birds of the night.
I go along the side of Fair Haven Hill. The clock
strikes distinctly, showing the wind is easterly. There
is a grand, rich, musical echo trembling on the air
long after the clock has ceased to strike, like a vast
organ, filling the air with a trembling music like a flower
of sound. Nature adopts it. Beautiful is sound. The
water is so calm the woods and single trees are doubled
by the reflection, and in this light you cannot divide
them as you walk along the river. See the spearers'
lights, one northeast, one southwest, toward Sudbury,
beyond Lee's Bridge,-scarlet-colored fires. From the
hill the river is a broad blue stream exactly the color
of [lie heavens which it reflects . Sit on the Cliff with
comfort, in greatcoat . All the tawny and russet earth
-for no green is seen on the ground at this hours ending
only this faint multitudinous sound (of frogs)
to heaven. The vast, wild earth. The first whip-or-will
startles me,. Hear three.
Summer is coming apace. Within three or four days
the birds have come so fast I can hardly keep the run
of them, -much faster than the flowers . I did not
watch for the very earliest, however.
My little peepers-when they slept, the pulsation in
their throats stopped . There was a wrinkled bag there.
They begin to peep in earnest. at or before sundown,
and they keep it up now at 10 p.m. But I rarely hear
any numbers in the morning, when they probably sleep.
Heard the dreaming frogs close at hand, in the pool
in the road by Hubbard's, a loud, liquid ringing, bubbling. One plainly answers another . Almost put my
hand on one while bubbling. There is more ring to it

close by, but on the whole it is not as poetic.
The salutations and commonplaces of all nations,
which sound to us formal often, are always adapted to
their circumstances, and grow out of their necessities .
The Tartar inquires, " Has the rain been abundant ?
Are your flocks in prosperity ? Have your mares been
fruitful ? " and the answer is, " All is at peace in our pastures."
Serene and Biblical, and no man's invention .
See the American Toad section at the end of this book. Peepers are very different
animals than the Toads. The image of the Spearers and their fire is dramatic and one of
Henry’s late attempt to organize this material had the Spearers and their fire as a theme.
From this text it appears that he interest in this theme was visual. He describes it very
much like a painter would paint it. Indeed, if this could be painted it might make a great
work/
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May 5, 1852
Evening. - To the Lee place rock .
Moon not up. The dream frog's is such a sound as

you can make with a quill on water, a bubbling sound.
Behind Dodd's. The spearers are out, their flame a
bright yellow, reflected in the calm water. Without
noise it is slowly carried along the shores . It reminds
me of the light which Columbus saw on approaching
the shores of the New World . There goes a shooting
star down towards the horizon, like a rocket, appearing
to describe a curve. The water sleeps with stars in its
bosom. I see another light in the far southwest. To
a stranger in the dark they would appear like lighthouses
on low points, lighting voyagers to our shores
This might be called the spearer's moon this year, if
it were of use to him . Hear a pout-like sound of frogs.
(The chickadee ' says now in morning, liar (long),
pe-e-e pe-e-e p-e-e-e, the last trill something like toll-alull
lull-a-lull .) The dream of the frogs is very indistinct
at a distance. Venus, the evening star, high in
the sky . The spearers' light reveals the forms of trees
and bushes near which it passes . When it is not seen,
it makes a pillar of reddish or rosy light on the twigs
above it. I see even the lamps of the village in the
water, the river is so high.
As I went up the Groton road, I saw a dim light
at a distance, where no house was, which appeared to
come from the earth. Could it be a traveller with a
lantern ? Could it be a will-o'-the-wisp ? (Who ever
saw one ? Are not they a piece of modern mythology?)
You wonder if you will ever reach it ; already it seems
to recede. Is it the reflection of the evening star in
water ? or what kind of phosphorescence ? But now I
smell the burning. I see the sparks go up in the dark .It is a heap of stumps half covered with earth, left to

smoulder and consume in the newly plowed meadow,
now burst forth into dull internal flames . Looks like
a gypsy encampment. I sit on the untouched end of a
stump, and warm me by it, and write by the light, the
moon not having risen . `'What a strange, Titanic thing
this Fire, this Vulcan, here at work in the night in this
log, far from men, dangerous to them, consuming earth,
gnawing at its vitals ! The heap glows within . Here
sits hungry Fire with the forest in his mouth. On the
one side is the solid wood; on the other, smoke and
sparks. Thus he works. The farmer designs to con
sume, to destroy, this wood, remains of trees. He gives
them to his dog or vulture Fire. They burn like spunk,
and I love the smell of the smoke. The frogs peep
and dream around. Within are fiery caverns, incrusted
with fire as a cave with saltpetre. No wonder at salamanders.
It suggests a creature that lives in it, generated
by it. The glass men are nearer the truth than
the men of science.
I hear Barrett's sawmill' running by night to improve
the high water. Then water is at work, another devourer
of wood. These two wild forces let loose against nature.
It is a hollow, galloping sound ; makes tearing
work, taming timber, in a rude Orphean fashion preparing
it for dwellings of men and musical instruments,
perchance. I can imagine the sawyer, with his lantern
and his bar in hand, standing by, amid the shadows
cast by his light. There is a sonorous vibration and
ring to it, as if from the nerves of the tortured log. Tearing
its entrails .
I go forward. The rabbit goes off from the wood-side
with a squeak and bounce. I hear him strike the ground

each time. He squeaks once like an alarmed bird. The
rocks are very slightly warm, perhaps because it is not
cold enough to-night, and it is a very little colder in the
hollows .
The moon is just rising (9 .30). She has not yet freed
herself from the clouds of earth and reached the clear
and serene heavens.
No nighthawks heard yet.
I stand by the bubbling frogs (dreamers at a distance) .
They are sometimes intermittent, with a quavering. I
hear between whiles a little bird-like conversation between
them. It is evidently their wooing.

A powerful passage. Full of drama and light in the darkness. In the midst of this drama
a perfect sentence: “The water sleeps with stars in its
bosom.”--How lovely this image of sleep and peace!
He speaks of the “dreaming frogs” again, not yet aware it is Toads he is hearing. The
“dreaming frog, Henry notes later, is in fact the American Toad. Few have heard their
mating songs, but they are long lovely songs, and Henry is right to call them
“dreaming”, as indeed the sound is very liquid and lyrical, a kind of love song in the
night, though they sing in the day too.. The mating songs usually can be heard with the
songs of Peepers and Chorus frogs in May or June, the 3 species have very different
sounds, the peepers a high pitched peep, the Chorus frog-- a finger run down the tines of
a comb like resonance, and the toad-- a kind of slightly modulating singing, varying in
pitch and continuous if there are many toads doing it, which is the common way.
It is perhaps surprising that he does not yet know that the “dreaming frog” is the Toad.
Robert Sattlemeyer says of the books Thoreau is recorded to have read that Henry did
not have access to many libraries. He praises Thoreau for his rather loose education in
natural history, since then an education at Harvard was an informal affair. Sattlemeyer

notes that “had Thoreau attended Harvard just about a decade later, after the arrival of
Agassiz and Asa Grey, his orientation to natural science might well have been much
more rigorous, methodical and professional.”(pg 11). But he also points out that all the
really good natural scientists then, including Darwin, were self-taught. By the 1850’s
Thoreau seems to have had some pretty good books on identification of birds and other
animals. I am not sure when he got a good herpetology, an ID book about Frogs, Toads
and Snakes, among other reptiles and amphibians. If we assume he did not yet have one,
then his insistence on calling the Toad a frog makes sense. He simply did not yet know.
Though he does understand what “peepers” are, which might suggest he did have an ID
book, or some kind, though how good it was, I do not know. He does figure it out in the
next month, where he writes on June 15, 1852 that he hears
A deafening sound from the toads, and
intermittingly from bullfrogs . What I have thought to
be frogs prove to be toads, sitting by thousands along
the shore and trilling short and loud, Given the dearth of good ID books then, I am certainly not faulting Henry for not
knowing the American Toad. But it is interesting to see what his challenges were, and
how good he was at figuring these things out, eventually. He was a great naturalist. He
makes discoveries like the Nighthawk only hunting at certain times of the twilight and
under the moon. Indeed, with birds, plants and animals he is still used as an authority
on botany, ornithology as well as time issues of leafing trees, snows, various censuses
and other subjects. But I do wonder why it took him so long. I suspect he really loved the
phrase “dreaming frog”, which he uses often, as indeed, it is apt. The sound of the
American Toad is, indeed, hypnotic. Once he makes the discovery that the Frog is
indeed a Toad, his language changes and he calls it the “Dreaming Toad”.
His poetic love of this phrase even leads him (see the next Journal entry) to call the
song of the Toad a “indistinct universal evening lullaby to creation”. This is going a bit
far, of course, as the Toads are singing as part of their mating ritual, not singing as an
abstract ‘hymn to creation”, which is a religious term used by Agassiz and others to try
to maintain a religious ideology soon brought into question. Henry at this point is still

somewhat under the influence of Emerson and Agassiz, he even had dinner with these
two men at Emerson’s house on March 20, 1857. What he supposes is a “indistinct
universal evening lullaby to creation”, is actually a mating song of the male Toad to
another Toad female who does not vocalize, to my knowledge. Or rather, it does not sing
as the male does. The call appears to be discernable to clan or kin, such that incest is
very uncommon among them. This suggests a kind of language. I include a study, done
in the Concord area, about this. 33
His understanding of science is confused by the fact of science being rather primitive
then. When he writes that “The glass men are nearer the truth than the men of science,”
is right in many ways. Glassblowers or makers, Ironsmiths, carpenters, even the
surveyors knew more real science than most of the academics, who were often wrong.
Science is much more the creation of mostly unknown and anonymous people who did
jobs that spurred on their inquiries, such as glass makers, Blacksmiths and potters.
Bruce Bonner takes up this point of view is he People’s History of Science, and proves it
I think.
I figured out the song of the American Toad myself in 1998 or so while studying a pond.
I did have a fairly decent ID book on reptiles and amphibians, but it was obvious who
was making that sound. It looks like it took Henry about a year to figure it out. This
shows that there has been real progress in supplying decent ID books to the public, and
thus that scientific education has come a long way since Henry’s time. Indeed, it seems
that a lot of his doubts about the science of the 1850’s comes down to there not being
much information yet, and therefore Henry should not be faulted for what he did not
know, as much as he should be praised for his science investigations for what he
eventually did come to know. His work is of great use as a botanist, as well as a global
scientist.
I am not sure why he evokes here the old alchemical superstition of salamanders being
born out of the fire. It is an ancient superstition, mentioned, mistakenly, as true by
Aristotle and later both augmented and made doubtful by Pliny. Maybe this myth arose
33

http://www.academia.edu/14057557/Kin_Recognition_and_Incest_Avoidance_in_Toads
One conclusion of this study is that “ We conclude that incest is exceedingly rare. Of 86 mated pairs
collected in the primary breeding population, members of only two had identical haplotypes”

because of the Red-spotted Eft, or other red salamanders, which do indeed look as red
as fire. But those are old tales, not true, mere analogies pushed too far. Henry often
pushes analogies too far. The Eft turns greenish ochre when it becomes a salamander.
But here he knows that the American Toad is what he was calling the “dreaming frog”.
And he experiences their intimate wooing, and that clearly amazes him. Life goes on in
just this way, things thought true turn out to be false, and one slowly gathers what is the
case, after many mistakes. The amazing thing in the Moonlight book is the honesty of
Henry’s mistakes. He learns.
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Caspar David Frederich
Man and Woman Contemplating the Moon, 1824
[Frederich did a number of these, one other with two men looking up at the moon, for
instance.]

May 8, 1852.
Sundown. --To Cliff's . (No moon.)

I am most impressed by the rapidity of the changes
within a week. Saw a load of rock maples on a car
from the countrv. 'I'heir buds have not yet started,
while ours are leaved out. They must have been brought
from the northern part of Vermont, where is winter
still. A tree, with all its roots, which has not felt the
influence of spring is a most startling evidence of winter,
-of the magic worked by the railroad . The young
sugar maples in our streets are now green with young
leaves . These trees from the north are whirled into
their midst from a region of ice and snow, with not
a bud yet started, at least a fortnight or three weeks
more backward, not fairly awaked from their winter's
sleep.
Children are digging dandelions by the roadside with
a pan and a case-knife. For the first time, this evening
I observe the twittering of swallows about the barns.
The sun has set in. the haze. Methinks I have heard
the snipe. Now hear the lark, the song sparrow, etc.
The peeper, is he not lord of sound? so tiny, yet heard
farther than a man! A cool but an agreeable wind.
(Going by Bear Garden.) The sounds of peeping frogs
(hylodes) ; dreaming toads are mingled into a sort
of indistinct universal evening lullaby to creation, while
the wind roars in the woods for a background or sea of
sound in which—on whose bosom---these others float.
The young birch leaves, very neatly plaited, small triangular
light-green leaves, yield an agreeable sweet
fragrance, just expanded and sticky, -sweet-scented as
innocence. The song sparrow and the robin sing early
and late. The night-warbler while it is yet pretty light.
It is that kind of mirage now in which the slope of the

hills appears not a position but a motion. The hills
ascend, the earth rocks. Do I not hear the Veery's
Yorick! The "whippoorwills" begin. When I heard
the first one the other night, feeling myself on the verge
of winter, I was startled as if I had heard a summer
sound in the midst of winter. I hear a catbird singing
within a rod among the alders, but it is too dark to see
him. Now he stops and half angrily, half anxiously and
inquisitively, inquires char-char, sounding like the caw
of a crow, not like a cat.
Venus is the evening star and the only star yet visible.
Starlight marks conveniently a stage in the evening,
i. e. when the first star can be seen. Does it not coincide
with the whip-poor-wills' beginning? I am struck
by the blackness of the small pines at this hour, two or
three feet high, on the plain below Fair Haven Hill. It
is already midnight behind or within them. Is there as
great a contrast in the summer, when the grass in this
field is more green ? Such trees are, as it were, nuclei
of the night. A strong but not cold southwest wind is
blowing against the rocks mercilessly, an aerial surf,
having been ordered to do so. The twilight seems long
this evening . Is it not made so by the haze ?
Hayden tells me that when he has been to water his
cattle some time since in the pool behind Iris house, the
little peepers have been so thick all together as to hinder
his cattle from drinking, - a hundred together . It was
when the weather was cooler . Was it not for warmth,
and when they were asleep in the morning?
Methinks the scent is a more primitive inquisition
than the eye, more oracular and trustworthy. When I

criticize my own writing, I go by the scent, as it were.
The scent reveals, of course, what is concealed from
the other senses . By it I detect earthiness.'
Again he is smelling more than seeing, moonlight or nighttime has less light to see by, so
one must rely on the other senses. Here is talking about the night without a moon, and
he sees the pines in particular as typical dark shapes in the landscape. He loved kids,
and would have been a great dad. He was a kind of dad to various kids, such as the
Emerson’s kids and the Alcott’s.
J5 TMS 11 F1 pg, 49. Dover May 8 pg 38
References: May 8 no moon 50--starlight time 5[1] blackness of small pines
scent primitive 51
HT vol. 11- 50 Cliffs no moon in eve May 8 52

23.
June 1, 1852 .
Evening. -To the Lee place, the moon
about full.
The sounds I hear by the bridge : the midsummer
frog (I think it is not the toad), the nighthawk, crickets,
the peetweet (it is early), the hum of dor-bugs, and the
whip-poor-will . The boys are corning home from fishing,
for the river is down at last. The moving clouds are
the drama of the moonlight nights, and never-failing
entertainment of nightly travellers . You can never foretell

the fate of the moon, -- whether she will prevail
over or be obscured by the clouds half an hour hence.
The traveller's sympathy with the moon makes the
drama of the shifting clouds interesting . The fate of
the moon will disappoint all expectations . Her own
light creates the shadows in the coming (advancing,,,)
clouds, and exaggerates her destiny .' I do not perceive
much warmth in the rocks.
Curious that he often sees the moon and clouds at night as fighting. I never have seen
things that way. The moon does make the clouds more noticeable, that is true. Again
why is this of such interest to him?
Reference:
HT vol. 11

Lee Farm full June lst 52

Dover, June 1, 1852 pg. 78

Moon-seed is a good name for a plant . I should know it.
Reference: J5 TMS 11 F2, pg 105

Dover June 11, 1852. Pg. 89-90

( resembles grape vine plant but is poisonous, MK note)

June 12, 1852
It is day, and we have more of that same light that
the moon sent us, but not reflected now, but shining
directly. The sun is a fuller moon . Who knows how
much lighter day there may be.

Reference: J5 TMS 11 F1, pg 109. Dover June 12, 1852 pg 94.

June 15, 1852 8 PM. On river.
No moon. A deafening sound from the toads, and
intermittingly from bullfrogs . What I have thought to
be frogs prove to be toads, sitting by thousands along
the shore and trilling short and loud, - not so long a
quaver as in the spring, - and I have not heard them
in those pools, now, indeed, mostly dried up, where I
heard them in the spring . (I do not know what to think
of my midsummer frog now .) The bullfrogs are very
loud, of various degrees of baseness and sonorousness,
answering each other across the river with two or three
grunting croaks. They are not nearly so numerous as
the toads.
It is candle-light . The fishes leap. The meadows
sparkle with the coppery light of fireflies . The evening
star, multiplied by undulating water, is like bright
sparks of fire continually ascending. The reflections
of the trees are grandly indistinct. There is a low
mist slightly enlarging the river, through which the
arches of the stone bridge are just visible, as a vision .
The mist is singularly bounded, collected here, while
there is none there; close up to the bridge on one side
and none on the other, depending apparently on currents
of air. A dew in the air it is, which in time will
wet you through. See stars reflected in the bottom of

our boat, it being a quarter full of water. There is a
low crescent of northern light and shooting stars from
time to time. (We go only from Channing's to the ash
above the railroad .) I paddle with a bough, the Nile
boatman's oar, which is rightly pliant, and you do not
labor much. Some dogs bay. A sultry night .
This supplies us with a picture of Henry and Channing rowing a partly water filled boat
in the moonlight. He often goes out with Channing who lived across the street from him
and where he kept his boat at his house, which was next to the river, the Sudbury.
This passage is a good example of the beauty of his writing and observational skills. It is
beautiful that he sees
“ stars reflected in the bottom of our boat, it being a quarter full of water.”
The image of stars in the boat is unique I think. But the earlier part of this entry takes
place during the day. He sees many plants and flowers that day. He sees Catch Fly, a red
flower and the white autumn Dandelion, as well as the Wintergreen or Pyrola, a kind of
mycro-heterotroph, like Indian Pipe. He sees other flowers and fruits too and many
birds: The Oven-bird, chewink(Towhee), pine Warbler , Thrasher, Swallows on tire wire,
Cuckoo, Phoebe, redeye Vireo, Robin, and Veery . He also talks about the formation of
male and female sides of streams, swimming and other things. The Journal is a very
expansive and thoughtful document that covers myriads of subjects on each page. It is
worth looking at just for this amazing variety.

J5 TMS 11 F1 pg 121. Dover, 1852 pg.June 15, pg 105
reference: 8 Pm No Moon [ ] night June 15—120
--toads--bull frogs--fire

flies--eve star in water—mist
On River no moon 8 Pm June 15 '52

Henry in his row boat on the Sudbury River, a tributary of the Concord River.34 This one, I think is the
most realistic work on Henry I was able to do. I thought of him immediately when I saw this river,,
which he called the Sudbury. Artwork and photo by Mark Koslow.

34

Henry thinks of his boating very much as Daubigny in his 25 ft. house boat, or Monet of his painting
excursions by boat: Henry writes:
Aug, 31. 1852 It is pleasant to embark on a voyage even if it is for a
short river excursion, the boat to be your home for the
day, especially if it is neat and dry. A sort of moving
studio it becomes, you can carry so many things with

Henry often rode in his boat during both day and night. I was charmed enough by the
beauty of the Sudbury river, not far from Fair Haven Hill and Henry’s yellow house to
take this photo. I added Henry riding in his boat there. Yes, he is faced backwards,
which happens sometimes! One normally faces the back of the boat, the aft or stern. But
I wanted to see his face. No moonlight but it is lovely, isn’t it? When I recorded this
image at the river, I imagined Henry rowing on it, like in the story of boy in this quote
from the Journal May 3, 1857. Maybe the boy is slightly out of view. I constructed the
boat from those who studied Henry’s writing closely and made a replica.

35

“I sympathize not today with those who go to church in newest clothes and sit
quietly in straight-backed pews. I sympathize rather with the boy who has none
to look after him, who borrows a boat and paddle and in common clothes sets out
you. It is almost as if you put oars out at your windows and moved your house along. A sailor, I see,
easily becomes attached to his vessel…. We
move now with a certain pomp and circumstance, with
planetary dignity. The pleasure of sailing is akin to
that which a planet feels… It seems a more complete
adventure than a walk….How much he knows of the wind, its strength and
direction, whose steed it is, — the sailor. With a good
gale he advances rapidly; ….
standstill. The very sounds made by moving the furniture
of my boat are agreeable, echoing so distinctly
and sweetly over the water; they give the sense of be
ing abroad. I find myself at home in new scenery. I
carry more of myself with me; I am more entirely
abroad, as when a man takes his children into the
fields with him. I carry so many me's with [me].
This large basket of melons, umbrella, flowers, ham
mer, etc., etc., all go with me to the end of the voyage
without being the least incumbrance, and preserve
their relative distances. Our capacity to carry our
furniture with us is so much increased. There is lit
tle danger of overloading the steed. We can go com
pletely equipped to fields a dozen miles off. The tent
and the chest can be taken as easily as not. We em
bark; we go aboard a boat; we sit or we stand. If
we sail, there is no exertion necessary. If we move in
the opposite direction, we nevertheless progress. And
if we row, we sit to an agreeable exercise, akin to fly
ing. A student, of course, if it were perfectly convenient,
would always move with his escritoire and his
library about him. If you have a cabin and can descend
into that,
35
https://today.uconn.edu/2017/03/woods-onto-river/

to explore these temporary vernal lakes. I meet such a boy paddling along under a
sunny bank, with bare feet and his pants rolled up above his knees, ready to leap
into the water at a moment's warning.”

June 13, 1852
Lambkill is out. I remember with what delight
I used to discover this flower in dewy mornings.
All things in this world must be seen with the morning
dew on them, must be seen with youthful, early-opened,
hopeful eyes.

June 13, 1852 pg, 96
Reference: Discover thyself
June 28, 1852
Now it is starlight ; perhaps that dark cloud in the
west has concealed the evening star before . Yet I hear
a chewink, veery, and wood thrush . Nighthawks and
whip-poor-wills, of course. A whip-poor-will whose
nest, perchance, I am near, on the side of the Cliff,
hovers in the dusky air about ten feet from me, now
on this side, then on that, on quivering wings, inspecting
me, showing the white on its wings. It holds itself
stationary for a minute. It is the first warm night for
a week, and I hear the toads by the river very numerous.
First there was sundown, then starlight . Starlight!
That would be a good way to mark the hour, if we
were precise. That is an epoch, when the last traces of
daylight have disappeared and the night (nox) has fairly
set in. Is not the moon a mediator? She is a light giver

that does not dazzle me….. From the cliffs you
looked off into vast depths of illumined air.
reference: Discover thyself-& moon mediator.
Walden--more than 1/2 June 28 '52

July 8, 1852
We held on to the abutments under the red bridge
to cool ourselves in the shade. No better place in hot
weather, the river rippling away beneath you and the
air rippling through beneath the abutments, if only
in sympathy with the river, while the planks afford a
shade, and you hear all the travel and the travellers' talk
without being seen or suspected . The bullfrog it is,
methinks, that makes the dumping sound. There is generally
a current of air circulating over water, always,
methinks, if the water runs swiftly, as if it put the air in
motion . There is quite a breeze here this sultry day.
Commend me to the sub-pontean, the under-bridge,
life.

June 9 1852
A child loves to strike on a tin pan or other ringing

vessel with a stick, because, its ears being fresh, sound,
attentive, and percipient, it detects the finest music in
the sound, at which all nature assists . Is not the very
cope of the heavens the sounding board of the infant
drummer? So clear and unprejudiced ears hear the
sweetest and most soul-stirring melody in tinkling cowbells
and the like (dogs baying the moon), not to be
referred to association, but intrinsic in the sound itself ;
those cheap and simple sounds which men despise because
their ears are dull and debauched. Ah, that I
were so much a child that I could unfailingly draw
music from a quart pot! Its little ears tingle with the
melody. To it there is music in sound alone.
reference: Music Cheap June 9 1852
Music in sound alone. Henry has a theory of music, present throughout his
writings. Children understand it, but not conventional adults. One could write a
small book on Henry’s theory of music. There is some truth in it, though one
could also say that there is sophisticated music and there are musicians who
really understand what they are doing, and it is amazing. Gaining such an
understanding is not easy, and it can take years. Bach had it, and so did
Beethoven and some Jazz musicians, or violinists like Paganini, Izsak Pearlman
Liela Josefowicz or Hilary Hahn.

June 16, 1852 Wednesday. 4.30 a. m. — A low fog on the
meadows, but not so much as last night, — a low incense

frosting them. The clouds scattered wisps in the sky,
like a squadron thrown into disorder at the approach of
the sun. The sun now gilds an eastern cloud a broad,
bright, coppery-golden edge, fiery bright, notwithstanding
which the protuberances of the cloud cast dark
shadows ray-like up into the day. The curled dock
(Rumex crispus) and the Malva, the cheese mallows.
A new season. The earth looks like a debauchee after
the sultry night. Birds sing at this hour as in the spring.
You hear that spitting, dumping frog and the bullfrogs
occasionally still, for the heat is scarcely less than the
last night. No toads now.
Paddle from the ash tree to the swimming-place.
The further shore is crowded with polygonums (leaves)
and pontederia leaves. There seems to have intervened
no night. The heat of the day is unabated. You perspire
before sunrise. The bullfrogs boom still. The
river appears covered with an almost imperceptible blue
film. The sun is not yet over the bank. What wealth
in a stagnant river! There is music in every sound in
the morning atmosphere. As I look up over the bay,
I see the reflections of the meadow woods and the
Hosmer hill at a distance, the tops of the trees cut off
by a slight ripple. Even the fine grasses on the near
bank are distinctly reflected. Owing to the reflections
of the distant woods and hills, you seem to be paddling
into a vast hollow country, doubly novel and interesting.
Thus the voyageur is lured onward to fresh pastures.
The melting heat begins as soon as the sun gets up.
My shoes are covered with the reddish seeds of
the grass, for I have been walking in the dew. I hear
a stake-driver, like a man at his pump, which sucks, —

fit sound for our sluggish river. What is the devil' s needle
about ? He hovers about a foot above the pads
on humming wings thus early, from time to time darting
one side as if in pursuit of some invisible prey.36
Most would suppose the stake-driver the sound of a
farmer at a distance at his pump, watering his cattle.
It oftener sounds like this than like a stake, but some
times exactly like a man driving a stake in the meadow.
Mistook a crow blackbird, on a dark-brown rock rising
out of the water, for a crow or a bittern, referring it to
a greater distance than the actual, by some mirage. It
had a boat tail, conspicuous when it flew. The bull
frogs lie on the very surface of the pads, showing their
great yellow throats, color of the yellow breeches of the
old school, and protuberant eyes. His whole back out,
revealing a vast expanse of belly. His eyes like ranunculus,
or yellow lily buds, winking from time to time
and showing his large dark-bordered tympanum.
Imperturbable-looking. His yellow throat swells up like a
small moon at a distance over the pads when he croaks.
The floating pondweed (Potamogeton nutans), with the
oblong oval leaf floating on the surface, now in bloom.
The yellow water ranunculus still yellows the river in
the middle, where shallow, in beds many rods long. It
is one of the capillary leaved plants. It is Bigelow’s spotted
Geranium (G. maculatum), or crane's-bill, that we have.
The fisherman offers you mackerel this sultry weather.
By and by the bidens (marigold) will stand in the
36

Devil’s needle is probably the colloquial name for a dragonfly.

river, as now the ranunculus. The summer's fervor
will have sunk into it. The spring yellows are faint,
cool, innocent as the saffron of the morning compared
with the blaze of noon. The autumnal, methinks, are
the fruit of the dog-days, heats of manhood or age, not
of youth. The former are pure, transparent, crystal
line, viz. [sic] the willow catkins and the early cinquefoils.
This ranunculus, too, standing two or three
inches above the water, is of a light yellow, especially
at a distance. This, I think, is the rule with respect to
spring flowers, though there are exceptions
P. M. Great Meadows. 4 o’clock
It has been quite breezy, even windy, this month. The new
foliage has rustled. Already leaves are eaten by in
sects. I see their excrement in the pa\h; even the pads
on the river have many holes in them. The Viola pedata
and the columbines last into June, but now they
are scarce. The Lysimachia thyrsiflora, tufted loose
strife, by the Depot Field Brook.
9 PM. Down Railroad
Heat lightning in the horizon. A sultry night. A
flute from some villager. How rare among men so fit
a thing as the sound of a flute at evening! Have not
the fireflies in the meadow relation to the stars above,
etincelant? [French---scintillating] When the darkness comes, we see stars
beneath. The sonorous sound of the bullfrog is heard,
a mile off in the river, the loudest sound this evening.
Ever and anon the sound of his trombone comes over
the meadows and fields, a-lulling all Concord to sleep.
Do not the stars, too, show their light for love, like the

fireflies ? There are northern lights, shooting high up
Even the botanist calls your fine new flower " a
troublesome weed—hound’s tongue.
Here he is concerned now not with dreaming frogs but with the bull frogs, which are
louder now. The stake driver is obscure to him yet, It is fascinating to see a mind like his
try to work out what it is. He imagines so many different things before he figures out it is
the Bittern. He is very interested in recording minute changes in the landscape, as he
will be for the rest of his life.
His question at the end “Do not the stars, too, show their light for love, like the
fireflies ?” is partly rhetorical, but I think he might mean it too. He was very idealistic
about love, to the point of it being one of his faults really. At least in part this was
probably Emerson’s fault, and the fact that he was clearly in love with Lydia Emerson,
Emerson’s wife. It seems to have been mutual. Lydia, Ralph called her Lydian, was
cared for with her three kids by Henry as Ralph went to Europe for 10 months to
promote his work. Henry seems to have had one of the best times in his life. Outside his
family, it was certainly one of his most intimate experiences, not evidently sexual, with a
woman.
However that may be, the notion of love having its origin in the stars is far-fetched. But
that said, one could make an argument that all life on earth and in the universe comes
from stars or suns. Certainly there would be no life on earth but for the sun. But does
love come from the sun?, one could made a case that it does, or that it is an attractive
force like gravity or magnetism. But that is stretching it a bit, ---a lot really. What is the
moon then, --- he is trying to answer that question too. Certainly, astrologers read too
much into the stars and planets, and part of Henry tends that way too, it being very
adolescent to take astrology seriously. In a way Henry did not grow up on some
subjects, love and sex being among them. But that scarcely matters. The northern lights
are indeed a fact, as is his new flower, Hound’s Tongue. The Journal is a place where he
speculates often rather wildly. His speculations are interesting, even if occasionally
mistaken, and raise many questions about life. That is his point I think.

Reference:
J5 TMS 11 F1 pg. 124 Dover June 16, 108
reference: Down RR 9 Pm June 1 6 no moon 124--heat lightning-flute--fireflies stars 124 bullfrogs far off
Down RR no moon June 16 '52. Recorded by HDT as Nov. 16, 52, but that makes no
sense.
May be a mistake by him. Only the last part of this reference is about nighttime. I
include the whole entry, partly because I thought it interesting, and also to give a flavor
of the surrounding Journal. It is an amazing book and can be read over many years. I
have been reading it off and on since 1993, though I started reading it more regularly in
2001, I think. There is nothing like it in literature, though, Van Gogh’s letters37,
Leonardo’s Notes, and Marianne Norths Recollections have many intersecting
similarities. No one has done a decent overview of the Thoreau Journal as yet, despite it
being one of the best books of the 1800s.. It would be great if someone did this. What
you are reading here is a modest part of the Journal, over a six year period. Henry wrote
many books, but by far his best is the Journal itself. It rewards much study, and shows a
great mind learning about nature. I am trying to show in this book just how many paths
and varieties of study Henry’s work suggests, from insects to frogs and birds, and
cartography to existence, threats to nature, slavery and Native American studies.

June 18, 1852
7 PM . --To Cliffs. No moon .
Methinks I saw and heard goldfinches . Pyrolas are
beginning to blossom. The four-heaved loosestrife .
The longest days in the year have now come. The sun
goes down now (this moment) behind Watatic, from
37

see the Van Gogh Museum, Letters. Follow the links to see the online edition. The 6 vol. book edition is one of
the best books I have ever read.
http://vangoghletters.org/vg/bookedition.html

the Cliffs . St. John's-wort is beginning to blossom ;
looks yellow .
I hear a man playing a clarinet far off. Apollo
tending the flocks of King Admetus . How cultivated,
how sweet and glorious, is music ! Men have brought
this art to great perfection, the art of modulating
Sound, by long practice since the world began . What
superiority over the rude harmony of savages ! There
is something glorious and flower-like in it. What a
contrast this evening melody with the occupations of
the day ! It is perhaps the most admirable accomplishment
of man.
He had always been concerned with music, and seems to have especially liked hearing it
in the woods. His notion of it is a very high one. This occurs very early in his work, as for
instance where he writes in the Journal in 1842.
Apollo and King Admetus. Here Henry is using a positive take on this myth, which he is
often very negative about. Strange he should compare himself to a god forced to work.
There is not a little vanity in that. Identifying himself with Apollo? But if it is true of
Henry it is true for everyone. Of course, it should be true for everyone. Why are the
middle class and the poor underpaid when they do most of the work and pay most of the
taxes? So, one can look at this positively too. Why should we work, while those CEOs
who make too much hardly do anything? Henry main question seems to be, what is this
life, that we must suffer to live it so? Social arrangements in the US clearly favor the
ultra-rich, who have money given to them. Often for nothing, often when they drive a
company into the ground. Apple corporation, for instance, a few years ago, was only
paying 6 % of its total profits to workers, most of the rest went to the overpaid
leadership. No wonder the Silicon Valley computer folks dislike democracy so much.
They are stealing from ordinary people and the government lets them do it. They also
exploit virtual slave labor in China and other countries. Clearly we need to redo the
payment of ordinary workers, who need much more say in how companies are run and

workers compensated. CEO should be considerably downsized. They do little and take
too much.
It is clear that Henry was a very hard worker, who made almost nothing at the job he
loved most, which was writing about Nature. He tries to make a virtue of not making
money, just as in the Moonlight book he makes a virtue of the night when people are
mostly all asleep. The moonlight book records him walking around Concord talking to
people who seem to him to be all about money. He despises this aspect of the American
psychology. Indeed, the Moonlight book is a protest against the money making realm of
the American mind. This is to his credit, but results in the book being largely ignored,
even abused perhaps. It is ironic that Allen seems to have destroyed the order of the very
book that would have most questioned his own abuse of it. He was interested in stealing
Thoreau to make money, but the book is partly about the joy or working without any
compensation. Anyone who claims to own the work of Thoreau is owning something
that condemns their ownership. Work for its own sake, like a mother helping her kids,
or Canada Geese parents babysitting the babies of other geese, this is the kind of work
Henry does best. This is the best kind of work there is, as Van Gogh knew, work without
ceasing on something which totally engages you. Henry wrote this document for free, I
work on repairing it as best I can for free. Everyone wins, no one is harmed. No one can
own what I am writing here either.

Elsewhere, Henry defines what he means by use of this myth as labor that is merely
about making money, and he dislikes that intensely: on Aug. 6, 1851 he writes:
"Ah, yes, even here in Concord horizon Apollo is at work for King Admetus! Who
is King Admetus? It is Business, with his four prime ministers Trade and
Commerce and Manufactures and Agriculture. And this is what makes mythology
true and interesting to us."
For him, myth is merely a metaphor for what goes on in the actual world. And then a few
days later on Sept. 21, 1851:

"As I go through the fields, endeavoring to recover my tone and sanity and to
perceive things truly and simply again, after having been perambulating the
bounds of the town all week, and dealing with the most commonplace and
worldly-minded men, and emphatically trivial things, I feel as I had committed
suicide in a sense. I am again forcibly struck with the truth of the fable of Apollo
serving King Admetus, its universal applicability. A fatal coarseness is the result
of mixing in the trivial affairs of men. Though I have been associating even with
the select men of this and the surrounding towns, I feel inexpressibly begrimed.
My Pegasus has lost his wings; he has turned a reptile and gone on his belly. Such
things are compatible only with a cheap and superficial life."

Henry loves music. This is obvious in these two quotes, one ten years before the other.
I’ve seen his lovely Flute in the Concord museum, the color of Ochre and Burnt Sienna,
or the oil paint by this name, and ochre, like the Fox Sparrow or the Red Fox’s fur at
sunset, or, as Henry describe it is his essay on “Walking”,
“till one day the sun shall shine more brightly than ever he has done, shall
perchance shine into our minds and hearts, and light up our whole lives with a
great awakening light, as warm and serene and golden as on a bankside in
autumn.”
How lovely is this, this “golden light on the bankside in autumn.”. Yes, one cannot but
hope that Henry is right and that we all might see sunlight this way, as indeed, his
description of it is very apt.

J5 TMS 11 F2 pg. 130 Dover June 18th, 1852. Pg 114
reference: Longer days. Sun behind Watatic June 18

June 20. 1852 7 PM
-To Hubbard Bathing-Place .
The blue-eyed grass is shut up. When does it open ?
Some blue flags are quite a red purple,- dark winecolor.
Identified the Iris prismatica, Boston iris, with
linear leaves and round stem.
The stake-driver is at it in his favorite meadow. I
followed the sound. At last I got within two rods, it
seeming always to recede and drawing you like a
will-o'-the-wisp further away into the meadows . When
thus near, I heard some lower sounds at the beginning,
much more like striking on a stump or a stake, a dry
hard sound ; and then followed the gurgling, pumping
notes, fit to come from a meadow. This was just within
the blueberry and (Pyrus arbutifolia-choke-berry) bushes,
and when the bird flew up alarmed, I went to the place,
but could see no water, which makes me doubt if water
is necessary to it in making the sound. Perhaps it
thrusts its bill so deep as to reach the water where it
is dry on the surface . It sounds the more like wood chopping
or pumping, because you seem to hear the
echo of the stroke or the reverse motion of the pump
handle. I hear them morning and evening . After the
warm weather has come, both morning and evening
you hear the bittern pumping in the fens. It does not

sound loud near at hand, and it is remarkable that it
should be heard so far. Perhaps it is pitched on a
favorable key . Is it not a call to its mate? Methinks
that in the resemblance of this note to rural sounds, to
sounds made by farmers, the protection, the security, of
the herd is designed . Minott says: " I call them belchersquelchers . They go slug-toot, slug-toot, slug-toot ."
Dry fields have now a reddish tinge from the seeds
of the grass.
Lying ,with my window open, these warm, even sultry
nights, I hear the sonorously musical trump of the
bullfrogs from time to time, from some distant shore of
the river, as if the world were given up to them. By
those villagers who live on the street they are never
seen and rarely heard by day, but in the quiet sultry
nights their notes ring from one end of the town to
another. It is as if you had waked up in the infernal regions
I do not know for a time in what world I am.
It affects my morals, and all questions take a new
aspect from this sound. At night bullfrogs lie on the
pads and answer to one another all over North America;
undoubtedly there is an incessant and uninterrupted
chain of sound, troomp, troomp, troomp, from the
Atlantic to the Pacific (vide if they reach so far west),
further than Britain's morning gun . It is the snoring
music of nature at night. When you wake thus at
midnight and hear this sonorous trump from far in the
horizon, you need not go to Dante for an idea of the
infernal regions . It requires the night air, this sound.
How allied to a pad in place, in color,--for his greenish
back is the leaf and his yellow throat the flower, - even
in form, with his sesquipedality of belly! (And other,

white-bellied frogs are white lilies .) Through the summer
he lies on the pads, or with his head out, and in
the winter buries himself at their roots ( ? ) . The bullpaddock!
His eyes like the buds of the Nuphar Kalmiana.
[eyes like Yellow flower of the Lily Pads]
Methinks his skin would stand water without
shrinking forever . Gloves made of it for rainy weather,
for trout-fishers!! Frogs appear slow to make up their
minds, but then they act precipitately . As long as they
are here, they are here, and express no intention of
removing ; but the idea of removing fills them instantaneously,
as nature, abhorring, fills a vacuum. Now
they are fixed and imperturbable like the Sphinx, and
now they go off with short, squatty leaps over the
spatter-dock, on the irruption of the least idea.
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His effort to figure out what the stake driver is really the same problem he had with the
Dreaming Frogs. The American Bittern, which is the bird Henry is talking about here, is
rare. It’s mating song, if a song it is, does sound like someone driving a stake with a
hammer or mallet. Or a water pump. I begin to see what Henry is doing here, He is
trying to figure out the world he lives in. I was not criticizing him about the dreaming
frog, it was clear was trying to learn what it was. It is clear he tries to use his imagination
to figure out what he is seeing. The main thing is he does eventually understand what he
is looking at and hearing, and sometimes the imagination gets in his way, sometimes it
helps him. The ‘stake driver’ is a French name for the Bittern and he does soon figure
out what bird it is, just as he figured out the “dreaming frog” and later the Night
Warbler, which turns out to be the White Throated Sparrow. These examples show
Henry’s patience in using identification and science as a means of understanding nature.
This figuring out of what is obscure is a major part of the Moonlight book, which figures.
Some people have said that the Moonlight book is merely descriptions of the night. This
is a falsehood, and is certainly not the case. It is that too, but there is so much else.

June 21, 1852
Monday. 7 PM -To Cliffs via Hubbard
Bathing-Place
Cherry-bird [Cedar Waxwing]: I leave not seen, though I think I have
heard them before,--their fine seringo [ Savannah Spaorrow] note, like a
vibrating sprung in the air. 'they are a handsome bird,
with their crest and chestnut breasts . There is no keeping
the run of their goings and comings, but they will
he ready for the cherries when they shall be ripe.
The adder's-tongue smells exactly like a
snake. How singular that in nature, too, beauty and
offensiveness should be thus combined! In flowers, as
well as men, we demand a beauty pure and fragrant,
which perfumes the air. The flower which is showy
but has no, or an offensive, odor expresses the character
of too many mortals .
The swamp-pink bushes have many whitish spongy
excrescences . Elder is blossoming ; flowers opening now
where black berries will be by and by . Panicled andromeda,
or privet andromeda.
Nature has looked uncommonly bare and dry to me
for a day or two. With our senses applied to the surrounding
world we are reading our own physical and
corresponding moral revolutions . Nature was so shallow
all at once I did not know what had attracted me
all my life. I was therefore encouraged when, going
through a field this evening, I was unexpectedly struck
with the beauty of an apple tree . The perception of
beauty is a moral test.

When, in bathing, I rush,
clamshells cut my feet.
It is dusky now . Men are fishing on
Bridge. I hear the veery and the huckleberry-bird [ Field Sparrow]
and the third. It is a cool evening, past 8 o'clock . I
hastily into the river the Corner
see the tephrosia out through the dusk ; a handsome flower .
What rich crops this dry hillside has yielded ! First
I saw the Viola pedata [Bird’s foot Violet]here,
and then the lupines and the snapdragon covered it ;
and now the lupines are
done and their pods are left, [Lupine in the east is taller
and more of a blue spike than the western bush, which is often yellow]
the tephrosia
[ one of the many wild peas?] has taken
their place. This small dry hillside is thus a nature’s
garden. I omit other flowers which grow here, and
name only those which to some extent cover it or possess
it. No eighth of an acre in a cultivated garden
would be better clothed, or with a more pleasing variety,
from month to month, and while one flower is
in bloom you little suspect that which is to succeed and
perchance eclipse it. It is a warmly placed dry hillside
beneath a wall, very thinly clad with grass. Such spots
there are in nature, natural flower gardens. Of this
succession I hardly know which to admire the most. It
would be pleasant to write the history of one hillside
for one year. First and last you have the colors of the
rainbow and more, and the various fragrances, which
it has not . Blackberries, roses, and dogsbane also are
now in bloom here.
I hear neither toads nor bullfrogs at present ; they

want a warmer night. I hear the sound of distant
thunder, though no cloud is obvious, muttering tike the
roar of artillery . That is a phenomenon of this season.
As you walk at evening, you see the light of the flashes
in the horizon and hear the muttering of distant thunder,
where some village is being refreshed with the rain
denied to Concord. We say that showers avoid it, that
they go down the river, i. e. go off down the Merrimack.
or keep to the south. Thunder and lightning are remarkable
accompaniments to our life, as if to remind
us that there always is or should be a kind of battle
waging. The thunder is signal guns to us.

It seems that Concord is having a drought season now. Yet Henry is seeing a lot of
flowers. He is an amazing Botanist, one of the best in the 19th century. He has an eye
and a nose for trees, plants and their flowers and fruit. Notice he says
“It would be pleasant to write the history of one hillside
for one year.” He said much the same when he started the Moonlight project. This
tendency in him will become his Kalendar, with most of his interests combined. Thus
the Moonlight project is not really ended, it is made part of a much larger effort. This is
a great mind at work, trying to multiply his interests and including what he was
interested in before into a larger project.
The other artists who is a lot like Henry, besides Leon Bonvin, is Marianne North. She
is also a great 19th century botanist and naturalist. It is illuminating to compare them.
She knew Darwin and he thanked her for her beautiful and lovely pictures of nature,
particularly, those from Australia, which she showed him at Down House, where he
lived in England. Like Henry, she is a Darwinist, and was deeply interested in him. Her
work, like Henry’s, is a celebration of the facts and beings of nature. He is local whereas
she was a world traveler. Here is one of her many works most of which are now housed
in a special museum on the grounds of Kew Gardens in London.

Marianne North, Moonlight Moonlight View from the Istana, Sarawak, Borneo. Kew
Gardens

She travelled all over the world in her later years . One can compare her to Henry
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as

North wrote a book based on her Journals, which is a 3 vol, autobiography. It can be
compared to Henry’s Journal. She is one of the great artists of the 1800’s, and the first
wholly Darwinian painter. A world traveller at a time that few managed to do that, she
continues to Darwinian tradition, which Henry is part of too. Some of her
autobiographical work can be seen or read in a Vision of Eden,. See for instance her
Blue Puya, a maestro painting of a rare human sized bromeliad that grows in the
Chilean Mountains.
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See my essay on Marianne North and her work here:
https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/marianne-north-pdf2.pdf

Puya Flowers, Chile
Many of the plants North painted have since become very rare or disappeared. William
Hooker, also friend of Darwin, said that many rare plants would succumb to ‘the axe and
the forest fire, the plough and the flock’. This is true, Many of them have been wiped out
or harmed by human excess and greed. Henry knew this would happen too. He fought
against it, as did North. Anyone interested in Thoreau should read Marianne North
autobiography, Recollections.

Night Lily

Moonlight reflected Turtle Pool, Seychelles. Kew. Marianne North

Before I wrote this book on Henry I did an appreciation fo Marianne North’s work which
can be seen here:
https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.wordpress.com/

June 22. 1852
8 PM. - Up the Union Turnpike.
We have had a succession of thunder-showers today
and at sunset a rainbow. How moral the world is
made! This bow is not utilitarian . Methinks men are
great in proportion as they are moral . After the rain
He sets his bow in the heavens! The world is not destitute
of beauty. Ask of the skeptic who inquires, Cui
bono ? why the rainbow was made. While men cultivate
flowers below, God cultivates flowers above ; he
takes charge of the parterres in the heavens. Is not
the rainbow a faint vision of god's face? How glorious
should be the life of man passed under this arch! What
more remarkable phenomenon than a rainbow, yet how
little it is remarked!
Near the river thus late, I hear the peettiweet, with
white-barred wings. The scent of the balm-of-Gilead
leaves fills the road after the rain. There are the amber
skies of evening, the colored skies of both morning and
evening! Nature adorns these seasons . Unquestionable
truth is sweet, though it were the announcement of our.
dissolution
More thunder-showers threaten, and I still can trace
those that are gone by. The fireflies in the meadows

are very numerous, as if they had replenished their lights
from the lightning . The far-retreated thunder-clouds
low in the southeast horizon and in the north, emitting
low flashes which reveal their forms, appear to lift their
wings like fireflies ; or it is a steady glare like the glowworm.
Wherever they go, they make a meadow . I hear
no toads this cool evening .

Returning again to the Emersonian roots. Henry writes: “Methinks men are
great in proportion as they are moral .” Pure Emerson, not Henry, really.

June 25, 1852
8.30 PM . -To Conantum.
Moon half full . Fields dusky; the evening
one other bright one near the moon. It is a
pretty still night. Methinks I am less thoughtful than
I was last year at this time. The flute I now hear from
the Depot Field does not find such caverns to echo and
resound in in my mind, -no such answering depths.
Our minds should echo at least as many times as a
Mammoth Cave to every musical sound. It should
awaken reflections in us. I hear not many crickets .
Some children calling their kitten home by some endearing
name. Now his day's work is done, the laborer
plays his flute,-only possible at this hour. Contrasted
with his work, what an accomplishment! Some drink
and gamble. He plays some well-known march. But
the music is not in the tune ; it is in the sound. It does

not proceed from the trading nor political world. He
practices this ancient art. There are light, vaporous
clouds overhead ; dark, fuscous ones in the north. The
trees are turned black. As candles are lit on earth, stars
are lit in the heavens. I hear the bullfrog's trump from
afar.
Now I turn down the Corner road . At this quiet
hour the evening wind is heard to moan in the hollows
of your face, mysterious, spirit-like, conversing with
you. It. can be heard now only. The whip-poor-will
sings . I hear a laborer going home, coarsely singing to
himself. Though he has scarcely had a thought all day,
killing weeds, at this hour he sings or talks to himself .
His humble, earthy contentment gets expression. It is
kindred in its origin with the notes or music of many
creatures . A more fit and natural expression of his
mood, this humming, than conversation is wont to be .
The fireflies appear to be flying, though they may be
stationary on the grass stems, for their perch and the
nearness of the ground are obscured by the darkness,
and now you see one here and then another there, as
if it were one in motion. Their light is singularly
bright and glowing to proceed from a living creature.
Nature loves variety in all things, and so she adds
glow-worms to fireflies, though I have not noticed any
this year. The great story of the night is the moon's
adventures with the clouds. What innumerable encounters
she has had with them! When I enter on the
moonlit causeway, where the light is reflected from the
glistening alder leaves, and their deep, dark, liquid
shade beneath strictly bounds the firm damp road and
narrows it, it seems like autumn. The rows of willows

completely fence the way and appear to converge in
perspective, as I had not noticed by day. The 'bullfrogs
are of various tones. Some horse in a distant pasture
whinnies; dogs bark ; there is that dull, dumping sound
of frogs, as if a bubble containing the lifeless sultry air
of day burst on the surface, a belching sound. When
two or more bullfrogs trump together, it is a ten-pound ten
note. In Conant's meadow I hear the gurgling of
unwearied water, the trill of a toad, and go through
the cool, primordial liquid air that has settled there.
As I sit on the great door-step, the loose clapboards on
the old house rattle in the wind weirdly, and I seem to
hear some wild mice running about on the floor, and
sometimes a loud crack from some weary timber trying
to change its position .
On Conantum-top, all white objects like stones are
observed, and dark masses of foliage, at a distance even .
How distant is day and its associations! The light, dry
cladonia lichens on the brows of hills reflect the moonlight
well, looking like rocks. The night wind comes
cold and whispering, murmuring weirdly from distant
mountain-tops . No need to climb the Andes or Himalayas,
for brows of lowest hills are highest mountain-tops
in cool moonlight nights . Is it a cuckoo's chuckling
note I heard ? Occasionally there is something enormous
and monstrous in the size and distance of objects .
A rock, is it' or an elephant asleep ? Are these trees
on an upland or a lowland ? Or do they skirt the brink
of a sea-beach? When I get there, shall I look off over
the sea?

Moonlight, Gloucester Harbor
By Mary Blood Mellen, 1870s
She studied with Fitz Hugh Lane. She as a Luminist.

The whiteweed is the only obvious flower . I
see the tops of the rye wave, and grain-fields are more
interesting than by day. The water is dull-colored,
hardly more bright than a rye-field . There is dew only
in the low grounds. What were the firefly's light, if it
were not for darkness ? The one implies the other.
You may not suspect that the milk of the cocoanut
which is imported from the other side of the world is
mixed . So pure do some truths come to us, I trust.
What a mean and wretched creature is man! By and
by some Dr. Morton may be filling your cranium with
white mustard seed to learn its internal capacity . Of
all ways invented to come at a knowledge of a living

roan, this seems to me the worst, as it is the most belated.
You would learn more by once paring the toenails
of the living subject . There is nothing out of
which the spirit has more completely departed, and in
which it has left fewer significant traces.

He notices that the moonlight plays tricks with the eyes, a rock might be “an elephant
asleep” as earlier he saw megatheriums in the sticks on a fence. The Moonlight does
exaggerate the size of things and this can be frightening, as I myself have learned.
Probably a lot of superstitions about the moon come from this mistaken fear. The night
and its amazements seduce him, unlike poor Dr. Morton, who he does not care about.
He notices the moonlight on the rye waving in the night breezes. Not at all like the
daytime. He uses the word “spirit” when he really means intelligence and sympathy.
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June 26. I have not put darkness, duskiness, enough
into my night and moonlight walks. Every sentence
should contain some twilight or night. At least the light
in it should be the yellow or creamy light of the moon
or the fine beams of stars, and not the white light of
day. The peculiar dusky serenity of the sentences must
not allow the reader to forget that it is evening or night,
without my saying that it is dark. Otherwise he will,
of course, presume a daylight atmosphere.

Again he is thinking about how to write differently than he has before. How hard he is
thinking about how to write about the Moon and nighttime! He does not always succeed,
but often he does, and it is a wonderful thing, which to my knowledge no one has ever
done before, or after.
J5 TMS 11 F2 pg. 174 Dover June 26, 1852
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July 26, 1852
By my intimacy with nature I find myself
withdrawn from man . My interest in the sun and the
moonlight in the morning and the evening, compels me to
solitude .
The grandest picture in the world is the sunset sky
Is your higher moods what man there is to meet?
You are of necessity isolated. The mind that perceives
clearly any natural beauty is in that instant withdrawn
from human society. My desire for society is infinitely

increased ; my fitness for any actual society is diminished…..
Perhaps the sunset glows are sudden in proportion
as the edges of the clouds are abrupt, when the sun
finally reaches such a point that his rays can be reflected
from them.
At 10 PM. I see high columns of fog, formed in the
lowlands and lit by the moon, preparing to charge this
higher ground. It is as if the sky reached the solid
ground there, for they shut out the woods.

Moonlight inclines him to solitude. Nature inclines him to solitude. This is more a
comment on the world of men then a comment on nature. Nature inclined me to want
children. In any case, Henry is looking at sunsets as a phenomena of nature, not as a
mythological motif. In this he is like Frederick Church, the great painter of sunsets.

Frederick Church, 1865 Sunset, Jamaica
Frederick Church, after Marianne North and Leon Bonvin, is the artist most like Henry.
Henry uses words as they use paint. The reason Bonvin is more like Henry is he also did
a lot of very intimate scenes of plants and small birds. Henry writes about small things
all the time. Church tends to be very grand and sublimist, more like Emerson. But this
work is amazingly specific and unusual in its fidelity to natural fact. It is very beautiful.
Not only are the darks and lights and mid-tones on the hill profoundly satisfying, but
the rainy clarity of the distance does and does not make sense in a way that drives it far
back into the painting as well as bringing it forward into our minds. An amazing work of
space and light, sea, land and sky. It shows too how good painting can be, much more
accurate than photographs.

references: Why sunset glows sudden

June 28, 1852 Evening. 7 P.M .
Moon more than half.
There are meteorologists, but who keeps a record of
the fairer sunsets. While men are recording the direction
of the wind, they neglect to record the beauty of
the sunset or the rainbow. The sun not yet set. The
bobolink sings descending to the meadow
as I go along -~ the railroad to the pond.
The seringo-bird [Savannah Saprrow] and the common song sparrow, and the swallows twitter. The plaintive strain of the
lark, conning up from the meadow, is perfectly adapted
to the hour. When I get nearer the wood, the veery is
heard, and the oven-bird, or whet-saw, sounds hollowly
from within the recesses of the wood.' The clouds in
the west are edged with fiery red . A few robins faintly
sing. 'The Huckleberrv-bird [Field Sparrow] is in the more open fields in the
woods. The thrasher? The sun is down. The nighthawks
are squeaking in the somewhat dusky air and
occasionally making the ripping sound ; the chewinks [Rufous sided Towhee]
sound ; the bullfrogs begin, and the toads ; also tree-toads
more numerously.
Walden imparts to the body of the bather a remarkably
chalky-white appearance, whiter than natural,
tinged with blue, which, combined with its magnifying
anti distorting; influence, produces a monstrous and ogrelike
effect, proving, nevertheless, the purity of the water.
The river water, on the other hand, imparts to the
bather a yellowish tinge.

Joaquin Corolla painted bodies in water quite a lot, as did the Danish painter Peder
Kroyer. Henry’s perceptions about the appearance of human bodies in water are borne
out by the work of these two men. Sorolla even painted images of boys with polio and
other leg problems swimming. This appears to be a study for that work, called “Sad
Inheritance”. There was an epidemic of polio in Valencia in the late 19th century. These
boys playing in the surf, even though they can hardly walk, is an image of great
compassion, very much like Henry, who I am sure would have liked this.
There is a very low mist on the water close to the
shore, a few inches high. The moon is brass or golden
now, and the air more dusky ; yet I hear the pea-wai [pee-wee?]
and the wood thrush, and now a whip-poor-will before
I have seen a star. The walker in the woods at this hour
takes note of the different veins of air through which he
passes, -the fresher and cooler in the hollows, laden
with the condensed fragrance of plants, as it were distilled
in dews ; and yet the warmer veins in a cool

evening like this do not fail to be agreeable, though in
then the air is comparatively lifeless or exhausted of
its vitality. It circulates about from pillar to post, from
wood-side to side-hill, like a dog that has lost its master,
now the sun is gone .
Now it is starlight ; perhaps that dark cloud in the
NW the cloud in the west has concealed the evening star before
Yet I hear a chewink, veery, and wood thrush . Nighthawks and
whip-poor-wills, of course. A whip-poor-will whose
nest, perchance, I am near, on the side of the Cliff,
hovers in the dusky air about ten feet from me, now
on this side, then on that, on quivering wings, inspecting
me, showing the white on its wings. It holds itself
stationary for a minute. It is the first warm night for
a week, and I hear the toads by the river very numerous.
First there was sundown, then starlight . Starlight!
That would be a good way to mark the hour, if we
were precise. That is an epoch, when the last traces of
daylight have disappeared and the night (nox) has fairly
set in. Is not the moon a mediator? She is a lightgiver
that does not dazzle me.

Albert Bierstadt,
This is grand. But it evokes a little of what Henry thought too. Kataadn is actually bigger
than the mountain Beirstadt shows here.
I have camped out all night on the tops of four mountains,
Wachusett, Saddle-back, Ktaadn, and Monadnock,and I usually took a ramble over the summit
at midnight by moonlight . I remember the moaning
of the wind on the rocks, and that you seemed much
nearer to the moon than on the plains . The light is
then in harmony with the scenery . Of what use the
sunlight to the mountain-summits ? From the cliffs you
looked off into vast depths of illumined air.
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June 30. 1852
Nature must be viewed humanly to be
viewed at all ; that is, her scenes must be associated
with humane affections, such as are associated with
one's native place, for instance . She is most significant
to a lover. A lover of Nature is preeminently a lover
of man. If I have no friend, what is Nature to me?
She ceases to be morally significant.
Is this Henry feeling sorry for himself about Emerson? I am not sure but it might be.
Henry felt he had to be secretive about his relation with RWE, and often refers to him as
the Friend. He may be doing that now and then during future periods. He does not yet
realize that Emerson’s “moral” view of nature is not accurate. His own less moralistic
view is more accurate as he gets older.
What he says here is certainly not true and is the basis of human centeredness. Why

does he go back and forth on this? He will know it later, at least somewhat. We learn
that Henry is a very imperfect man, capable of being mistaken, who is learning all the
time, just like us. Henry images that without the Friend Nature “ceases to be morally
significant.” This is absurd of course, but such is Henry’s tendency to mythologize
Emerson, who was clearly the more unfair and dominant one in the relationship.. There
are many such eulogies for Emerson in the Journal, and one tends to read over them as
one of the most uninteresting parts of the Journal. Emerson did not deserve this love.
He rarely returns it. It was too much a one sided relation.

7.30 PM. -To stone bridge over Assabet.
Moon nearly full ; rose a little before sunset .
Cat-mint (Nepeta cataria) in bloom . The lower
shoots of the Andromeda calyculata are now six inches
long, the upper from two to four.' The fruit is on the
extremities of last year's shoots in the midst of the persistent
small leaves . The shrub oak acorns are as big
as pas ; principally cup .
The moon appears full . At first a mere white cloud.
As soon as the sun sets, begins to grow brassy or obscure
golden in the gross atmosphere. It is starlight
about half an hour after sunset tonight the first
stars appear. The moon is now brighter, but not so
yellowish . Ten or fifteen minutes after, the fireflies are
observed, at first about the willows on the Causeway,
where the evening is further advanced. Sparrows
quite generally, and occasionally a robin sings. (I
heard a bobolink this afternoon .) The creak of the
crickets is more universal and loud, and becomes a
distinct sound. The oily surface of the river in which
the moon is reflected looks most attractive at this hour.
I see the bright curves made by the water-bugs in the

moonlight, and a muskrat crossing the river, now at
9 o'clock . Finally the last traces of day disappear,
about 9.30 o'clock, and the night fairly sets in. The
color of the moon is more silvery than golden,
or a slight admixture of golden, a sort of burnished cloud.
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July 4, 1852 . Sunday. 3 am . -To Conantum, to see the
lilies open.
I hear an occasional crowing of cocks in distant
barns, as has been their habit for how many thousand
years. It was so when I was young ; and it will be so
when I am old . I hear the croak of a tree-toad as I
am crossing the yard . I am surprised to find the dawn

so far advanced. There is a yellowish segment of light
in the east, paling a star and adding sensibly to the
light of the waning and now declining moon. There is
very little dew on the uplands. I hear a little twittering
and some clear singing from the seringo and the song
sparrow as I go along the back road, and now and
then the note of a bullfrog from the river. The light in
the east has acquired a reddish tinge near the horizon.
Small wisps of cloud are already fuscous and
dark, seen against the light, as in the west at evening .
It being Sunday, morning, I hear no early stirring farmer
driving over a bridge . The crickets are not remarkably
loud at this season . The sound of a whip-poor-will is
wafted from the woods. Now, on the Corner road, the
hedges are alive with twittering sparrows, a bluebird or
two, etc. The daylight now balances the moonlight.
How short the nights! The last traces of day have not
disappeared much before 10 o'clock, or perchance 9 .30,
and before 3 am . you see them again in the east, -probably 2.30,- leaving about five hours of solid
night, the sun so soon coming round again . The robins
sing, but not so loud and long as in the spring . I have
not been awakened by them latterly in the mornings.
Is it my fault? Ah! those mornings when you are
awakened in the dawn by the singing, the matins, of
the birds! I hear the dumping sound of frogs now on
the causeway . Some small clouds in the east are reddish
fuscous . There is no fog on the river nor in the
meadows. The kingbird twitters (?) on the black willows.
'Methinks I saw the not yet extinguished lights
of one or two fireflies in the darker ruts in the grass, in
Conant's meadow. The moon yields to the sun. She

pales even in the presence of his dawn. It is chiefly the
spring birds that I hear at this hour, and in each dawn
the spring is thus revived . The notes of the sparrows
and the bluebirds and the robin have a prominence
which they have not have not by day.
The light is more and more general, and some low
bars begin to look bluish as well as reddish . (Elsewhere
the sky wholly clear of clouds .) The dawn is at
this stage far lighter than the brightest moonlight. I write by it.
Yet the sun will not rise for some time. Those
bars are reddening more above one spot. They grow
purplish, or lilac rather . White and whiter grows the
light in the eastern sky. (And now, descending to the
Cliff by the riverside, I cannot see the low horizon and
its phenomena.) I love to go through these old apple
orchards so irregularly set out. Sometimes two trees
standing close together. The rows of grafted fruit will
never tempt me to wander amid them like these. A
bittern leaves the shore at my approach. I suppose it
is he whose excrement has whitened the rocks, as if a
mason had spilled his whitewash. A nighthawk squeaks
and booms, before sunrise . The insects shaped like
shad-flies (some which I see are larger and yellowish)
begin to leave their cases (and selves ?) on the stems
of the grasses and the rushes in the water. I find them
so weak they can hardly hold on. I hear the blackbird's
conqueree, and the kingfisher darts away with his
alarum and outstretched neck. Every lily is shut.
Sunrise . I see it gilding the top of the hill behind
me, but the sun itself is concealed by the hills and
woods on the east shore. A very slight fog begins to

rise now in one place on the river. There is something
serenely glorious and memorable to me in the sight of
the first cool sunlight now gilding the eastern extremity
of the bushy island in Fair Haven, that wild lake. The
subdued light and the repose remind me of Hades. In
such sunlight there is no fever. It is such an innocent
pale yellow as the spring flowers . It is the pollen of
the sun, fertilizing plants . The color of the earliest
spring flowers is as cool and innocent as the first rays
of the sun in the morning; falling on woods and hills.
The fog not only rises upward (about two feet), but at
once there is a motion from the sun over the surface .
What means this endless motion of water-bugs collected
in little groups on the surface and ceaselessly circling
about their centre, as if they were a family hatched
from the eggs on the under side of a pad ? Is not this
motion intended partly to balk the fishes ? Methinks
they did not begin to move till sunrise . Where were
they ? And now I see an army of skaters advancing in
loose array,--of chasseurs or scouts, as Indian allies
are drawn in old books.
Now the rays of the sun have reached my seat, a few
feet above the water ; flies begin to buzz, mosquitoes to
be less troublesome . A hummingbird hums by over
the pads up the river, as if looking, like myself, to see
if lilies have blossomed . The birds begin to sing generally,
and, if not loudest, at least most noticeably on
account of the quietness of the hour, just before -a
few minutes before -sunrise. They do not sing so incessantly
and earnestly, as a regular thing, half an hour
later.
Carefully looking both up and down the river, I could

perceive that the lilies began to open about fifteen
minutes after the sun from over the opposite bank fell
on them, which was perhaps three quarters of an hour
after sunrise (which is about 4.30), and one was fully
expanded about twenty minutes later. When I returned
over the bridge about 6 :15, there were perhaps a dozen
open ones in sight. It was very difficult to find one
not injured by insects. Even the buds which were just
about to expand were frequently bored quite through,
and the water had rotted them. You must be on hand
early to anticipate insects.

He is interested in tracing the progress of the moon though the night and then the rising
of the sun after it. Does he know that the waxing moon grows gibbous on the left, and
the waning moon shrinks form gibbous on the right? This means that the waxing
crescent is on the right and the waning crescent on the left. He is also trying to trace the
opening of the Lilies on the river. There are other passages in the Journal on Lilies
opening, it is one of many studies he is making.39 The journal is largely the record of
numerous studies of birds, weather, clouds insects and flowers, many of them over
lapping.

39

For instance this one, where Henry connects the water lily and the slavery issue

But it chanced the other day that I scented a white waterlily, and a season I had waited for had arrived. It
is the emblem of purity. It bursts up so pure and fair to the eye, and so sweet to the scent, as if to show us
what purity and sweetness reside in, and can be extracted from, the slime and muck of earth…. What
confirmation of our hopes is in the fragrance of this flower! I shall not so soon despair of the world for it,
notwithstanding slavery, and the cowardice and want of principle of Northern men. It suggests what kind
of laws have prevailed longest and widest, and still prevail, and that the time may come when man's deeds
will smell as sweet…. If nature can compound this fragrance still annually, I shall believe her still young
and full of vigor, her integrity and genius unimpaired, and that there is virtue even in man, too, who is
fitted to perceive and love it. It reminds me that Nature has been partner to no Missouri Compromise. I
scent no compromise in the fragrance of the waterlily. [ The compromise was to allow Missouri to be a
slave state but to keep Maine and most of the Louisiana Purchase free.] Red in Framingham Mass. July
1854 as part of his essay “Slavery in Massachusetts”.
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No 12 Sunrise at Cliff & birds in morning--1
Evening [set] &c--1--52
Sounds in morning [ ]E horizon [.] & Sun sets far west.
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July 9 1852
Morton, in his " Crania Americana," says, referring
to Wilkinson as his authority, that "vessels of porcelain
of Chinese manufacture have of late been repeatedly
found in the catacombs of Thebes, in Egypt,"
some as old as the Pharaonic period, and the inscriptions
on them " have been read with ease by Chinese
scholars, and in three instances record the following
legend : The flower opens, and to ! another year."
There is something sublime in the fact that some of
the oldest written sentences should thus celebrate the
coming in of spring . How many times have the flowers
opened and a new year begun ! Hardly a more cheering
sentence could have come down to us. How old is
spring, a phenomenon still so fresh ! Do we perceive
any decay in Nature ? How much evidence is contained
in this short and simple sentence respecting the former
inhabitants of this globe ! It is a sentence to be
inscribed on vessels of porcelain . Suggesting that so
many years had gone before . An observation I
see fit then as now.

He finds references to a Chinese inscription found in ancient Egypt, and is intrigued by
the reference to spring and the opening of flowers, how “universal” that is. Here is a key
to his definition of the idea of ‘universal’. It means “comes from nature, is not culture
bound”.
References:

[Inscription] [ ] Chinese bottles 209

July 20, 1852. To Assabet behind Lee Place.
Perceived a small weed, coming up all over the fields,
which has an aromatic scent. Did not at first discover
that it was blue-curls. It is a little affecting that the
year should be thus solemn and regular, that this weed
should have withheld itself so long, biding its appointed
time, and now, without fail, be coming up all over the
land, still extracting that -well-known aroma out of the
elements, to adorn its part of the year! I also perceive
one of the coarse late fleabanes making itself conspicuous.
The stinging nettle is not very obvious, methinks.
Fields are yellow with grain, being cut and stacked, or
still standing. Long rows I see from far, as they were left
by the cradle .
There are various kinds of Stinging Nettle, and yes, one can walk through it and
be stung by its sharp spines easily, as the plant looks inconspicuous. The needle
like spines are very small and largely invisible. One can see them readily though a
magnifying device, such as a 10x or a 35x. But one feels the stinging poison very
quickly and thus learns to see the plant.
Sunset . -To Cliffs.

The clouds, as usual, are arranged with reference
to the sunset. The sun is gone. An amber light and
golden glow. The first redness is on clouds in the east
horizon . As we go by the farmhouses, the chickens
are coming home to roost. The horns of the moon
only three or four days old look very sharp, still cloud-like,
in the midst of a blue space, prepared to shine a
brief hour before it. sets. The redness now begins
to fade on eastern clouds, and the -western cloudlets
glows with burnished copper alloyed with gold. As we
approach the moods, we perceive a fresh, cool evening
scent from them. The squeak of the nighthawk: is
heard ; the hum of mosquitoes in the woods ; the song
sparrow and the huckleberry-bird. The bat seen flying
over the path. The western clouds grow more red
or fiery, by fits and starts, and now, as suddenly, their
glory departs, and they remain gray or greenish . We
see from the hill darkness infolding the village, collected
first in the elm-tops. If it were not for the lightcolored
barns and white houses, it would already be
dark there. The redness of the clouds, or the golden
or coppery or fuscous glow, appears to endure almost
till starlight . Then the cloudlets in the -west turn rapidly
dark, the shadow of night advances in the cast,
and the first stars become visible . Then, and before
the western clouds, the light behind them having faded,
do or appear to disperse and contract and leave a clear
sky, when I invert my (read (on Fair Haven Hill), the
dark cloudlets in the west horizon are like isles, like
the tops of mountains cut off by the gross atmosphere.
The pitch pine woods are heavy and dark, but the
river is full of golden light and more conspicuous than

by day. It is starlight . You see the first star in the
south-west, and know not how much earlier you might
have seen it had you looked. Now the first whip-poor-will
sings hollowly in the dark pitch pine wood on Bear
Garden Hill, as if the night had never ceased, and it
had never ceased to sing, only now we heard it. And
now, when we had thought the day birds gone to roost,
the wood thrush takes up the strain . The bullfrog
trumps. We sit on the warm rocks (Cliffs) . ,Now is
the evening red ; late into the night almost it reaches
The gross atmosphere of day, closest to the heels of the
sun, is the last to glow red,-this general low fuliginous,
lurid redness, long after the sunset and the glowing
or the clouds . The western sky is comparatively clear,
the clouds that followed in day's train having swept by.
Night is seen settling down with mists on Fair Haven
Bay. The stars are few and distant ; the fireflies fewer
still. Will they again be as numerous as after the early
thunder-showers ?
Now there is a second fuscous glow, brassy (?) glow,
on the few low western cloudlets, when we thought the
sun had bid us a final adieu,-quite into evening .
Those small clouds, the rearmost guard of day, which
were wholly dark, are again lit up for a moment with
a dull-yellowish glow and again darken ; and now the
evening redness deepens till all the west or northwest
horizon is red ; as if the sky were rubbed there with
some rich Indian pigment, a permanent dye ; as if the
Artist of the world had mixed his red paints on the
edge of the inverted saucer of the sky . An exhilarating,
cheering redness, most wholesome. There should be a
red race of men . I would look into the west at this

hour till my face permanently reflects that red . It is
like the stain of some berries crushed along the edge
of the sky. The crescent moon, meanwhile, has grown
more silvery, and, as it sank in [the] west, more yellowish,
and the outline of the old moon in its arms was
visible if you did not look directly at it. The first distinct
moonlight was observed some time before this,
like the first gray light of the dawn reflected from the
tree-tops below us . Some dusky redness lasted almost
till the last traces of daylight disappeared . The last
took place about 10 o'clock, and about the same time
the moon went down.
At evening the eastern clouds, the western clouds,
and the atmosphere of the west horizon have one history
successively-a fainter glow and redness, gradually
and by stages deepening till the darkness prevails.
Dover July 20, 1852
References:
[ oot] scent of wood--white houses--lit windows--river 50
Whippoorwill 50

July 21. 4 A. m. - Robins sing as loud as in spring,
and the chip-bird breathes in the dawn. The eastern
waters reflect the morning redness, and now it fades
into saffron . And now the glow concentrates about one
point. At this season the northeast horizon is lit up and

glows red and saffron, and the sun sets so far northwest
that but a small part of the north horizon is left unillustrated
. The meadows are incrusted with low, flat,
white, and apparently hard fog . Soon it begins to rise
and disperse.
Walden Pond and Lake Superior are both uncommonly
high this year.
Interesting he notes this, as the two water bodies are hugely unequal. But in his
mind the one looms as big as the other. But he is also trying to comment of the
frequency of rain across a huge area as Lake Superior must be 7 or 800 miles
from Walden.
At sunset to Corner Spring.
A broken strain from a bobolink. A golden robin
once or twice today……
All sunsets are not equally splendid.
To-night there is not a cloud
in the west, and the sun goes down without pomp or
circumstance, -only a faint glow in the gross atmosphere
next the earth after a warm day. Those first
(not moss) roses appear to be out of bloom. Those
I see now have stout, rather short, hooked prickles
car thorns. This evening is remarkably serene . It is
awfully still: not a bird now heard, only the fine sound
of crickets. I see the earliest star fifteen or twenty
minutes before the red is deepest in the horizon . I
mean the atmospheric redness . It is not generally, i. e.
conspicuously, starlight till that begins to fade. Perhaps
it is not time to light a candle till then, for some
duskiness should intervene to separate between day and

night. This redness is at first intenser as reflected in
the river, as, when you look into the horizon with inverted
head, all colors are intensified. Methinks I hear
my old friend the locust in the alders . The river is
perfectly smooth, reflecting the golden sky and the red,
for there is an unexpectedly bright and general golden
or amber glow from the upper atmosphere in the west.
All evening lakes and rivers became thus placid . Every
dimple made by a fish or insect is betrayed. Evening
descends on the waters. There is not a breath of air.
Now is the time to be on the water, for there is no
mist rising and little evening coolness or damp. At
morning and at evening this precious color suffuses
the sky. Evening is the reverse of the day with all its
stages intensified and exaggerated . The roads and
bridges are strewn with hay which has dropped from
the loads. The whip-poor-will began to sing at earliest
twilight. Do we perceive such a deep Indian red after
the first starlight at any other season as now in July?
How far we smell carrion at night ! A dead cow lies
by the shore under Fair Haven nearly half a mile above
this causeway. When I passed this way at earliest starlight
I did not smell it, but now, returning half an hour
later, it taints [the] atmosphere of the causeway from
one end to the other, and
I am obliged to hurry over….

J5 TMS 12, misnumbered, July 21st. Dover July 21, 1852.
reference: July 21st 52-3
Perhaps these below here?
[Eve to Corner spring] July 21st 53--sunset or [red]--

birds--very still--54--evening waters--date of starlight
Whippoorwill begins when--smell carrion 55

July 23, 1852
Twenty minutes after seven, I sit at my window to
observe the sun set. The lower clouds in the north and
southwest grow gradually darker as the sun goes down,
since we now see the side opposite to the sun,
but those high overhead, whose under sides we sec reflecting the
dav, are light. The small clouds low in the western
sky were at first dark also, but, as the sun descends,
they are lit up and aglow all but their cores. Those in
the east, though we see their sunward sides, are a dark
blue, presaging night, only the highest faintly glowing.
A roseate redness, clear as amber, suffuses the low
western sky about the sun, in which the small clouds
are mostly melted, only their golden edges still revealed .
The atmosphere is like some kinds of wine, perchance,
or molten cinnabar, if that is red, in which also all
kinds pearls and precious stones are incited. Clouds
generally, near the horizon, except near the sun, are
now a dark blue. (the sun sets.) It is half past seven.
The roseate glow deepens to purple. The low western
sky is now, and has been for some minutes, a splendid
map, where the fancy can trace islands, continents and
cities beyond compare . The glow, forsakes the high

eastern clouds ; the uppermost clouds in the west now
darken, the glow having forsaken them too ; they become
a dark blue, and anon their under sides reflect a deep
red, like heavy damask curtains, after they had already
been dark. The general redness gradually fades into
a pale reddish tinge in the horizon, with a clear white
light above it, in which the clouds grow more conspicuous
and darker and darker blue, appearing to
follow in the wake of the sun, and it is now a quarter
to eight, or fifteen minutes after sunset, twenty-five
minutes from the first. A quarter of an hour later, or
half an hour after sunset, the white light grows cream colored
above the increasing horizon redness, passing
through white into blue above. The western clouds,
high and low, are now dark fuscous, not dark blue,
but the eastern clouds are not so dark as the western.
Now, about twenty minutes after the first glow left the
clouds above the sun's place, there is a second faint
fuscous or warm brown glow on the edges of the dark
clouds there, sudden and distinct, and it fades again,
and it is early starlight, but the tops of the eastern
clouds still are white, reflecting the day. The cream color
grows more yellowish or amber. About three
quarters of an hour after sunset the evening red is
deepest, i. e. a general atmospheric redness close to
the west horizon . There is more of it, after all, than
I expected, for the day has been clear and rather
cool, and the evening red is what was the blue haze by
day. The moon, now in her first quarter, now begins
to preside, - her light to prevail, -though for the most
part eclipsed by clouds . As the light in the west fades,
the sky there, seen between the clouds, has a singular

clarity and serenity.

Dover July 23, 1852. Henry implies this should be July 21, but July 23 is more correct as
he is comparing the red or purple sunset to the moonrise or the onset of night in all
these references. This passage is really a study in colors, as is Autumnal tints which he
writes some years later. But in this case the rainbow colors make their way across the
twilight sky. Even in his lovely prose, it is beautiful, like the Twilight in the Wilderness
by Frederick Church.

reference: After glow 51 New moon 49-51—
Haying moon July 23 (5[8])
Sunset from window July 23d check end of daylight 52

July 24, 1852
The corn now forms solid phalanxes, though the
ears have not set, and, the sun going down, the shadows,
even of corn-fields, fall long over the meadows, and a
sweetness comes up from the shaven grass, and the
crickets creak more loud in the new-springing grass.
Just after sunset I notice that a thin veil of clouds, far
in the east, beyond the nearer and heavier dark-gray
masses, glows a fine rose-color, like the inner bark or
lining of some evergreens. The clear, solemn western
sky till far into night was framed by a dark line of
clouds with a heavy edge, curving across the northwest
sky, at a considerable height, separating the region of
day from that of night. Lay on a lichen-covered hill
which looked white in the moonlight .

references: Sunset from window July 23d
Also July 25 -65. This page misnumbered, and I suspect he means July 24 end of entry.?
he is comparing the early mornings at the end of night [MK]
July 24 Sunset on Abel Hosmer Hill--[ ]--shadows--& clouds in west [ ] 65

July 27, 1852
A quarter before seven P.M. to Cliffs.
It has been a clear, cool, breezy day for the season .
There is only one white bar of cloud in the north. I
now perceive the peculiar scent of the corn-fields. The
corn is just high enough, and this hour is favorable . I

should think the cars had hardly set yet. Half an hour
before sundown, you perceive the cool, damp air in
valleys surrounded by woods, where dew is already
formed.
I am sure that if I call for a companion in my walk
I have relinquished in my design some closeness of
communion with Nature. The walk will surely be
more commonplace. The inclination for society indicates
a distance from Nature. I do not design so wild
and mysterious a walk.
The bigoted and sectarian forget that without religion
or devotion of some kind nothing great was ever
accomplished.
On Fair Haven Hill. The slight distraction of picking
berries is favorable to a mild, abstracted, poetic
mood, to sequestered or transcendental thinking. I return
ever more fresh to my mood from such slight interruptions.
.
All the clouds in the sky are now close to the west
horizon, so that the sun is nearly down before they
are reached and lighted or gilded . Wachusett, free
of clouds, has a fine purplish tinge, as if the juice of
grapes had been squeezed over it, darkening into blue.
I hear the scratching sound of a worm at work in this
hardwood-pile on which I sit .
We are most disturbed by the sun's dazzle when it
is lowest . Now the upper edge of that low blue bank
is where the sun has disappeared, leaving a glory
in the horizon through which a few cloudy peaks send
raylike shadows . Now a slight rosy blush is spreading
north and south over the horizon sky and tingeing a few
small scattered clouds in the east. A blue tinge southward

makes the very edge of the earth there a mountain.
That low bank of cloud in the west is now exactly
the color of the mountains, a dark blue. We
should think sacredly, with devotion. That is one
thing, at least, we may do magnanimously. May not
every man have some private affair which he can conduct
greatly, unhurriedly ? The river is silvery, as it were
plated and polished smooth, with the slightest possible
tinge of gold, to-night . How beautiful the meanders of
a river, thus revealed! How beautiful hills and vales,
the whole surface of the earth a succession of these
great cups, falling away from dry or rocky edges to
gelid green meadows and water in the midst, where
night already is setting in! The thrush, now the sun is
apparently set, fails not to sing.

John Atkinson Grimshaw. Moonlight, Wharfdale, 1871?

The river in the moonlight. Grimshaw did a lot of Moonlight paintings of urban London,
many of them evocative and lovely. He occasionally dips into Romantic ideas of
moonlight but often does not, as here, offer a literal description of the moon as seen
from a hill and a river below. It is a rural river in England, but it could as well be the
Sudbury river which Henry is talking about above. I did a portrait of Henry in his boat
on the Sudbury or Concord River.
The two men at the fence, can be imagined to be Henry and Channing, whom he often
took on his walks.

Have I heard the veery
lately? All glow on the clouds is gone, except from one
higher, small, rosy pink or flesh-colored isle. The sun
is now probably set. There are no clouds on high to
reflect a golden light into the river.
How cool and assuaging the thrush's note after the
fever of the day! I doubt if they have anything so
richly wild in Europe. So long a civilization must have
banished it. It will only be heard in America, perchance,
while our star is in the ascendant. I should be
very much surprised if I were to hear in the strain of
the nightingale such unexplored wildness and fertility,
reaching to sundown, inciting to emigration. Such a
bird must itself have emigrated long ago. Why, then,
was I born in America? I might ask .
I should like to ask the assessors what is the value
of that blue mountain range in the northwest horizon
to Concord, and see if they would laugh or seriously
set about calculating it. How poor, comparatively,
should we be without it! It would be descending to
the scale of the merchant to say it is worth its weight
in gold . The privilege of beholding it, as an ornament,
a suggestion, a provocation, a heaven on earth. If I
were one of the fathers of the town , I would not sell this
right which we now enjoy for all the merely material
wealth and prosperity conceivable . If need were, we
would rather all go down together.
The huckleberry-bird as usual, and the nighthawk
squeaks and booms, and the bullfrog trumps, just before
the earliest star. The evening red is much more
remarkable than the morning red . The solemnity of
the evening sky! I turn round, and there shines the

moon, silvering the small clouds which have gathered ;
she makes nothing red .
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Aug. 3 . 1852
12 M. At the east window. --A temperate noon. I
hear a cricket creak in the shade ; also the sound of a
distant piano. The music reminds me of imagined heroic
notes ; it suggests such ideas of human life and the field
which the earth affords as the few noblest passages of
poetry. Those few interrupted strains which reach me
the trees suggest the same thoughts and aspiration that all melody, by any
sense appreciated, has ever done. I am affected. What coloring variously
fair and intense our life admits of! How a thought will
mold which appears to concern him never so much
and paint it! Impressed some vague vision,
as it were, elevated into a more glorious sphere of life,

we no longer know this, we can deny its existence . We
say we are enchanted, perhaps. But what I am impressed
by is the fact that this enchantment is no delusion. So
far as truth is concerned, it is a fact such as what we
call our actual existence, but it is a far higher and more
glorious fact. It is evidence of such a sphere, of such
possibilities . It is its truth and reality that affect me.
A thrumming of piano-strings beyond the gardens and
through the elms. At length the melody steals into my
being. I know not when it began to occupy me. By
some fortunate coincidence of thought or circumstance
I am attuned to the universe, I am fitted to hear, my
being moves in a sphere of melody, my fancy and imagination
are excited to an inconceivable degree. This
is no longer the dull earth on which I stood. It is possible
to live a grander life here; already the steed is
stamping, the knights are prancing ; already our thoughts
bid a proud farewell to the so-called actual life and its
humble glories. Now this is the verdict of a soul in
health . But the soul diseased says that its own vision
and life alone is true and sane. What a different aspect
will courage put upon the face of things! This suggests
what a perpetual flow of spirit would produce.
Of course, no man was ever made so truly generous,
was so expanded by any vile draught, but that he might
be equally and more expanded by imbibing a saner and
wholesomer draught than ever he has swallowed . There
is a wine that does not intoxicate; there is a pure juice
of the grape, and unfermented. What kind of draught
is that which the aspirant soul imbibes?

He includes this praise of music and existence in the Moonlight book. Interesting. What
he appears to be talking about is the transcendent heroism of Carlisle and Emerson. He
is talking about being transported by music or by existing into an heroic state of feeling.
He has similar transports while looking at nature, famously at Kataadn, but elsewhere
too.. Is he going higher than anyone else? He thinks he is, but this maybe an illusion. I
have always suspected that chimps, dogs and other animals are capable of the same
feelings. Is it a ‘flow of spirit’ as he says or merely the feeling of existing and the
emotionally dialating fact of wonder at something amazing? I think it is the latter, again.
It is clear that this is a primary emotion in Henry, and in the Moonlight book. One could
argue that this is a primary document in ‘Henry’s spirituality’. He is following Emerson
and Carlisle. But he is also following Descartes in a way. Descartes says, I think,
therefore I am. Thoreau says instead, ‘I am, therefore I can feel’ heroic and noble. I don’t
think he has thought through the social implications of this feeling. If he is saying here
that he loves deeply being alive, that is not unusual or harmful. This is a common
enjoyment of existence and music that even animals can feel. But if he is saying that he
is superior because he can feel heroic and noble, that is something different. It borders
on the aristocratic and militaristic. Notice his adjectives: “purer”, “wholesomer”,
“saner”, healthier, “grander”, more “glorious”—it seems he wishes to put himself up
there floating in the sky with other heroes, when actually, he is a man like other men,
and women, and he is just feeling himself more than “merely” alive.
Henry is trying to project his early essay on Carlyle on himself. He said of Carlyle’s
heroes that “There is something antique, even, in his style of treating his subject, reminding us that
heroes and Demi-gods, Fates and Furies, still exist; the common man is nothing to him,”40 This claim

to be above all, to be above others, to claim or sort of romantic heroism, that is a
tendency that gives us Byron, Nietzsche, Carlyle and maybe Hitler and Stalin. It does not
give us Henry Thoreau. Remember that Carlyle, was an apologist for power and
“greatness” was in favor of slavery. Henry did not like either. This early essay on Carlyle
was well under Emerson orbit, who was a personal friend of Carlyle’s. One must
transcend the transcendental and Henry has not done that here yet. His praise of music
40

quoted from Thomas Carlyle and his works by Henry Thoreau, 1847.

is here too Carlyle-ish, and otherworldly. He is a very changeable man, and here he is
going backwards. His ability to see this is dim, and he only transcends the
transcendental in stops and starts.

[music and singing 4-4?]

Aug. 6, 1852
I do not hear the breathing of the chipbirds nor the song of robins. Are,
the mornings now thus ushered in? Are they as springlike? Has not the year grown old? Methinks we do
ourselves, at any rate, somewhat tire of the season and
observe less attentively and with less interest the opening of
the flowers and the song of the birds. It is the
signs of the fall that affect us most. It is hard to live
in the summer content with it.
How different the feeble twittering of the birds here
at sunrise from the full quire of the spring!
.
Reference: Also [ ] Aug. 6th Cliffs in moon. 114

Aug. 8 4-1[1]/2 1852 [Philosopher as spectator]
I only know myself as a human entity, the scene, so
to speak:, of thoughts and affections, and am sensible
of a certain doubleness by which I can stand as remote
from myself as from another. However intense my
experience, I am conscious of the presence and criticism

of a part of me which, as it were, is not a part of me,
but spectator, sharing no experience, but taking note
of it, and that is no more I than it is you. When the
play-it may be the tragedy of life-is over, the spectator
goes his way. It was a kind of fiction, a work of
the imagination only, so far as he was concerned. A
man may be affected by a theatrical exhibition ; on the
other hand, he may not be affected by an actual event.
This brings up the whole theory subject of being neutral or disinterested. Henry
is trying the idea on for size. He is a budding scientist after all. He will
periodically abandon it in regard to the Bellerica Dam or slavery and John
Brown, or as Howard Zinn said “you cannot be neutral on a moving train”. One
must be as accurate as possible, but without losing “sympathy with intelligence”,
as Henry would later put it.

Aug 23, 1852 About 8 PM. - To Cliffs, moon half full.
As I go up the back road, I hear the loud ringing
creak of crickets, louder singers on each apple tree by
the roadside, with an intermittent pulsing creak. Not
[lie sound of a 'bird all the. way to the woods. How
dark the shadows of ill(, pines and oaks fall across the
woodland path! There is a new tree, another forest in
the shadow . It is pleasant walking in these forest
paths, with heavy darkness on one side and a silvery
moonlight on the oak leaves on the other, and again,
when the trees meet overhead, to tread the checkered
floor of finely divided light and shade. I hear a faint
metallic titter from a bird, so faint that if uttered at
noonday it would not be heard, -not so loud as a

cricket. I cannot remember the last moon.
Now that birds and flowers fall off, fruits take their
places, and young birds in flocks. What a list of brightcolored,
sometimes venomous-looking berries spot the
swamps and copses amid changing leaves! For colors
they will surpass the flowers, methinks. There is something
rare, precious, and gem-like about them. Now is
their time, and I must attend to them . Some, like grapes,
we gather and eat, but the fairest are not edible .
Now I sit on the Cliffs and look abroad over the
river and Conantum hills. I live so much in my habitual
thoughts, a routine of thought, that I forget there
is any outside to the globe, and am surprised when I
behold it as now.--- yonder hills and river in the moonlight: the monsters. Yet it is salutary to deal with the
surface of things. What, are these rivers and hills, these
hieroglyphics which my eyes behold ? There is something invigorating in this air, which I am peculiarly
sensible is a real wind, blowing from over the surface
of a planet. I look out at my eyes, I come to my window,
and I feel and breathe the fresh air . It is a fact
equally glorious with the most inward experience. Why
have we ever slandered the outward ? The perception
of surfaces will always have the effect of miracle to a
sane sense. I can see Nobscot faintly.
Descend the rocks and return through woods to railroad.
How picturesque the moonlight on rocks in the
woods! To-night there are no fireflies, no nighthawks
nor whip-poor-wills.
The world is itself what is worth seeing, not the imaginary beyond, which, after all is
imaginary. This is an important passage about the importance of the surface of things.

There is no talk of “Emersonian essences”, Carlyle’s Hero’s or the importance of
‘nobility”.
This is the only passage in the Journal, book 4, that I can find that seems to discuss
“[This world passes away] no 4-98” I have quoted him on the “surface of things” before.
It is an important phrase, and this is an important argument he is making here. Henry is
still deciding what he thinks, but for me it is obvious, his spirituality has no real content
and really he is arguing against gods here.

If I were to choose a time for a friend to make a
passing visit to this world for the first time, in the full
possession of all his faculties, perchance it would be at
a moment when the sun was setting with splendor in
the west, his light reflected far and wide through the
clarified air after a rain, and a brilliant rainbow, as
now, overarching the eastern sky. Would he be
to think this a vulgar place to live--- where one would weary of existence,
and be compelled to devote
his life to frivolity and dissipation ? If a man travelling
from world to world were to pass through this world
at such a moment, would he not be tempted to take
up his abode here?
We see the rainbow apparently when we are on the
edge of the rain, just as the sun is setting. If we are
too deep in the rain, then it will appear dim. Sometimes
it is so near that I see a portion of its arch this
side of the woods in the horizon, tingeing them. Sometimes
we are completely within it, enveloped by it, and
experience the realization of the child's wish. The
obvious colors are red and green. Why green ? It is

astonishing how brilliant the red may be. What is the
difference between that red and the ordinary red of
the evening sky? Who does not feel that here is a
phenomenon which natural philosophy alone is inadequate
to explain ? The use of the rainbow, who has
described it ?

This is an amazing entry. He is trying to say how beautiful the earth is. He thinks it so
beautiful That
“a man travelling
from world to world were to pass through this world
at such a moment, would he not be tempted to take
up his abode here?”
It is largely a place of great wonder and amazement, the so called “surface’ of things that
is the White Pine forest, the mountains and rivers, the webs of spiders. The Rainbows is
all this.
Actually, in 2018, it seems that the phenomena of the rainbow is now explainable by
science. The Rainbow is a kind of camera image of the sun projected by the sun onto the
raindrops before us, which refract the sunlight into tiny prisms, producing not only the
rainbow one sees but the sun itself beneath the arch of the rainbow is some cases, the air
looking lighter underneath the rainbow than above it. The rainbow is not a symbol of
anything but itself. It is an image of the sun thrown back towards us when the sun is
behind us and the rain in front. The prism bow is the sunlight arching around the image
of the sun.
The bible and Christians try to steal the rainbow as a symbol of the covenant of god and
man, but this is just clever advertising, not at all real. They steal from nature that which
is neutral, not at all religious. I do not agree with Henry here, and I am sure he is
mistaken.

August 23, 1852
About 8 PM.- To Cliffs, moon half full.
As I go up the back road, I hear the loud ringing
creak of crickets, louder singers on each apple tree by
the roadside, with an intermittent pulsing creak. Not
the sound of a bird all the way to the woods. How
dark the shadows of the pines and oaks fall across the
woodland path! There is a new tree, another forest in
the shadow . It is pleasant walking in these forest
paths, with heavy darkness on one side and a silvery
moonlight on the oak leaves on the other, and again,
when the trees meet overhead, to tread the checkered
floor of finely divided light and shade. I hear a faint
metallic titter from a bird, so faint that if uttered at
noonday it would not be heard, -not so loud as a
cricket. I cannot remember the last moon.
Now that birds and flowers fall off, fruits take their

places, and young birds in flocks. What a list of bright colored,
sometimes venomous-looking berries spot the
swamps and copses amid changing leaves! For colors
they will surpass the flowers, methinks. There is something
rare, precious, and gem-like about them. Now is
their time, and I must attend to them. Some, like grapes,
we gather and eat, but the fairest are not edible .
Now I sit on the Cliffs and look abroad over the
river and Conantum hills.

Forest Pool in Moonlight, 1883
Hjalmar Munsterhjelm, (1840 1905),

A magnificent study of Moonlight. One of the best ever, surely. Henry would like the fact
that the moon has temporarily shone out from the clouds, and the clouds and the
ground mist are luminous with its light. This is a picture of Finland, where
Munsterhjelm spent most of his life. I imagine this is along the coast and the ocean is
nearby on the left, behind the rocks. But this could be entirely wrong. I only think this
because the mist accumulates on the middle left of the picture. I have lived near the
ocean for a number of years and the wild coast sometimes looks just like this.

Henry writes in the above passage:

I live so much in my habitual
thoughts, a routine of thought, that I forget there
is any outside to the globe, and am surprised when I
behold it as now.--- yonder hills and river in the moonlight, the monsters. Yet it is salutary to deal with the
surface of things. What are these rivers and hills, these
hieroglyphics which my eyes behold ? There is something
invigorating in this air, which I am peculiarly
sensible is a real wind, blowing from over the surface
of a planet. I look out at my eyes, I come to my window,
and I feel and breathe the fresh air . It is a fact
equally glorious with the most inward experience. Why
have we ever slandered the outward ? The perception
of surfaces will always have the effect of miracle to a
sane sense. I can see Nobscot faintly.

He is invoking, or rather, reversing, knowingly or not, Boehme’s idea of the signatures;
in this sentence:
What are these rivers and hills, these hieroglyphics which my eyes behold ?

But at the same time he refers to the outward as the

“monsters”, a very Hindu idea, he is underling the importance of the outward, or what
he calls the “surface of things”, which is what science studies, mostly. The surface of
things is hated in Hinduism as “maya” or the idea of the “monster” of change. In Tibetan
Buddhism this is literally represented as a monster, for instance, equivalent to the “ten
thousand things”. Henry seems at least for now, to have abandoned Hindu thinking. It
could never square with his love of nature. There is nothing monster like about reality.
Henry needs to question this obvious fact.
He probably got the idea of the “signatures” from Emerson, who was influenced by the
gnosticism of Europe, or he got the idea from Hindu scripture. “Why have we slandered
the outward”, he asks. Good question. This is the right question. I would say, in fact, that
this very question that eventually undoes all symbolistic thinking. It undoes the
signatures of Gnostic thinking, it undoes Boehme, Emerson, and Hindu thinking and
that finally leads to science. He is not there yet, but he is almost to Darwin here.

To put this somewhat differently:

I quoted something like this passage earlier. He is

praising the surface of things. “Yet it is salutary to deal with the surface of things. What
are these rivers and hills, these hieroglyphics which my eyes behold ?” He writes. Yes, I
understand this, the “surface of things” is everything, the depths soon become the
surface of things once they are opened. The notion of a depth that is the result of
thinking is imaginary, as one sees in Plato’s ideas which are largely fictions.
Here he mentions the “Great Glow worms” it would seem that he is talking about the
larval Phengodes, a beetle Coleopteran, not a caterpillar ( hymenoptera) as he says. I
cannot find this reference, he speaks of them in 1859, but that is very late in his life. It is
possible he wrote this reference in 1859, however. Howarth says that the paper of the
various documents changes with time, one might determine this by finding out what the
paper is that this is written on.

References
HT is mistaken here> He says that the reference is Aug. 17 but that is
mistaken it is August 23, 1852.

The references are these:
Aug 2nd Eve--[red] from window 45
? morn--[red]--& birds Aug 17
8 Pm--moon half full-Back road &c 15 3-4--Shadows
[ ] of trees wood-path--moon on leaves-faint note of bird see outside of globe from Cliffs 155
surface I have forgotten --no fireflies--night hawks
nor whippoorwills—

Cliffs l/2 full 8 Pm. Aug 23[] '52

Sept. 3. 1852 1 a.m.,
moon waning, to Conantum .
A warm night. A thin coat sufficient. I hear an apple
fall, as I go along the road. Meet a man going to
market thus early. There are no mists to diversify the
night. Its features are very simple . I hear no whippoorwill

or other bird. See no fireflies. Saw a whip
poor-will ( ?) flutter across the road. Hear the dumping
sound of frogs on the river meadow, and occasionally
a kind of croak as from a bittern there. It is very
dewy, and I bring home much mud on my shoes . This
is a peculiarity of night, -its dews, water resuming its
reign . Return before dawn . Morning and evening are
more attractive than midnight.

I will endeavor to separate the tide in my thoughts,
or what is due to the influence of the moon, from the
current distractions and fluctuations . The winds which
the sun has aroused go down at evening, and the lunar
influence may then perchance be detected.
Of late I have not heard the wood thrush.

What is he saying here? How is the moonlight different from “current distractions and
fluctuations”? What is the tide in his thoughts? Does he mean the general tendency, the
surface of things he was speaking of earlier? How is scientific disinterest and spiritual
disinterest to be both sustained at the same time. I am unsure if they can be. I doubt it.
Is the ‘tide in his thoughts’, merely a subjective imagining?

References:
13 Sep. 3d I Am Moon waning to Conantum--appled falls 15
No mists--see not hear whippoorwill--dew & mud on shoes
morning & eve not attractive than midnight-[

] me like a lunar influence in my thought—15

Conantum l Am waning Sep 3d 52

Sept 20, 1851
As I go through the fields, endeavoring to
recover my tone and sanity and to perceive things
truly and simply again, after having been perambulating
the bounds of the town all week,41 and dealing with
the most commonplace and worldly-minded men,
and emphatically trivial things, I feel as I had committed
suicide in a sense. I am again forcibly struck with the
truth of the fable of Apollo serving King Admetus,
its universal applicability. A fatal coarseness is the
result of mixing in the trivial affairs of men. Though
I have been associating even with the select men of this
and the surrounding towns, I feel inexpressibly begrimed.
My Pegasus has lost his wings; he has turned a reptile and
gone on his belly. Such things are compatible only with a
cheap and superficial life.
The poet must keep himself unstained and aloof. Let him
41

This is discussed in Laura Wall’s biography, pgs. 286-87.

perambulate the bounds of Imagination’s provinces, the
realm of faery, and not the insignificant boundaries of
towns. The excursions of the imagination are so boundless,
the limits of the town so petty.
Darwinism does not make any moral or hierarchical distinction between reptiles and
horses, (Pegasus is a mythic horse). He is horrified by the crude and mercenary
tendencies of the men in Concord. He extols the virtue of escape into imagination. Is
this not part of the “current distractions and fluctuations” that earlier he was
condemning? His thinking on this is unclear.
Dover, Sept 20, 1852
reference: Apollo serving [ ] cheap

OCT. 28
8 P.m.-To Cliffs .
The moon beginning to wane. It is a quite warm
but moist night. As I cross the railroad I hear the
telegraph harp again, the undecayed oracle . Its vibrations
are communicated through the tall pole to the
surrounding earth for a considerable distance, so that
I feel them when I stand near. And when I put my
car to a fence-rail, it is all alive with them, though the
post with which it is connected is planted two feet from
the telegraph-post ; yet the rail resounded with the harp
music so that a deaf man might have heard it. I hear
no sound of a bird as I go up the back road ; only a
few faint crickets to be heard,-these the birds we are

reduced to. What a puny sound this for the great globe
to make!
After whatever revolutions in my moods and experiences,
when I come forth at evening, as if from years
of confinement to the house, I see the few stars which
make the constellation of the Lesser Bear in the same
relative position, -the everlasting geometry of the stars .
How incredible to be described are these bright points
which appear in the blue sky as the darkness increases,
said to be other worlds, like the berries on the hills
when the summer is ripe! Even the ocean of birds,
even the regions of the ether, are far studded with isles.
In this ethereal sea, lie the Hesperian isles, unseen
by day, but when the darkness comes their fires are
seen from this shore, as Columbus saw the fires of San
Salvador ( ?). The dew in the withered grass reflects
the moonlight like glow-worms. That star which accompanies
the moon will not be her companion tomorrow.
The forest has lost so many leaves that its floor and
paths are much more checkered with light. I hear no
sound but the rustling of the withered leaves, which
lulls the few and silent birds to sleep, and, on the
wooded hilltops, the roar of the wind. Each tree is a
harp which resounds all night, though some have but
a few leaves left to flutter and hum. From the Cliffs,
the river and pond are exactly the color of the sky.
Though the latter is slightly veiled with a thin mist,
the outline of the peninsula in it is quite distinct . Even
the distant fields across the river are seen to be russet
by moonlight as by day, and the young pines near by
are green. The ground in the woods is light with fallen
leaves . There is a certain tameness or civilization in

the rounded lobe of the white oak leaf, very different
from the wild, pointed black and red oak leaves, and in
its uses and qualities the former is nearer to man. Those
trees are comparatively wild whose bark alone is extensively
used by man. Returning through Abiel Wheeler's
hillside field toward the railroad, I see the springing
mullein leaves more distinct than by day. Their leaves
are remarkably warm to my hand, compared with the
earth or a stone. I should be glad to make my bed of
them some time.

Mullein has very soft leaves, like a lamb’s ears. He is enchanted by the telegraph harp
sounds, as is usual at this time, merely an accident of technology, unintended. But for
the most part this entry is literal and factual.
References:
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What follows is Henry in a bad mood, one of the worst of all his journal entries in
the Moonlight book, and this shows the emotional tendency of a human being,
effected by his own affects, to the point of being irrational, condemning
telescopes, science, astronomy and other humans too.

Jan. 21, 1853.
To the woods by the Deep Cut at 9 o'clock .

The blueness of the sky at night -the color it wears
by day-is an everlasting surprise to me, suggesting
the constant presence and prevalence of light in the
firmament, that we see through the veil of night to the
constant blue, as by day. The night is not black when
the air is clear, but blue still. The great ocean of light
and ether is unaffected by our partial night. Night is
not universal . At midnight I see into the universal
day. Walking at that hour, unless it is cloudy, still
the blue sky over arches me.
I am somewhat oppressed and saddened by the
sameness and apparent poverty of the heavens, -that
these irregular and few geometrical figures which the
constellations make are no other than those seen by
the Chaldean shepherds. The same simplicity and
unchangeableness which commonly impresses me by
wealth sometimes affects me as barrenness. I pine for
a new world in the heavens as well as on the earth,
and though it is some consolation to hear of the wilderness
of stars and systems invisible to the naked eye,
yet the sky does not make that impression of variety

and wildness that even the forest does, as it ought. It
makes an impression, rather, of simplicity and unchangeableness,
as of eternal laws ; this being the same
constellation which the shepherds saw, and obedient still
to the same law. It does not affect me as that unhandselled
wilderness which the forest is. I seem to see it
near the stars as the Chaldean shepherds ? The heavens
commonly look as dry and meagre as our astronomies
are, -mere troops, as the latter are catalogues, of
stars. The Milky Way yields no milk.

A few good anecdotes is our science, with a few imposing
statements respecting distance and size, and
little or nothing about the stars as they concern man ;
teaching how he may survey a country or sail a ship,
and not how he may steer his life. Astrology contained
the germ of a higher truth than this. It may happen
that the stars are more significant and truly celestial
to the teamster than to the astronomer. Nobody sees
the stars now. They study astronomy at the district
school, and learn that the sun is ninety-five millions

[of miles] distant . and the like, -- a statement which
never made any impression on me, because I never
walked it, and which I cannot be said to believe . But
the sun shines nevertheless. Though observatories are
multiplied, the heavens receive very little attention .
The naked eye may easily see farther than the armed.
It depends on who looks through it. No superior telescope
to this has been invented . In those big ones the
recoil is equal to the force of the discharge . The poet's
eye in a fine frenzy rolling ranges from earth to heaven,
but this the astronomer's does not often do. It does
not see far beyond the dome of the observatory .
Compared with the visible phenomena of the heavens,
the anecdotes of science affect me as trivial and petty.
Man's eye is the true star-finder, the comet-seeker .

“Star Gazer”. This is a very small sculpture in the Cleveland Museum of art, thought to be
Western Anatolian, and thought to be around 5,000 years old. From the 3rd Millennium, B.C.E.
It is an small thing, full of wonder and desire to understand. It is unusual in many ways, in its
innocence and wonder.

As I sat looking out the window the other evening just
after dark, I saw the lamp of a freight-train, and, near
by, just over the train, a bright star, which looked
exactly like the former, as if it belonged to a different
part of the same train. It was difficult to realize that
the one was a feeble oil lamp, the other a world.
As I walk the railroad causeway I am, as the last

two months, disturbed by the sound of my steps on
the frozen ground. I wish to hear the silence of the
night, for the silence is something positive and to be
heard. I cannot walk with my ears covered . I must
stand still and listen with open ears, far from the
noises of the village, that the night may make its
impression on me. A fertile and eloquent silence.
Sometimes the silence is merely negative, an arid and
barren waste in which I shudder, where no ambrosia
grows. I must hear the whispering of a myriad voices,

Silence alone is worthy to be heard. Silence is of various
depth and fertility, like soil . Now it is a mere
Sahara, where risen perish of hunger and thirst, now a
fertile bottom, or prairie, of the West. As I leave the
village, drawing nearer to the woods, I listen from time
to time to hear the hounds of Silence baying the
Moon,- to know if they are on the trade of any game.
If there's no Diana in the night, what is it worth?
I hark the goddess Diana. The silence rings ; it is
musical and thrills me. A night in which the silence
was audible . I hear the unspeakable.

I easily read the moral of my dreams. Yesterday I
was influenced with the rottenness of human relations.
They appeared full of death and decay, and offended
the nostrils . In the night I dreamed of delving amid the
graves of the dead, and soiled my fingers with their rank
mould. It was sanitarily, morally, and physically true.
If night is the mere negation of day, I hear nothing
but my own steps in it. Death is with me, and life
far away . If the elements are not human, if the winds
do not sing or sigh, as the stars twinkle, my life runs
shallow . I measure the depth of my own being. I
walk with vast alliances. I am the allied powers, the
holy alliance, absorbing the European potentates . I do
not get much from the blue sky, these twinkling stars,
and bright snow-fields reflecting an almost rosaceous
light .
But when I enter the woods I am fed by the variety,
the forms of the trees above against the blue,
with the stars seen through the pines like the lamp
with the lamps hung on them in an illumination,
the somewhat indistinct and misty fineness of the pine-tops,

and the finely divided spray of the oaks, etc., and the shadows
of all these on the snow. The first shadow I came to
I thought was a black place where the woodchoppers
had had a fire. These myriad shadows checker the
white ground and enhance the brightness of the enlightened
portions. See the shadows of these young
oaks which have lost half their leaves, more beautiful
than themselves, like the shadow of a chandelier, and
motionless as if they were fallen leaves on the snow,but shake the tree, and all is in motion.
In this stillness and at this distance, I hear the nine o'clock
bell in Bedford five miles off, which I might
never hear in the village, but here its music surmounts
the village din and has something very sweet
and noble and inspiring in it, associated, in fact, with
the hooting of owls.

Returning, I thought I heard the creaking of a wagon
just starting from Hubbard's door, and rarely musical
it sounded. It was the telegraph harp. It began to
sound but at one spot only. It is very fitful, and only

sounds when it is in the mood. You may go by twenty
times, both when the wind is high and when it is low
and let it blow which way it will, and yet hear no
strain from it, but another time, at a particular spot,
you may hear a strain rising and swelling on the string,
which may at last ripen to something glorious . The
wire will perhaps labor long with it before it attains to
melody.
Even the creaking of a wagon in a frosty night has
music in it which allies it to the highest and purest
strain of the muse .
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This passage has been coming for some time. It is the opposite of his tendency to the see
the facts and “surface of things”. I think he is over interpreting here. Indeed, this seems
the most questionable passage in the whole book on Moonlight. He had written on Jan.
1, 1852 that:
The worst kind of chigo, or tick, to get under your
skin is yourself in an irritable mood.

This is arguably the worst, most “irritable” major passage in the whole Moonlight book.
It expresses both Henry’s wonder at nature, which is his more common feeling, and
which is expressed in the small statue I place here, as a kind of opposite to the other
feeling this entry expresses. He is also aware of the emptiness of space, even a horror of
the sky and hence of moonlight. The latter is not at all common in Henry, and I think he
had not slept much when he wrote this. He is in a bad mood here and says he prefers
the night sky hidden behind the pines:
I do not get much from the blue sky, these twinkling stars,
and bright snow-fields reflecting an almost rosaceous light .
But when I enter the woods I am fed by the variety,
the forms of the trees above against the blue,
with the stars seen through the pines like the lamp
with the lamps hung on them in an illumination,
the somewhat indistinct and misty fineness of the pine-tops,
and the finely divided spray of the oaks, etc., and the shadows
of all these on the snow.

I seriously wonder if this is a record of his doubts about the Moonlight book. Does it
explain why he might have given up working on the Moonlight book, or is it an anomaly
in his work? I think it is the latter. He cannot raise the sublime emotion he often does.
His confusion between the mythological and the actual is palpable. Just as his doubts
about lecturing on Moonlight and Big Business are recorded in his essay “Life without
Principle” so in this entry are his doubts about the night sky. He does not realize that the
problem is not the night sky but the symbolist Platonism to which he and Emerson are
prone.
“ If there's no Diana in the night, what is it worth?” he asks.
But a little further down he notes that if Diana is nothing and the gods are not real then
If night is the mere negation of day, I hear nothing
but my own steps in it. Death is with me, and life
far away . If the elements are not human, if the winds
do not sing or sigh, as the stars twinkle, my life runs shallow.
Is he finally questioning human centeredness here?42 Or is he in the thick of the early
symbolist movement and cannot get out of it? This need to see nature as human, is a
romantic idea, but is foolish in its way. I know he overcomes this, he already has,

Henry does poke some fun at grizzly old Plato, whose system is so obsessive in
Emerson. Henry writes on
April 21, 1854
“How can a man be a wise man, if he doesn’t know any better how to live than
other men? - if he is only more cunning and intellectually subtle? Does Wisdom
work in a treadmill? Does Wisdom fail? or does she teach how to succeed by her
example? Is she merely the miller who grinds the finest logic? Did Plato get his
living in a better way or more successfully than his contemporaries? Did he
succumb to the difficulties of life like other men? Did he merely prevail over them
by indifference, or by assuming grand airs? or find it easier to live because his
aunt remembered him in her will?”
42

mostly. On July 26, 1852 he writes:
“By my intimacy with nature I find myself withdrawn from man. My interest in
the sun and the moon, in the morning and the evening, compels me to solitude.”

So is this a moment of weakness? A woman I knew said once that she would rather die
than give up the idea of life after death. She was holding onto the illusion very hard as
Henry is too. The idea of immortality is supposedly what separates humans and nature
or humans and animals. But the idea has no evidence for it at all. So humans and
animals are equal, in fact. When one sees that humans are animals, the human centered
speciesism of early Thoreau begins to disappear, and the self-loathing Henry goes
through in this Journal entry disappears too. Has he here reached the real meaning of
his moonlight researches, which finally showed him his own illusions? Perhaps?
So why does Henry not question this sudden rehash of mythic fictions he has already
written beyond? He cannot face the world that is not human. He denies, all of a sudden,
that there is any wildness in the night sky and then expresses love of the forest, the
plants, the human sound of the bell 5 miles away. Or is he just tired and cranky and
turning against his own insights? It is likely. He is tired, and his weakness drives him to
contradict himself.
His awareness of humanity goes up and down, in fact. One would expect this in
someone who recognizes in a large part of him that nature is what humans are, in fact. Is
he Bishop Berkeley such that he imagines there is no use to any phenomena except a
human being has some experience of it? But Berkeley’s idea that a tree falling in the
forest is real only if a human sees it is absurd. A spider sees it, a Dragonfly, a Robin,
Chickadee or Hawk. Yet this same man could write that “ I respect the skunk as a human
being” (March 10, 1854) Elsewhere he feels for fish or ants. So clearly he is undergoing
some cognitive dissonance, here, which is characteristic of someone who is losing their
“faith” in illusions.
I think he was feeling disillusionment--disenchantment. Emerson had betrayed him as
he often would, his gods were falling apart, his notions of nature were proving to be only
divine in his imagination, he is surveying too much and is overworked. In a way, by
default, this is the beginning of the later Henry, the botanical Darwinian?

Robert Richardson singles out this entry as the one that most expresses Henry as
“thoroughly out of sorts”.43 Richardson says he was trying to pay back the onerous cost
of publishing his book, A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers and so was
surveying a lot, indeed, every day for months. He is clearly angry at the publishing
world, and the fact of having to pay back a debt to it. Publishing this book was
Emerson’s suggestion and thus his fault. But Henry does not mention this. His
bitterness about science is clear, temporary and wrong . Though one could rightly say
that science at that time, especially biology, is in poor shape, under people as Louis
Agassiz. Astronomy was poor then too. Henry is right to be skeptical, but he is as yet,
unable to situate what the problem is.
His temporary despair over the facts of his life makes him prone to real magical
thinking of a more than questionable kind, in this entry. He thinks astrology might be
more profound than astronomy because “Astrology44 contained the germ of a higher
truth than” the mere recording of how to “survey a country or steer and ship” yet,
astronomy says “ nothing about the stars as they concern man.” The study of stars is
about stars and not about humans, directly. Exploiting the moon or Mars for its gold
and silver, if there is any, is not a good thing. Henry had written disapprovingly and well
about the foolishness of seeking gold in California. Extending the murderous greed to
the Moon and Mars is not something Henry would like either.
Nor does he seem to realize,--- at the moment--- that astrology is not an higher truth,
but a fiction that is foisted on people because it makes them feel good. It says nothing
about a moral universe, it says a lot about people’s need to be deceived in their own
interest. Astrology, in fact, is problematical, to say the least of it. His need of a human
centered universe is strong, but it is not what is real, and he seems to express some
confusion about his own study of the night. Remember he had started out saying, in the
1840’s, that:

Richardson, Robert. Life of the Mind. Univ. of California Press, 1986, pg 284.
Leonardo rightly said that astrology was a “deceptive opinion by which a living is made by
fools” Astrology was a pseudo-science. Indeed, it is the case study in pseudo-science and has no
objective merit at all. The position of the Sun, Moon, and planets at the moment we are born
does not influence even slightly our personality, love life or career.
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“No human life is in night, -the woods, the boat,
the shore, …”
He is clearly depressed and being irrational. He jumps from one side of the problem to
the other. Maybe it is a fruitless endeavor to make this Moonlight book? Is he now
denying the very advice he had given himself earlier? He even finds himself criticizing
the science which he loves, and only finds the muse in the “forest” where the stars shine
through the pines., or the song of the singing telegraph line. It is a sad passage of a man
losing faith in the transcendentalist universe, which was itself a fiction. Or is it just
Henry being human, becoming confused, making a mistake and perhaps even giving up,
for the time being at least, on this, by now, years long, project on the Moon? This is
certainly a low point in his thinking about nature and the moon and a testament to the
failure of transcendentalism. Transcendentalism is here revealed as merely a misguided
addiction of elated emotions.
Seeing beauty in the starry sky and in moonlight without Greek Goddesses in it, without
anthropomorphic projections, is not only possible, he has done it himself many times.
That is what his great experience on Kataadn Mountain is all about. There he made
“contact” with the facts of nature, and realized that we are all matter, physical and
actual. This profound insight, seems to come and go in his awareness. Why does he
forget that? Is it poetry itself that has failed him here? His need of a human centered
poetry? Poetry in the 1800’s is very nearly religion and is often full of falsehoods. Is it a
mistaken notion of the poetic he is suddenly in pursuit of, a romantic transcendentalist
poetry that is already far behind him.?
He had worked surveying the previous 76 days in a row, Richardson says. Poor guy. Is
he sick of making money which has become a bane to his existence? He feels both the
emptiness of the universe and its fullness, stars shinning though the pines, yet cannot
see that in both descriptions he is describing the variety, music and empty and deathly
power of the universe as it is both in its emptiness and in its fullness. His depression is
due to the dream state he has put himself in, the search for ecstatic fictions. But in this

passage he is visiting his old self, and that self is leaving him now. Hence the confused
sadness of this passage and its unrealistic euphoria. It is the young Thoreau that is
speaking here, and that man is leaving him, dying in fact. He is becoming daily more of a
Darwinian, and that becomes clear by the upcoming spring of 1853.
In fact there has been great progress made in the pursuit of knowledge of the sky and
the solar system. The extent of the Milky Way has been well studied. Galaxies of many
kinds are known now and were not during Thoreau’s time. We have photographed all
the planets out to Pluto. The sun and moon have been studied very closely, unlike then,
when it was hardly studied at all. His dismal appreciation of science is true of that time,
it was rather pathetic in its reach and understanding. It is clear he does not really
understand what astrology is, or was, as it cannot be taken seriously as he wants to take
it.
Objectively speaking, his study of moonlight is exceptional of its time. His attempt to
study the actual effects of moonlight on both nature and humans is unique. So this
particular entry in the journal is really Henry in bad faith with himself, Henry going
back to an Emersonian view of the world, Henry in despair about his moonlight project.
He will pull out of his depression. Indeed a few days later he is back to his usual self. His
hatred of surveying surfaces again on Feb 11, 1853, a few weeks later. The Moonlight
book will make sense. He will also rescind much of the nonsense he says here. I certainly
do not mean to make too much of this passage, as it shows Henry’s weaknesses, but
behind it, is all the splendor of his moon and night studies, which is considerable.
But there is one observation on this unfortunate entry that should be made. He appears
to be discounting the long study of the Moonlight. His feeling it is a failure is wrong. In
fact, it is the study of the night and the objects of the night sky, that readied him to study
trees, plants and flowers. Indeed, all of his late works are the long distance result of his
nighttime walks. It is somewhat false to isolate one entry in the Journal, or to separate
out his Moonlight book from the rest of the 1850’s Journal, because when one reads it
all in context, it is clearly a precursor to his later work, in all its variety.

This Jan, 21, 1853 entry is an anomaly, an example of Henry is an abject mood, and at
odds with himself--- a mistake that is pregnant with self-doubt and thus about his
misgivings about what he shall do or not do. The failure of the Moonlight lecture in 1854
would kill this quest to write about the sky, and he explains why in “Life without
Principle”. Somewhere, deep inside himself, he knew it was a worthwhile project and
that made him tie a bow around the manuscript, after putting it in order. So he did
believe in it, he just did not finish it. It was too hard to keep at it. He says in “Life
Without Principle” that he read a lecture and that
“The lecture was as harmless as moonshine to them. Whereas, if I had read to
them the biography of the greatest scamps in history, they might have thought
that I had written the lives of the deacons of their church.

He dislikes lectures where the author is too far from himself. I suspect that Henry is
here talking about his own unrepresentative Moonlight lecture and is ashamed he
pandered to the crowd. He says, perhaps of himself:
the lecturer had chosen a theme too foreign to himself, and so failed to interest
me as much as he might have done. He described things not in or near to his
heart, but toward his extremities and superficies. There was, in this sense, no
truly central or centralizing thought in the lecture. I would have had him deal
with his privatest experience, as the poet does.
Yet it is very clear that the Moonlight book is full of poetry, full of his “privatest
experience”. He was right, perhaps, to say that what matters is the private experience,
which he has expressed everywhere on these Moonlight pages. He scarcely put much of
this in the lecture itself and is embarrassed by what he did not put in it, but did put in
his Journal entries that are part of the Moonlight book. It was a mistake. He was making
concessions to people who did not care what he said anyway. The problem is lecturing,

the eyes of the audience, the nervous self-consciousness he felt, not thinking about
Moonlight.

March 13, 1853 to the cliffs.
….I go to the Cliffs to hear if
any new spring birds have arrived, for not only are they
more sure to sing in the morning, but it is stiller and
you can hear them better then. I hear only crows and
blue jays and chickadees lisping. Excepting a few bluebirds
and larks, no spring birds have come, apparently.
The woods are still. . But what was that familiar spring
sound from the pine wood across the river, a sharp vetter
vetter vetter vetter, like some woodpecker, or possibly, a
nuthatch ? Yet I thought it the voice of the bird and
not a tapping . It reminds me of the pine warbler (?),
if that is it?
Reference: No 15 ? Morning birds Mar 13-9
March 13 1853, Dover, pg 18

March 26, 1953
Heard a pewee. This, it seems to me, is the first true
pewee day, though they have been here some time.
What is that cress-like weed in and on the edge of the
river opposite Prescott Barrett's ? A fresher and more
luxuriant growth of green leaf than I have seen yet ;
as if it had grown in winter .
I do not perceive any fresh additions to the stoneheaps,
though perhaps I did not examine carefully
enough.

Went forth just after sunset . A storm gathering,
an April-like storm. I hear now in tile, dusk only the
song sparrow along the fences and a few hylodes at
a distance. And now the rattling drops compel me to
return.

His bad mood seems to have disappeared. He is looking for birds and listening to frogs
again. It seems deliberate that he put these two small entries about birds shortly after
the massive doubts of the previous entry, as if the small voices of birds could drown out
the self-doubts he has had a few weeks before. I do not know this, of course, but this is
implied by his choice and sequencing of journal entries. There are the letters, of course,
but even with Thoreau, we have only the evidence we have. Whatever the causes of the
Jan 21. 1853 Journal entry, it is soon over and his emotional outburst was merely the
backwards thinking of an over worked man, the same man that would write against the
slavery of working in his “Life without Principle”, which as I have said, is the dark side of
the Moonlight book.

April l. 1853
Starlight by river up Assabet
The early sedge is fit to be the earliest grass that flowers here,
appearing in the midst of dry tufts.
I have little doubt, the strain of my
Seringo, [Savannah Saprrow] in the midst of the strain of a song sparrow,
Starlight by river up Assabet
Now, at early starlight, I hear the snipe's hovering

note as he circles over Nawshawtuct Meadow. Only
once did I seem to see him ; occasionally his squeak. He
is now heard near, now farther, but is sure to circle round
again. It sounds very much like a winnowing-machine
increasing rapidly for a few seconds.
.There will be no moon

till toward morning.

A slight mist is rising from the surface of the water.
Hear what I should not hesitate to call the squeak
of the nighthawk,-only Wilson makes them arrive
early in May, -also over the meadow. Can it be the
snipe ? It is a little fainter than the nighthawk, perhaps,
but it is further off.
Without a mist the river appears indefinitely wide.
Looking westward, the water, still reflecting the twilight,
appears elevated, and the shore-line, being invisible,
lost against the distant highland, is referred
toward the highland against which it is seen, for the
slope of the hill and the expanse of the meadow cannot
be appreciated, appearing only edgewise as height.
We therefore make the water, which extends but a
rod or two, wash the base of hill,,, a quarter of a mile:
distant . There are but three elements in the landscape
now, -- the star-studded sky, the water, reflecting
the stars rind the lingering daylight, and the dark
but comparatively narrow land between. At first there
was no fog .
Hear ducks, disturbed, make a quacking or loud
croaking. Now, at night, the scent of muskrats is very
strong in particular localities. Next to the skunk it is
perceived further than that of any of our animals that
I think of. I perceive no difference between this and

the musk with which ladies scent themselves, though
here I pronounce it a strong, rank odor. In the faint
reflected twilight, I distinguish one rapidly swimming
away from me, leaving a widening ripple behind, and
now I hear one plunge from some willow or rock. A
faint crooking from over the meadow up the Assabet,
exactly like frogs. Can it be ducks? They stop when
I walk toward them . How happens it that I never
found them in the water when spearing? Now, and
then, when I pass an opening in the trees which line
the shore, I am startled by the reflection of
brighter star from a bay .
Ascend Nawshawtuct. See a fire in horizon toward
Boston . The first spearer's fire I have noticed
is floating along the meadow-side in the south. The mist
is now all gone. The baying of dogs is borne
to me with great loudness down the river. We still
have the wolf in the village.
References:
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Up Assabet--starlight-Ap lst 53 NYPL, one sentence added to later version, unreadable.

April 24, 1853
I saw the moon rise last night over great bare
hills eastward, and it reminded me of Ossian.

Ossian was a popular mythic of the 19th century, worked on by the Scot James
Macpherson, painted by Turner and Girodet as well as Ingres. It was an Irish/Scots
myth not unlike Finn MacCool and other myths common in the Golden Dawn and other
Irish myths recorded or written about by Yeats. Interesting that Thoreau would have
known about it. Goethe knew about it too. It is a very romantic theme involving death
love and war, and in Yeat’s version, The Wanderings of Oisin, it is pre-Raphaelite..
Ingres version of it is dreamlike and surprising for him—a very romantic, moonlike,
image, below. Why the “great bare hills”, should remind him as Ossian is a mystery, as is
the ancient poems called forth by this image.

Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres, The Dream of Ossian
1813
This is unusual for Ingres. It is a Romantic image, dreamlike and Moon drunk.
It reverses or brings into question the notion of Ingres as exclusively a classicist.

May 9, 1853

....at sundown paddled up the river.

The pump-like note of a stake-driver from the fenny

place across the Lec meadow.
The greenest and rankest grass as yet is that in the
water along the sides of the river. The hylodes are
peeping . I love to paddle now at evening, when the
water is smooth and the air begins to be warm. The
rich warble of blackbirds about retiring is loud and
incessant, not to mention the notes of numerous other
birds . The black willow has started, but not yet the
button-bush, Again I think I heard the night-warbler .
Now, at starlight, that same nighthawk or snipe squeak
is heard, but no hovering . The first bat goes suddenly
zigzag overhead through the dusky air ; comes out of
the dusk and disappears into it. That slumbrous,
snoring croak, far less ringing and musical than the
toad's (which is occasionally heard), now comes up from
the meadow's edge. I save a floating plank, which exhales
and imparts to my hands the rank scent of the
muskrats which have squatted on it. I often sec their
fresh green excrement on rocks and wood. Already
fishing for pouts.

k

May 17, 1853
Returning slowly, I sit on the wall of the orchard
by the white pine. Now the cows begin to low, and the
river reflects the golden light of the sun just before his
setting. The sough of the wind in the pines is more
noticeable, as if the air were otherwise more still and
hollow. The wood thrush has sung for some time. He
touches a depth in me which no other bird's song
does. He has learned to sing, and no thrumming of
the strings or tuning disturbs you. Other birds may
whistle pretty well, but he is the master of a finer toned
instrument. His song is musical, not from
association merely, not from variety, but the character
of its tone. It is all divine, -- a Shakespeare among
birds, and a Homer too . This sweetness of the air,
does it not always first succeed a thunder-storm ? Is
it not a general sweetness, and not to be referred to
a particular plant?
He who cuts down woods beyond a certain limit

exterminates birds. How red are the scales of some
hickory buds, now turned back! The fragrance of the
apple blossom reminds me of a pure and innocent
and unsophisticated country girl bedecked for church .
The purple sunset is reflected from the surface of the
river, as if its surface were tinged with lake.

The word “lake’ her does not refer to a body of water, but to the Lak, a Hindi or Sanskrit
word, which refers to the secretion of an insect, from which the European word Lake, as
used in red Lake, the oil color, implied, and which is a crimson or red color sometimes
purplish or is a warmer red like a Cochineal, most famous in Turkish carpets. Cochineal
is also derived from an insect.
Henry is describing the water as being glazed with a red to purplish Lake color, a lovely
idea and very vivid. His metaphor of an apple blossom reminding him of an “innocent
and unsophisticated country girl bedecked for church” calls forth the paintings of Jules
Breton. I doubt Henry knew them. But he may have.

detail of Les Sarcleuses (1860), The Weeders, The Met, New York
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June 14, 1853
As we look over the water now, the opposite woods
are seen dimly through what appears not so much

the condensing dew and mist as the dry haziness
of the afternoon, now settled and condensed . The
woods on the opposite shore have not the distinctness
they had an hour before, but perhaps a more
agreeable dimness, a sort of gloaming or settling and
thickening of the haze over the water, which melts
tree into tree and masses them agreeably . The trees
no longer bright and distinct, - a bluish mistiness .
This appears to be an earlier gloaming
set, such as by and by is universal.

Went through the woods along the old canal to
Haynes's pasture, from the height of which we looked
down on the rich New Hampshire wood we had come
out of. The ground rising within the wood gave it
the appearance of woods rising by successive stages
from a smaller growth on the edge to stately trees in
the middle, and Nobscot was seen in the southwest
through the blue furnace mist. This seems the true
hour to be abroad sauntering far from home. Your
thoughts being already turned toward home, your

walk in one sense ended, you are in that favorable
frame of mind described by De Quincey, open to great
impressions, and you see those rare sights with the
unconscious side of the eye, which you could not see
by a direct gaze before . Then the dews begin to descend
in your mind, and its atmosphere is strained of
all impurities ; and home is farther away than ever.
Here is home; the beauty of the world impresses you .
There is a coolness in your mind as in a well. Life
is too grand for supper.

It is nearly six months since his self-doubts were plaguing him on Jan. 21, 53. Notice
how much his entries are more and more specific and about what he learns and sees in
the real world. The later Journal really begins this year. The naturalist is replacing the
transcendentalist, the ‘surface of things’ is taking over the subjective Emersonian.
Again he praises the Wood Thrush, which, like the Hermit Thrush, ( and the Robin)
have such lovely and musical sounds. He calls it a Shakespeare or Homer among birds.
Of any bird in our eastern woods it is the one that is most like the woods itself, the most
wild, the most calm and freeing, the most real and evocative of all our birds. There could
easily have been a chapter on the Thrushes in the Moonlight book. I have heard to
Hermit Thrush at sunset in Killarney Provincial Park in Ontario and the Varied Thrush
in one of the largest stands of Redwoods left on the Western Coast. They are hauntingly
beautiful at twilight, both of them. Henry is recording what the beauty of nature does to
a person and an animal or bird too. He evokes home, the feeling of calm, the wild that
has become him too.

June 18th, 1853
8.30 p,m. -To Cliffs Going across Depot Field.
The western sky is now a crescent of saffron inclining to salmon,
a little dunnish, perhaps. The grass is
wet with dew. The evening star has come out, but
no other. There is no wind. I see a nighthawk in
the twilight, flitting near the ground. I hear the hum
of a beetle going by. The greenish fires of lightning bugs
are already seen in the meadow. I almost lay
my hand on one amid the leaves as I get over the fence
at the brook. I pass through Hubbardston [sic] along
the side of a field of oats, which wet one leg. I perceive
the smell of a burning far off by the river, which I
saw smoking two days ago. The moon is laboring in
a mackerel cloud, and my hopes are with her. Why
do I hear no bullfrogs yet? Do they ever trump as
early and as universally as on that their first evening?

I hear the whip-poor-wills on different sides. White
flowers alone show much at night, — white clover and
whiteweed. It is commonly still at night, as now. The
day has gone by with its wind like the wind of a
cannon-ball, and now far in the west it blows. By
that dun-colored sky you may track it. There is no
motion nor sound in the woods (Hubbard's Grove)
along which I am walking. The trees stand like great
screens against the sky. The distant village sounds are
the barking of dogs, that animal with which man has
allied himself, and the rattling of wagons, for the
farmers have gone into town a-shopping this Saturday
night. The dog is the tamed wolf, as the villager
is the tamed savage.

But near, the crickets are heard
in the grass, chirping from everlasting to everlasting,
a mosquito sings near my ear, and the humming of a
dor-bug drowns all the noise of the village, so roomy
is the universe.1 The moon comes out of the mackerel
cloud, and the traveller rejoices. How can a man write
the same thoughts by the light of the moon, resting his
book on a rail by the side of a remote potato-field,
that he does by the light of the sun, on his study table ?
The light is but a luminousness. My pencil seems to
move through a creamy, mystic medium. The moon
light is rich and somewhat opaque, like cream, but

the daylight is thin and blue, like skimmed milk. I
am less conscious than in the presence of the sun;
my instincts have more influence. I love the smell of
that burning as a man may his pipe. It reminds me
of a new country offering sites for the hearths of men.
It is cheering as the scent of the peat fire of the first
settler. The farmer has improved the dry weather to
burn his meadow.

Might not rivers receive more various names? This
now at length resounds with the trump of the bull
frog. Might it not be Bullfrog River, as we have
"frog ponds" — it is one long frog pond — or Lily
River? Those swift rivers like the Nashua have few
bull frogs or lillies, I supsect.

The moon is threatened by some mares'-tails. At
Potter's sand-bank, the sand, though cold on the sur
face, commences to be warm two inches beneath, and
the warmth reaches at least six inches deeper. The
tortoise buries her eggs just deep enough to secure
this greatest constant warmth. I hear a huckleberrybird
now at half past nine. In Potter's low pasture,
I pass through a cold stratum full of dewy fragrance
and invigorating as the springy sides of mountains,
but I soon again rise out of this cool basin. You
pass through these refrigerators just as you would wade

through a lake or at the bottom of a sea. I passed
into and along the bottom of a lake of cold and dewy
evening air. Anon, rising higher, here comes a puff
of warm air, trivially warm, a straggler from the sun's
retinue, now buffeted about by the vanguard night
breezes. Tephrosia, a day or two. Before me, south
ward toward the moon, on higher land than I, but
springy, I saw a low film of fog like a veil reflecting
the moonlight, though none on lower ground which
was not springy, and, up the river beyond, a battalion
of fog rising white in the moonlight in ghost-like wisps,
or like a flock of scared covenanters in a recess amid
the hills. The loudest sound produced by man that
I hear now is that of a train of cars passing through
the town. The evening air is so favorable to the conveyance
of sound that a sudden whistle or scream of
the engine just startled me as much as it does near at
hand, though I am nearly two miles distant from it.
Passed two silent horses grazing in the orchard, and
then a skunk prowling on the open hillside, probably
probing for insects, etc. Though twenty or thirty feet
off he stops repeatedly, erects his tail, and prepares to
receive me. How he trusts in his weapon ! Fair Haven
Pond, seen now indistinctly in the moonlight, seems
reduced to a shining surface of mud and slimy puddles,

yet I distinguish a smoother and lighter sheen
from its broad padded border. The oak leaves, as I
look down this vista from the first rock, glisten in the
moonlight, though not wet. Will they glisten thus in
the fall?

The chief sounds now are the bullfrogs and the
whip-poor-wills. The er-er-roonkoi the bullfrog actually
sounds now without a pause from one end of this river
to the other, and can be heard more than a mile on
each side. I hear the beat of a partridge also. Is it
not a result of the white man's intrusion and a sign of
the wildness of the bird, that it is compelled to employ
thus the night as well as the day? Though frogs and
crickets and gnats fill the air with sound, these horses,
great beasts as they are, I cannot detect by any sound
they make, but by their forms against the sky. The
Cliff rocks are warm to the hand. It is probably after
ten. I just came through a moonlit glade in the woods
on the side of the hill, where an aspen (Populus grandidentata)
trembled and betrayed a rising wind.

A cuckoo I just heard, an imperfect note, a wagon going
over a bridge, I know not where. It is soon over, and
the horse's hoofs and the wheels are no longer heard.
That small segment of the arc which the traveller de
scribed is remarkably distinguished. Might not a police

man be stationed on a central hill at night, and when
any robbery was committed, be notified of it by tele
graph if possible, and so hear by what bridge the rogue left the town.

The night warbler, and again afterward. It. is worth
the while to walk thus in the night after a warm or
sultry day to enjoy the fresh up-country, brake-like,
spring like scent in low grounds. At night the sur
face of the earth is a cellar, a refrigerator, no doubt
wholesomer than those made with ice by day.
Got home at eleven.

Albert Bierstadt High in the Mountains, Indian Encampment

He again enjoys creating the fiction that the moon and atmosphere and clouds, or mists,
are fighting. They are not, but in his moonlit brain it seems so, so it must be so. It
maybe what this passage is about, the effect of the moon on the human mind. Yet there
is so much detail, the skunk that nearly sprays him, the screen of the dark trees against
the moonlight, and then this passage:

My pencil seems to
move through a creamy, mystic medium. The moon
light is rich and somewhat opaque, like cream, but
the daylight is thin and blue, like skimmed milk. I
am less conscious than in the presence of the sun;
my instincts have more influence.

Does this suggest that the moon to him is actually wildness itself? Yes, it could be. He
notes that just as the dog is really, deep inside, the wolf, so man, deep inside, is the
‘savage”. The savage is Henry’s study of the Native American, which to some degree is a
projection of himself, as well as an historical people. A very dated, even archaic word, -‘savage’--but there may be some truth to it, as an historical term. Though he says in
1853 that the word salvage has its root in Salva, or woods, like Salvadge, which he
translates as the “man of the woods”. He lives much closer to the Native Americans than
most of us do, and he wrote about them at great length, indeed, a few million words on

them, his own and others. He wants to identify with them, and here, in the moonlight,
he seems to succeed. He is right, the moon is wildness and brings the wolf out of the Dog
and the Native American out of Thoreau. He feels at home in the wild moonlight. He
would feel at home with Joe Polis too, the Penobscot native American, a main character
in the Maine Woods.
I need to say a few things about 19th century paintings here. There was an
understanding then largely, but not entirely, lost now, that realist painting was a much
more thorough way to picture reality that photography. The paintings I am exploring
here and elsewhere are profound and detailed work. Much more well organized, full of
story and knowledge, even more specific than photos. They represent many
perceptions, as do most of these entries by Henry. Such works involved many studies
and many hours of study, days or weeks, even months. Each painting is a sort of theatre
of all these perceptions, played out as close as possible to the reality the painter was
trying to show. What Henry is doing here and what was often done in paintings in the
1900’s was to amass detail, shown often in the most intimate ways possible.
So with Henry, we are often in a boat with him, coursing down one of the rivers or Lakes
near Concord, often the shadow of trees or hillsides is looming over us. One can smell
various wildflowers in the night. A bull frog sounds, and a whippoorwill sings in the
forest. He plays many variations of this picture. Sometimes there is a fire on the river
bank in the distance and he sees men spearing fish. Other times, he is fascinated with
the light scintillating on the water. Or he is in a field and the moonlight is making
everything obscure, yet distinct, and a horse or cow suddenly looms in front of him, and
he speaks to it, calming it. His exact and vivid language makes very exact and specific
pictures. This is why paintings form 1820-1900 are so life like and so indicative of how
the world seemed or looked then, much more so that any photograph of the period, or
picture, I mean photo, now. Henry is doing the same thing with words, variations on
Moonlight done in the woods over several years.

Albert Bierstadt

So when Bierstadt draws or paints the moon, it is about many days or hours he spent
trying to understand what he was doing. He observed real Native Americans in many
situations. They were not yet crowded onto removed “reservations” where they were
silenced and not living their own lives, but a life dictated to them by the government and
those in control of them. They silenced the first peoples culture, forced their kids into
western schools. Bierstadt often paints them before that. Their knowledge of plants or
animals, landscapes and places was extremely detailed, as was Henry’s or Marianne
North, in a different way.

The knowledge that Native Americans had of plants, as Henry learns from Joe Polis on
his trip to Maine, was not Linnaean, or Darwinian, obviously, ---they did not think like
that, but it was practical and useful in a real way Henry or Marianne could only dimly
imagine. Much of that knowledge has been lost to recent First Peoples. Though when I
was on Rosebud Res. in South Dakota, in the early 1990’s they were making a film of
their view of Native plants. Henry was trying hard to imagine what it was like to be
Native American. He was trying to have a real relationship to the land. His writing about
any subject, are efforts to be as precise as possible, just as Church was trying to paint
Jamaica, or Bierstadt was trying to paint Yosemite, as accurately as possible.
If one wants to know what the moon was like in the 19th century, one must look at this
artwork. This is largely lost in the 20th century, where a human centered and abstract
subjectivism reigns. There is some Plein Air work in the 21st century that does have
reality in. But the 20th century is largely empty of accurate observations, with a few
exceptions. So in combining Henry’s 6 years of moonlight walks, with the artwork of the
1800’s about night and the moon, it is as close as one can come to understanding where
science was at the time, and how life at night actually looked to those who were alive to
it. Henry was alive to it, as he shows in the Moonlight book.
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Ralph Albert Blakelock

Blakelock is interesting and well deserves comparison with Henry. Both were very
interested in Native Americans and Moonlight, and both were concerned with the poor.
Blakelock did an interesting series on the shanty buildings of the poor Irish in NYC in
the later part of the 1800s. Henry was also interested in Irish immigrants who came to
the U.S. at the time of the Irish famines. Blakelock also did a number of works on
Native villages and the ghost dance, which was after Henry’s time but which was a
desperate dance that attempted to bring back the days when Native Americans were
allowed to be themselves, free, and wild. Henry would have liked that, I am sure.
Blakelock suffered from mental illness and was grossly taken advantage of by the art
market.

June 20, 1853
8 pm.-Up North River to Nawshawtuct .
The moon full. Perhaps there is no more beautiful
scene than that on the North River seen from the rock
this side the hemlocks. As we look up-stream, we see
a crescent-shaped lake completely embosomed in the
forest . There is nothing to be seen but the smooth
black mirror of the water, on which there is now the
slightest discernible bluish mist, a foot high, and thickset
alders and willows and the green woods without
interstice sloping steeply upward from its very surface,
like the sides of a bowl. The river is here for
half a mile completely shut in by the forest . One hemlock,

which the current has undermined, has fallen
over till it lies parallel with the water, a foot or two
above it and reaching two thirds across the stream,
its extremity curving upward to the light, now dead .
Here it has been a year or two, and it has only taken
the place of others which have successively fallen in
and been carried away by the stream. One lies now
cast up on the shore. Some wild roses, so pale now in
the twilight that they look exactly like great blackberry
blossoms. I think these would look so at midday.

Saw a little skunk coming up the river-bank in the
woods at the White Oak, a funny little fellow, about
six inches long and nearly as broad. It faced me and
actually compelled me to retreat before it for five minutes.
Perhaps I was between it and its hole. Its broad
black tail, tipped with white, was erect like a kitten's .
It had what looked like a broad white band drawn
tight across its forehead or top-head, from which two
lines of white ran down, one on each side of its back,
and there was a narrow white line down its snout.

It raised its back, sometimes ran a few feet forward,
sometimes backward, and repeatedly turned its tail
to me, prepared to discharge its fluid like the old .
Such was its instinct. And all the while: it kept up
a fine grunting like a little pig or a squirrel. It reminded
me that the red squirrel, the woodchuck, and
the skunk all make a similar sound. Now there are
young rabbits, skunks, and probably woodchucks.

Walking amid the bushes and the ferns just after
moonrise, I am refreshed with many sweet scents
which I cannot trace to their source . How the trees
shoot! The tops of young pines toward the moon are
covered with fine shoots some eighteen inches long.
Will they grow much more this year? There is a peculiarly
soft, creamy light round the moon, now it is
low in the sky. The bullfrogs begin about 8.30. They
lie at their length on the surface amid the pads. I
touched one's nose with my finger, and he only gave
a sudden froggish belch and moved a foot or two off.
How hard to imitate their note exactly, -its sonorousness.

Here, close by, it is like er er ough, cr er er
ough, with a sonorous trump which these letters do
not suggest . On our return, having reached the reach
by Merrick's pasture, we get the best view of the moon
in the southeast, reflected in the water, on account of
the length of the reach. The creamy light about it
is also perfectly reflected ; the path of insects on the
surface between us and the moon is lit up like fire.
The leafy-columned elms, planted by the river at foot
of Prichard's field, are exceedingly beautiful, the moon
being behind them, and I see that they are not too near
together, though sometimes hardly a rod apart, their
branches crossing and interlacing . Their trunks look
like columns of a portico wreathed with evergreens on
the evening of an illumination for some great festival.
They are the more rich, because in this creamy light
you cannot distinguish the trunk from the verdure that
drapes it.

This is the most sultry night we have had. All windows
and doors are open in the village and scarcely a

pimp is lit. I pass many families sitting in their yards .
The shadows of the trees and houses are too extended,
now that the moon is low in the heavens, to show the
richest tracery.

I kept the charming story of the skunk in this one as it is a night animal. The
behavior he describes is very exact. I have even tested skunks a few times, myself,
how close one could get before it lifts its tail, and it is about 14 feet on average.
The skunks wander around all night looking for food. The very young have no
scent, and this maybe what Henry is describing, the attempt to spray, but not
really able to do it.
I like the description of the insects on the water, “the path of insects on the
surface between us and the moon is lit up like fire.” He says. It reminds me a little
of the twilight paintings , a little later than Thoreau, by one of the great Russian
painters of villages and nature in the 1800’s, Isaac Levitan.

Isaac Levitan, Twilight Moon, 1900
I love the way Levitan hangs the moon up in the sky and shows the cattails or rushes
speckled with gold light reflected from the moon. Henry had gone in search of
waterlilies blooming at night in such waters. He found them and even brought some
home.
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June 29, 1853

“Perchance the moon shines sometimes merely to
tempt men forth to view creation by night, but soon
wanes to warn them that day is the season appointed
for their labors .”

Odd that Henry should write such a line, as it sounds like a 19th century Protestant
preacher rather than him. Is he scolding himself for being out after dark, or did
someone scold him like this? A school marm, and old man who is ignorant talking to his
son? Or is he being ironic or sarcastic? Perhaps the latter. This seems a tongue in cheek
joke, rather than Henry’s actual views. One can imagine Emerson saying such a thing.

He often scolds Henry both in his Journal and in his biographies of Henry, for this or
that. Henry is becoming less and less religious with each Journal entry. Most of the
Journal after 1855 or so speaks of the gods as Greek ideas, if he mentions them at all,
and most often it seems a literary habit rather than a ‘spiritual’ one . One can safely
translate most uses of the word “spiritual” as “subjective feeling state”
References: Why moon shines not always 450
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These references should be in Henry Journal vol. 16 but though there are references to
the Roman writer Cato and his opinion on Farmers, there is nothing specifically on
planting and the moon. Nor is there a reference to the Harvest Moon. Cato mentions,
among other things, that one should “manure meadows at the opening of spring, in the
dark of the moon.” (De Agricultura, section 50) This maybe what Henry is speaking of.
It seems likely he read that and thought he quoted it, but didn’t. Unless I am mistaken,
of course, though I looked it up more than once. But Henry is a good scholar even if he
sometimes forgets.
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July 20, 1853 . To Nawshawtuct at moonrise with Sophia,
by boat.

Moon apparently fulled yesterday. A low mist incrusts
the meadow, - not so perceptible when we are
on the water. Now we row through a thin low mist
about as high as one's head, now we come to a place
where there is no mist on the river or meadow, apparently
where a slight wind stirs. The gentle susurrus {murmuring]
from the leaves of the trees on shore is very enlivening,
as if Nature were freshening, awakening to some enterprise.

There is but little wind,' but its sound, incessantly
stirring the leaves at a little distance along the
shore, heard not seen, is very inspiriting . It is like
an everlasting dawn or awakening of nature to some
great purpose. As we go up the hill we smell the sweetbriar. The trees are now heavy, dark masses without

tracery, not as in spring or early in June ; but I forgot
to say that the moon was at first eclipsed by a vast
black bank of cloud in the cast horizon, which seemed
to rise faster than it, and threatened to obscure it all
the night. But suddenly she rose above it, and when,
a few moments after, we thought to look again for
the threatening cloud-bank, it had vanished, or a
mere filmy outline could be faintly traced beneath her .
It was the eclipse of her light behind it that made this
evil look so huge and threatening, but now she had
triumphed over it and eclipsed it with her light. It
had vanished, like an ugly dream . So is it ever with
evils triumphed over, which we have put behind us.
What was at first a huge dark cloud in the east which
threatened to eclipse the moon the livelong night is
now suddenly become a filmy vapor, not easy to be detected
in the sky, lit by her rays. She comes on thus,
magnifying the dangers by her light, at first displaying,
revealing them in all their hugeness and blackness,
exaggerating, then casting them behind her into
the light concealed. She goes on her way triumphing

through the clear sky like a moon which was threatened
by dark clouds at her rising but rose above them .
That black, impenetrable bank which threatened to
be the ruin of all our hopes is now a filmy dash of
vapor with a faint-purplish tinge, far in the
sky .
From the hilltop we see a few distant lights in
farmhouses down below, hard to tell where they are,
yet better revealing where they are than the sun
does. But cottage lights are not conspicuous now as
in the autumn. As we looked, a bird flew across the
disk of the moon. Saw two skunks carrying their
tails about some rocks. Singular that, of all the animated
creation, chiefly these skunks should be abroad
in this moonlight. This is the midsummer night's
moon. We have come round the east side of the hill to
see the moon from amid the trees. I like best to see its
light falling far in amid the trees and along the ground
before me, while itself is hidden behind them or one
side. It is cool, methinks with a peculiar coolness,
as it were from the luxuriance of the foliage, as never

in June. At any rate we have had no such sultry nights
this month as in June. There is a greater contrast
between night and day now, reminding me that even
in Hindostan they freeze ice in shallow vessels at night
in summer (? ). There is a mist very generally dispersed,
which gives a certain mellowness to the light, a
wavingness apparently, a creaminess . Yet the light of
the moon is a cold, almost frosty light, on the
ground.

There [are] a few fireflies about. Green, their light
looks sometimes, and crickets are heard. You are
pretty sure also to hear some human
music, vocal or instrumental, far or near. The masses of
the trees and bushes would be called black,
if our knowledge that
they are leaves did not make us call them dark-green.
Here is the Pycnanthemum lanceolatum near the boat's
place, which I scent in the dark. It has been out
some days, for some flowers are quite withered. I hear
from tire copses or bushes along the shore, returning, a

faint everlasting fine song from some small cricket,
or rather locust, which it required the stillness of night
to reveal . A bat hovers about us. How oily smooth
the water in this moonlight! And the apparent depth
where stars are reflected frightens Sophia. These
Yankee houses and gardens seen rising beyond this
oily moon-lit water, on whose surface the circling insects
are like sparks of fire, are like Italian dwellings
on the shores of Italian lakes. When we have left the
boat and the river, we are surprised, looking back
from the bank, to see that the water is wholly concealed
under a white mist, though it was scarcely
perceptible when we were in its midst. The few bullfrogs
are the chief music. I do not know but walnuts
are peculiarly handsome by moonlight, - seeing the
moon rising through them, and the form of their leaves .
I felt some nuts. They have already their size and that
bracing, aromatic scent.

This is great writing. And it may be the best of the various attempts at writing about the
moon and clouds fighting. It shows Henry at his most creative. It is clearly fiction, but it
is so fraught with significance one wants to say it is real. What reality, though, does it

hide in it? It is certainly more than mere description. It is this kind of very pregnant and
unaccountable writing which gives this Moonlight book its very telling mystery and
extent a strange but realistic accuracy.
What is the great purpose he imagines will be the issue of the fight of the moon and
clouds? He writes: It is like an everlasting dawn or awakening of nature to some great
purpose.” Why must the Moon have a great purpose.? Is this Henry’s great purpose, or
the Moons? What would be the “great purpose” that Henry wishes to enact here?
He seems back to reality and himself here, much less depressed, recording the beauty of
moonlight again, riding in his row boat with his sister Sophia, writing vividly about his
experiences. It is interesting that working so much would make him despair of the
Moonlight book. Interesting too that this bad mood only lasts a day or two. That
suggests that I may be right that his momentary depression about this book is just an
effect of exhaustion.
Again he tries to imagine the clouds fighting with the moon as a moral battle, thus
drawing a human moral from it. But I do remember the first time he imagined the moon
fighting with the clouds he heard an imagined or real slave playing his clarinet to the sky
on a moonlit night dreaming of purchasing his own freedom. That was many pages back
on Aug, 5, 1851. I wonder if he is projecting his own internal conflicts on the clouds and
moon, he discusses this so often, and it is obviously imaginary. Or is it? Is he talking
about slavery? Certainly there are many conflicts in Henry’s life at this time. Is it his
battle with spirituality that is at issue here, his fight with Emerson, which rarely comes
to the surface. Or does he use this fiction as a means of entertaining the reader. He
implies this. Perhaps it is all this and more. I think I am starting to see the strangely
accurate reasons behind his gnomic writing. Is he projecting his own conflicts on the
moral purposes of the Moon, imagining a great battle in which the Moon will be
victorious? Slavery will end!
The moon is 250,000 miles from earth and the clouds are a mile or less, they are not
even proximate, much less fighting. What is fighting inside Thoreau that he projects
onto the sky his struggle? Could clouds and moonlight be his own ignorance and clarity

of thought fighting. Is he fighting with his own religious upbringing, the mythic world
of Emerson versus evidence and scientific inquiry struggling in himself? If it is the
conflict with Emerson and the spiritual, maybe it is not without bearing on the conflict
over slavery and the coming Civil War? This is the main reason, as early on in Aug, 1851
he connects the fight of the clouds and moon with the struggle of a slave to be free. Is the
Moonlight book about Thoreau’s own inner conflicts? More yes than no. It is not a
simple book but a many dimensional one. How like the Moon itself is this strange
mystery….
He began the fight with the Moonlight and clouds while talking about a slave, playing a
musical instrument, a clarinet, into the moonlit night, seeking to purchase his own
freedom. It is very likely about the moon and clouds fighting, off and on, for over 200
pages as part of the book. What a lyrical and drawn out hymn to human freedom and
the ending of a great injustice!
He is very convincing on this subject, just as he convincing on his description of skunks
at night, bats flying about, and the smell of walnuts hanging over the river so low that he
can touch them. Also, he tries to make it more universal by talking about Hindustan and
Italy. One can see him thinking, after a day of despair. This is a very human writer, not
at all the sublime Emerson, who scarcely seems human at all, in his Platonic conceits.
Thoreau is a man who can be confused and yet seek to resolve the conflicts, even if he is
unable to do it entirely.
What is clear is that the Moonlight book is not a lecture. The lecture failed. The book
that he wrote in his journal is something else, a hymn to freedom, in praise of stones
and rocks, trees and water, a Utopian dream of a world and a life worth living,?. It would
have been a master work had he been able to finish it. How interesting if he is writing
about the fight of the moon and clouds as being about the fight over slavery. What kind
of chapter would have been this long attempt to describe the moon fighting with the
clouds? “Life Without Principle” is about the self-denial of a writer who writes books,
not lectures. His world is not about money. As he says here:

If you would get money as a writer or lecturer,
you must be popular, which is to go down perpendicularly.
Those services which the community will most
readily pay for, it is most disagreeable to render.
You are paid for being something less than a man.
So is this book about himself, or the Moon, slavery and nature or all at once? Is he
looking for the Moon as a metaphor for other things, himself, slavery, justice, his own
existence or is he looking to describe the actual events that occur in the Moonlight. Or
maybe he is doing all this and more?
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Frederick Church Nightfall near Olana

June 26, 1853
A beautiful sunset about 7.30 ; just clouds enough
in the west (we are on Fair Haven Hill) ; they arrange
themselves about the western gate. And now the sun
sinks out of sight just on the north side of Watatic,
and the mountains, north and south, are at once a
dark indigo blue, for they had been darkening for an
hour or more . Two small clouds are left on the horizon
between Watatic and Monadnock, their sierra edges

all on fire. Three minutes after the sun is gone, there
is a bright and memorable afterglow in his path, and
a brighter and more glorious light falls on the clouds
above the portal . His car, borne further round, brings
us in the angle of excidence [probably means the angle of incidence—a
perpendicular line to the point of impact on a surface--- similar to angle of attack
in aerodynamics].
Those little sierra clouds
look like two castles of oil fire, and I see the fire through
ruined windows. The low west horizon glows now,
five or six minutes after sunset, with a delicate salmon color
tinged with rose, deepest where the sun disappeared,
and fading off upward ; and north and south
are dark-blue cloud islands in it. When I invert my
head these delicate salmon-colored clouds look like a
celestial Sahara sloping gently upward, an inclined plane
upward, to be travelled by caravans bound heavenward,
with blue oases in it.
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Aug, 23, 1853.
I am again struck by the perfect correspondence of
a day - say an August day - and the year. I think
that a perfect parallel may be drawn between the seasons
of the day and of the year. Perhaps after middle
age man ceases to be interested in the morning and in
the spring .
Night is for older people? But he is not even 40 yet? Maybe he feels much older than he
had? Yet he is trying to make one of the main points of his work, that time and seasonal
change do not change reality all that much. This is the Kalendar again. Here he is going
further and suggesting that moonlight might correspond more to an older man than
morning, which he ended Walden with. He is just finishing up Walden when he wrote
this. Walden ends with the line the “sun is but a morning star”. Has he grown less
interested in the morning? His journal does not suggest this, except when he is working
on his Moonlight explorations, which largely stops after his lecture of 1854. Later on he
will deny what he says here and suggest he himself should take up early morning again.
But soon he will write Autumnal Tints, that great song to the colors of the fall. This
moonlight book goes with that, doesn’t it. It seems to be about the struggle to live,
despite terrible ordeals. Trees experience the falling of all their leaves, Slaves eventually
more toward freedom just as trees eventually are green again. So the truth maybe here,
after all.
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Aug, 23, 1953
Live in each season as it passes ; breathe the air,
drink the drink, taste the fruit, and resign yourself

to the influences of each. Let them be your only diet
drink and botanical medicines. In August live on berries,
not dried meats and pemmican, as if you were on
shipboard making your way through a waste ocean, or
in a northern desert . Be blown on by all the winds.
Open all your pores and bathe in all the tides of Nature,
in all her streams and oceans, at all seasons .
this passage from 1853 is surely not the one referred to,
but it is similar and mentions the “tides of nature”

Oct, 24, 1853
It has rained all day, filling the streams . Just after
dark, high southerly winds arise, but very warm, blowing
the rain against the windows and roof and shaking
the house. It is very dark withal, so that I can
hardly find my way to a neighbor's. I think of
vessels on the coast, and shipwrecks, and how this
will bring down the remaining leaves and to-morrow
morning the street will be strewn with rotten limbs of
the elms amid the leaves and puddles, and
chimney or crazy building will have fallen . Some fear
to go to bed, lest the roof be blown off.

He had been seen the remains of people killed in shipwrecks off Cape Cod, and New
York. Margret Fuller and her partner had been killed in this way as had their child, in
1850. Henry went to look for her body but it was never found, but he saw many other
atrocities at the time. Bad memories seem to be called up by this storm. In Cape Cod he
records another storm with strange and unaccountably cool precision that he saw many

dead bodies of an Irish emigrant ship form Galway, Ireland. The year was 1849, so the
emigrants were escaping the then awful famine, caused by English greed, in Ireland. He
writes in Cape Cod:

I saw many marble feet and matted heads as the cloths were raised, and one livid,
swollen, and mangled body of a drowned girl,—who probably had intended to go
out to service in some American family,—to which some rags still adhered, with a
string, half concealed by the flesh, about its swollen neck; the coiled-up wreck of
a human hulk, gashed by the rocks or fishes, so that the bone and muscle were
exposed, but quite bloodless,—merely red and white,—with wide-open and
staring eyes, yet lustreless, dead-lights; or like the cabin windows of a stranded
vessel, filled with sand. 45
It would seem that the fear of the storm a few years after this event evoked the latent
fear he felt but hid, even from himself, when he saw the shipwreck on Cape Cod or the
one that he saw a year later, when Margret Fuller was killed in a shipwreck. Is this why
he is writing this and includes it as a reference? Why include this in the references to
what he might include in the Moonlight book?
I am not sure he understood the Irish famine as we can now. Certainly, had he known
why the people were coming from Ireland, he would have been horrified. Did he know?
He would have been even more horrified had he realized the people on this ship escaped
the killing off of a million or so Irish due to starvation only to be killed just as they
reached America. 2 million moved out of Ireland due to the cruelty of English capital
investments in Irish farms and food, little or none of which they would share with the
Irish when they were starving. Imagine English farms in Ireland many full of wheat or
animals fat with food, while by such a prospering investment starving Irish men women
and children walked by the English having force them to eat only potatoes which now
had a blight and were bad. A million Irish died. Even Henry seems to intuit that the
bad treatment by the English of the Irish was an atrocity that bore fruit in the murder of
45

This is on page 5 here, https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Cape_Cod_(1865)_Thoreau/The_Shipwreck
But it can be seen in any edition of Thoreau’s Cape Cod.

Native Americans. The same economic cruelty created the poor and socially different in
Germany during WWII. It was really not until the 1960’s that it became commonly
understood that the English mistreatment, exploitation and theft of land of the Irish
went back many centuries and was the model of the mistreatment and even genocidal
practices of Americans against Native peoples and “Blacks” and later of the German
mistreatment of Jews, Gypsies and Homosexuals in the camps. The institution of
slavery and the killing of the Irish and the Native Americans, and many others in India,
China and elsewhere and one can see the rise of Empire and the depredations of
capitalism. Henry writes in the Economy section of Walden that
“Here I see in my daily walks human beings living in sties, and all winter with an
open door for the sake of light, without any visible, often imaginable, wood pile.
The bodies of young and old alike are permanently contracted by the long habit of
shrinking from cold and misery, and the development of all their limbs and
faculties is checked. It certainly is fair to look at that class by whose labor the
works which distinguish this generation are accomplished. Contrast the physical
condition of today’s working-class Irish with that of the American Indian, or the
Papua New Guinean, or any other primitive society before it was degraded by
contact with civilized man. Yet I have no doubt that primitive rulers are as wise as
average civilized rulers. The condition of civilized working classes only proves
what squalidness may consist with civilization. I hardly need refer now to the
slaves in our Southern states who produce the staple exports of this country, and
are themselves a staple production of the South. “

Maybe he did know what had happened in Ireland in 1847-1850. I remember when I
read this the first time I was amazed Henry saw so early the close relation of the Irish,
Native America and African American condition of poverty and suggests the reason for
it as economic exploitation. He saw this nearly a century before this was commonly
understood. These peoples all suffered and died in large numbers from death caused by

the greed of the English/American and European whites. Capitalism is the culprit in all
these cases.
It is a very sad story, and the Moon is in it somewhere. It is darkness that he wants us to
think of, certainly. Is it about moonlight, and nature’s indifference to those killed in
storms, but Henry’s own fear and his caring about those that were killed, comes back to
haunt him, years later. It is not just the beauty of moonlight he is speaking of, it is also
the cruelty of life. The shocking cruelty of poverty and the ignorance of ideologues who
perpetuate atrocities so they can grow rich. It is not the potato famine itself which
harmed the Irish, but the policies of the English, who had been forcing the Irish for
centuries to be colonized by them.

Reference:
No 16 Oct 24th '53 A dark night--so that I can hardly find my way
to a neighbors-l

Henry Thoreau in the Forest Moonlight
By Mark Koslow

This is something of an illustration of the passage below.

Nov. 2, 1853
The sun sets. We come home in the autumn twilight,
which lasts long and is remarkably light, the air being
purer, - clear white light, which penetrates the woods,
- is seen through the woods, - the leaves being gone.
When the sun is set, there is no sudden contrast, no

deep darkening, but a clear, strong white light still
prevails, and the west finally glows with a generally
diffused and moderate saffron-golden (? ) . Coming
home by boat the other evening, I smelled a traveller's
pipe very strongly a third of a mile distant . He was
crossing Wood's Bridge. The evening star is now very
bright ; and is that Jupiter near it?
Reference: Autumn twilight Nov. 2nd [222] smell pipe

Nov. 12 1853.
I cannot but regard it as a kindness in
those who have the steering of me that, by the want
of pecuniary wealth, I have been nailed down to this
my native region so long and steadily, and made to
study and love this spot of earth more and more . What
would signify in comparison a thin and diffused love
and knowledge of the whole earth instead, got by
wandering ? The traveller's is but a barren and comfortless
condition . Wealth will not buy a man a home
in nature, - house nor farm there. The man of business
does not by his business earn a residence in nature,
but is denaturalized rather. What is a farm, house
and land, office or shop, but a settlement in nature
under the most favorable conditions ? It is insignificant,
and a merely negative good fortune, to be provided
with thick garments against cold and wet, an
unprofitable, weak, and defensive condition, compared
with being able to extract some exhilaration, some
warmth even, out of cold and wet themselves, and to
clothe them with our sympathy. The rich man buys

woollens and furs, and sits naked and shivering still
in spirit ; besieged by cold and wet. But the poor Lord
of Creation, cold and wet he makes to warm him, and
be his garments.
Tansy is very fresh still in some places . Tasted
to-day a black walnut, a spherical and corrugated nut
with a large meat, but of a strong oily taste.
He is echoing the thesis he pursed in “Life without Principle” here. It is a piece he wrote
closely connected to the Moonlight book in time and meaning. He is expressing
gratefulness for his life in Nature, his good circumstances, and his lack of the American
style greed that obsesses so man of his contemporaries and mine. He is free to study the
Moon and flowers, and is proud to do it, whatever his neighbors say, however poor he is.
8 P. m. - Up river to Hubbard Bathing-Place.
Moon nearly full. A mild, almost summer evening
after a very warm day, alternately clear and overcast.
The meadows, with perhaps a little mist on than,
look as if covered with frost in the moonlight. It first
it is quite calm, and I see only where a slight wave
or piece of wet driftwood along the shore reflects a
flash of light, suggesting that we have come to a season
of clearer air. This occasional slight sparkling
on either hand along the water's edge attends me.
I come out now on the water to see our little river
broad and stately as the Merrimack or still larger
tides, for though the shore be but a rod off, the meeting
of land and water being concealed, it is as good as if
a quarter of a mile distant, and the near bank is like
a distant hill.
There is now and of late months no smell of muskrats,
which is probably confined to the

spring or rutting season. While the sense of seeing is
partly slumbering, that of hearing is more wide awake
than by day, and, now that the wind is rising, I hear
distinctly the chopping of every little wave under the
bow of my boat. I hear no bird, only the loud plunge
of a muskrat from time to time. The moon is wading
slowly through broad squadrons of clouds, with a
small coppery halo, and now she comes forth triumphant
and burnishes the water far and wide, and
makes the reflections more distinct . Trees stand bare
against the sky again . This the first month in which
they do. I hear one cricket singing still, faintly deep
in the bank,' now after one whitening of snow. His
theme is life immortal. The last cricket, full of
cheer and faith, piping to himself, as the last man
might. The dark squadrons of hostile clouds have
now swept over the face of the moon, and she appears
unharmed and riding triumphant in her chariot .
Suddenly they dwindle and melt away in her mild
and all-pervading light, dissipated like the mists of
the morning. They pass away and are forgotten like
bad dreams.

Landed at the bathing-place . There is no sound
of a frog from all these waters and meadows which
a few months ago resounded so with them ; not even
a cricket or the sound of a mosquito. I can fancy that.
I hear the sound of peeping hylodes ringing in my
ear, but it is all fancy. How short their year ! How
early they sleep !. Nature is desert and iron-bound ;
she has shut her door. How different from the muggy

nights of summer, teeming with life! That resounding
life is now buried in the mud, returned into Nature's
womb, and most of the birds have retreated to the
warm belt of the earth. Yet still from time to time a
pickerel darts away. And still the heavens are unchanged
; the same starry geometry looks down on
their active and their torpid state of reptiles. And the first frog
that puts his eye forth from the mud next spring shall
see the same everlasting starry eyes ready to play at
bo-peep with him, for they do not go into the mud.
However, you shall find the muskrats lively enough
now at night, though by day their cabins appear like
deserted cabins. When I paddle near one, I hear the
sudden plunge of one of its inhabitants, and sometimes
see two or three at once swimming about it.
Now is their day.
It is remarkable that these peculiarly
aboriginal and wild animals, whose nests are perhaps
the largest of any creatures' hereabouts, should still
so abound in the very midst of civilization and erect
their large and conspicuous cabins at the foot of our
gardens. However, I notice that unless there is a strip
of meadow and water on the garden side they erect
their houses on the wild side of the stream.
The hylodes, as it is the first frog heard in the spring,
so it is the last in the autumn. I heard it last, methinks,
about a month ago. I do not remember any
hum of insects for a long time, though I heard a cricket
to-day.

I wonder if there would have been a chapter on the Muskrats in the Moonlight book, he
writes about their lives very beautifully and often.

References: Nov 12, 1853 8 Pm to Hub [bath] by boat 253 river broad
[n]ight slumbers--ears awake 256 Trees stand bare
no first month--crickets--Moon dissipates clouds 255
No sound of frogs & insects--nature [ironbound] frogs in mud
255
[Star] not in mud. muskrats 255—
Also see Middlebury college library November, 1851-53
https://repository.middlebury.edu/islandora/search/thoreau%20journal?type=dismax

Nov. 14, 1853
6 .30 P. M.-To Baker Farm by boat.
It is full moon, and a clear night, with a strong
northwest wind ; so C. and I must have a sail by moonlight.
The river has risen surprisingly, to a spring height,
owing to yesterday's rain, higher than before since
spring . We sail rapidly upward. The river apparently,
almost actually, as broad as the Hudson. Venus
remarkably bright, just ready to set . Not a cloud in
the sky, only the moon and a few faint

stars here and there, and from time to time a meteor.
The water washes against our bows with the same
sound that one hears against a vessel's prow by night
roil the ocean. If you had waked up here, you would
not know at first but you were there. The shore-lines
are concealed ; you look seemingly over an almost
boundless waste of waters on either hand . The hills
are dark, vast, lumpish. Some near, familiar hill appears
as a distant bold mountain, for its base is indefinitely
removed. It is very pleasant to make our
way thus rapidly but mysteriously over the black
waves, black as ink and dotted with round foam sheets
with a long moonlight sheen on one side -to
make one's wav upward thus over the waste of waters,
not knowing where you arc exactly, only avoiding
shores . The stars are few and faint in this bright light.
flow well they wear! C. thought a man could still
get along with them who was considerably reduced
in his circumstances, that they were a kind of bread
and cheese that never failed. Fair Haven Hill never
looked more grand and mountain-like than now that
all its side is dark and we only see its bold outline at
an indefinite distance . Under the lee of the Holdenwood
we found unexpectedly smooth and pleasant
water and stillness, where we heard the wind roar behind us.
The night is cool but not damp, and methinks you can be abroad with more
impunity than in summer nights even. The walls on Conatum

are merely black streaks, lines running over the hill.

The wind goes down somewhat. The features of the
landscape are simpler and lumped. We have the moon
with a few stars above, a waste of black, dashing
waves around, reflecting the moon's sheen on one side,
and the distant shore in dark swelling masses, dark
floating isles between the water and the sky, on either
hand. Moored our boat under Fair Haven Hill.
The light is so strong that colors of objects are not
much changed from the day. The water seen from
the hill is still blue, and the fields are russet.
How can we omit to go forth on the water these
windy days and nights, to be tossed by the waves ? It
is some such novelty to a landsman as an earthquake.
To take the hand of Nature and be shaken . Heard
one cricket to-night.

Again this is great writing. The landscape is vivid and the drama is of a very high kind,
but what it is about is obscure, as obscure as a few pages earlier, on July 20, 1853. He is
clearly pointing towards a very serious conflict, but one does not know why. Is it
personal to him, is he projecting it on nature?
The fight of clouds and moon goes on in the Journal for months, but he never tells us
what it is about. Is it the Moon itself, struggling with the clouds or waters? Or is it Henry
struggling with the fight of a life time for a small area near Concord’s rivers, trying the
somehow surmount Emerson’s scolding temper, or the soon to be arising conflict of the
Civil War, or the death of Margret Fuller in the sea, or the horrible details of the deaths

of the Irish, Native American and African American fight with the forces of greed and
land domination on the American continent? One cannot but feel all this is somehow
involved in this high drama of the moon and clouds. Or is it all summed up in the fact of
the seeming war that happens when the moon is full and the Moon seems to fight with
the clouds? I thought at first he was merely writing about an imaginary conflict in
nature, but now I think he is writing about himself, and his fight with slavery, and
trying to solve his own deep conflicts in the sky. One of the first times he writes on this
subject in is Aug. 5, 18851, and he imagines on that date the drama of the clouds as well
as the desire for freedom of a clarinet playing African American. I could be entirely
mistaken on this, of course. But he has spent months thinking about this. It cannot be
just about nature. It may be about Henry trying to see significance in the moon and
clouds. He is trying to assert his own point of view as a person who opposes slavery,
power and wealth and he is and projecting his own conflicts on the Moon. This
marvelous book is becoming more profound as we approach the end, or so I imagine. Or
have I been led into thinking as Henry does, inventing things that are not there, thinking
too symbolically. perhaps? Perhaps not.

references:
Nov 14th, 1853 Sail-stray wind 261-3--river risen--broad
[river]--Venus bright 261 Hills like mts.
Stars--bread & cheese 262 smooth & warm
water--cool but not damp--strong light
preserving colors 263
Dover, 503

Nov, 30th, 1853
Though there

were some clouds in the west, there was a bright silver
twilight before we reached our boat. C. remarked it
descending into the hollows immediately after sunset .
A red house could hardly be distinguished at a distance,
but a white one appeared to reflect light on the
landscape. At first we saw no redness in the sky, but
only some peculiar dark wisp-like clouds in the west,
but on rising a hill I saw a few red stains like veins
of red quartz on a ground of feldspar.
The river was perfectly smooth except the upwelling
of its tide, and as we paddled home westward, the
dusky yellowing sky was all reflected in it, together
with the dun-colored clouds and the trees, and there
was more light in the water than in the sky. The reflections
of the trees and bushes on the banks were
wonderfully dark and distinct, for though frequently
we could not see the real bush in the twilight against
the dark bank, in the water it appeared against the
sky. We were thus often enabled to steer clear of the
overhanging bushes.
It was an evening for the muskrats to be abroad,

and we saw one, which dove as he was swimming
rapidly, turning over like a wheel.

Dec. 2. 1853
As the stars, though spheres, present an outline
of many little points of light to our eyes, like a
flower of light, so I notice to-night the horns of the new
moon appear split.
The skeleton which at first sight excites only a shudder
in all mortals becomes at last not only a pure but
suggestive and pleasing object to science . The more
we know of it, the less we associate it with any goblin
of our imaginations .
The longer we keep it, the less
likely it is that any such will come to claim it. We discover
that the only spirit which haunts it is a universal
intelligence which has created it in harmony with all nature. Science never saw a
ghost, nor does it look for any, but it sees everywhere the traces and it is itself
the agent, of a Universal Intelligence.
This is somewhat confusing. Henry made another mistake with the dates here. The page
that deals with Twilight is 294 in his original journal, not 298 and the page that deals
with the description of the “split” moon is on pg 298, not page 300 as he says. It does
not matter but I just note this here.
I include the passage that follows the ‘split moon’ description. I include it because Henry
is here shying away from any supernatural descriptions. He denies ghosts. So he is
moving here towards a scientific description of nature.

But wants to hold on the idea of a “Universal Intelligence” , even though he has moved
away from that quite a bit. It is rather like Einstein’s god, an unclear concept that has no
real content. In adjacent passages, in the Journal of late 1853, he is talking about very
specific concerns with river plants, muskrat cabins and the clams that they eat, and the
Penobscot diet of clams and muskrats, and how they relate to the natural history of the
area. So his work is becoming far more specific and scientific and inching closer into the
area of the plants of the Concord area, which will dominate the Journal later. Yet he is
still holding onto a pantheist sort of metaphysics. Why does he need it? The bulk of the
Journal occurs from 1855 to 1861. So most of what he wrote in the journal is during
these late years in his life.

References:
Nov. twilight sky 298 Nov. 30
Horns of moon split 300

There is a much earlier Journal entry where he speculates on the nature of light:
Here light is more historical and biological, which he imagines is “somehow moral”. As
follows “

Oct. 21, 1842. The atmosphere is so dry and transparent
and, as it were, inflammable at this season that
a candle in the grass shines white and dazzling, and
purer and brighter the farther off it is. Its heat seems
to have been extracted and only its harmless refulgent
light left. It is a star dropped down. The ancients were
more than poetically true when they called fire Vulcan's
flower. Light is somewhat almost moral. The most
intense - as the fixed stars and our own sun-has an

unquestionable preeminence among the elements . At
a certain stage in the generation of all life, no doubt,
light as well as heat is developed. It guides to the
first rudiments of life. There is a vitality in heat and
light.
Reference: l-- [ ] a white light June 10

8 ½h

Dec. 8 1853
Walden at sunset .
The twilights, morn and eve, are very clear and
light, very glorious and pure, or stained with red, and
prolonged, these days. But, now the sun is set, Walden
(I am on the east side) is more light than the sky, a whiteness as of silver plating, while the sky is yellowish
in the horizon and a dusky blue above.' Though
the water is smooth enough, the trees are lengthened
dimly one third in the reflection. Is this phenomenon
peculiar to this season ~ Goose Pond now firmly frozen .
It had melted since it froze before.
I see there a narrow open channel in the ice, two
and a half rods long and six inches wide, leading
straight to a muskrat-house by the shore, apparently
kept open by them. Snow will soon come, in a measure
to restore the equilibrium between night and day by
prolonging the twilight.
The next night but one just like this, a little later . I saw from the
peak the entire reflection of large white pines very distinctly against a
clear white sky, though the actual tree was completely lost in night
against the dark distant hillside.

Again he is looking for some kind of moral equilibrium in the sky—why? He says:

Snow will soon come, in a measure
to restore the equilibrium between night and day by
prolonging the twilight.
Is the equilibrium he is seeking inside him or in the landscape? Some my own
experience of seeing him is possibly projection on my own part. Is he putting his own
conflicts on the clouds and the moon? I am prone to see him do this in other contexts,
when this may be mistaken in the context.

Dec. 15, 1853
Looking from my window these bright moonlight
nights, the ground being still bare, the whole landscape
-fields, road, and roof - has a wintry aspect,
as if covered with snow. It is the frost.

He is concerned with the ice and frost and notes how animals who live in the ground
leave frost around their earthen holes, presumably from their breath. This is a very
specific observation. He is trying to measure the meaning of the seasons, and doing so
by being as specific as he can be.
reference:
Frosty earth by moonlight Dec 15—320

George Inness, 1866. Winter Moonlight

Dec. 27, 1853
The wind has now shaken the snow from the trees,
and it lies in irregular little heaps on the snow beneath,
except that there is a white ridge up and down their
trunks on the northwest side, showing which side the
storm came from, which, better than the moss, would
enable one to find his way in the night . I went to hear
the pond whoop, but (did not hear much. I look far,
but see no rainbow flocks in the sky ). It is a true winter
sunset, almost cloudless, clear, cold indigo-y along the
horizon . The evening ( ?) star is seen shining brightly,
before the twilight has begun. A rosy tint suffuses the
eastern horizon . The outline of the mountains is wonderfully
distinct and hard, and they are a dark blue
and very near. Wachusett looks like a right whale over

our bow, plowing the continent, with his flukes well
down . He has a vicious look, as if he had a harpoon
in him.'
I wish that I could buy at the shops some kind of
india-rubber that would rub out at once all that in my
writing which it now costs me so many perusals, so many
months if not Years, and so much reluctance, to erase.
Interesting that Henry imagines editing his writing much more than he does now. Selfcorrection is very important to him. Few people have edited a more compellingly written
and edited journal. What a hard worker he is. He is a very self-conscious person.
It is becoming clear that he is trying to show himself, nature and moonlight in many
aspects, both objectively and subjectively. Here it is a kneaded eraser that he speaks of,
but earlier it was slavery, or the argument between spirituality and science, the fight
between the moon and clouds, or flowers, whip-poor-wills or shipwrecks, his bodily
senses, his boat riding the water in the streaks of light, or how Fair Haven hill looks in
the moonlight or in dark shadows. Everything, it would seem, is taken into this book. It
is indeed a “mirror of nature” only in the sense that everything Henry could reflect in it,
including himself the moon, animals and everything he can think of, is there.

P. M.--Up Union Turnpike.
The tints of the sunset sky are never purer and more
ethereal than in the coldest winter days. This evening,
though the colors are not brilliant, the sky is crystalline
and the pale fawn-tinged clouds are very beautiful.
I wish to get on to a hill to look down on the
winter landscape. We go about these days as if we had
fetters on our feet. We walk in the stocks, stepping into
the holes made by our predecessors .
Winter sunset at F.H.P. 336 Dec 27--357--Jan 2nd '54

NB

Gleaming tint--look forward to shores of eve--grand banks
invert--366-7

Jan. 8, 1854. Sunday. Gilpin, in his essay on tie " .Art of
Sketching Landscape," says : "When you have finished
your sketch therefore with Indian ink, as far as you
propose, tinge the whole over with some light horizon
hue. It may be the rosy tint of morning ; or the more
ruddy one of evening ; or it may incline more to a yellowish,
or a greyish cast. . . . By washing this tint over your
whole drawing, you lay a foundation for harmony."
I have often been attracted by this harmonious tint
in his and other drawings, and sometimes, especially,
have observed it in nature when at sunset I inverted
my head. We love not so well the landscape represented
as in broad noon, but in a morning or evening
twilight, those seasons when the imagination is most
active, the more hopeful or pensive seasons of the day.
Our mood may then possess the whole landscape, or
be in harmony with it, as the hue of twilight prevails
over the whole scene. Are we more than crepuscular
in our intellectual and spiritual life ? Have we awakened
to broad noon ? The morning hope is soon lost in
what becomes the routine of the day, and we do not
recover ourselves again until we land on the pensive
shores of evening, shores which skirt the great western
continent o£ the night. At sunset we look into the West .
For centuries our thoughts fish those grand banks that
lie before the newfoundland, before our spirits 'take up
their abode in that Ilesperian Continent to which these

lie in the way.
Henry was very influenced by William Gilpin, an English artist of the “picturesque”.
Interesting he turns to Gilpin and later to Ruskin for solution to the problems he is
having. He is an artist seeking solutions in the history of art. Henry is a better painter in
words than Gilpin is in paint. The world was very restricted in Concord and he did the
best he could with the little that was available. It is clear from the Journal that Henry is
a great artist in words, and goes further than either Church or Turner in his explorations
and suggestions of landscape. Too bad he could not paint, but this scarcely matters, he is
a painter in words, one of the few who does this very well. He is trying to use nature as a
metaphor for everything in his experience. “Our mood may then possess the whole
landscape, or be in harmony with it, as the hue of twilight prevails over the whole
scene.”
On the other hand, I show in this book that Thoreau’s book on Moonlight is a
centerpiece of art in the 1800’s about Moonlight and I have deliberately showed many
artists whose work is evoked by the accuracy of Henry’s writing. It was a time of great
interest in natural phenomena of all kinds. Henry is part of that inquiry into flowers and
moonlight, light and places.
Reference: NB
invert--366-7

Gleaming tint--look forward to shores of eve--grand banks

A Page form one of Gilpin’s sketchbooks. One can easily imagine Henry doing
something like this if he could have, he was so interested in the visual. But his writing is
unusually visual, I think as this Moonlight book proves.
(see: https://scolarcardiff.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/wye_mss.jpg )

April 11, 1854
P. M. - Surveying in Lincoln .
Large ant-hills in the woods, but no ants .
Evening on river.
Fine full moon ; river smooth. Hear a slight snoring
of frogs on the bared meadows. Is it not the R. palustris
This the first moon to walk by.

May 11, 1854
Over meadows in boat at sunset to Island, etc.

The rain is over. There is a bow in the cast. The
earth is refreshed ; the grass is wet. The air is warm
again and still. The rain has smoothed the water to
a glassy smoothness. It is very beautiful on the water
now, the breadth of the flood not yet essentially diminished….
I suspect that summer weather may be always ushered
in in a similar manner, - thunder-shower, rainbow,
smooth water, and warm night. A rainbow on the
brow of summer. Nature has placed this gem on
the brow of her daughter. Not only the wet grass looks
many shades greener in the twilight, but the old pine needles
also.

Henry is starting to do his calendar or Kalendar, (using the “K” instead of the “C” Henry
is following Humboldt who called his book Kosmos, rather than Cosmos) recording
when the leaves come out, when birds arrive or are singing, even when he first opens the
window after a long winter, etc. His concern with the calendar is really a subset of his
larger concern with defining the parameters of existence itself. Tracing the activities of
the moon and nighttime is part of that larger effort, which also includes sunsets and
rises, flower arrivals, fish behavior, birds migrating, turtles laying eggs, weather, seasons
as well as when humans doing various things and so much else.
A lovely and fairly typical remark that goes to his Kalendar is this one
The sun is now declining, with a warm and bright
light on all things, a light which answers to the late afterglow
of the year, when, in the fall, wrapping his cloak
closer about him, the traveller goes home at night to prepare
for winter. This the foreglow of the year, when
the walker goes home at eve to dream of summer.
To-day first I smelled the earth.

Reference:
Moon [on] smooth meadow flood May ll 170
Vol, 17. Henry’s number.J8 TMS17 pg 170-71
Dover, May 11, pg, 258-60

June 5, 1854 pm. to Cliffs
Large Yellow butterflies with black spots since the
3d . [Yellow Swallowtail?]Carrion flower, maybe a day,
Dangle berry at Trillium Woods .
Now, just before sundown, a nighthawk is circling, imp like, with
undulating, irregular flight over the sprout-land on
the Cliff Hill, with an occasional squeak and showing
the spots on his wings. He does not circle away from
this place, and I associate him with two gray eggs
somewhere on the ground beneath and a mate there
sitting . This squeak and occasional booming is heard
in the evening air, while the stillness on the side of
the village makes more distinct the increased hum of
insects. I see at a distance a kingbird or blackbird
pursuing a crow lower down the hill, like a satellite
revolving about a black planet . I have come to this
hill to see the sun go down, to recover sanity and put
myself again in relation with Nature. I would fain
drink a draft of Nature's serenity. Let deep answer
to deep. Already I see reddening clouds reflected in
the smooth mirror of the river, a delicate tint, far off
and elysian, unlike anything in the sky as yet. The
evergreens now look even black by contrast with the
sea of fresh and light-green foliage which surrounds

them. Children have been to the Cliffs and woven
wreaths or chaplets of oak leaves, which they have
left, for they were unconsciously attracted by the beauty
of the leaves now. The sun goes down red and shorn
of his beams, a sign of hot weather, as if the western
horizon or the lower stratum of the air were filled with
the riot dust of the clay. The dust of his chariot eclipses
his beams . I love to sit here and look off into the broad
deep vale in which the shades of night are beginning
to prevail . When the sun has set, the river becomes
more white and distinct in the landscape . The pincushion galls have .
mostly turned brown, especially the shrub oak ones. Perhaps the sorrel was most
noticeable last week. The caterpillars are and have
been very numerous this year. I see large trees (wildcherrv and apple)
completely stripped of leaves . Some
of the latter, twenty or thirty feet high, are full of
blossoms without a single leaf. I return by moonlight.

References:
Twilight at Cliffs [ ] June 5th 256--to recover sanity 257
17--256 Twilight at Cliffs June 5th--54 2

Thomas Worthington Whittredge. "Evening in the Woods"

June 9, 1854 7 P.M.–Up Assabet.
The tupelo's stamens are loose and will perhaps
shed pollen to-morrow or next day. It is twilight, and
the river is covered with that dusty lint, as was the

water next the shore at Walden this afternoon. Chimney
and bank swallows are still hovering over the river, and
cherry-birds fly past. The veery rings, and the tree
toad. The air is now pretty full of shad-flies, and there
is an incessant sound made by the fishes leaping for
such as are struggling on the surface; it sounds like the
lapsing of a swift stream, sucking amid rocks. The
fishes make a business of thus getting their evening
meal, dimpling the river like large drops as far as I can
see, sometimes making a loud plashing. Meanwhile
the kingfishers are on the lookout for the fishes as they
rise, and I saw one dive in the twilight and go off utter
ing his cr-r-ack, cr-r-rack.
The mosquitoes encircle my head and torment me,
and I see a great moth go fluttering over the tree-tops
and the water, black against the sky, like a bat. The
fishes continue to leap by moonlight. A full moon.
Covered with disgrace, this State has sat down coolly
to try for their lives the men who attempted to do its
duty for it. And this is called justice! They who have
shown that they can behave particularly well, - they
alone are put under bonds “for their good behavior!”
Such a judge and court are an impertinence. Only they
are guiltless who commit the crime of contempt of such
a court. It behooves every man to see that his influence
is on the side of justice, and let the courts make their
own characters. What is any political organization
worth, when it is in the service of the devil? I see that
the authorities — the Governor, Mayor, Commissioner,
Marshal, etc. — are either weak or unprincipled men,
– i.e., well disposed but not equal to the occasion, —
or else of dull moral perception, with the unprincipled

and servile in their pay. All sound moral sentiment is
opposed to them.
I had thought that the Governor was in some sense
the executive officer of the State; that it was his busi
ness to see that the laws of the State were executed;
but, when there is any special use for him, he is useless,
permits the laws to go unexecuted, and is not heard
from. But the worst I shall say of the Governor is that
he was no better than the majority of his constituents
— he was not equal to the occasion. While the whole
military force of the State, if need be, is at the service of
a slaveholder, to enable him to carry back a slave, not
a soldier is offered to save a citizen of Massachusetts
from being kidnapped. Is this what all these arms, all
this “ training,” has been for these seventy—eight years
past ? What is wanted is men of principle, who recognize
a higher law than the decision of the majority. The
marines and the militia whose bodies were used lately
were not men of sense nor of principle; in a high moral
sense they were not men at all.
Justice is sweet and musical to hear; but injustice
is harsh and discordant. The judge still sits grinding at
his organ, but it yields no music, and we hear only the
sound of the handle. He believes that all the music
resides in the handle, and the crowd toss him their
coppers just the same as before.
Henry is here talking about the river under the full moon, and in the midst of it he
cannot help writing about Anthony Burns, who had been arrested a few days before, on
May 24, and subsequently sent back into slavery at huge cost to the state. Henry is
accusing them of the worst sort of moral injustice and a betrayal of freedom. He is right
of course, and it is not at all an accident that he is writing at the same time about the

effect of moonlight.
For Henry, the preservation of nature is the same as the preservation of freedom and the
outlawing of slavery. He saw the passing of the Fugitive Slave Act as a horrible deed,
which would not be different in his mind to the killing off of 27% of the plants in
Concord due to the corruption of Congress and the government in the support of big
business, oil companies and industry and its pollution of the earth. Walden, which he
was just finishing then, was about exploration and self-liberation, and the fact that the
state of Massachusetts kidnapped Anthony Burns, an ex-slave and forced him back into
slavery was an outrage. The wild moon and all the plants of Concord had taught him to
value all life, and that meant rocks as well as the life of an ex-slave too. The ground is
prepared here for his eventual support of John Brown and the overthrow of the
southern slave system, then supported by many northerners. Henry met John Brown
and had him at his house. Both were opposed to slavery and so sick of the profiteering
they were willing to go to war over it.
Henry’s understanding of biological fact, and the wildness of the moon, is
commensurate with his ideal of civil disobedience, and perhaps further, with the
support of John Brown. Freedom requires the courage of a man to stand up against
unjust laws, as well as unjust treatment of nature. What is worse, destroying nature on
which we all depend, even animals, or the slave trade? Are those who profiteer from
killing nature or African Americas worse? Objectively, both are equally bad,
subjectively, humans are usually speciesist, and they should care only about the human
who suffers: nature is an “externality” to the speciesist. But this is wrong, humans are
animals and killing one of the other should be a crime in most cases
Henry is very clear what matters. People are part of nature, both matter. Those who
exploit and kill others and kill nature, do they matter?
Laura Walls sums up the relation of civil disobedience to the idea of nature’s rights in
her excellent biography of Henry she writes:

Extending one’s ethical community to the non-human world was novel, shocking
ridiculous. But Thoreau give the rest of his life to this revolutionary insight. What

he worked out in writing “Resistance to Civil Government” became not only the
foundation of his political philosophy but also the gateway to has environmental
ethics” (Henry David Thoreau: A Life, 2017, pg, 254)46
The notion that ”extending one’s ethical community to the non-human world” is
ridiculous is ridiculous. His six year study of Moonlight is a gateway to all his later work,
and his later comment that “in wildness is the preservation of the world”, is the result of
all this work. All his talk about the Moon fighting with the clouds, was it all about his
fight between the nature and the greedy? It certainly seems so.
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June 12, 1854
Sundown .-- to Clamshell hill .
Nightshade a day or two. The cracks made by cold
pastures in the winter are still quite distinct. Pheleum or Heard’s grass (? )
I sit on the Clamshell Hill at
sunset, while several kinds of swallows are playing low
over it chasing each other, and occasionally alighting
on the bare hillside. The level ray of the sunshine
into and lights up the trunk and limbs of a swamp
white oak on Hubbard's meadow.
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See Walls, Laura Dassow Henry David Thoreau, A Life. University of Chicago, 2017 This is the best
recent bio of Henry. Very well done. She says in her introduction that she wanted to also do a volume on
the Journal.

? Swallows at Clamshell, sundown, June 12—275

June 15, 1854
The sun has set, or is at least. concealed in a low
mist. As I go up Fair Haven Hill, I feel the leaves in
the sprout-land oak, hickory, etc., cold and wet to my
hand with the heavy dew that is falling. They look dry,
but when I rub them with my hand, they show moist
or wet at once. Probably I thus spread minute drops
of dew or mist on their surface . It cannot be the warmth
of my hand, for when I breathe on them it has no effect .
Is he climbing the cliffs from below or coming up the hill from behind it. There are no
trees on the cliff itself, I have seen it. I suspect he is coming through the woods below it
in the light of the moon. It is very misty and his hands are wet with it. The cliff is very
steep and hard to get up, but he is used to that.
July 8, 1854
8 P. M.- Full moon ; by boat to Hubbard's Bend.
There is wind, making it cooler and keeping off
fog, delicious on water. The moon reflected from the
rippled surface like a stream of dollars. I hear a few
toads still. See a bat ; how long? The bullfrogs trump
from time to time. It is commonly a full round errr,
err, err, err (gutturally, and increasing in volume),
and then coarsely trilled ( ? ), er-er-er, er-er-er, er-er-er ;
occasionally varied like the looing of a bull. The
whip-poor-wills are heard, and the baying of dogs.
The Rosa nitida I think has [been] some time done;
the lucida generally now ceasing, and the Carolina (? )
just begun.
The middle lechea not quite.
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Aug. 1-2, 1854
P. M. — To Conantum on foot.
My attic chamber has compelled me to sit below
with the family at evening for a month. I feel the
necessity of deepening the stream of my life; I must
cultivate privacy. It is very dissipating to be with
people too much. As C. says, it takes the edge off a
man's thoughts to have been much in society. I cannot
spare my moonlight and my mountains for the best of
man I am likely to get in exchange.
I am inclined now for a pensive evening walk. Me
thinks we think of spring mornings and autumn evenings.
I go via Hubbard Path. Chelone, say two days,
at Conant's meadow beyond Wheeler's. July has been
to me a trivial month. It began hot and continued
drying, then rained some toward the middle, bringing
anticipations of the fall, and then was hot again about
the 20th. It has been a month of haying, heat, low
water, and weeds. Birds have grown up and flown
more or less in small flocks, though I notice a new
sparrow's nest and eggs and perhaps a catbird's eggs
lately. The woodland quire has steadily diminished
in volume.

At the bass I now find that that memorable hum
has ceased and the green berries are formed. Now
blueberries, huckleberries, and low blackberries are in
their prime. The fever-bush berries will not be ripe
for two or three weeks. At Bittern Cliff the Gerardia
quercifolia (?), apparently four or five days at least.
How interesting the small alternate cornel trees, with
often a flat top, a peculiar ribbed and green leaf, and
pretty red stems supporting its harmless blue berries
inclined to drop off, The sweet viburnum, not yet
turning. I see apparently a thistle-down over the river
at Bittern Cliff; it is borne toward me, but when it
reaches the rock some influence raises it high above
the rock out of my reach. What a fall-like look the
decayed and yellow leaves of the large Solomon’s Seal
have in the thickets now! These, with skunk
cabbage and hellebore, suggest that the early ripeness
of leaves, etc., has somewhat normal in it, — that
there is a fall already begun. Eupatorium sessilifolium,
one or two stamens apparently for two days; its smooth
leaf distinguishes it by the touch from the sunflower.
I sat on the Bittern Cliff as the still eve drew on.
There was a man on Fair Haven furling his sail and
bathing from his boat. A boat on a river whose waters
are smoothed, and a man disporting in it! How it harmonizes with the stillness and placidity of the evening!
Who knows but he is a poet in his yet obscure but golden
youth. Few else go alone into retired scenes without
gun or fishing-rod. He bathes in the middle of the pond
while his boat slowly drifts away. As I go up the hill,
surrounded by its shadow, while the sun is setting,
I am soothed by the delicious stillness of the evening,

save that on the hills the wind blows. I was surprised
by the sound of my own voice. It is an atmosphere
burdensome with thought. For the first time for a
month, at least, I am reminded that thought is possible.
The din of trivialness is silenced. I float over or through
the deeps of silence. It is the first silence I have heard
for a month. My life had been a River Platte, tinkling
over its sands but useless for all great navigation,
but now it suddenly became a fathomless ocean. It
shelved off to unimagined depths.
I sit on rock on the hilltop, warm with the heat of
the departed sun, in my thin summer clothes. Here
are the seeds of some berries in the droppings of some
bird on the rock. The sun has been set fifteen minutes,
and a long cloudy finger, stretched along the northern
horizon, is held over the point where it disappeared.
I see dark shadows formed on the south side of the
woods east of the river. The creaking of the crickets
becomes clear and loud and shrill, - a sharp tinkling,
like rills bubbling up from the ground. After a little
while the western sky is suddenly suffused with a pure
white light, against which the hickories further east on
the hill show black with beautiful distinctness. Day
does not furnish so interesting a ground. A few spar
rows sing as in the morning and the spring; also a
peawai and a chewink. Meanwhile the moon in her
first quarter is burnishing her disk. Now suddenly the
cloudy finger and the few scattered clouds glow with
the parting salute of the sun; the rays of the sun,
which has so long sunk below the convex earth, are
reflected from each cloudy promontory with more in

comparable brilliancy than ever. The hardhack leaves
stand up so around the stem that now, at first starlight,
I see only their light under sides a rod off. Do they as
much by day?
The surface of the forest on the east of the river
presents a singularly cool and wild appearance, —
cool as a pot of green paint, — stretches of green light
and shade, reminding me of some lonely mountain
side. The nighthawk flies low, skimming over the
ground now. How handsome lie the oats which have
been cradled in long rows in the field, a quarter of a
mile uninterruptedly! The thick stub ends, so evenly
laid, are almost as rich a sight to me as the graceful
tops. A few fireflies in the meadows. I am uncertain
whether that so large and bright and high was a fire fly or a shooting star.
Shooting stars are but fireflies of the firmament. The crickets on the causeway
make a steady creak, on the dry pasture-tops an interrupted
one. I was compelled to stand to write where
a soft, faint light from the western sky came in between
two willows .

Fields to-day sends me a specimen copy of my
"Walden." It is to be published on the 12th inst.47
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Thoreau began seriously doing botany around 1850. He grows considerably in this throughout the
period where he is also researching moonlight. He collected some 647 plants which end up in various
libraries and finally were housed in the Harvard library. It is interesting to look at the collection, Here:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/huh/albums/72157680747810871
see also the discussion of each plant in the Vascular Flora of Concord, Massachusetts, assembled by Ray
Angelo here:

Revealing passages here. He is about done with Walden and feeling overtaxed with too
much socializing. He wants to spend more time alone. He writes
“I cannot spare my moonlight and my mountains for the best of
man I am likely to get in exchange.”
This is a pastoral passage, lots about flowers in bloom and he mentions haying time.
Ford Maddox Brown’s loving picture of Haying Time under the English moon belongs
here. It is one of his great landscapes. Henry evokes something similar in his moonlight
entries. While not exactly a Pre-Raphaelite, Brown is one of the great artists of mid 19th
century England, and he dovetails with Henry on his concern with the poor, as is shown
in his great painting “Work” as well his pastoral sense in the scene below. Henry was
likewise concerned with work and the poor, as well as the Irish, who were abusively
worked building the railroads, often for 60 cents a days and 16 hour days, Emerson says,
in a rare bit of social history from him. Little girls in the wagon, who were evidently
helping do the haying, look at us, while the artist sits in the front of the picture, on the
ground, watching the moonlight bathe the twilight scene.

http://www.ray-a.com/ConcordMassFlora.pdf
and this too:
http://www.ray-a.com/ThoreauBotIdx/

Haying Time
Ford Maddox Brown
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Sept. 4, 1854
7.30. PM.— To Fair Haven Pond by boat.
Full moon; bats flying about; skaters and water
bugs ( ?) like sparks of fire on the surface between us
and the moon. The high shore above the railroad
bridge was very simple and grand, —first the bluish
sky with the moon and a few brighter stars, then the
near high level bank like a distant mountain ridge
or a dark cloud in the eastern horizon, then its reflection
in the water, making it double, and finally the glassy
water and the sheen in one spot on the white lily pads.
Some willows for relief in the distance on the right. It
was Ossianic.
I noticed this afternoon that bubbles would not
readily form on the water, and soon burst, probably
on account of the late rains, which have changed its
quality. There is probably less stagnation and scum.
It is less adhesive.
A fine transparent mist. Lily Bay seemed as wide
as a lake. You referred the shore back to the Clam
shell Hills. The mere edge which a flat shore presents
makes no distinct impression on the eye and, if seen
at all, appears as the base of the distant hills.
Commonly a slight mist yet more conceals it. The dim
low shore, but a few rods distant, is seen as the base
of the distant hills whose distance you know. The low
shore, if not entirely concealed by the low mist, is seen
against the distant hills and passes for their immediate

base. For the same reason hills near the water appear
much more steep than they are. We hear a faint metallic
chip from a sparrow on the button-bushes or
willows now and then. Rowse was struck by the simplicity
of nature now, ——the sky the greater part,
then a little dab of earth, and after some water near
you. Looking up the reach beyond Clamshell, the
moon on our east quarter, its sheen was reflected for
half a mile from the pads and the rippled water next
them on that side, while the willows lined the shore in
indistinct black masses like trees made with India
ink (without distinct branches), and it looked like a
sort of Broadway with the sun reflected from its
pavements. Such willows might be made with soot
or smoke merely, lumpish with fine edges. Meanwhile
Fair Haven Hill, seen blue through the transparent
mist, was as large and imposing as Wachusett, and
we seemed to be approaching the Highlands of the
river, a mountain pass, where the river had burst through
mountains. A high mountain would be no more imposing..
Now I began to hear owls, screech (P) owls, at a
distance up-stream; but we hardly got nearer to them,
as if they retreated before us. At length, when off
Wheeler’s grape and cranberry meadow, we heard. one
near at hand. The rhythm of it was pe-pe-au ; this once
or twice repeated, but more of a squeal and some
what human. Or do not all strange sounds thrill us
as human, till we have learned to refer them to their
proper source? They appeared to answer one another
half a mile apart; could be heard from far woods a
mile off.
The wind has risen and the echo is poor; it does

not reverberate up and down the river. No sound of
a bullfrog, but steadily the cricket-like Rana palustris
alongshore.
Rowse heard a whip-poor-will at Sleepy Hollow to
night. No scent of muskrats.
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Sept. 7, 1854
Paddled to Baker Farm just after sundown, by full
moon.
I suppose this is the Harvest Moon, since the sun
must be in Virgo, enters Libra the 23d inst.
The wind has gone down, and it is a still, warm
night, and no mist.
It is just after sundown. The moon not yet risen, one
star, Jupiter, visible, and many bats over and about
our heads, and small skaters creating a myriad dimples
on the evening waters. We see a muskrat crossing,
and pass a white cat on the shore. There are
many clouds about and a beautiful sunset sky, a yellowish
(dunnish ) golden sky, between them in the
horizon, looking up the river. All this is reflected in
the water. The beauty of the sunset is doubled by
the reflection. Being on the water we have double the
amount of it and dun-colored sky above and beneath.
An elm in the yellow twilight looks very rich, as if
moss- or ivy-clad, and a dark-blue cloud extends into

the dun-golden sky, on which there is a little fantastic
cloud like a chicken walking up the point of it, with
its neck outstretched. The reflected sky is more dun
and richer than the real one. Take a glorious sunset
sky and double it, so that it shall extend downward
beneath the horizon as much as above it, blotting out
the earth, and [let] the lowest half be of the deepest
tint, and every beauty more than before insisted on,
and you seem withal to be floating directly into it.
This seems the first autumnal sunset. The small
skaters seem more active than by day, or their slight
dimpling is more obvious in the lit twilight. A stray
white cat sits on the shore looking over the water. This
is her hour. A nighthawk dashes past, low over the
water. This is what we had.
It was in harmony with this fair evening that we
were not walking or riding with dust and noise through
it, but moved by a paddle without a jar over the liquid
and alm0st invisible surface, floating directly toward
those islands of the blessed which we call clouds in
the sunset sky. I thought of the Indian, who so many
similar evenings had paddled up this stream, with what
advantage he beheld the twilight sky. So we advanced
without dust or sound, by gentle influences, as the
twilight gradually faded away. The height of the rail
road bridge, already high (more than twenty feet to
the top of the rail), was doubled by the reflection,
equalling that of a Roman aqueduct, for we could not
possibly see where the reflection began, and the piers
appeared to rise from the lowest part of the reflection
to the rail above, about fifty feet. We floated directly
under it, between the piers, as if in mid-air, not being

able to distinguish the surface of the water, and looked
down more than twenty feet to the reflected flooring
through whose intervals we saw the starlit sky. The
ghostly piers stretched downward on all sides, and
only the angle made by their meeting the real ones
betrayed where was the water surface.
The twilight had now paled (lost its red and dun)
and faintly illumined the high bank. I observed no
firefly this evening, nor the 4th. The moon had not
yet risen and there was a half-hour of dusk, in which,
however, we saw the reflections of the trees. Any
peculiarity in the form of a tree or other object — if
it leans one side or has a pointed top, for instance is revealed in the reflection by being doubled and so
insisted on. We detected thus distant maples, pines,
and oaks, and they were seen to be related to the river
as mountains in the horizon are by day.
Night is the time to hear; our ears took in every
sound from the meadows and the village. At first we
were disturbed by the screeching of the locomotive and
rumbling of the cars, but soon were left to the fainter
natural sounds, ——the creaking of the crickets, and the
little Rana palustris‘ (I am not sure that I heard it the
latter part of the evening), and the shrilling of other
crickets , the occasional faint lowing of a cow and
the distant barking of dogs, as in a whisper. Our
ears drank in every sound. I heard once or twice a
dumping frog. This was while we lay off Nut Meadow
Brook waiting for the moon to rise. She burned
her way slowly through the small but thick clouds,
and, as fast as she triumphed over them and rose over

them, they appeared pale and shrunken, like the ghosts
of their former selves. Meanwhile we measured the
breadth of the clear cope over our heads, which she
would ere long traverse, and, while she was concealed,
looked up to the few faint stars in the zenith which
is ever lighted. C. thought that these few faint lights
in the ever-lit sky, whose inconceivable distance
was enhanced by a few downy wisps of cloud, surpassed
any scene that earth could show. When the
moon was behind those small black clouds in the
horizon, they had a splendid silver edging. At length
she rose above them and shone aslant, like a ball of
fire over the woods. It was remarkably clear to-night,
and the water was not so remarkably broad therefore,
and Fair Haven was not clothed with that blue veil
like a mountain, which it wore on the 4th, but it was
not till we had passed the bridge that the first sheen
was reflected from the pads. The reflected shadow
of the Hill was black as night, and we seemed to be
paddling directly into it a rod or two before us, but
we never reached it at all. The trees and hills were
distinctly black between us and the moon, and the
water black or gleaming accordingly. It was quite
dry and warm. Above the Cliffs we heard only one
or two owls at a distance, a hooting owl and a screech
owl, and several whip-poor-wills. The delicious fragrance
of ripe grapes was wafted to us by the night air,
as we paddled by, from every fertile vine on the shore,
and thus its locality was revealed more surely than by
daylight. We knew their fragrance was better than
their flavor. They perfumed the whole river for a mile,
by night. You might have thought you had reached

the confines of Elysium. A slight zephyr wafted us almost
imperceptibly into the middle of Fair Haven Pond,
while we lay watching and listening. The sheen of the
moon extended quite across the pond to us in a long
and narrow triangle, or rather with concave sides
like a very narrow Eddystone Lighthouse, with its
base on the southwest shore, and we heard the distant
sound of the wind through the pines on the hill
top. Or, if we listened closely, we heard still the faint
and distant barking of dogs. They rule the night.
Near the south shore disturbed some ducks in the
water, which slowly flew away to seek a new resting- _
place, uttering a. distinct and alarmed quack some
thing like a goose.
We walked up to the old Baker house. In the
bright moonlight the character of the ground under
our feet was not easy to detect, and we did not know
at first but we were walking on sod and not on a field
laid down and harrowed. From the upland the pond
in the moonlight looked blue, — as much so as the sky.
We sat on the window-sill of the old house, thought
of its former inhabitants, saw our bandit shadows
down the cellar-way (C. had on a red flannel shirt
over his thin coat, —since. he expected it would be
cold and damp, -— and looked like one), listened to
each sound, and observed each ray of moonlight through
the cracks. Heard an apple fall in the little orchard
close by, while a whip-poor-will was heard in the pines.
Returning to the boat, saw a glow-worm in the
damp path in the low ground. Returning later, we
experienced better the weird-like character of the
night, especially perceived the fragrance of the grapes

and admired the fair smooth fields in the bright moon
light. There being no mist, the reflections were won
derfully distinct; the whole of Bittem Cliff with its
grove was seen beneath the waves.
This one, like other entries in his journal, is a creative attempt to picture his own actual
experience of what it is like to be outside in the moonlight. It may even be a bit more
realistic than many. The emphasis on other senses, such as hearing, the strange lighting
conditions: the moon makes inky blacks and glaring lights simultaneously, in water and
elsewhere. The fight of the clouds with the moon continues. His emphasis is always on
the actual experience, yes, sometimes the strangeness of it, but always the reality of it.
He is not concerned primarily with the mythical elements of the experience, though he
mentions these from time to time, for literary effect. His actual writings about
moonlight are like the above, very poetic, but based on real experience, not myth. This is
Henry at his clearest and best.
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Sept. 20, 1854
I saw some nights ago a great
deal of light reflected from a fog
bank over the river upon Monroe’s
white fence--making it conspicuous

almost as by moonlight from my window.
A haiku, really, as is the Bonvin painting below
Reference: Light from fog 49

Leon Bonvin, Birds resting in a Bush. 1864

The fogginess of this picture echoes Henry’s observation that the fog at night absorbs
the Moonlight. Both were wonderful observers of poetic fact and botanical or
ornithological reality..
6:30 PM. To Baker Farm by boat.
It is a full moon and a clear night, with a strong
northwest wind; so C. and I must have a sail by moon
light. The river has risen surprisingly, to a spring height,
owing to yesterday's rain, higher than before since
spring. We sail rapidly upward. The river apparently,
almost actually, as broad as the Hudson. Venus
remarkably bright, just ready to set. Not a cloud in
the sky, only the moon and a few faint unobtrusive
stars here and there, and from time to time a meteor.
The water washes against our bows with the same
sound that one hears against a vessel's prow by night
on the ocean. If you had waked up here, you would
not know at first but you were there. The shore-lines
are concealed ; you look seemingly over an almost
boundless waste of waters on either hand. The hills
are dark, vast, lumpish. Some near, familiar hill appears
as a distant bold mountain, for its base is
indefinitely removed. It is very pleasant to make our
way thus rapidly but mysteriously over the black
waves, black as ink and dotted with round foam spots
with a long moonlight sheen on one side — to
make one's way upward thus over the waste of waters,
not knowing where you are exactly, only avoiding
shores. The stars are few and faint in this bright light.
How well they wear ! C. thought a man could still
get along with them who was considerably reduced

in his circumstances, that they were a kind of bread
and cheese that never failed. Fair Haven Hill never
looked more grand and mountain-like than now that
all its side is dark and we only see its bold outline at
an indefinite distance. Under the lee of the Holden
wood we found unexpectedly smooth and pleasant
water and stillness, where we heard the wind roar be
hind us. The night is cool but not damp, and methinks
you can be abroad with more impunity than
in summer nights even. The walls on Conantum are
merely black streaks, inky lines running over the hill.
The wind goes down somewhat, The features of the
landscape are simpler and lumped. We have the moon
with a few stars above, a waste of black, dashing
waves around, reflecting the moon's sheen on one side,
and the distant shore in dark swelling masses, dark
floating isles between the water and the sky, on either
hand. Moored our boat on fair Haven Hill.
The colors are so strong the light is not much changed from the day.
The water seen from the hill is still blue, the fields are russet.
How can we omit to go on the water these windy days and nights,
to be tossed by the waves ? It is some such novelty to a landsman as an
earthquake. To take the hand of Nature and be shaken. Heard
one cricket tonight.
To take the hand of nature and be shaken. Henry’s faith in the transcendental universe
was shaken by the facts of nature, and in his later work it is the facts of things that
matters, and the ‘surface of things’ has largely usurped the spiritual.
Reference:

Baker Farm by boa--sail--full--Nov 14 '53

sept 22, 1854
What if we were to walk by sunlight with equal
abstraction and aloofness, [as in moonlight] yet with equally impartial
observation and criticism. As if it shone not for you,
nor you for it, but you had come forth into it for the
nonce to admire it. Moonlight we are not of the
earth earthy, but we are of the earth spiritual . So
might we walk by ,sunlight, seeing the sun but as a
moon, a comparatively faint and reflected light, and
the day as a brooding night, in which we glimpse
some stars still ………
By moonlight all is ,simple. We are enabled to erect
ourselves, our minds, on account of the fewness of
objects . We are no longer distracted. It is simple as
bread and water. It is simple as the rudiments of an
art, - a lesson to be taken before sunlight, perchance,
to prepare us for that.

References:
[ this could be this: woodland path
--woods deserted 184--spiritual past more distinct like shadow 185]

Sept 28. 1854
As I complain that the voyager to arctic regions,
in his description of the scenery, does not enough remind
the reader directly or indirectly of the peculiar
dreariness of the scene or of the perpetual twilight of
the arctic night, so he whose theme is moonlight will
find it difficult to illustrate it with the light of the moon
alone.

Again this implies moonlight in a major theme for him. It also shows how the Moonlight
book is highly various in the allusions to all sorts of things, including the “perpetual
twilight of the arctic night” evoking the Fredericks Church painting I showed earlier.
This is the end of the Indexes, going from 1850 till 1854, nearly 1855. Even though the
Moonlight book is not concluded until 1856. He gave his lecture on Moonlight on Oct. 8,
1854, and the supposition is that he stops talking about moonlight then. But this is not
true. He writes on May 4, 1855

May 4. 1855
A robin sings when I, in the house, cannot
distinguish the earliest dawning from the full moon
light. His song first advertises me of the daybreak,
when I thought it was night, as I lay looking out into
the full moonlight. I heard a robin begin his strain,
and yielded the point to him, believing that he was
better acquainted with the springs of the day than I,

— with the signs of day.
He hears a Screech owl vocalize out his bedroom and study window, on Sept. 23, 1855.
On Jan 19, 1856, he notes the clouds create a “melon” like sky during a full moon and
speculates as to why. On Feb, 19, 1856 he follows a fox and studies its tracks and does
detailed drawings of them in the snow. On April 15, 1856 he hears his first toad under
the Moonlight and a Snipe calling. On July, 18th 1856 he hears to Bullfrogs on the lily
pads under moonlight…..

Concluding the Moonlight book in 1856, Henry writes that:

Aug. 30, 1856
I see that all is not garden and cultivated field and
crops, that there are square rods in Middlesex County
as purely primitive and wild as they were a thousand
years ago, which have escaped the plow and the axe
and the scythe and the cranberry-rake, little oases
of wildness in the desert of our civilization, wild as a
square rod on the moon, supposing it to be uninhabited.

I believe almost in the personality of such
planetary matter. Feel something akin to reverence for
it, can even worship it as terrene, titanic matter extant
in my day. We are so different we admire each
other, we healthily attract one another. I love it as a
maiden. These spots are meteoric, aerolitic, and such
matter has in all ages been worshipped. Aye, when
we are lifted out of the slime and film of our habitual
life, we see the whole globe to be an aerolite, and reverence
it as such, and make pilgrimages to it, far off

as it is. How happens it that we reverence the stones
which fall from another planet, and not the stones
which belong to this, — another globe, not this,
— heaven, and not earth? Are not the stones in Hodge's
wall as good as the aerolite at Mecca ? Is not our
broad back-door-stone as good as any corner-stone in
heaven?
It would imply the regeneration of mankind, if
they were to become elevated enough to truly worship
rocks and stones. It is the sentiment of fear and
slavery and habit which makes a heathenish idolatry.
Such idolaters abound in all countries, and heathen
cross the seas to reform heathen, dead to bury the
dead, and all go down to the pit together. If I could,
I would worship the parings of my nails. If he who
makes two blades of grass grow where one grew before
is a benefactor, he who discovers two gods where there
was only known the one (and such a one!) before is a
still greater benefactor. I would fain improve every
opportunity to wonder and worship, as a sunflower welcomes the light.
The more thrilling, wonderful, divine
objects I behold in a day, the more expanded and immortal I become.
If a stone appeals to me and elevates me,
tells me how many miles I have come, how
many remain to travel, — and the more, the better,
— reveals the future to me in some measure, it is a
matter of private rejoicing. If it did the same service to all,
it might well be a matter of public rejoicing.

This last entry, which I find to be profound and sums up all that came before it,
concludes the Journal part of the Moonlight book. This also is Henry’s Moonlight book
in a nutshell. It goes back to Kataadn and the attitude to matter he understands there.
“Contact, contact”--- -rocks, trees, wind on our cheeks! the solid earth! the actual
world!” Now, all the world is simplified to rocks. From matter arises all life. He is saying
that if only humans would stop their need of slaves, and stop exploiting others,
especially exploiting the earth, there might be hope for human beings. This is the logical
outcome of one who believed that “in wildness is the preservation of the world” Little
did he know, that in our day, humans are even thinking to exploit the minerals of other
planets or the moon for the profiteering of Big Business. They have all but destroyed the
earth, time to move on an exploit other planets. He is saying that if we only cared for the
earth as much as we care for meteors, such as we put in the Kaaba, or museums, there
might be hope for us, maybe even our regeneration.
I don’t think that I can say enough times that this is a very polished, but unfinished
book. We know that Henry wrote and rewrote his journal entries, and they are clearly
polished. But for a book he would change them again and polish them more times.
Walden, and other books, have many rewrites. So one can assume that for this book,
there would have been many rewrites. But the most that exist are two , maybe three
revisions of small parts of the Moonlight book. It has been said, and I forget by whom,
that of all the Journals ever written, Henry’s is the most well and consistently well
written of books, entry by entry. This is true.
This book is unusual in that it is structured around one natural object. It could be said
that this is also true of Faith in a Seed, which is structured around seeds, but that book
follows one thesis and is a lot shorter. The Moonlight book is very likely the model for
that, but was much more complex, and had many organizing theses. Maybe it was too
complex, even for Henry. It is an usual book, even for Henry, and one that wanders in
many directions. It is indeed the origin of all his later work on many subjects.
Even this end piece, on the Equality of Rocks is unusual as it pushes his understanding
of the Moon into the twentieth or twenty-first century. “Wild as a square rod on the

moon” is an idea one does not encounter until the Apollo missions in the 1960’s. He has
gone from seeing the Moon on the earth, suddenly, to thinking of seeing a ‘square rod”
on the moon itself. I think of the measured photos taken on the moon then, by
astronauts, with the little crosses on the black and white images. He was not thinking
what I am thinking, obviously, but he is thinking way ahead of his time. The equality of
Moonrocks, Meteors and Earthrocks is an idea that I have not heard before and is
unique to Henry. Here is a man who sees all the matter in the universe, even living
matter, as equal. This is extraordinary. To my knowledge no one has ever thought this
before Thoreau. This is quite apart from his mystical pronouncements. This has really
vast implications. Imagine everyone on earth treated all matter, living or non-living as
equal. Gone would be all war, gone racism, gone conflicts of many, if not all kinds. There
is little reason to hate others. Gone is greed, gone, most competition. So even for an
unfinished book, this is a very fertile and creative text and one that goes into and
explores many veins of creative non-fiction, fiction and natural history possibilities.

If only we would think of rocks as precious, and plants as mattering, and animals as our
equals, and stop being ‘heathens’ devoted to our own profits, killing species to preserve
wealthy meat promoters, building up endless empires of greed, that fail or destroy the
earth, there might be hope for us. This is very good. He is writing his conclusion to the
Moonlight book here, two years after he is wrongly thought to have abandoned it. So it is
hardly abandoned, it goes on. Henry goes on, the Journal goes on. The Moonlight book
is an opened ended book, as is the Journal, indeed, this is a Journal- like book inside of
the book-like Journal.
The Journal goes on, and later, he writes about seagulls flying in the moonlight over one
of the ponds, lovely to imagine that, and he keeps writing a little about the Moon but
also many other beings and things, up till 1861 when he stops the Journal, and soon,
dies. It is an extraordinary book, his last book, in a way--- and here I have merely
touched on a small part of it. We end with Henry’s Theory of Rocks, cycling back to his
praise of matter on Kataadn. It is clear that Henry sees two sides, there is the attitudes
of the rich, who want all nature to serve them, and do not care if it is destroyed so long

as they have their money, and there are the facts of life, that all on earth is matter, and
all matter is equal, no reason anymore to hoard gold, no reason to want diamonds, no
reason to value any being as more important than another, all is equally civilized and
equally wild. All is where life comes from the same thing, and all life matters, with nonlife, as it has always been, from the beginning of earth until now. What matters more,
the financial speculations of a few rich people or all life on earth? It is clear what Henry
thinks. This is the conclusion the Moonlight book comes to. This is the real Henry, the
enemy of an unjust state, an enemy of Big Business, a lover of science and collecting
natural evidence, a friend to foxes, muskrats, Queen Anne’s Lace. Frogs and Whip-poorwills.
I leave the rest of the Journal for the reader to read. It is two million words, read all you
can of it. The natural world is being destroyed, and Henry is the grandfather of all those
who wish to stop that.
..

*****

Henry’s Revisions of the Moonlight book

I think I can now make some general comments of the nature of the Moonlight book and
how Henry wrote. I also want to say a few things about how this book was put together.
The various lists that Henry complied about it are very specific and show the dates he
indicated. There are a lot of duplicates, which suggests two things. First that the lists
were done at different times and he may have forgotten entries that he had already
included. Since there are nearly 40 pages of such lists, that is not surprising. Second, it
looks as if he intended to use only parts of Journal entries as a leap off point for
meditations of various subjects later. Some duplicates are parts of entries and some are
extremely short sections of sentences. It is not always the case that one can tell if he
means a short section or a long section, or indeed the whole of a given entry. I had to
guess that, and was prone to being too generous rather than too parsimonious.
The multiple indexes suggest the Journal was gone over by Henry many times. The
book is not finished and there is no way to say what the final book would have looked
like. The Journal entries are quite polished, in general. But there are indications in the
lists of what direction the book would have gone in. The indexes are organized into
various kinds. The bulk of the lists shows a chronology of journal entries on Moonlight.
These go roughly from his early journals up to the Thoreau number Journal 18. That is
roughly between 1842 and 1854, as the reader can see on the dates listed before each

entry. There are entries I think are relevant, which are not on the indexes, such as the
1856 Conclusion and a section of Nighthawks in the Moonlight book in Thoreau Journal
21 and 25.
But the last pages, which appear to be later, are different. Howarth suggests they were
made in the late 1850’s, perhaps 1859. They are very imperfect and I do wonder if he
was sick when he did them, as there are many mistakes in them. Often the index
reference does not lead to anything referred to in the index citation. 1855 Henry is ill for
nearly a year, so it is likely these indexes were either made before that, or a year after
that. If he did this is 1859-60. I don’t know, it may have bene in 1855 too.
The size of the duplicates and the massing of similar passages by subject in the later
duplicates suggests themes or motifs, so I have gathered many of those into a section
called Themes and Motifs.
Emerson wrote in his funeral talk after Henry died that
It seems an injury that he should leave, in the midst, his broken task, which none
can finish, a kind of indignity to so noble a soul that he should depart out of
Nature before yet he has been really shown to his peers for what he is.
Yes, there is a “broken task” in the sense that he died with various things unfinished. But
it must be said that the task is not broken, in the sense that he did an amazing amount
to insure the survival of his work. I think he knew someone would try to put the
Moonlight book together eventually, which is why he concluded it. He thought it all
through, he just did not have time to put it all together. He had so many things to do in
his final years.
The worst possible outcome for the Moonlight book is what happened to it. It has largely
laid dormant all these years. I don’t think Henry imagined that would happen. It has
been 156 years since Henry died. There should have been much more care of it by the
“owners” of it: Sophia, Blake, Russell, Allen and beyond. The Moonlight book could
have been arranged well over 100 years ago, but wasn’t. Why it wasn’t is a real question.
It is not entirely due to the incompetence and ill will of Henry’s inheritors. The lack of

interest in the Moonlight book is certainly part of it. A kind of clubby self-interest
among scholars of Thoreau is certainly part of it too. While many Thoreau scholars are
interested in what Henry thought, few of them would stand up for him if he were still
alive. Their own careers have prior interest for them. So, even though Allen clearly stole
the Moonlight book, they are not overly outraged by that, as am I. They are not outraged
by the ‘ownership’ of the Journal and the Indian Notebooks by the J.P. Morgan library,
as am I. The free market of words, “ownership” of Henry’s papers by private individuals
is something many scholars agree with, even if Henry did not. Brad Dean was very
afraid of these private owners, and their minions, and may have never done the
moonlight book because of their implied threats. If this is true, this is a kind of betrayal
of Henry by these scholars, who will not stand up against them, just because they claim
to “own’ Henry. I object strongly to this and think that some things should not be owned
by anyone. Nore should Bill Gates ‘own’ Da Vinci’s’ codex Leicester notebook either.
These are world treasures which should be beyond money. Leonardo was clearly an
enlightened person who did his work outside the greed of the market system. Like
Henry, money is not what he was about. Southeby’s, Armand Hammer, or Bill Gates
should not be able to make money off it.

Sophia Thoreau cannot be faulted as at least she tried to put together her version of
what Henry said in the lecture. I am not sure what Blake did with it, perhaps nothing.
Pieces of it is spread around and dispersed. That was Russell and Allen’s fault. Russell,
Allen and Houghton Mifflin are the most responsible for the selloff of many manuscripts
and papers to unscrupulous speculators, auction houses and private individuals. There
should be some way that all these manuscripts and papers can be pried away from their
current “owners”, free, and given to a public source that can treat them well. It is a
testament to the corruption of American law that this is so hard to do, perhaps
impossible.
It would have been great to have seen it all organized by Henry and put into a nice
envelope. It was organized when Henry died, tied with a neat ribbon one source says.
But alas, Henry put it all in an envelope, organized, but the organization was lost. Now

we have what is still an amazing document, and one that expands the domain of realism
and scientific literature in the 1800’s. This is not a broken task, but one that takes more
work to understand. I have done what I could to put it together. I am not at all
unmindful of the fact that there is more out there. I am sure there is. Those with better
resources than I have, are more than welcome to work on this and increase it.
I claim no ownership of anything by Henry. No one should. That is clear to me. But it is
also clear that all that he wrote should be in the public domain, as Henry is such a great
resource for American history and what needs to be done for nature at a time where so
much of nature is dying a cruel death, due to the very corruption that seizes Henry
works as a feather in the cap of billionaires like JP Morgan, who in turn threaten the
very thing that Henry stood for: nature, natural lives, the wildness of the earth, the
equality of all living and non-living matter.
Before I talk about the last few pages of the Index, it is important to say how Henry’s
Moonlight composites were made. Anyone who works on this has to understand a few
technical and editorial matters. There are various number systems whereby scholars
have organized Henry’s Journals. It would have been far easier if they had just used
Henry’s system. The one used in the 1906 version of the Journal put out originally by
Houghton Mifflin, but now issued by Dover, does not correspond at all to Henry’s own
system. The dates in the indexes are done in Henry’s own system, of course. Usually a
Journal, (there are 33 journals), has a number given to it, as in the case of the Moonlight
book. Most of the index entries are in Journals up to number 18. A very few are in
Journals, 21 and 25. Then there is the page number, say page 54. You can find page 54 of
Journal number 18 here:
http://thoreau.library.ucsb.edu/writings_journals18.html

So, if you scroll down below you will see links to the transcript and the Morgan Library
copy of the original manuscript. Look at the original manuscript. Look for page 54 on
the upper right page, usually, and you will find Henry’s own writing of the original
passage, quoted below, on the “simplicity of moonlight”. You are looking for the phrase,

“By moonlight all is simple”. So you have found the Thoreau entry for the citation
“simplicity of moonlight” in Journal # 18 on page 54.
Henry’s orthography, or writing, is very hard to read, sometimes impossible, Channing
called it “miserable”, which is quite accurate. People have spent many years trying to
figure out what he wrote. The best transcription is that of the University of Santa
Barbara, here, where you are looking already. Many people have worked on this, though
the page itself is overseen by Beth Witherell. Look up page 89 in that. But look up the
date of the entry in question in the Dover edition, which can be found in book form, or
on Google, where I looked up a lot of these. So for instance, to look up in the Dover
edition, write into a search bar the words Thoreau Journal and then add the phrase, “by
moonlight all is simple”. When the results come up, scroll down to the writings of
Henry Thoreau edited by B Torrey. That is the Dover edition, and it will give you your
reference. I also have the Dover Journal myself, the actual 2 vol. book, and I often look
up things in there ---Walter Harding later edited the Houghton Mifflin edition, which
became the Dover edition of the Journal. You can also see the Dover Journal on Walden
Woods too. Look up Walden Woods Journal, and you will see their organization of this
material. It is not hard to do this once you know how, but it does take time.
In the above I often give the Thoreau Journal number (TMS) and page, as well as the
Dover text. This is probably more thorough than I need to be, but there it is, I thought it
would be more helpful. Some parts of the Morgan pictures of each page of the journal
are illegible. I stopped quoting the Morgan text, or even using this, after I encountered
many such illegible pages. This is their fault, and I ask the reader to write them and
complain. The Morgan should not own the Journal, and I advise that they give it, free, to
the Library of Congress or the NYPL, which has done a good job keeping Henry work
public. It is important to do good scans of Henry’s work as it is hard to read to begin
with, but impossible if it is poorly scanned.

So juggling all these sources and number system can pose real problems. I say in the text
when I have failed to find things. It took me many months, a year really, to do all the
indexes. I have not done enough research on the indexes themselves to know when they

were done. It is logical to assume that they later ones are more complex and that seems
to be the case. This is a surmise-- I do not know that for sure.
In these last few pages, which follow, we see the beginning of Thoreau’s method of
composition of essays and a book. This book, the book of Moonlight, is clearly
fragmented. But many of the fragments, Journal entries or unfinished compilations of
material are so beautifully written and well done it was worth compiling them all into
this one place. I could not find many entries. So they are not all here, but I did find the
majority. Again, I have also not done all the Themes and Motifs because many are not
there, or they are nonsensical, such as the one on “villagers in their yards”. I took some
liberties to correct this, and added things to the Themes and Motifs section which are
not indicated by the indexes, but which are certainly compatible with the subjects of
Moonlight and the animals or birds he wants to discuss. I am sorry for doing this, but I
have not done a lot of this, and it was necessary if I wanted to do justince to the
Moonlight book.
It might be useful for the reader to see the following. This page and a half of the Index
Thoreau put together appears to be about one subject. That is the subject of the moon,
stars and sun seen by one man who meditates on them. It is a kind of self portrait as
contemplator of the stars. I assume this was meant by Henry to be a possible chapter in
the Moonlight book. I am here making a sample of how this material is organized,
following Henry clues. Here is the index. Below the index you will find the document I
made on the basis of it. I think Henry was going to use this to write a chapter for his
Moonlight book. I don’t know this, again, but it seems likely. Below that is more texts
that I think Henry was going to expand on: Toads, Bullfrogs, Whippoorwills,
Nighthawks, Fireflies, Glistening Leaves and others. Lastly, there is a typescript which
may or may not be part of the Moonlight book. I suspect it is. It is called “Dry Pastures
Flooded with Moonlight”.

Cosmology and Moonlight. (index)
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Alexander Von Humboldt

Wild Simplicity:
Cosmos in Daily Life

The following is the text that results from the short index above, about a page and a half
long, in Henry’s hand, which involve short sections of Journal entries, that appear to
follow ideas of the Cosmos. Possibly the background of this is the reading of Von
Humboldt that Henry did. He is speculating on the sun and moon and stars, and their
relation to human life, his own life primarily. I do not know if he intended an essay on
this subject, he does not say. But this is one part of the index that is consistent in
subject, and looks as though it was going to be something more, had he the time and will
to finish it, which he didn’t. He included it in his Moonlight notes and indexes, so I do
too. I do not know this for sure, no one does, but it seems a good possibility. I think this
is an organization of material that has a common thesis, and may have been a chapter in
the Moonlight book.

June 29, 1853
“Perchance the moon shines sometimes merely to
tempt men forth to view creation by night, but soon
wanes to warn them that day is the season appointed
for their labors .”
This, again, as I implied earlier, is probably a part of Christian or Protestant thinking.
Why the universe should make moon, sun and stars to serve humankind’s conceited
view of itself is not discussed. To take what he is saying here literally is absurd. I asked
above, “Is he scolding himself for being out after dark, or did someone scold him like
this? Or is he being ironic or sarcastic? “ I would rather think this is an ironic or
sarcastic statement. Emerson wrote that
“one might think the atmosphere was made transparent with this design, to give
man, in the heavenly bodies, the perpetual presence of the sublime.” (Emerson,
Nature page 1)

If the idea expressed here is an human centered construction, and implies the moon
and sun exist for us, which, in fact, they do not, then Henry is making a fool of himself,
as did Emerson. If this is not satire, then Henry is a creationist, but since Henry is not a
creationist, this is very likely a satirical entry. The universe, or our solar system, does
not exist so that humans can feel sublime. The sun was the sun before earth existed.
The moon has existed less long than the earth but far before any dinosaurs or primates
existed. The notion that the sun, moon or stars were ‘created’ by some god to teach
humans a lesson is specious. I suspect that Henry knew this and this passage is thus
ironic or sarcastic. Perhaps he is making fun of Emerson. My idea that Henry is
speaking tongue in cheek here has reason behind it. The man that wrote “Observe how
the greatest minds yield in some degree to the superstitions of their age” , must have
known that the celestial orbs we see in the sky were far older than any human or
primate. Why start this section with a sarcastic joke then? The only reason that this
maybe is that he wishes us to think. Certainly, Henry has his shortcomings and was
himself prone to some of the superstitions of his age. But this is not one of the areas
where he was weak.
references:
Why moon shines--[ virtues of (10) 271] not always (7)-214--(15) 450
( could not find the second two references, indeed many of the references in this

section appear to be wrong, as this one appears later)

July 14, 51
If I take the same walk an hour later or earlier in the evening, it is as good as a
different one. I love the night for its novelty, it is less profaned than the day.
References

No great advantage is day light—220
Same walk an hour later (6) [--]19
?

Night novel & less [

] (6)—19

Aug 6. 1851
Why does not man sleep all day as well as all night,
it seems so very natural and easy ? For what is he
awake?
A man must generally get away some hundreds or
thousands of miles from home before he can be said to
begin his travels. Why not begin his travels at home?
Or this seems the more likely reference he means:

Feb 1, 52
Each thing is attracted to each, and running to coalesce
like drops of water. The fingers incline to be
webbed and run together . When I hold mine up to
the light and bring them near together, such are the
laws of light that, just before they touch, a web appears
to grow on them and unite them. So of objects seen
through imperfections in glass.
It depends upon how a man has spent his day, whether
he has any right to be in his bed. So spend some hours
that you may have a right to sleep in the sunshine.
This hints at the theory of evolution, and the work that was done in Morphology and
Comparative Anatomy showing how the foot of a duck, or the hands of the bat evolved in
ways that differ or are similar to human hands.

He also references this I think.
Jan 23, 1854
The increased length of the days is very observable
of late. What is a winter unless you have risen and
gone abroad frequently before sunrise and by starlight?
Or perhaps this one:
July 16, 1850
Many men walk by day ; few walk by night. It is a
very different season. Instead of the sun, there are
the moon and stars; instead of the wood thrush, there
is the whip-poor-will ; instead of butterflies, fireflies,
winged sparks of fire! who would have believed it?
What kind of life and cool deliberation dwells in a spark
of fire in dewy abodes? Every man carries fire in his
eye, or in his blood, or in his brain. Instead of singing
birds, the croaking of frogs and the intenser dream
of crickets. The potatoes stand up straight, the corn
grows, the bushes loom, and, in a moonlight night, the
shadows of rocks and trees and bushes and hills are more
conspicuous than the objects themselves.
References.
Why not sleep all day? 114 &elsewhere &c? shut up by

day (16) 393 This later number is one day early I think as it does not make sense
to be Jan. 22
I am not sure if this is my mistake, Henry’s or someone who changed the
numbers later.

Suppose you attend to the suggestions which the
moon makes for one month, commonly in vain, will
it not be very different from anything in literature or
religion ? But why not study this Sanskrit ? What if
one moon has come and gone with its world of poetry,
its weird teachings, its oracular suggestions, — so di
vine a creature freighted with hints for me, and I have
not used her ? One moon gone by unnoticed ?
reference:
One moon [unnoticed] (7)--76

Conantum end, just under the wall. From this
point and at this height I do not perceive any bright or
yellowish light on Fair Haven, but an oily and glass
like smoothness on its southwestern bay, through a very
slight mistiness. Two or three pines appear to stand in
the moonlit air on this side of the pond, while the enlightened
portion of the water is bounded by the heavy
reflection of the wood on the east. It was so soft and
velvety a light as contained a thousand placid days
sweetly put to rest in the bosom of the water. So looked
the North Twin Lake in the Maine woods. It reminds
me of placid lakes in the mid-noon of Indian summer
days, but yet more placid and civilized, suggesting
higher cultivation, as the wild ever does, which aeons
of summer days have gone to make. Like a summer
day seen far away. All the effects of sunlight, with a
softer tone; and all this stillness of the water and the
air superadded, and the witchery of the hour. What
gods are they that require so fair a vase of gleaming
water to their prospect in the midst of the wild woods

by night? Else why this beauty allotted to night, a
gem to sparkle in the zone of night? They are strange
gods now out; methinks their names are not in any
mythology. I can faintly trace its zigzag border of
sheeny pads even here. If such is then to be seen in remotest
wildernesses, does it not suggest its own nymphs
and wood gods to enjoy it? As when, at middle of the
placid noon in Indian-summer days, all the surface of
a lake is as one cobweb gleaming in the sun, which
heaves gently to the passing zephyr. There was the
lake, its glassy surface just distinguishable, its sheeny
shore of pads, with a few pines bathed in light on its
hither shore, just as in the middle of a November day,
except that this was the chaster light of the moon, the
cooler temperature of the night, and there were the
deep shades of night that fenced it round and imbosomed.
It tells of a far-away, long-passed civilization
of an antiquity superior to time, unappreciable
by time.
A lovely passage. It seems likely this is what he means that the Teaching of the Moon is
different than the sun. It is beautifully written and suggestive of so much. The gods and
nymphs are unnecessary of course. It is not “what gods are they that require so fair a
vase of gleaming water to their prospect in the midst of the wild woods by night?” but
rather should be and is “so fair a lake is like a vase of gleaming water in the midst of the
wild woods by night, and this is a prospect of all the actual earth that I now see and love
for life itself” The fanciful, and mythological passage thus becomes a cosmological
passage. Am I rewriting Henry here, a bit perhaps, but I am not changing what he
means at all.
Reference:
Teaching of M. dif from sun 77

Sept 7, 1851
A certain refinement and civilization in nature which
increases with the wildness. The civilization that consists
with wildness, the light that is in night. A smile
as in a dream on the face of the sleeping lake. There
is light enough to show what we see, what night has to
exhibit. Any more would obscure these objects. I am
' not advertised of any deficiency of light. The actual
is fair as a vision or a dream. If ever we have attained
to any nobleness, even in our imagination and intentions,
that will surely ennoble the features of nature
for us, that will clothe them with beauty. Of course no
jeweller ever dealt with a gem so fair and suggestive
as this actual lake, the scene, it may be, of so much
noble and poetic life, and not merely to adorn some
monarch’s crown.
It is remarkably still at this hour and season. No
sound of bird or beast for the most part. This has none
of the reputed noxious qualities of night.
On the peak. The faint sounds of birds, dreaming
aloud in the night, the fresh, cool air, and sound of the
wind rushing over the rocks remind me of the tops of
mountains. That is, all the earth is but the outside
of the planet bordering on the hard-eyed sky. Equally
withdrawn and near to heaven is this pasture as the
summit of the White Mountains. All the earth’s surface
like a mountain-top, for I see its relation to heaven
as simply, and am not imposed upon by a difference of
a few feet in elevation. In this faint, hoary light, all

fields are like a mossy rock and remote from the cultivated
plains of day. All is equally savage, equally
solitary and cool-aired, and the slight difference in
elevation is felt to be unimportant. It is all one with
Caucasus, the slightest hill pasture.

this on page 87 of Journal number 4. It is a beautiful passage, and again suggests the
beauty of light in darkness, which really is all light, sun, moon and stars. He is saying
that in wildness is the meaning of the natural world, everywhere, and that physical
differences mean little in this. Henry is not an egoist climber, as are many men. That is
refreshing.

References: Can [give] [

] from the night 87

[Day] nothing to [di ] [ the day] 88.

June 16, 52
As I look up over the bay,
I see the reflections of the meadow woods and the
Hosmer hill at a distance, the tops of the trees cut off
by a slight ripple. Even the fine grasses on the near
bank are distinctly reflected. Owing to the reflections
of the distant woods and hills, you seem to be paddling
into a vast hollow country, doubly novel and interesting.
Is passage is almost a cinematographic passage, He is trying to envision the complex
spatial arrangements he sees in the reflections on the water.

Jan 1, 1852
I believe it was Chalmers who said, speaking of
Coleridge, that for his part he wanted ideas which lie
could see all round and not such as he must look it
away up in the heavens. Such a man, one would say,
would never look at the moon, because she never tunes
her other side to us, but holds it steadily toward the
heavens beyond ; and the light which comes from ideas
which have their orbit as distant from the earth, and
which is no less cheering and enlightening to the benighted
traveller than that of the moon and stars, is
naturally reproached or nicknamed as moonshine by
such. Ideas that soar above the earth cannot be seen
all round, but ever have one side turned toward the
heavens. They are moonshine, are they? Very well,
then, do your night travelling when there is no moon
to light you ; but I will be thankful for the light that
reaches me from the star of least magnitude. I will be
thankful that I see so much as one side of a celestial
idea, one side of the rainbow and the sunset sky,…

april 25, 1852
It is related that Giorgio Barbarelli, Titian's
friend, defending painting against the charge of being
an incomplete art because it could exhibit but one
side of a picture, laid a wager with some sculptor
that he could represent the back, face, and both profiles
of a man, without the spectator being obliged to
walk round it as a statue . He painted "a warrior,
who, having his back turned towards the spectator,
stood looking at himself in a fountain, in whose limpid

waters his full front figure was reflected . At the left
of the warrior was suspended his suit of polished steel
armor, in which was mirrored, with exact fidelity, the
whole of his left side. At the right was painted a lookingglass, which reflected that side ;" and thus he won the
wager. So I would fain represent some truths as roundly
and solidly as a statue, or as completely and in all their
relations as Barbarelli his warrior, - so that you may
see round them.
Some - [want ] can see all around (8) 167 (10) 132.
This one includes two references as Henry wanted to think of them both at once,
relating them together. It would be interesting to see how he would combine these two
references. Like Da Vinci and Einstein, Henry is thinking and seeing things from various
perspectives, from various “frames of reference” Einstein would say. Looking at things
from multiple points of view without being cubist is wise and puts cubism where it
belongs, not very interesting.

Night and Moonlight, 1863
According to Pliny, there is a stone in Arabia called
Selenites, " wherein is a white, which increases and decreases
with the moon." My journal for the last year
or two has been selenitic in this sense.
[ also he wrote in the Journal Feb. 3, 1852
“my summer Journal”]

Feb1, 1852
Is not the midnight like central Africa to most? Are
we not tempted to explore it, to penetrate to the shores

of its Lake Tchad [Chad], to discover the sources of its Nile,
perchance in the Mountains of the Moon ? Who knows
what fertility, what beauty in the animal and vegetable
kingdom, are there to be found, what primeval
simplicity and reflection of the truth among its dusky
inhabitants ? We illuminate only the first hours of the
night….
In the Mountains of the Moon, in the Central Africa
of the night, — there is where all Niles hide their heads.
The expeditions up the Niles extend but to the Cataracts,
past the ruins of Thebes, or perchance to the
mouth of the White Nile; but it is the Black Nile that
concerns us. Of some of the great rivers, like the
Nile and the Orinoco ( ?), men still only conjecture the
sources.
Reference:
Midsummer night like central Africa (9) 107

Feb. 2. 1852
Sir Francis Head says that in America "the
moon looks larger" than in Europe. Here, then,
moonshine is to be expected . Perhaps the sun
larger also. Such are [lie advantages of the New World.
The same writer says, "the heavens of America appear
infinitely higher," " the stars are brighter ." These,
too, are encouraging facts, symbolical of the height to
which the philosophy and poetry and religion of her
inhabitants may one day soar. At length, perchance,
the immaterial heaven will appear as much higher to

the American mind, and the intimations that star it
will appear as much brighter . For I believe that climate
does thus react on man, and that there is something
in the mountain air that feeds the spirit and inspires .
We shall be more ianaurinative ; we shall be clearer,
as our sky, bluer, fresher ; broader and more comprehensive
in our understanding, like our plains ; our intellect
on a grander scale, like our thunder and lightning,
our rivers and our lakes, and mountains and forests.
reference:
Moon looks larger in Am 112

parts of this passage were later incorporated into his essay “Walking"
If the moon looks larger here than in Europe, probably the sun looks larger also.
If the heavens of America appear infinitely higher, and the stars brighter, I trust
that these facts are symbolical of the height to which the philosophy and poetry
and religion of her inhabitants may one day soar. At length, perchance, the
immaterial heaven will appear as much higher to the American mind, and the
intimations that star it as much brighter. For I believe that climate does thus
react on man — as there is something in the mountain air that feeds the spirit and
inspires. Will not man grow to greater perfection intellectually as well as
physically under these influences? Or is it unimportant how many foggy days
there are in his life? I trust that we shall be more imaginative, that our thoughts
will be clearer, fresher, and more ethereal, as our sky — our understanding more
comprehensive and broader, like our plains — our intellect generally on a grander
scale, like our thunder and lightning, our rivers and mountains and forests — and
our hearts shall even correspond in breadth and depth and grandeur to our
inland seas. Perchance there will appear to the traveller something, he knows not
what, of laeta and glabra, of joyous and serene, in our very faces. Else to what end
does the world go on, and why was America discovered?

—"Walking"

No one, to my knowledge, has observed the minute
differences in the seasons . Hardly two nights are alike.
The rocks do not feel warm to-night, for the air is
warmest ; nor does the sand particularly . A book of
the seasons, each page of which should be written in
its own season and out-of-doors, or in its own locality
wherever it may be.
Reference: Seasons of the night 120

Feb 3, 1852
Venus is like a little moon in the West and the
lights in the village twinkle like stars. It is perfectly
still and not very cold. The shadows of the trees on
the snow are more minutely distinct than at any other
season, not dark masses merely, but finely reticulated,
each limb and twig represented, as cannot be in sum
mer, both from the leaves and the inequality and dark
ness of the ground. The heavens appear less thickly
starred and less habitable than in the summer—rather
a few bright stars, brought nearer by this splendid twinkling
in the cold sky, than countless points in the warm
deeps. I hear my old acquaintance, the owl, from the
causeway.
Reference: Journal [of ] 120

Feb. 24, 1852
As we grow older is it not ominous that we have more to write about evening,
less about morning ? We must
Associate more with early hours

Interesting that Henry does not want to think himself growing old. He is only 35 here,
but he only has ten years to live. So he wants to still think himself young, since he did
not know he would die so young. Sunshine is very interesting too, and, like moonlight, I
doubt it has anything to do with age. But what do the sun and moon mean in Henry’s
work? His work is about existence and the sun and moon are prominent in all existing
and living things. We live in the parameters set up by the earth, sun and moon. After
Walden, he begins with the Moon, and later, he gets more and more specific until finally
he ends up with the seed.

April 16, 1852
Might I not write on sunshine as well as moonshine?
Might I not observe the sun, at least when the moon
does not show her crescent?
Sept. 22. 1854
What if we were to walk by sunlight with equal
abstraction and aloofness, yet with equally impartial
observation and criticism. As if it shone not for you,
nor you for it, but you had come forth into it for the
nonce to admire it. In moonlight we are not of the
earth earthy, but we are of the earth spiritual . So
might we walk by sunlight, seeing the sun but as a
moon, a comparatively faint and reflected light, and
the day as a brooding night, in which we glimpse
some stars still ..
References:

+

Will more of evening as grow old 185

+

Write on sunshine (10) 84 Walk by sunlight (18)—53

The above two passages are obviously related. He is trying to comprehend both
moonlight and sunlight, as if this were where the Moonlight book ends up. Exactly what

this would be is hard to imagine. What he is trying to ask is how the world would look if
you looked at the sun with the kind of reverence that one looks at a moon. One cannot
make the sun into a god as Akhenaton did, Ra, the sun god. One can look at it as it is,
however, as a real object in our daily sky, one that is not taken for granted. Imagine if
people began to see the Moon and Sun as real parts of their lives, like the earth and all
the beings on it.
What would the world be like if people stopped putting themselves in the
“Anthropocene” and started seeing all that is as equal to them. The earth would become
a great place to live for all of us, birds as well as humans. It would no longer be the
Anthropocene, the age of man, but the age of all on earth, perhaps the Biophilacene. We
would not be the ‘masters of the planet, but helpers of earth and all species upon it.

June 11. 1852
The red (Indian (?) red) huckle
berry and the white and red blueberry blossoms (the
Gaylussacia resinosa, black huckleberry, and Vaccinium
vacillans) are very handsome and interesting now and
would attract more attention if the prospect of their
fruit did not make us overlook them. Moon-seed is a
good name for a plant. I should know it.
Reference:
Moon-seed is a good name for a plant

Jully 14. 1852

Morton quotes Wafer as saying of some albinos
among the Indians of Darien that " they are quite
white, but their whiteness is like that of a horse, quite
different from the fair or pale European, as they have

not the least tincture of a blush or sanguine complexion
. . . . Their eyebrows are milk-white, as is likewise
the hair of their heads, which is very fine, inclining to a
curl, and growing to the length of six or eight inches. . . .
They seldom go abroad in the daytime, the sun being
disagreeable to them, and causing their eyes, which are
weak and poring, to water, especially if it shines to
wards them ; yet they see very well by moonlight, from
which we call them moon-eyed." In Drake's " Collection of Voyages."
Neither in our thoughts in these
moonlight walks, methinks, is there " the least tincture
of a blush or sanguine complexion," but we are, per
chance, intellectually and morally albinos, children of
Endymion whose parents have walked much by moonlight.
Walking much by moonlight, conversing with
the moon, makes us, then, albinos. Methinks we should
rather represent Endymion in colorless marble, or in
the whiteness of marble, than painted of the ruddy
color of ordinary youths.
This is a bit of anthropological romanticism. It recalls John Keats poem, Girodet’s 1791
painting or the late Canova sculpture of Endymion at Chatsworth Manor. In Canova’s
work, the dead Endymion is worshiped by the moon goddess Selene, who wanted Zeus
to let her lover, Endymion, be with her forever.
“Neither in our thoughts in these
moonlight walks, methinks, is there " the least tincture
of a blush or sanguine complexion," but we are, per
chance, intellectually and morally albinos, children of
Endymion whose parents have walked much by moonlight.”
The second reference “no blush in thoughts” appears to be the one above.

reference: Moon eyed [Albinoes]
No blush in thoughts 12/87

Sept 12, 1851
After I have spent the greater part of a night abroad
in the moonlight, I am obliged to sleep enough more
the next night to make up for it, —Endymiouis som
num dormire (to sleep an Endymion sleep), as the ancients
expressed it. And there is something gained still
by thus turning the day into night. Endymion is said
to have obtained of Jupiter the privilege of sleeping as
much as he would. Let no man be afraid of sleep, if
his weariness comes of obeying his Genius. He who
has spent the night with the gods sleeps more innocently
by day than the sluggard who has spent the day with
the satyrs sleeps by night. He who has travelled to
fairyland in the night sleeps by day more innocently
than he who is fatigued by the- merely trivial labors
of the day sleeps by night. That kind of life which,
sleeping, we dream that we live awake, in our walks by
night, we, waking, live, while our daily life appears as a
dream.
This is not part of the Moonlight book, but it is an interesting passage which shows how
Henry uses myths, and how he creates a kind of inversion of ordinary thinking. It also
repeats his fascination with Endymion and the moon.

Sept 21, 1851.

The poet who walks by moonlight is conscious
of a tide in his thought which is to be referred to
lunar influence. I will endeavor to separate the tide
in my thoughts from the current distractions of the day.
…..Even the astronomer
admits that "the notion of the moon's influence on terrestrial
things was confirmed by her manifest effect
upon the ocean," but is not the poet who walks by night
conscious of a tide in his thought which is to be referred
to lunar influence, in which the ocean within him overflows its shores and bathes the dry land?

He succeeds in doing just this in the Moonlight book, unfinished as it is.
Jan. 31. Found an Indian adze in the Bridle-road at
the brook just beyond Daniel Clark, Jr.'s house.
A man is wise with the wisdom of his time only, and
ignorant with its ignorance. Observe how the greatest
minds yield in some degree to the superstitions of their
age.
De Quincey (whose pains to prove that [it] was not
Christ's mission to teach men science, though he, of
course (!), knew it all, suggested the above) says: —
" This downward direction of the eyes, however, must
have been worse in former ages ; because, else, it never
could have happened that, until Queen Anne's days,
nobody ever hinted in a book that there was such a
thing, or could be such a thing, as the Aurora Borealis ;
and in fact, Halley had the credit of discovering it."

This is an interesting passage, as it shows Thoreau again skeptical of superstitions of
men. It looks like Henry was thinking of the Moon in Halley’s work, as Halley watched
Mars be occluded by the Moon, rather than the Aurora Borealis, though Halley also
discovered the magnetic nature of that too. Henry is trying to make the point that
Halley’s discovery of the occlusion of Mars was because he had the habit of looking up.
That is one way to put it, I suppose. Halley was appointed Astronomer Royal in England
in 1720.
The next reference is again about Cato in the Roman writer Cato and his opinion on
Farmers planting in Moonlight. I can find nothing on that in the journal though Cato is
mentioned, as is his book on Agriculture. It is often mentioned in Walden too. But there
is nothing specifically on planting and the moon, at least I could not find it, after looking
several times. Nor is there a reference to the Harvest Moon. Cato mentions in his
Agriculture, among other things, that one should “manure meadows at the opening of
spring, in the dark of the moon.” (De Agricultura, section 50) . Henry is right that he
mentions this, and this is likely what Henry is speaking of. It seems likely he read that
and thought he quoted it, but didn’t. Unless I am mistaken, of course. I looked it up
more than once in Henry’s Journal number 16, 391. Henry often looks into Roman and
Greek writers for their opinions on this or that.

References:
[Halley discovers moon looking up (14) 53]
Observe moon in planting Cato (16) 391 ( this reference does not yield this subject)

Aug 8, 1851.
I see the moonlight plainly on my paper; I am even startled by
it. One star, too, — is it Venus ? — I see in the west.
Starlight! that would be a good way to mark the hour,
if we were precise.
Reference: Starlight to ma[r]k hour ([6]) 119

Sept. 22, 1854
By moonlight all is simple-we are enabled to erect ourselves--our
minds on account of the fewness of objects-We are no longer distracted. It is simple
as bread & water-- It is simple as the rudiments
of an art-- A lesson to be taken before
sun-light perchance--to prepare us for
that.
reference:
simplicity of moonlight (18) 54

This last entry in this sequence ties it all together. His concept of “simplicity” is one that
is very important in his work and essential in his notion of natural life, the ‘art of life’, or
his idea of living well. So here he is saying that Moonlight is about learning how to see
the simple in the art of loving life, a precursor to the art of how to live well in daylight as
well as the night. His definition of Moonlight thus composes two poles. One is the
wildness that is in nature and animals, both human and non-human, as well as the
moonlight, and the other is simplicity, the light in us that is simple, not governmed by
greed or hatred of others. This ‘wild simplicity” is the center of Thoreau’s
environmental ethic. A genetically deformed mouse, abused by corporate science to
grow a human ear on its back is neither simple nor wild. The mouse is neither adapted
to grow human ears, nor allowed to evolve in any normative manner, but rather is killed
for a merely human centered profiting, using the mouse as a sort of slave for the
corporation that has a patent on growing human ears on mouse’s backs. This is ethically
wrong. Slavery is neither simple or wild either, but involves a parasitical relation of the
Master to the slave, such that the slave pays the whole price of the luxurious excesses of
the master. Like genetically engineered fish or cows, these are all violations of both
simplicity and wildness. In contrast, a wild field is as simple as can be and the health
that comes from it is obvious in its wildness. So when he says that there is

“a certain refinement and civilization in nature which
increases with the wildness . The civilization that consists
with wildness, the light that is in night. A smile
as in a dream on the face of the sleeping lake. There
is light enough to show what we see, what night has to
exhibit. Any more would obscure these objects .”
This is a conclusion that arises from his objective and specific study of moonlight. It is
certainly true and he did all the work to obtain this. He just did not write it all, or did not
finish it. He says that this Moonlight study leads to the “simple as the rudiments of an
art-- A lesson to be taken before sun-light perchance--to prepare us for that.” This is a
conclusion that corresponds to both Darwin and Halley, as well as Bierstadt, Clausen or
Church and their artworks. The moonlight book reveals the rudiments of Henry’s subtle
art of great patience in nature study. Henry is on the way to being a scientist and an
artist, slowly piecing together what he has learned over many years of observation. He
is a painter in words, certainly. He synthesizes his simple facts in complex patterns of
text in journals and then tries to simplify them in revisions. But the complexity of his art
is based in the simplicity of nature, as well as the wildness of moonlight on water, or
creeks flowing under a full moon or sunlight on a bankside in autumn.
It is hard to imagine Henry was not considering a chapter of these kinds of thoughts. I
am merely trying to imagine what he is really saying in these passages.
*******

Themes and Motifs
After a half page of duplicates the last pages of the index end with 2 pages in which
Henry tries to collate moonlight texts arranged now in combination with other similar
texts, in a sort of triangulation of subject matter. The first combination of entries is
about Toads, the so called Dreaming Frogs. He continues with various themes and
motifs often seen in his walks at night. In no particular order he references Nighthawks,

Whip-poor-wills, Warm Rocks, Glistening Leaves, Fireflies. Barking Dogs. I have edited
these slightly, trying to guess what Henry would have included. I have not done them
all, the ones I have not done are Bats, Gorges and Mountains, Spearers, limited fog on
the water, silent Oxen, Wood Paths and a few others. These are all discussed above,
along with many other things, from Snipe, Bitterns, Toads to various birds and flowers,
sometimes with reference to moonlight, sometimes not. So below are a few of the
combinations of sections that he made, to give a flavor of how he was progressing with
this work. Since not all of the references are accurate, I have added a few from the
existing entries above, if they are pertinent. They are all pertinent. There are a lot of
duplicates here. But
is good to read Henry in short snippets like this, as you see how beautiful his writing is
in its particulars, like Haiku, sentence by sentence.

American Toads
May 3, 1852
Evening. —The moon is full. The air is filled with a
certain luminous, liquid, white light. You can see the
moonlight, as it were reflected from the atmosphere,
which some might mistake for a haze, — a glow of mel
low light, somewhat like the light I saw in the after
noon sky some weeks ago; as if the air were avery thin
but transparent liquid, not dry, as in winter, nor gross;
as in summer. It has depth, and not merely distance
(the sky).
Going through the Depot Field, I hear the dream
frog at a distance. The little peeping frogs make a
background of sound in the horizon, which you do not
hear unless you attend. The former is a trembling
note, some higher, some lower, along the edge of the

earth, an all-pervading sound. Nearer, it is a blubber
ing or rather bubbling sound, such as children, who
stand nearer to nature, can and do often make, —this
and many others, remembering the frog state. There
is no dew (I have observed none yet). The dream
of the frog sounds best at a distance, —most dreamy.
The little peeper prefers a pool on the edge of a wood,
which mostly dries up at midsummer, whose shore is
covered with leaves and [where] twigs lie in the water, as
where choppers have worked. Theirs is a clear, sharp,
ear-piercing peep, not shrill, —sometimes a squeak
from one whose pipe is out of order, frequently a quavering,
curving (P) trill, as if of alarm (P). The sound
of the dreamer frog does not fail, for one no sooner
ceases than another in a different part of the landscape
takes up the strain. .
….At Hubbard’s Bridge. The river still quite high.
The water is calm. I hear a stertorous( snoring, gasping) sound from
some frog. This makes three frogs’ notes that I hear.
There is the moon in the south, with one bright star
just beneath it, which, when the moon is in clouds, is
its representative. Looking from bridge to hill, above
is the moon, separated from attendant star by a bar of
white clouds, below which the star shines brightly in
a clearing; beneath this, bars of white clouds to the
horizon. The hill and opposite woods are dark with
fine effect. The little peepers have much the greatest
apparatus for peeping of any frogs that I know. Frogs
are the birds of the night.
May 5th, 1852
3 P. M. — T0 little ponds.

A really warm day. I perspire in my thick coat. Hear
the dream frogs, but fainter than by night. The aspect
of the woods half a mile distant shows the state of the
atmosphere. There is a very slight transparent haze on
them, just enough to glass them; somewhat such a reflec
tion and seething in the air as I have described by moon
light. The maple-tops show red with their blossoms
against the higher trees. What is the color of their tops
in winter?
June 15,52
8 P. M. ——On river.
No moon. A deafening sound from the toads, and
intermittingly from bullfrogs. What I have thought to
be frogs prove to be toads, sitting by thousands along
the shore and trilling short and loud, — not so long a
quaver as in the spring, — and I have not heard them
in those pools, now, indeed, mostly dried up, where I
heard them in the spring. (I do not know what to think
of my midsummer frog now.) The bullfrogs are very
loud, of various degrees of baseness and sonorousness,
answering each other across the river with two or three
grunting croaks. They are not nearly so numerous as
the toads.
July 12, 1852
I hear the toads still at night, together with bullfrogs,
but not so universally nor loud as formerly. I go to
walk at twilight, — at the same time that toads go to
their walks. and are seen hopping about the sidewalks
or the pump. Now, a quarter after nine, as I walk
along the river-bank, long after starlight, and perhaps

an hour or more after sunset, I see some of those high
pillared clouds of the day, [in the southwest, still re
flecting a downy light from the regions of day, they are
so high. It is a pleasing reminiscence of the day in the
midst of the deepening shadows of the night. The dor
bugs hum around me, as I sit on the river-bank beyond
the ash tree. Warm as is the night, — one of the warm
est in the whole year, — there is an aurora, a low arc
of a circle, in the north. The twilight ends to-night
apparently about a quarter before ten. There is no
moon.
This section of the Moonlight book tells the whole story of his discovery of the
“Dreaming Frog” revealed finally as the American Toad. It is a lovely description to hear
and see them through Henry eyes as he figures out what they are. “Frogs are the birds of
the night” he says. He probably put all these entries together thinking to tell the story of
how he came to see what they were at last, maybe this is yet another chapter or part of a
chapter in the Moonlight book.

Bull Frogs
June 15, 1852
The bullfrogs are very
loud, of various degrees of baseness and sonorousness,
answering each other across the river with two or three
grunting croaks. They are not nearly so numerous as
the toads.

June 16, 1852
A new season. The earth looks like a debauchee after
the sultry night. Birds sing at this hour as in the spring.
You hear that spitting, dumping frog and the bullfrogs
occasionally still, for the heat is scarcely less than the
last night.~ N0 toads now.
June 20
Lying with my window open, these warm, even sultry
nights, I hear the sonorously musical trump of the
bullfrogs from time to time, from some distant shore of
the river, as if the world were given up to them. By
those villagers who live on the street they are never
seen and rarely heard by day, but in the quiet sultry
nights their notes ring from one end of the town to
another. It is as if you had waked up in the infernal
regions. I do not know for a time in what world I am.
It affects my morals, and all questions take a new
aspect from this sound. At night bullfrogs lie on the
_ pads and answer to one another all over North America;
undoubtedly there is an incessant and uninterrupted chain of sound,
troomp, troomp, troomp, from the
Atlantic to the Pacific (vide if they reach so far west),
further than Britain’s morning gun. It is the snoring
music of nature at night. When you wake thus at
midnight and hear this sonorous trump from far in the
horizon, you need not go to Dante for an idea of the
infernal regions. It requires the night air, this sound.
How allied to a pad in place, in color, —for his greenish
back is the leaf and his yellow throat the flower, —— even
in form, with his sesquipedality of belly! (And other,

white-bellied frogs are -white lilies.) Through the summer
he lies on the pads, or with his head out, and in
the winter buries himself at their roots The hull
paddock! His eyes like the buds of the Nuphar Kalmiana.
[ the yellow flower of the common lily pad]
Methinks his skin would stand water without
shrinking forever. Gloves made of it for rainy weather,
for trout-fishers!! Frogs appear slow to make up their
minds, but then they act precipitately. As long as they
are here, they are here, and express no intention of
removing; but the idea of removing fills them instantaneously,
as nature, abhorring, fills a vacuum. Now
they are fixed and imperturbable like the Sphinx, and
now they go off with short, squatty leaps over the
spatter-dock, on the irruption of the least idea.
July 8, 1852
We held on to the abutments under the red bridge
to cool ourselves in the shade. No better place in hot
weather, the river rippling away beneath you and the
air rippling through beneath the abutments, if only
in sympathy with the river, while the planks afford a
shade, and you hear all the travel and the travellers’ talk
without being seen or suspected. The bullfrog it is,
methinks, that makes the dumping sound. There is gen
erally a current of air circulating over water, always,
methinks, if the water runs swiftly, as if it put the air in
motion. There is quite a breeze here this sultry day.
Commend me to the sub-pontean, the under-bridge,
life.

References:
Frogs--May 9th June 15 & 16--& 18--20
July 8--Sep 4—23

Oct. 28, 1852
From the Cliffs,
the river and pond are exactly the color of the sky.
Though the latter is slightly veiled with a thin mist,
the outline of the peninsula in it is quite distinct. Even
the distant fields across the river are seen to be russet
by moonlight as by day, and the young pines near by
are green.

River blue do------Oct 28--Nov 14 end
sky lighter blue [by - ]
(Nov 14 has nothing applicable in it)

Moon not up. The dream frog is such a sound as
you can make wjth a quill on water, a bubbling sound.
Behind Dodd's. The spearers are out, their flame a
bright yellow, reflected in the calm water. Without
noise it is slowly carried along the shores. It reminds
me of the light which Columbus saw on approaching
the shores of the New World. There goes a shooting
star down towards the horizon, like a rocket, appearing
to describe a curve. The water sleeps with stars in its
bosom. I see another light in the far southwest. To
a stranger in the dark they would appear like light

houses on low points, lighting voyagers to our shores.
This might be called the spearer's moon this year, if
it were of use to him. Hear a pout-like sound of frogs.
(The chickadee 1 says now in morning, har (long),
pe-e-e pe-e-e p-e-e-e, the last trill something like tull-alull
lull-a-lull.) The dream of the frogs 2 is very indistinct
at a distance. Venus, the evening star, high in
the sky. The spearers' light reveals the forms of trees
and bushes near which it passes. When it is not seen,
it makes a pillar of reddish or rosy light on the twigs
above it. I see even the lamps of the village in the
water,
References:
Spearers lights--May 5--Oct 6, not on this date, Dec 6, 1852 mentions spearer’s light
Dec. 6 1852
In the evening I see the
spearer's light on the river.

Warm Rocks
May 16. 1851
Heard the whip-poor-will this evening . A
splendid full moon to-night .Walked from 6 .30 to 10 P.M.
Lay on a rock near a meadow, which had
absorbed and retained much heat, so that I could warm
my back on it, it being a cold night. I found that the
side of the sand-hill was cold on the surface, but warm
two or three inches beneath.'

June 18, 1853
The moon is threatened by some mares'-tails . At
Potter's sand-bank, the sand, though cold on the surface,
commences to be warm two inches beneath, and
the warmth reaches at least six inches deeper. The
tortoise buries her eggs just deep enough to secure
this greatest constant warmth.

July 11, 1851
the rocks are warm to the hand tonight--so that
I sit on them or lean against them for warmth,
though, indeed, it is not cold elsewhere.
And now the first signs of
morning attract the traveller's attention, and he cannot help rejoicing,
and the moon begins gradually to fade from his recollection.
The wind rises and rustles the copses.

Whip-poor-wills

Aug. 12, 1851
There was a whip-poor-will
in the road just beyond Goodwin's, which flew up
and lighted on the fence and kept alighting on the fence
within a rod of me and circling round me with a slight
squeak as if inquisitive about me.

Sept 6, 1851
The whip-poor-wills sing.
Cultivate reverence . It is as if you were so much more
respectable yourself. By the quality of a man's writing,
by the elevation of its tone, you may measure his self respect.

May 16, 1851
Heard the whip-poor-will this evening. A splendid
full moon to-night. Walked from 6.30 to 10 P. M.
June 28, 1853
The moon is brassy or golden
now, and the air more dusky; yet I hear the pea-wai
and the wood thrush, and now a whip-poor-will before
I have seen a star.

July 16, 1850
Many men walk by day ; few walk by night. It is a
very different season. Instead of the sun, there are
the moon and stars; instead of the wood thrush, there
is the whip-poor-will ; instead of butterflies, fireflies,
winged sparks of fire! who would have believed it?

June 18th, 1853
The moon is laboring in
a mackerel cloud, and my hopes are with her. Why
do I hear no bullfrogs yet? Do they ever trump as
early and as universally as on that their first evening?

I hear the whip-poor-wills on different sides. White
flowers alone show much at night, -white clover and
whiteweed.

Aug, 12, 1851
Now whip-poor-wills commence to sing in earnest, considerably
after the wood thrush. The wood thrush, that
beautiful singer, inviting the day once more to enter
his pine woods . (So you may hear the wood thrush
and whip-poor-will at the same time .) Now go by two
whip-poor-wills, in haste seeking some coverts from the
eye of day. And the bats are flying about on the edge
of the wood, improving the last moments of their day in
catching insects.
June 1, 1852. Evening. -To the Lee place, the moon
about full.
The sounds I hear by the bridge : the midsummer
frog (I think it is not the toad), the nighthawk, crickets,
the peetweet (it is early), the hum of dor-bugs, and the
whip-poor-will .

Sept, 7, 1854
Heard an apple fall in the little orchard
close by, while a whip-poor-will was heard in the pines.
Returning to the boat, saw a glow-worm in the
damp path in the low ground. Returning later, we
experienced better the weird-like character of the
night, especially perceived the fragrance of the grapes

and admired the fair smooth fields in the bright moonlight.
Sept 7 1854
The reflected shadow
of the hill was black as night, and we seemed to be
paddling directly into it a rod or two before us, but
we never reached it at all. Trees and hills were
distinctly black between us and the moon and the water
black or gleaming accordingly. It was quite warm and dry.
Above the Cliffs we heard only one
or two owls, a hooting owl and a screech
owl, and several whip-poor-wills .
June 11, 1851
The whip-poor-will suggests how wide asunder [are]
the woods and the town. Its note is very rarely heard
by those who live on the street, and then it is thought
to be of ill omen. Only the dwellers on the outskirts of
the village hear it occasionally. It sometimes
comes into their yards. But go into the woods in a warm night
at this season, and it is the prevailing sound. I hear now
five or six at once. It is no more of ill omen therefore
here than the night and the moonlight are. It is a bird
not only of the woods, but of the night side of the
woods.

all the elements are unusually congenial to me. The bullfrogs trump to usher in
the night, and the note of the whip-poor-will is borne on the rippling wind from
over the water. Sympathy with the fluttering alder and poplar leaves almost takes

away my breath; yet, like the lake, my serenity is rippled but not ruffled.
--From Walden, chapter on Solitude

Sept 9, 1851.
The whip-poor-wills now begin to sing in earnest
about half an hour before sunrise, as if making haste
to improve the short time that is left them. As far as
my observation goes, they sing for several hours in the
early part of the night, are silent commonly at midnight,
-though you may meet [them] then sitting on a rock
or flitting silently about,-then sing again just before
sunrise .
He is such a good observer. This is correct, and probably the first time this has
been discovered too. There is a reason they are not heard after midnight. The
cannot hunt in the total dark, except on moonlit nights.

NightHawks
June 11, 1851

I hear the nighthawks uttering their squeaking notes
high in the air now at nine o'clock P. M., and occasionally
- what I do not remember to have heard so late their booming note . It sounds more as if under a cope
than by day. The sound is not so fugacious, going off
to be lost amid the spheres, but is echoed hollowly to
earth, making the low roof of heaven vibrate . Such a

sound is more confused and dissipated by day.
The whip-poor-will suggests how wide asunder are
the woods and the town. Its note is very rarely heard
by those who live on the street, and then it is thought
to be of ill omen. Only the dwellers on the outskirts of
the village hear it occasionally. It sometimes
comes into their yards. But go into the woods in a warm night
at this season, and it is the prevailing sound. I hear now
five or six at once. It is no more of ill omen therefore
here than the night and the moonlight are. It is a bird
not only of the woods, but of the night side of the
woods.
Actually the Nighthawk is even adapted to cities, where is sometimes nests on
roofs. I used to hear it and see it at night in Manhattan. I have also seen it in the
Prairie states, and in Ohio, of course. The literature says it hunts large insects at
sunset, but I have seen it hunting at sunset for tiny insects beside Chimney Swifts
and Dragonflies. I saw many 20 of them doing this with ten or fifteen Chimney
swifts and numerous Dragonflies. The Chimney Swift and the Nighthawk are
closely related, in terms of the phylogenetic tree, and both have stiff wings and
are aerial hunters. (Apodiforms are Swifts and the Nightjars are the
Caprimulgiformes ) The Nighthawk is a nightjar not an hawk,
Henry keeps thinking about the habits of the might birds:
Aug. 12, 1851
What is said about this being less of a night bird than the whippoorwill
is perhaps to be questioned. For neither do I
remember to have heard the whip-poor-will sing at
12 o'clock, though I met one sitting and flying between
two and three this morning. I believe that both may
be heard at midnight, though very rarely.) Now at very

earliest dawn the nighthawk booms and the whip-poorwill
sings.
Sept. 7, 1854
This seems the first autumnal sunset . The small
skaters seem more active than by day, or their slight
dimpling is more obvious in the lit twilight. A stray
white cat sits on the shore looking over the water. This
is her hour. A nighthawk dashes past, low over the
water. This is what we had.
It was in harmony with this fair evening that we
were not walking or riding with dust and noise through
it, but moved by a paddle without a jar over the liquid
and almost invisible surface, floating directly toward
those islands of the blessed which we call clouds in
the sunset sky.
June 18, 1853
The grass is
wet with dew. The evening star has come out, but
no other. There is no wind. I see a nighthawk in
the twilight, flitting near the ground . I hear the hum
of a beetle going by. The greenish fires of lightning
bugs are already seen in the meadow.
June 14. 1851
Why not call this the
Traveller's Moon? It would be as true to call the last
(the May) the Planter's Moon as it is to call September's
the Harvest Moon, for the farmers use one about as
little as the other. Perhaps this is the Whip-poor-will's
Moon. The bullfrog now, which I have not heard
before, this evening. It is nearly nine. They are much

less common and their note more intermittent than that
of the dreamers. I scared up a bird on a low bush,
perchance on its nest. It is rare that you start them at
night from such places .
Peabody says that the nighthawk retires to rest about
the time the whip-poor-will begins its song. The whippoorwill begins now at 7.30. I hear the nighthawk
after 9 o'clock. He says it flies low in the evening, but
it also flies high, as it must needs do to make the
booming sound.

April 1, 1851
There will be no moon till toward morning.
A slight mist is rising from the surface of the water.
Hear what I should not hesitate to call the squeak
of the nighthawk,-only Wilson makes them arrive
early in May, -also over the meadow. Can it be the
snipe ? It is a little fainter than the nighthawk, perhaps,
but it is further off.
July 27, 1853
The huckleberry-bird [Field Sparrow]48 as usual, and the nighthawk
squeaks and booms, and the bullfrog trumps, just before
the earliest star. The evening red is much more
remarkable than the morning red . The solemnity of
the evening sky! I turn round, and there shines the
moon, silvering the small clouds which have gathered ;
she makes nothing red .

48

This is a good page to translate Thoreau’s various common bird names into their current common names, as
well as scientific names.
http://www.kouroo.info/kouroo/birds/Alphabetical_Birds.pdf

This one like many of these reads like a Haiku.
Here is another that is Haiku like:
June 12, 51
I saw a distant river by
moonlight, making no noise, yet flowing, as by day,
still to the sea, like melted silver reflecting the moonlight.

Now it is starlight ; perhaps that dark cloud in the
NW the cloud in the west has concealed the evening star before
Yet I hear a chewink, veery, and wood thrush . Nighthawks and
whip-poor-wills, of course. A whip-poor-will whose
nest, perchance, I am near, on the side of the Cliff,
hovers in the dusky air about ten feet from me, now
on this side, then on that, on quivering wings, inspecting
me, showing the white on its wings. It holds itself
stationary for a minute. It is the first warm night for
a week, and I hear the toads by the river very numerous.
Henry’s index on the Whippoorwills and Nighthawks was poorly done by him. Many of
the references lead us nowhere. I seriously wonder if he did this when he was sick in
1855-1856. Or he may have done it is 1859. It is hard to say for sure. So I have taken
some liberty here, using Henry’s motif of the various birds or situations and have added
parts from the Moonlight book on these birds and situations. Both birds, the Whippoor-will and Nighthawk are Nightjars, and I made what I think he intended, which is a
beginning towards a chapter on night birds or Moonlight birds. His intuition that they

are moonlight birds is more correct than he even knew. They are not bats and have no
echolocation, though a few non-American Nightjars do have a form of echolocation, so
feeding at night is very difficult for them—these non-echolocating night birds. He notes
that they are often silent and that is true, they cannot hunt insects in the darkness of
moonless nights, so they wait for the twilight and dawn or moon to grow and eat more
then. They even time the birth of their babies to the waxing of the full moon. That way
their babies will have plenty to eat. This is the discovery, one of many, that the
moonlight enabled him to make.
References:
Oct lst Whippoorwill--June 28 [1852?]
Sep 9 [near end] Sep 7 [51] (Sep. 3--4—7
Whippoorwill & nighthawks 13--Aug 23

There is also this entry from June 2, 1858 about nighthawks on Mount Monadnock,
where he went camping. He sees these at the top of the mountain at night.

June 2, 1858
The chewink sang before night, and this, as I have before observed,
is a very common bird on mountain-tops. It seems to
love a cool atmosphere, and sometimes lingers quite
late with us. And the wood thrush, indefinitely far or
near, a little more distant and unseen, as great poets
are. Early in the evening the nighthawks were heard to
spark and boom over these bare gray rocks, and such
was our serenade at first as we lay on our spruce bed.
We were left alone with the nighthawks. These with
drawn bare rocks must be a very suitable place for them
to lay their eggs, and their dry and unmusical, yet
supramundane and spirit-like, voices and sounds gave

fit expression to this rocky mountain solitude. It struck
the very key-note of the stern, gray, barren solitude.
It was a thrumming of the mountain's rocky chords;
strains from the music of Chaos, such as were heard
when the earth was rent and these rocks heaved up.
Thus they went sparking and booming, while we were
courting the first access of sleep, and I could imagine
their dainty limping flight, circling over the kindred
rock, with a spot of white quartz in their wings. No
sound could be more in harmony with that scenery.
Though common below, it seemed peculiarly proper
here. But ere long the nighthawks were stilled, and
we heard only the sound of our companion's breathing
faintly the barking of a dog far down under the mountain,
and my companion thought he heard a bullfrog.
A little after 1 a.m., I woke and foud the moon had risen,
and heard some little bird near by sing a short
strain of welcome to it, somewhat song-sparrow-like.
But every sound is a little strange there, as if you were
in Labrador. Before dawn the nighthawks commenced
their sounds again, and these sounds were as good as a
clock to us, telling us how the night got on.

Glistening Leaves

June 15, 1852
When I enter on the
moonlit causeway, where the light is reflected from the
glistening alder leaves, and their deep, dark, liquid
shade beneath strictly bounds the firm damp road and
narrows it, it seems like autumn. The rows of willows
completely fence the way and appear to converge in
perspective, as I had not noticed by day.
June 18, 1853
Fair Haven
Pond, seen now indistinctly in the moonlight, seems
reduced to a shining surface of mud and slimy puddles,
yet I distinguish a smoother and lighter sheen
from its broad padded border. The oak leaves, as I
look down this vista from the first rock, glisten in the
moonlight, though not wet. Will they glisten thus in
the fall?

The index says 1852, but looking a year later and there is the glistening leaves.but June
11, 52, has nothing about anything about glistening leaves. But June 18, 53 does.

Scents
May 8, 1852
Methinks the scent is a more primitive inquisition

than the eye, more oracular and trustworthy. When I
criticize my own writing, I go by the scent, as it were.

June18, 1853
The light is but a luminousness . My pencil seems to
move through a creamy, mystic medium. The moonlight
is rich and somewhat opaque, like cream, but
the daylight is thin and blue, like skimmed milk. I
am less conscious than in the presence of the sun;
My instincts have more influence . I love the smell of
that burning as a man may lobe his pipe. It reminds me
of a new country offering sites for the hearths of men.
It is cheering as the scent of the scent of peat fire of the first
settler The farmer has improved the dry weather to
burn his meadow,

June18, 1853
The night-warbler, and again afterward. It is worth
the while to walk thus in the night after a warm or
sultry day to enjoy the fresh up-country, brake-like,
springlike scent in low grounds. At night the surface
of the earth is a cellar, a refrigerator, no doubt
wholesomer than those made with ice by day.

June 19, 1853
The pine woods
at Thrush Alley emit that hot dry scent, reminding
me even of days when I used to go a-blackberrying.

Sept 5, 1851
How much excited we are, how much recruited, by a
great many particular fragrances! A field of ripening
corn, now at night, that has been topped, with the stalks
stacked up to dry,, - an inexpressibly dry, rich, sweet,
ripening scent.' I feel as if I were an ear of ripening
corn myself. Is not the whole air then a compound of
such odor; undistinguishable ? Drying corn-stalks in a
field ; what an herb-garden!
June 14th 1851
The angelica is budded, a handsome luxuriant plant.
And now my senses are captivated again by a sweet
fragrance as I enter the embowered willow causeway,
and I know not if it be from a particular plant or all
together, - sweet-scented vernal grass or sweet-briar .
Now the sun is fairly gone, I hear the dreaming frog,
June 15, 1851
The whiteweed has suddenly appeared,
and the clover gives whole fields a rich and
florid appearance, -- the rich red and the sweet-scented
white. The fields are blushing with the red species as
the western sky at evening . The blue-eyed grass, well
named, looks up to heaven. And the yarrow, with its
persistent dry stalks and heads, is now ready to blossom
again. The dry stems and heads of last year's tansy
stand high above the new green leaves .
I sit in the shade of the pines to hear a wood thrush
at noon . The ground smells of dry leaves ; the heat is
oppressive.

Oct. 5, 1851
As I go through
the Spring Woods I perceive a sweet, dry scent from
the underwoods like that of the fragrant life-everlasting .
I suppose it is that.
May 8, 1852
The young birch leaves, very neatly plaited, small triangular
light-green leaves, yield an agreeable sweet
fragrance, just expanded and sticky, -sweet-scented as
innocence.
Methinks the scent is a more primitive inquisition
than the eye, more oracular and trustworthy. When I
criticize my own writing, I go by the scent, as it were.
The scent reveals, of course, 'what is concealed from
the other senses . By it I detect earthiness.'

June 11, 1851
There lies Fair
Haven Lake, undistinguishable from fallen sky. The
pines seem forever foreign, at least to the civilized man,
- not only their aspect but their scent, and their turpentine.

April 1, 1853
Hear ducks, disturbed, make a quacking or loud
croaking. Now, at night, the scent of muskrats is very
strong in particular localities. Next to the skunk it is
perceived further than that of any of our animals that
I think of. I perceive no difference between this and

the musk with which ladies scent themselves, though
here I pronounce it a strong, rank odor.
I suspect that Henry would have gone much farther than the two or three references to
scents, so I include many more, yet there are still many more in the Moonlight entries in
the Journal. Scent is a major theme or motif in the Moonlight book that recurs often,
each time specific and different. I cannot but wonder how he would have presented
these little essays on different natural phenomena and the human reaction to them.
It would have been a far ranging essay, no doubt.

Fireflies
June 22, 1852
More thunder-showers threaten, and I still can trace
those that are gone by. The fireflies in the meadows
are very numerous, as if they had replenished their lights
from the lightning. The far-retreated thunder-clouds
low in the southeast horizon and in the north, emitting
low flashes which reveal their forms, appear to lift their
wings like fireflies ; or it is a steady glare like the glowworm. Wherever they go, they make a meadow. I hear
no toads this cool evening.
June 25, 1852
The fireflies appear to be flying, though they may be
stationary on the grass stems, for their perch and the
nearness of the ground are obscured by the darkness,
and now you see one here and then another there, as
if it were one in motion. Their light is singularly
bright and glowing to proceed from a living creature.
Nature loves variety in all things, and so she adds

glow-worms to fireflies, though I have not noticed any
this year.
July 4, 1852 Methinks I saw the not yet extinguished lights
of one or two fireflies in the darker ruts in the grass, in
Conant's meadow.

June 14, 1852 Where there was only one firefly in a dozen rods, I hastily
ran to one which had crawled up to the top of a grass
head and exhibited its light, and instantly another
sailed in to it, showing its light also; but my presence
. made them extinguish their lights. The latter retreated,
and the former crawled slowly down the stem. It
appeared to me that the first was a female who thus
revealed her place to the male, who was also making
known his'neighborhood as he hovered about; both
showing their lights that they might come together. It
was like a mistress who had climbed to the turrets of
her castle and exhibited there a blazing taper for a sig
nal, while her lover had displayed his light on the plain.
If perchance she might have any lovers abroad.
reference: ( He lists July 12,52, but in that vicinity of the Journal there is only this
citation, nearly a month earlier)
Sept 7, 1851
Going up the road. The sound of the crickets is now
much more universal and loud. Now in the fields I see

the white streak of the neottia in the twilight.49 The
whip-poor-wills sing far off. I smell burnt land some
where. At Tupelo Cliff I hear the sound of singers on
the river, young men and women, — which is unusual
here, — returning from their row. Man's voice, thus
uttered, fits well the spaces. It fills nature. And, after
all, the singing of men is something far grander than
any natural sound. It is wonderful that men do not
oftener sing in the fields, by day and night. I bathe
at the north side the Cliff, while the moon shines round
the end of the rock. The opposite Cliff is reflected in
the water. Then sit on the south side of the Cliff in the
woods. One or two fireflies. Could it be a glow-worm ?

This is an especially lovely description of the woods in moonlight, with the white streak
of the nettia orchid in the distance, and the sound or whip-poor-wills and the night
singer as well as Henry bathing in the moonlight. He sees the fireflies…..

A few fireflies in the meadows. I am uncertain
whether that one so large and bright and high was a firefly or a shooting star.
Shooting stars are but fireflies of the firmament.
Henry often goes wrong when he pursues an analogy too far. Lightning bugs, a
misnomer, have nothing to do with lightning nor are they at all like shooting stars in
their causation, though he is right that they are both lights in the air, but the metaphor
stops there.

49

Neottia is in the Orchid family, a non-chlorophyllic plant, white to greenish and purple. Like all orchids it is
dependent on Mushrooms. More discussion of this plant can be found here:
http://www.ray-a.com/ThoreauBotIdx/index.html

Dogs Barking
June 14. 1851
The air that has swept over Caucasus and the sands of
Arabia comes to breathe on New England fields . The
dogs bark ; they are not as much stiller as man . They
are on the alert, suspecting the approach of foes. The
darkness perchance affects them, makes them mad
and wild. The mosquitoes hum about me. I distinguish
the modest moonlight on my paper.
Sept. 9, 1851
I go by the farmer's houses and barns, standing there
in the dim light under the trees, as if they lay at an
immense distance or under a veil . The farmer and his
oxen now all asleep . Not even a watch-dog awake.
The human slumbers . There is less of man in the
world.

Sept 6, 1851
Even now men have fires
and extinguish them, and, with distant horizon blazings
and barking of dogs, enact the manifold drama of life.'
We begin to have an interest in sun, moon, and stars.
June 14, 1851
Since the alarm about mad dogs a couple of years
ago there are comparatively few left to bark at the
traveller and bay the moon. All nature is abandoned
to me .

Sept 9, 1851
A solitary whip-poor-will sings.
The clock strikes four. A few dogs bark. A few more
wagons start for market, their faint rattling heard in
the distance. I hear my owl without a name ; the murmur
of the slow-approaching freight-train, as far off,
perchance, as Waltham ; and one early bird.
The round, red moon disappearing in the west.
June 18th, 1853

The trees stand like great
screens against the sky. The distant village sounds are
the bail-ping of dogs, that animal with which man has
allied himself, and the rattling of wagons, for the
farmers have gone to town a-shopping this Saturday
night. The dog is the tamed wolf, as the villager
is the tamed savage. But near, the crickets are heard
in the grass, chirping from everlasting to everlasting,
a mosquito sings near my ear, and the humming of a
dor-bug drowns all the noise of the village, so roomy
is the universe .'

Villagers
June 20, 1852
By those villagers who live on the street they are never

seen and rarely heard by day, but in the quiet sultry
nights their notes ring from one end of the town to
another. It is as if you had waked up in the infernal regions
I do not know for a time in what world I am.
It affects my morals, and all questions take a new
aspect from this sound.

Dry Pastures Flooded with Moonlight
What follows is the most complex and edited of the documents that Henry envisioned
the Moonlight book to be. William Howarth lists it as one of the Revised Journal entries
on Moonlight.( Pg. 342, HM 933) There are other entries somewhat like this in other
libraries, but many libraries who have these documents, charge one to see them, even if,
in some cases, they might be stolen documents. The Huntington Library were kind
enough to share this with me. They say that this document was bought with other
Thoreau materials purchased in 1918 directly from William K. Bixby, who had
purchased them from E. H. Russell. a friend of Henry’s who inherited, and profited,
unfairly and greedily, from Henry’s work. Russell inherited these, so in American law he
had the right to do as he pleased, according to the law. He sold a lot of what he had, not
very intelligently, to the highest bidder, which turned out to be men who Henry would
never have wanted to ‘own’ his work. It is hard to see how he was Henry’s friend,
impossible, in fact. But if he really understood Henry, he would have given them to a
responsible library of some kind, not sold to the highest bidder, but rather the most
publicly minded and responsible caretaker, as Henry would have wanted.
It can be said by way of conclusion on this matter, that the auction and art markets are
horror stories, where the most awful behavior of humans is common.
Henry is here combining some of the most beautiful images and lines from the

Moonlight journal entries. Laura Walls wonders to me in a letter if “Dry Pastures
flooded with Moonlight” might be a unique thing, separate from the Moonlight book. It
may be, but it does share much of the imagery in the Moonlight book, and I suspect he
wanted to combine some his lovely passages on moonlight and combine them with some
of his favorite experiences hearing music late at night in the natural world. The whole of
the Moonlight book is a sort of song played on Henry’s flute like voice and thought, to
the beauty of the night. The poem like cadence of this page is novel, and evokes what is
best in the Moonlight book. This is why I include it, and put it at the end, evoking what
Henry was trying to do in all these texts.
This piece was thus sold to the Huntington Library in California in 1918. The Journal
was sold to J.P. Morgan. I have wondered, if this is part of the Moonlight book, why this
was not part of the file that F.H. Allen took from the Journal?
Maybe Russell moved it?
I do think this is part of the Moonlight book. I will explain why…

Even in the order that it is now, it is clear that that this is a meditation of the actuality of
moonlight and the irrelevance of racism under the moon.. One of the themes is alluded
to in this prose poem is the theme of the African American who plays the clarinet or
flute in the moonlight. He writes in the Journal that the laborer singing it is a “white
man's voice”. But he changes this in is version to say “Methinks I should know it for the
voice of a civilized Man” then he defines the “civilized” music being made by the African
American clarinet player he heard in the moonlight on Aug, 8, 1851.
He thus changes to whole tenor of the prose-poem to be not only about moonlight, but
the African American player of the clarinet he earlier had written about. He notes how
cultivated his music is and speaks of music as one of the most marvelous
“accomplishments of man”. This again brings the subject of freedom from slavery and
honoring the accomplishments of African Americans into the heart of the Moonlight
book. Notice on June 8, 1854, he speaks of Antony Burns, the ex-slave who was returned
to slavery by the corrupt Fugitive Slave law. The Moonlight book is a defense of

marginalized and persecuted people plants and animals, as well as an attack on the
hypocrisy of the mainstream, conventional and wealthy of the society that persecutes
the innocent.
This is why I am sure this transcript is part of the Moonlight book and why this books is
a great text. It is one of the first anti-racist pieces of literature in our canon and one that
is not only non-judgmental, but tries to laud even ordinary stones as having the power
to save men and women from themselves. These are highly unusual points of view at
that time, before the Civil War.
It is clear that a great deal of editing would have been done by Henry to finish the
Moonlight book. I only show here the raw material and some of the development of how
he was tending. Clearly he was developing cosmological themes, and would have
mentioned the animals and birds, and some of the plants of the night. He would have
argued against superstitions, and it would have been, like Walden, a meditation on life,
his life and the existence of this realm of the night few know anything about. I think it
would have shown his slow acceptance of science as a way to see nature. It would have
developed his anti-slavery themes, and been against big business. It would have been
one of his best books, I am sure.
More work could be done on this by someone, perhaps, but at least here, I have put
many, if not all, of the relevant parts of the manuscript together, somewhat as Henry
intended them to be. I am sure he would have refined it much more, numerous times,
probably. I contend that he did finish the general outline of the book and had a
conclusion of sorts in it.
I have added dates from the Journal where he took these from, and showed what
changes he made to the original texts.

July 11, 1851
Having reached the dry pastures

I am again surrounded by a flood of Moonlight.
the dim cow path curves gracefully over the sward,
amid the scattered pitch pines to some fairly like spot
The fence rails shine like silver,
new things and old are confounded.
I am sitting on the ruins of a wall,
or the materials to compose a new one.
Half a mile off I see the phosphorescent arc on a hillside
where a cliff reflects the moonlight.
Now at Half past 10, returning by the railroad causeway,
I hear the cock crow in Hubbard’s barns.
It is the wakeful thoughts in me
that anticipates the following day,
wonderfully exhilarating to hear
July 12, 1851

I start a sparrow from her 3 eggs in the grass,
where she had settled for the night.(skips 7 or 8 sentences)
I see a skunk stealing noiselessly away from me,
while the moon shines over the pitch pines
which send long shadows down the hill.
Now looking back I see it shinning on the south side
of the farm-houses and barns, with a weird light,
for I passed here half an hour later than last night. (skip one sentence)
I hear a human voice, — some laborer singing after his day's toil,
— which I do not often hear. Loud it must be, for it is far away.
Methinks I should know it for the voice of a civilized Man
(original says “white man's voice”).
Some strains have the melody of an instrument.
Now I hear the sound of a bugle , in the

"Corner," reminding me of poetic wars; a few flourishes
and the bugler has gone to rest.

June 16th 1852.
A flute from some villager.
How rare among men so fit
a thing as the sound of a flute at evening!
May 1850.
I have heard my brother playing on his flute at evening
half a mile off through the houses of the village,
every note with perfect distinctness. It seemed a more
beautiful communication with me than the sending up
of a rocket would have been.
June 18, 1852

Sometimes ( this word added)I hear a man playing a clarinet far off.
(Apollo tending the flocks of King Admetus . (This last sentence deleted)
How cultivated, how sweet and glorious, is music !
Men have brought this art to great perfection,
the art of modulating sound, by long practice since
the world began . What superiority over the rude harmony
of savages ! There is something glorious and flower-like in it.
What a
contrast this evening melody with the occupations of
the day ! It is perhaps the most admirable accomplishment
of man.

June 25 1852
Now his day's work is done, the laborer

plays his flute, — only possible at this hour. He serenades himself,
i.e he establishes the serenity of the hour in his mind. (this sentence added)
Contrasted with his work, what an accomplishment!
Some drink and gamble. He plays some well-known march.
But the music is not in the tune ; it is in the sound.
It does not proceed from the trading nor political world.
July 12, 51
At the foot of the Cliff hill I hear the sound of the clock striking nine,
as distinctly as within a quarter of a mile usually, though
there is no wind. The moonlight is more perfect than
last night; hardly a cloud in the sky, — only a few
fleecy ones. There is more serenity and more light.
(two sentences removed from original)
I am startled by the rapid transit of some wild animal
across my path, a rabbit or a fox, — or you hardly
know if it be not a bird.
As I return through the orchard, a foolish robin
bursts away from his perch.
Looking down from the cliffs,
the leaves of the tree-tops shine more than ever by day.
(these two sentences inverted)
The air is remarkably still and unobjectionable on the hilltop,
and the whole world below is covered as with a gossamer
blanket of moonlight. It is just about as yellow as a blanket.
It is a great dimly burnished shield with darker
blotches on its surface. You have lost some light,
it is true, but you have got this simple and magnificent
stillness, brooding like genius.

Henry Holding a Leaf in October, photo and art by Mark Koslow

Conclusion
So this long term effort of Henry’s to study moonlight starts off as a month long project
and turns into 6 or 17 years. As I concretely show, he had started editing it into chapters
and themes, making combinations of entries on specific subjects like Toads or
Nighthawks. Nighttime and the Moon became a place where he could keep thinking
without all the distractions of the daylight world of greed in America, a world he
despised. While working on the Moonlight book he also wrote what would become “Life
Without Principle”, which attacked the greed that had become of the foundation of
American life and was the well spring of slavery and economic injustice. It is clear it was

a major effort of his after Walden, Howarth is right about that. He wrote extensive
journal entries about it, composing combinations of entries, as he did for all his books.
So it was a work well underway using processes he had used before. He brought many
parts of the Journal into a polished state. He writes his conclusion to it in 1856, two
years after it is supposedly done. And much of the Moonlight book is polished, even if
unorganized. Unlike Walden only a few revisions are done. But it shows Henry as more
radical, not less than he was in Walden. The complement to the Moonlight book will be
“Civil Disobedience”, his attack on the American Justice system, and his essay on
Kataadn, his attack on metaphysics, religion and transcendentalism and of course, “Life
without Principle”, his attack on the American economic power system.
Is the Moonlight book a failure? Is it a minor or major work of Thoreau’s? It is hardly a
failure, once one understands it, which in my case took many years, it is a great success.
Richardson, who is supposed to be the expert on Henry’s ideas, says of it, that it was
“quickly taken up and quickly dropped”, which is ludicrous. He spent between 6 and 17
years thinking about and working on it and there are perhaps 400 pages in it. It is
hardly “quickly” done. In fact it is his longest effort and rivals Walden in its complexity.
It goes beyond Walden in its beauty and philosophy. His last effort is to say that only if
we can learn to care even for the stones and rocks of earth, will human kind find
regeneration. Richardson also tries to say it is very dark, which is not true. It is dark only
if one is on the dark side of Thoreau’s politics, which is pretty far to the left. Those in the
middle or on the right, will hate it, probably. But this hardly matters. Those who are
speciesist, or human centered in their views are the problem which Henry identifies.
What matters is being clear about what Henry actually thought. I see it as a major effort
of Henry’s and one that was messed up by the “authorities” who wanted to turn Henry
into an apologist, rather than an attacker, of the unjust system of American law,
government, and biological mistreatment of the earth by American business. The real
failure is these, but they have not admitted it yet.
It is hard to imagine that the failure of his Plymouth lecture would have stopped this
now nearly 6-17 year long effort. Indeed, it didn’t. No one has bothered to look at what
Henry says about Moonlight after 1854. The staying up all night, and writing 400 odd

pages of original material on the moon, and then doing indexes and revisions. It would
seem he left it to the side, or did he? He is still writing it in 1856. He thought to lovingly
tie it up in a package, in 1859 or after, and left it to his inheritors. Sophia knew it was
something, but she did not have the means to do much with it, Blake did nothing with it,
and Russell abused it, selling it to a fool, who sold it to someone totally opposite to it. It
is outrageous the J.P. Morgan library owns the Journal. Henry did a lot to both write
and preserve this as a treasure for future generations. His inheritors messed it up,
distributed it, destroyed the order. Allen sat on it for decades after basically stealing it. I
can see, I think, why it was never really respected. It was a hard book on him, it was so
broad and difficult to admit, even to himself, how awful some of his contemporizes
were—hard to admit, even to himself how Moonlight was above all both an escape from
them and a reckoning against them. In fact, it is a great work of insights and inquiry,
severely questioning us and seeking to regenerate what is good in us. But it is depressing
to see how we are destroying the world Henry loved. The darkness in the book is all
ours, not Henry’s. Richardson is mistaken there too.
Henry’s doubts about it were minimal and can be shown to be the result of being tired
and worn out. It was not at all the failure he seems to think it is in moments where he
lost confidence, as on Jan 21, 1853. The truth of the book is that he saw clearly that he
was an observer of the “funeral of mankind”, as he sought to study the “phenomena of
nature”, even while it was being destroyed. To me, it is an amazing book, one that sums
up much of the controversy about slavery, civil disobedience, money, capitalism and the
light of the moon. It fits impeccably well with some of the best art on the night and the
moon in the 1800’s. All that he learned from studying night and Moonlight went into his
flower studies, Leaf studies, Cape Cod, Fruit and Seed studies, between 1855 and 1861.
The Moonlight book is a book of great transitions and one that makes him more of a
scientist and naturalist, more Darwinist, more of an exact recorder of natural events. All
that is great in Thoreau is in this book. Those who claim it as a failure have not read it.
It is not at all a failure. It is a book that shows how hard it was to be Henry Thoreau in a
society that does not really want him to be who he was. I had to do this, 150 years after
he died. I was hoping others would, but they all deferred. It will be interesting to see if

this is ignored or not. I imagine it will be. Like Henry, I am not too enamored of my
contemporaries, and sense they do not really care about who Henry was, or why he
spent some much time trying to understand what to live for. It is as clear as Moonlight
what he tried to live for.
For my part I am glad he was who he was, and America and the world would be a much
less interesting place without him. I am happy he tried to do this, happy he wandered
and wondered in the moonlight, trying to understand and nurture the world both he and
us live in, a world that is dying of not enough support for people just like him, who
support the simplicity of wildness and its importance in preserving what is of value on
earth.

